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PERSPECTIVE

Identifying and Interrupting
Superspreading Events—
Implications for Control
of Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome Coronavirus 2
Thomas R. Frieden,1 Christopher T. Lee1

It appears inevitable that severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 will continue to spread. Although
we still have limited information on the epidemiology
of this virus, there have been multiple reports of superspreading events (SSEs), which are associated
with both explosive growth early in an outbreak and
sustained transmission in later stages. Although SSEs
appear to be difficult to predict and therefore difficult
to prevent, core public health actions can prevent and
reduce the number and impact of SSEs. To prevent and
control of SSEs, speed is essential. Prevention and mitigation of SSEs depends, first and foremost, on quickly
recognizing and understanding these events, particularly within healthcare settings. Better understanding
transmission dynamics associated with SSEs, identifying and mitigating high-risk settings, strict adherence to
healthcare infection prevention and control measures,
and timely implementation of nonpharmaceutical interventions can help prevent and control severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2, as well as future
infectious disease outbreaks.

S

evere acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) continues to spread (1). Although we still have limited information on the epidemiology of coronavirus disease (COVID-19), there
have been multiple reports of superspreading events
(SSEs) (2–4). During recent severe outbreaks of SARS,
Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS), and Ebola virus disease, SSEs were associated with explosive
growth early in an outbreak and sustained transmission in later stages (5–7). Here, we review the factors
that contribute to SSEs and implications for control of
SARS-CoV-2.

Author affiliation: Resolve to Save Lives, New York, New York, USA
DOI: https://doi.org/eid2606.200495

SSEs are not limited to emerging infectious diseases. In the early 20th century, Mary Mallon (Typhoid Mary), an asymptomatic typhoid carrier who
worked as a cook, infected >50 persons (8–10). An ingenious and elegant but little-known study of tuberculosis demonstrated that many patients, even those
with smear-positive, cavitary tuberculosis, were not
highly infectious but that 3 of 77 patients accounted
for 73% of the infectious burden (11). In 1997, Woolhouse et al. observed that 20% of the population contributed to >80% of transmission and suggested targeting interventions to the core 20% (12). SSEs have
also caused explosive outbreaks of measles, including
among vaccinated persons (13).
During the 2003 SARS epidemic in Beijing, China,
1 hospitalized index patient was the source of 4 generations of transmission to 76 patients, visitors, and
healthcare workers (14). During the MERS outbreak
in South Korea, 166 (89%) of 186 confirmed primary
cases did not further transmit the disease, but 5 patients led to 154 secondary cases (15). The index patient transmitted MERS to 28 other persons, and 3 of
these secondary cases infected 84, 23, and 7 persons.
During Ebola, SSEs played a key role sustaining the
epidemic: 3% of cases were estimated to be responsible for 61% of infections (6).
SSEs highlight a major limitation of the concept
of R0. The basic reproductive number R0, when presented as a mean or median value, does not capture
the heterogeneity of transmission among infected
persons (16); 2 pathogens with identical R0 estimates
may have markedly different patterns of transmission. Furthermore, the goal of a public health response is to drive the reproductive number to a value
1

These authors contributed equally to this article.
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<1, something that might not be possible in some situations without better prevention, recognition, and
response to SSEs. A meta-analysis estimated that the
initial median R0 for COVID-19 is 2.79 (meaning that
1 infected person will on average infect 2.79 others),
although current estimates might be biased because
of insufficient data (17).
Countermeasures can substantially reduce the reproductive number; on the Diamond Princess cruise
ship, an initial estimated R0 of 14.8 (≈4 times higher
than the R0 in the epicenter of the outbreak in Wuhan,
China) was reduced to an estimated effective reproductive number of 1.78 after on-board isolation and
quarantine measures were implemented (18). In Wuhan, aggressive implementation of nonpharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) in the community, including
a cordon sanitaire of the city; suspension of public
transport, school, and most work; and cancellation of
all public events reduced the reproductive number
from 3.86 to 0.32 over a 5-week period (C. Wang et
al., unpub. data, https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.03.03
.20030593). However, these interventions might not
be sustainable.
Drivers of SSEs
Although SSEs appear to be difficult to predict and
therefore difficult to prevent, understanding the
pathogen, host, environmental, and behavioral drivers of SSEs can inform strategies for SSE prevention
and control (19,20) (Table). The potential impact of
these factors has been analyzed (5). We summarize
the evidence for multiple pathogens to facilitate a
more generalized approach that can be applied to the
current COVID-19 pandemic.
Pathogen-specific factors include binding sites
(29), environmental persistence, virulence, and infectious dose. Strains of some organisms might be
more readily transmissible than other strains of the
same species (21,22). Mutation can potentially lead to
increased infectivity (6); one preliminary report suggested that SARS-CoV-2 might have 2 distinct genetic
subtypes, with the less lethal form becoming more
dominant as a result of treating and isolating infected
persons (30). Monitoring for genetic adaptation, both
by whole-genome sequencing and epidemiologic investigation, will determine whether transmissibility
of SARS-CoV-2 is evolving and whether variants of
the virus are more readily transmitted.
Host factors include duration of infection (prolonged carriage), location and burden of infection
(e.g., laryngeal or cavitary tuberculosis), and symptomatology (e.g., transmission of influenza during
the prodromal phase) (23). All SARS superspreaders
1062

were symptomatic. The potential for and extent of
transmission of COVID-19 from asymptomatic infected persons has not yet been fully characterized,
although probable asymptomatic transmission has
been documented in at least 1 family cluster (31).
Epidemiologic analysis is required to understand
the proportion of COVID-19 transmission which occurs before symptom onset, whether children are effective transmitters, and to identify host factors that
might be associated with increased infectivity (32).
Environmental factors include population density and the availability and use of infection prevention and control measures in healthcare facilities.
SARS and MERS had relatively low rates of personto-person transmission but caused explosive outbreaks in healthcare settings (28). Rapid person-toperson transmission of COVID-19 appears likely to
have occurred in healthcare settings, on a cruise ship,
and in a church (3). In a study of 110 case-patients
from 11 clusters in Japan, all clusters were associated
with closed environments, including fitness centers,
shared eating environments, and hospitals; the odds
for transmission from a primary case-patient were
18.7 times higher than in open-air environments (H.
Nishiura et al., unpub. data, https://doi.org/10.1101
/2020.02.28.20029272). SARS-CoV-2 is present in stool
(33); ensuring cleanliness of toilets and other potentially contaminated surfaces is needed, and measures
to prevent aerosolization from plumbing, as might
have occurred in the Amoy Garden outbreak of SARS
(24), might need to be implemented. Evidence of environmental contamination by SARS-CoV-2 through
respiratory droplets and fecal shedding highlights
the need for effective decontamination efforts and
strict adherence to environmental hygiene, which are
pertinent to prevention and control of transmission,
including SSEs (34).
Behavioral factors include cough hygiene, social
customs, health-seeking behavior, and adherence
to public health guidance. The risk for SSEs varies
widely on the basis of cultural and socioeconomic
context. In Sierra Leone, 1 traditional funeral was
associated with 28 laboratory-confirmed cases of
Ebola (26,35). Perceptions of risk can influence behavior and the likelihood of SSEs. Underestimation
of risk in healthcare facilities resulted in transmission that prolonged the Ebola outbreak in Guinea
(27). During the MERS outbreak in South Korea,
doctor shopping (visiting multiple healthcare facilities after symptoms developed) was associated with
SSEs (36). For control of COVID-19, behavioral recommendations for the general population to wash
hands, cover coughs, and minimize exposing others,
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Table. Factors that increase the risk for superspreading events and implications for prevention and control of COVID-19*
Factor
Disease
Epidemiologic role
Implications for control of COVID-19
Pathogen
Tuberculosis
Certain strains of Mycobacterium tuberculosis are
Continued monitoring for genetic change and
more infectious, and patients ill with these strains
for changes in the epidemiology of transmission
should be prioritized for examination of a larger circle
of contacts (21,22)
Host
Influenza
Viral shedding and risk for transmission among
Identification of factors associated with
asymptomatic and presymptomatic persons can
increased transmissibility and rapid intervention
result in influenza transmission (23), particularly in
to prevent transmission from similar patients
closed settings with minimal ventilation (H. Nishiura prospectively; further characterization of risk for
et al., unpub. data,
asymptomatic transmission
https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.02.28.20029272)
Environment
SARS
Airborne transmission of SARS can result in
Assess changes in plumbing and ventilation
environmental spread of disease in community (24)
that may be needed to reduce risk for spread;
and healthcare settings (25)
increase social distancing; reduce mass
gatherings in closed environments; ensure
effective triage, isolation, and general infection
control in healthcare facilities
Behavior
Ebola
Inaccurate perceptions of Ebola risk can result in
Promote handwashing, cough etiquette, and
behaviors that increase the probability of
safer care-seeking behavior, including masktransmission (26,27)
wearing by persons who are ill, and ensure that
timely and accurate messaging about risk and
behavioral preventive measures are tailored to
and reach affected populations
Response
MERS
Timely implementation of control measures can
Rapidly identify and isolate cases to reduce
reduce outbreak duration and number of
transmission; implement large-scale NPIs in
transmission events (28)
affected areas within 1 week
*COVID-19, coronavirus disease; MERS, Middle East respiratory syndrome; NPIs, nonpharmaceutical interventions; SARS, severe acute respiratory
syndrome.

as well as rigorous infection control for healthcare
workers, are needed.
Response factors include the timely and effective
implementation of prevention and control measures
within the community and in healthcare settings.
These factors can reduce outbreak duration and decrease the reproductive number, thereby reducing the
number of persons infected. Because delay of diagnosis is the most common cause of SSEs (16), timeliness
is critical to prevent or limit their extent (20). Rapid
identification and isolation of cases will reduce transmission; where necessary, large-scale NPIs should
also be implemented in affected areas within 1 week
(37). Effective case isolation and contact tracing might
be sufficient to control a cluster of COVID-19, but the
probability of control will decrease with delays in patient isolation from symptom onset (38).
Prevention and Mitigation of SSEs
SSE prevention and mitigation depends, first and
foremost, on quickly recognizing and understanding these events. This recognition and understanding
enables implementation of control measures specific
to the incident and identification of measures, which
can reduce the risk for future SSEs. During the SARS
epidemic, rapid quarantine and isolation reduced
outbreak extent and speed (19), and the lack of early
detection was the primary cause of a hospital MERS
outbreak in South Korea (39). An analysis of available

data from Hong Kong, Vietnam, Singapore, and Canada found that delaying SARS control measures by
just a week could have tripled the size of the epidemic
(7). A modeling study of control interventions and
SSEs in South Korea found that timely interventions
(within 1 week), including a government announcement of affected hospitals, reduced the size and duration of MERS transmission (28).
Healthcare facilities are critical for prevention
and control of SSEs. Targeted control measures include rapid identification and isolation of all potentially infectious patients, including a high index of
suspicion for transmissible diseases, and implementation of universal infection control procedures in all
areas of all facilities (20,40). Because individual superspreaders can only be identified retrospectively,
universal implementation of triage procedures, rapid
diagnosis and isolation, administrative controls (e.g.,
flow patterns and procedures for patients, visitors,
and staff), and engineering controls (e.g., isolation
rooms, partitions to protect against respiratory droplets, ventilation systems) are all necessary (28). Meticulous infection control is especially needed when
performing procedures such as bronchoscopy, intubation, suctioning, sputum induction, and nebulizer
therapies, which can enable what would normally be
a droplet-transmitted infection to become aerosolized
and therefore able to be more widely disseminated.
If these types of procedures are needed, they should
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be performed by using strict infection control procedures and, when possible, in airborne infection isolation units.
SSEs in healthcare settings can be associated with
increased illness and death because many infections
occur among patients with underlying conditions,
which can delay diagnosis and exacerbate pathologic
changes (41,42). Most tuberculosis is spread by patients who have not yet been given a diagnosis, rather
than by failure to effectively isolate these patients
(43). Risk factors for SSEs of SARS among 86 wards in
Guangzhou, China, and 38 wards in Hong Kong were
related to inadequate infection prevention and control, including insufficient availability of washing and
changing facilities for staff, performing resuscitation
on the ward, staff working while experiencing symptoms, and use of oxygen therapy or positive pressure
ventilation (25). One patient in China who had only
abdominal symptoms was not initially suspected of
having COVID-19 and was admitted to a surgical
ward; >10 healthcare workers and >4 patients were
presumed to have been infected by this patient (3).
It is essential that healthcare facilities implement infection control guidelines for COVID-19 rigorously.
It is also essential that any nosocomial transmission is
analyzed to identify the modes of spread, which will
inform best strategies for prevention.
SSEs also occur in settings other than healthcare
settings (44). The SARS outbreak in Hong Kong was
characterized by 2 SSEs responsible for >400 infections (45); 1 guest at the Metropole Hotel was the index case for 4 national and international clusters (46).
Community-wide NPIs, including risk communication to the public on social distancing, hand and respiratory hygiene, and criteria for either self-isolation
or safer presentation to the hospital, can limit community transmission. During the SARS outbreak, effective communication appears to have reduced time
from symptom onset to hospital admission and decreased the number of persons with whom patients
had contact before isolation (25). The combination
of facility-based and population-based interventions
ended SARS transmission (19,47).
A study modeling the impact of interventions in
Wuhan found that, although early identification and
isolation reduced the number of infections somewhat,
integrated implementation of NPIs decreased the
number of cases rapidly and substantially and drove
the reproductive number to <1 (C. Wang et al., unpub. data, https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.03.03.20030
593). If NPIs had been implemented 2 weeks earlier,
an estimated 86% of cases might have been prevented
(48). For COVID-19, broad infection prevention and
1064

control measures include cough and hand hygiene,
self-isolation by staying home if sick, and avoiding
infection during care-seeking and caregiving.
Conclusions
COVID-19 has already killed more persons than SARS
and MERS combined. Both of these coronavirus infections were fueled by SSEs. Understanding transmission dynamics associated with SSEs and their control
during other coronavirus outbreaks can help inform
current public health approaches to SARS-CoV-2.
Anticipated heterogeneity in transmission should
be used to plan disease control programs and riskstratify populations for public health interventions.
Countries should develop and implement protocols
for implementation of rapid identification, diagnosis,
and isolation of patients; effective infection prevention and control practices in healthcare facilities; and
timely and relevant risk communication. Such measures can mitigate the impact of SSEs, which have
been major drivers of recent epidemics.
Because delay in diagnosis and failure to rapidly
implement isolation and response measures have fueled previous SSEs, countries should have plans and
operational capacities in place during the containment
phase of the response for immediate investigation
and implementation of control measures. During the
later mitigation phase, when surveillance and laboratory resources are limited, surveillance and focused
response efforts should prioritize environments and
settings at high risk for SSEs, including closed environments such as healthcare facilities, nursing homes,
prisons, homeless shelters, schools, and sites of mass
gatherings while community-wide NPIs are implemented more broadly.
Targeted and rapidly implemented public health
interventions to prevent and mitigate SSEs are critical for early interruption of transmission during the
containment phase and to reduce the effect on the disruption of healthcare services and society during the
mitigation phase. Because of the societal and cultural
underpinnings of behavioral and environmental factors including the local acceptability of adoption of
NPIs, early engagement of communities, including an
in-depth understanding of knowledge, attitudes, and
practices relevant to the pandemic will be critical to
response efforts during all phases.
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Risks Related to Chikungunya
Infections among European Union
Travelers, 2012–2018
Céline M. Gossner, Nelly Fournet, Joana Gomes Dias, Beatriz Fernández Martínez,
Martina Del Manso, Johanna J. Young, Hervé Zeller, Denis Coulombier

Autochthonous outbreaks of chikungunya have occurred
in the European Union (EU) after virus introduction by
infected travelers. We reviewed the surveillance data of
travel-related cases reported in the EU during 2012–2018
to document factors associated with increased infection
rates among travelers and to assess how surveillance
data could support preparedness against secondary
transmission and timely control of outbreaks. Thirteen
EU countries reported 2,616 travel-related chikungunya
cases. We observed 3 successive epidemiologic periods; the highest number of cases (75%) occurred during 2014–2015, when most cases were associated with
the Caribbean and South America. The highest infection
rates among travelers were observed during the same
phase. Although surveillance of travel-related cases is
relevant for estimating the infection risk for travelers, we
could not identify a relationship between the number of
infected travelers and a higher likelihood of secondary
transmission in the EU.

C

introduction of the virus by travelers, detect infections among returning travelers early, and implement timely control measures for cases in receptive
areas. Consequently, surveillance of chikungunya
was implemented during 2008 by the EU, whose
goal was supporting these objectives (7).
We reviewed the surveillance data of travel-associated chikungunya cases reported in the EU during
2012–2018 with 2 aims. The first aim was to document factors associated with increased infection rates
among travelers so that travelers, travel clinics, and
public health authorities have relevant information
to mitigate risks for infection. The second aim was
to review how surveillance data could support preparedness against secondary transmission and timely
control of outbreaks in susceptible areas.
Methods

hikungunya is a disease carried by Aedes mosquitoes that affects >100 countries, mostly in the
tropics and subtropics (1). In the European Union
(EU), chikungunya is not endemic, even though some
outbreaks were reported in France and Italy after
introduction of chikungunya virus by travelers into
receptive areas (areas in which Aedes albopictus mosquitoes were established and active) (2–6).
To limit secondary transmission, it is crucial to
monitor the distribution and activity of the mosquito vectors of the virus, reduce the likelihood of

Travelers

Author affiliations: European Centre for Disease Prevention and
Control, Solna, Sweden (C.M. Gossner, J. Gomes Dias, J.J.
Young, H. Zeller, D. Coulombier); Santé Publique France, SaintMaurice, France (N. Fournet); Instituto de Salud Carlos III, Madrid,
Spain (B. Fernández Martínez); Istituto Superiore di Sanita,
Rome, Italy (M. Del Manso)

Travel-Related Cases

DOI: https://doi.org/10.3201/eid2606.190490

We obtained traveler data for 2012–2017 from the International Air Transport Association, which records
passengers on commercial flights. We did not have
access to 2018 data and considered it equal to 2017
data. We analyzed the number of travelers flying
from chikungunya-affected countries to EU countries
per month. We considered the departure and arrival
countries irrespectively of connecting flights and assumed that case-patients were flying from the country in which infection occurred.
We defined a travel-related case-patient as a person
reported by an EU country, later called reporting
countries, with a probable or confirmed chikungunya infection acquired outside their country of residence during 2012–2018. Cases were reported to the
European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control
(ECDC) (8). For time-related analysis we used, in
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order of preference, the date of onset, the date of diagnostics, or the date of notification. When none of these
dates were available and if the date used for statistics
was earlier than any of the dates mentioned, we used
the date used for statistics, which is an unspecified,
mandatory date.
We defined a probable case-patient as a person
who had fever, returned from an area with ongoing
chikungunya transmission within 2 weeks before onset of symptoms, and had virus-specific IgM in 1 serum sample (9). We defined a confirmed case-patient
as a person satisfying any of the following laboratory
criteria: detection of virus nucleic acid or virus isolation from a clinical specimen, virus-specific IgM in
1 serum sample plus confirmation by neutralization,
or seroconversion or 4-fold antibody titer increase of
specific antibodies in paired serum samples (9).
Vector Distribution and Population

For each year, we obtained data on establishment
of Ae. albopictus mosquitoes at the regional level
(third level of the Nomenclature of Territorial Units
for Statistics [10]) from the VectorNet database (11)
and the French Ministry of Health website (12) and
the population in reporting countries from Eurostat
(13). We calculated the percentage of the population
in regions in which the vector was established (population living in regions in which Ae. albopictus mosquitoes were established × 100/total population in
the country). We grouped countries per geographic
regions according to the United Nations Statistics
Division definitions (14).
Inclusion Criteria

The applied inclusion criteria (Appendix Figure,
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/26/6/190490-App1.pdf) aimed to account for possible errors
in gathering or reporting travel history/exposure of
case-patients and lack of specificity of IgM serologic
testing (15,16). We included probable and confirmed
travel-related cases. Cases related to the French
overseas territories (e.g., Martinique, French Polynesia) were considered as travel-related cases and
those overseas territories as countries of infection.
We also included reporting countries that submitted
data every year and provided country of infection
for >50% of their cases (arbitrary cutoff value) over
the study period. When multiple countries of infection were reported for 1 case, the country of infection
was changed to unknown. Finally, we included cases
with a known country of infection; countries of infections that were associated with >2 cases, of which >1
was a confirmed case, and that were either reported
1068

by 2 reporting countries or reported over multiple
years; and countries of infection that had travelers
data available.
Analysis

To obtain information that could support prevention of cases among travelers, we performed a
descriptive analysis of travel patterns, case characteristics, reporting countries, and countries of infection. As a proxy of the risk for infection, we calculated infection rates among travelers (TIR = no.
cases/100,000 travelers).
To define the risk for secondary transmission, we
conducted a (nonsystematic) literature search on occurrences of secondary transmission in the EU during 2012–2018 and estimated the number of cases
that could have led to autochthonous outbreaks. We
considered that travel-related cases were distributed
evenly within the reporting countries; for each year
and reporting country, we multiplied the number of
travel-related cases that occurred during June–October (when the vector is more abundant and active)
by the percentage of population in regions where
Ae. albopictus mosquitoes were established. We did
not consider secondary transmission by donations of
substances of human origin. We performed statistical
analyses by using STATA/SE 14.0 software (https://
www.stata.com) and Microsoft Excel 2016 (https://
www.microsoft.com).
Results
We identified 13 reporting countries and 59 countries
of infection (Figure 1). During 2012–2018, a total of
146 million travelers arrived in reporting countries
from countries of infection (Appendix Table). Most
of these travelers arrived from Southeast Asia (27%),
southern Asia (19%), and the Caribbean (15%). More
specifically, 12% arrived from India, 12% from Thailand, and 8% from Brazil. The United Kingdom (31%),
France (22%), and Germany (16%) received the highest number of travelers.
Travelers from the Caribbean (41%) and Polynesia (74%) arrived primarily in France. Travelers
from South (32%) and Central (29%) America arrived
mainly in Spain. Travelers from Southeast (32%) and
southern (55%) Asia and from eastern Africa (44%)
arrived primarily in the United Kingdom.
The overall yearly number of travelers increased
during 2012–2018 from 18 million to 24 million. The
highest increases in travelers during that period were
for Northern Africa (88%), Central America (71%),
and the Caribbean (54%). There were also large annual variations in number of travelers returning
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Chikungunya Infections among EU Travelers

Figure 1. Risks related to chikungunya infections among EU travelers, 2012–2018. Countries with infection and reporting countries are
indicated. Map produced on January 8, 2020. Administrative boundaries were obtained from EuroGeographics and the United Nations
Food and Agriculture Organization. EU, European Union.

from specific countries of infection. For instance, the
number of travelers from Venezuela decreased by
58% during 2013–2015 largely because of domestic
insecurity and political crisis.
The number of EU travelers exhibited a seasonal
pattern with peaks related to holiday periods (January, March, and August). Peak periods varied among
reporting countries: March and August for France;
January and March for Germany; July–September for
Spain; January for Sweden; and January, April, and
August for the United Kingdom.
Risk for Infection among Travelers

During 2012–2018, there were 2,616 travel-related chikungunya cases, among which 1,766 were confirmed
cases and 850 were probable cases (Table 1). France
(918), the United Kingdom (593), Spain (587), and
Germany (359) reported 94% of the cases. Although
most reporting countries reported mostly confirmed
cases, 60% of the cases reported by France and 31% of
the cases reported by the United Kingdom were confirmed. The global TIR was 1.8 cases/100,000 travelers (Appendix Table).

The number of cases and global TIR fluctuated
over the study period (Table 1; Figure 2; Appendix Table); both values peaked in 2014. There was a
seasonal increase in cases during May–September,
with a peak in May–June for Spain, May–August for
France, September–November for Germany, and October–November for the United Kingdom. The global
TIR was highest in May, June, and July. The median
age of travel-related case-patients was 43 years (interquartile range 32–55 years), and the female-to-male
ratio was 1.1:4.
We observed 3 successive epidemiologic periods
(Figures 2–5). The first phase, 2012–2013, had few cases, most (84%) associated with southern and Southeast Asia; the global TIR was 0.2. In November 2013,
one case was associated with the Caribbean, marking
the start of epidemics in the Americas (17).
The second phase, 2014–2015, corresponded to
the globalization of virus circulation; the global TIR
was 4.8. Most cases were associated with the Caribbean (68%) and South America (17%). In 2014, the TIR
for travelers from the Caribbean reached 45.9; in 2015
it decreased in travelers from the Caribbean (1.6), but
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Table 1. Characteristics of 2,616 persons with travel-related
chikungunya infections, 2012–2018
Characteristic
No. case-patients (%)
Case classification
Probable
850 (32)
Confirmed
1,766 (68)
Sex
F
1,517 (58)
M
1,088 (42)
Unknown
11 (<1)
Age group, y
<1–4
25 (1)
5–14
79 (4)
15–24
154 (7)
25–44
936 (43)
45–64
775 (35)
>65
221 (10)
Unknown
426 (16)
Year of infection
2012
37 (1)
2013
45 (2)
2014
1,431 (55)
2015
448 (17)
2016
365 (14)
2017
171 (7)
2018
119 (6)
Month of infection
January
133 (5)
February
89 (3)
March
96 (3)
April
150(5)
May
296 (11)
June
392 (15)
July
340 (13)
August
284 (11)
September
240 (9)
October
220 (8)
November
209 (8)
December
167 (6)

it increased for travelers from South America (6.3)
and Central America (6.1). In 2014, there was a high
TIR for travelers returning from Haiti (266.6) and
Dominica (193.6), and during 2015, a high TIR was associated with Honduras (78.1) and Nicaragua (76.5).
During the 2014–2015 phase, a high TIR was associated with Polynesia (36.8), which matched the
intense epidemic in the region; in French Polynesia
for instance, a few months after introduction of the
virus, 25% of the population had been affected (18). In
Africa, high TIRs were observed in travelers returning from Angola (12.0) during 2014 and Equatorial
Guinea (9.2) during 2015. During that phase, travelers
arriving in France and Spain had the highest TIRs: 9.5
for France and 9.8 for Spain.
The third phase, 2016–2018, was marked by a decrease in the global TIR. During that phase, a large
percentage of case-patients were returning from
southern Asia (45%) and South America (24%); regional TIRs were 2.1 for southern Asia and 1.4 for
South America. During 2016, there were high TIRs for
travelers returning from Bolivia (21.4) and Nicaragua
1070

(18.2). In Africa, high TIRs were seen for travelers
from Somalia during 2016 (68.3) and Kenya during
2018 (6.6); a large epidemic affected Mombasa County in Kenya during 2018 (19). During 2016–2018, travelers arriving in Germany, Spain, Sweden, and the
United Kingdom had TIRs ranging from 1.0 to 2.1,
and travelers arriving in France had a TIR of 0.5.
Risk for Secondary Transmission within the EU

During 2012–2018, a total of 3 autochthonous chikungunya outbreaks occurred in the EU. Two occurred in
France in Hérault Department (September–October
2014) and Var Department (August 2017) (3,4). For
the outbreak in Hérault, the index case-patient returned from Cameroon. For the outbreak in Var, the
virus originated in Central Africa. One large outbreak
occurred in the Lazio and Calabria regions of Italy
(June–November 2017) (5). The index case-patient
was not identified, but the virus originated in Pakistan or India (6,20).
During the study period, 10 case-patients returned from Cameroon (1–2/year). France reported
the only case-patient during 2014; the TIR for travelers from France that year was 0.9. The highest TIR
related to Cameroon was during 2017 for travelers
from Spain (TIR = 28.5). During 2012–2018, a total of
38 case-patients were reported from Central Africa, 6
of them during 2017: 2 by France (TIR = 1.0) and 4 by
Spain (TIR = 15.3). The highest TIRs related to Central
Africa were in 2014 and 2017 among travelers from
Spain (TIR = 17.3 during 2014 and 15.3 during 2017).
During the study period, we detected 328 case-patients infected in India or Pakistan, 72 of them during
2017. Italy did not report any cases from these countries during 2017. During 2017, the TIR for travelers
returning either from India or Pakistan was highest
in the United Kingdom. The highest TIRs related to
India or Pakistan were during 2016 among travelers
from Malta and Slovenia. During 2014, travelers from
France who had the highest TIRs (>600) were returning from Dominica, Suriname, and Tonga. During
2017, among travelers from France and Italy, those
who had the highest TIRs returned from Bangladesh
(TIR = 12.5 for travelers from France and 8.7 for travelers from Italy).
Among the reporting countries, France, Germany,
Greece, Italy, Malta, Slovenia, and Spain had receptive areas (Table 2). The percentage of the population
in regions in those countries colonized by Ae. albopictus mosquitoes increased during 2012–2018, from
28% in 2012 to 45% in 2018. We estimated that 270
travel-related case-patients returned to receptive areas during 2012–2018; 171 (63%) were in 2014. Among
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Figure 2. Number of travelrelated chikungunya cases
during 2012–2018, by region of
infection and year.

the estimated case-patients, 163 arrived in France, 79
in Spain, and 25 in Italy.
Discussion
We documented factors associated with increased
travel-associated chikungunya cases reported in the
EU during 2012–2018. Travel patterns (i.e., volume of
travelers, country visited, and period of travel) were
specific to each of the reporting countries. These patterns also reflect the geopolitical context, historical
and cultural links, and preferences of travelers.
The TIR fluctuated according to the region/country visited, the reporting country, and the period of
travel. The difference in TIR and seasonality among
reporting countries was likely caused by difference
in places visited within the countries of infection,
intensity of virus circulation at the time of the visit,
and reason for travel (e.g., business versus holidays).
Generally, we observed a much higher TIR for travelers visiting a country with historical links to the
reporting country (i.e., travelers from Spain visiting
countries in Central America or travelers from France
visiting French Overseas Countries and Territories).
This finding might be explained by a high number
of travelers visiting friends or relatives (VFR travelers). These travelers are less likely to receive pretravel

advice than other types of travelers (21), might stay
longer in the visited country, and might use fewer
protective measures. Therefore, EU countries should
consider issuing their own specific travel advice on
the basis of countries most visited and those that have
a higher risk for infection for their citizens. Prevention
campaigns could be strengthened before and during
peaks of cases and TIR, and be tailored to at-risk populations (e.g., VFR travelers). To reach these populations, travel advice could be provided online when
flight tickets are purchased or through social media.
A high number of cases or high TIR might also
highlight a sensitive surveillance system. This suggestion explains a slightly higher TIR among travelers from Sweden compared with other travelers
during the 2012–2013 and 2016–2018 phases. With an
overall number of travelers that is relatively low and
a sensitive surveillance system, Sweden was able to
test most possible case-patients and therefore detect a
high proportion of cases among travelers.
As highlighted in other reports (22,23), travelrelated cases are good indicators of the epidemiologic
situation of the country visited because outbreaks are
reflected by an increase in travel-related cases. Our
results accurately highlighted the spread of the virus throughout the Americas, Polynesia, and eastern
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Africa. Therefore, travelers can be considered as sentinels, particularly in countries in which disease surveillance is limited (e.g., Somalia).
If there are few travelers, the likelihood of observing cases is limited. Therefore, having no cases
associated with a specific country does not necessarily mean that no virus is circulating. It is useful to consider traveler data, and TIR provides a more accurate
estimation of the risk for infection for travelers.
The higher proportion of female case-patients
could be explained by the fact that women are at
higher risk for development of severe symptoms and
are therefore are more likely to seek medical attention (24). In addition, more female travelers might
be exposed. For instance, in Spain, 61% of the travel-

related cases were VFR travelers (25); those travelers
are expected to be persons who emigrated to Spain
from disease-endemic countries, mostly from the
Americas. A high proportion of persons born in Central America/Caribbean (64.5%) and South America
(55.6%) and living in Spain are women (26). Therefore, we might consider that more female travelers
were going to the Americas as VFR travelers and became infected during that visit.
The number of cases and TIR do not seem to correlate with the likelihood of occurrence of autochthonous outbreaks in reporting countries and the
origin of the imported outbreak strain. We found no
autochthonous outbreaks associated with epidemics
in the Americas during 2014–2015. In contrast, we

Figure 3. Rates of chikungunya infections among European
travelers by country, region of infection, and epidemiologic period,
2012–2018. Shown are the 30 countries with the highest rates of
infection for each period. A) 2012–2013; B) 2014–2015;
C) 2016–2018.
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Figure 4. Rates of chikungunya
infections among European
Union travelers by region of
infection and year, 2012–2018.

found 2 autochthonous outbreaks during 2017 despite the relatively lower number of imported cases
than in previous years. The autochthonous outbreaks that occurred in the EU were not consistently
associated with regions/countries of infections with
most cases or high TIRs. In addition, although we
estimated that pressure of introduction in receptive
areas in Spain was higher than that for those in Italy, no outbreaks were reported in Spain. Also, outbreaks have not occurred in years that had higher
pressure of introduction. Many other factors account
for allowing an autochthonous outbreak, including
activity and abundance of the vector, environmental factors, adaptation of the virus strain to the local vector, surveillance sensitivity, and timeliness of
control measures implemented for imported cases
(27–29). Consequently, although monitoring of outbreaks worldwide is relevant for estimating the risk
for infection to travelers, this monitoring does not
seem to be as relevant for estimation of the risk for
secondary transmission.
In the absence of valid data on vector competence
of local Ae. Albopictus mosquito populations and the
particular chikungunya virus strain, each imported
case should be considered as a potential index case.
Control measures should then be implemented for the
case to limit the likelihood of virus and disease spread.
In the context of the global climatic and ecologic
changes, it is expected that Ae. albopictus mosquitoes will colonize new areas of the EU, thus creating new areas at risk for local transmission (30,31).

Furthermore, the Ae. aegypti mosquito, another competent vector, is threatening to establish itself on the
continent, increasing even more the risk for local
transmission (32).
Surveillance systems in EU countries are diverse
and have evolved over time (e.g., chikungunya became a mandatory reportable disease in Spain during
2014). Detailed information about national surveillance systems is available in the ECDC annual epidemiologic reports (33). Large outbreaks worldwide
increased awareness among physicians, potentially
enhancing testing of potential cases. Consequently,

Figure 5. Rates of chikungunya infections among European Union
travelers returning from countries of infection, by reporting country
and epidemiologic periods, 2012–2018. Only countries reporting
the highest number of cases were included.
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Table 2. Estimated number of travel-related cases of chikungunya that could have led to secondary transmissions on the basis of
cases reported during June–October and proportion of population in countries in which Aedes albopictus mosquitoes are established,
per year and reporting country, 2012–2018
Characteristic, year
France
Germany
Greece
Italy
Malta
Slovenia
Spain
Total
No. travel-related case during June–October
2012
7
3
0
2
0
0
0
12
2013
6
0
0
3
0
0
1
10
2014
540
85
1
0
0
0
180
806
2015
35
29
0
9
0
0
87
160
2016
16
28
1
9
0
1
31
86
2017
10
11
0
3
0
0
14
38
2018
5
7
1
2
0
0
2
17
% Population in regions in which Ae. albopictus mosquitoes are established
2012
21
0
6
83
92
11
20
28
2013
23
0
17
84
93
11
20
29
2014
25
0
25
86
93
14
20
31
2015
34
0
27
81
93
31
30
34
2016
36
0
76
99
93
57
33
41
2017
43
0
49
100
93
57
42
43
2018
55
1
83
100
93
57
42
45
Estimated no. cases in regions in which Ae. albopictus are established
2012
1
0
0
2
0
0
0
3
2013
1
0
0
3
0
0
0
4
2014
135*
0
0
0
0
0
36
171
2015
12
0
0
7
0
0
26
45
2016
6
0
1
9
0
1
10
26
2017
4*
0
0
3*
0
0
6
13
2018
3
0
1
2
0
0
1
6
Total no. cases in regions in which Ae. albopictus are established
2012–2018
163
0
2
25
0
1
79
270
*When an outbreak occurred.

comparisons between years and between reporting
countries should be made cautiously.
Vector presence and activity in countries of infection vary at the local level, whereas we analyzed
country level data. We did not have information
about the reason for travel (e.g., tourism, business,
VFR) and length of stay, 2 variables that are likely
to influence the risk for infection (34,35). This limitation prevented us from identifying recommendations at the subnational level and targeted to the
travelers categories.
The reported travel-related cases only represent
a fraction of the actual infections because <25% of
infected persons remain asymptomatic (36). In parallel, 34% of cases were probable cases, diagnosed
with 1 IgM test, a highly unspecific test that leads to
a high number of false-positive results and, in some
instances, indicates a previous infection (15,16,37,38).
These biases were likely to be constant over time and
place and therefore did not affect interpretation of
our results.
We considered that all reported case-patients had
viremia while in the EU and therefore could have contributed to secondary transmission. However, a study
published in 2007 estimated that 63% of infected travelers were viremic upon return to their home country
(39), which would suggest that we overestimated the
number of potential index cases.
1074

Several studies that assessed risk for travelers
related to chikungunya and dengue used travelers
data from the United Nation World Tourism Organization (22,40) or national databases 41,42). As
highlighted in another report (43), there are major
differences in the number of travelers between databases. The International Air Transport Association
collects the number of flight passengers from 1 departure airport to an arrival airport, whereas other
databases also include multicountry journeys and
other types of travel mode, such as cruise ships; in
addition, some databases might count travelers on
the basis of their nationality instead of place of departure. We compared our results with those of 1
study that assessed the risk for chikungunya infection among travelers from Spain during 2008–2014
(22). Although results from the 2 studies are not in
disagreement, they are not directly comparable. We
believe that main difference in methods was that
we used travelers data adjusted per year (except for
2018) and that the authors of the other study used
mean annual number of travelers from previous
years. If one considers major variations in number of
travelers per year (e.g., Venezuela), we recommend
researchers to used yearly number of travelers to estimate TIR. This recommendation emphasizes that
comparison of TIRs between studies should be made
with caution.
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In conclusion, monitoring the number of travelrelated chikungunya cases and the TIR among travelers can support travel advice. However, our results
showed no indication that these factors can be useful
in estimating the risk for autochthonous outbreaks in
EU countries.
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Data are limited on the incidence and management of
streptococcal toxic shock syndrome (TSS) and nonstreptococcal TSS in children. We aimed to define the
clinical patterns of TSS at Nationwide Children’s Hospital in Ohio as they relate to published criteria, diagnostic
decisions, and treatment options. Through retrospective chart reviews, we identified 58 patients with TSS
(27 streptococcal, 31 nonstreptococcal) during January
2010–September 2017. We observed clinical and laboratory findings that are not part of TSS criteria, such as
pyuria in streptococcal TSS (50% of patients) and pulmonary involvement (85%) and coagulopathy (92%) in
nonstreptococcal TSS patients. Recommended treatment with clindamycin and intravenous immunoglobulin
was delayed in streptococcal TSS patients without rash
(3.37 days vs. 0.87 days in patients with rash), leading
to prolonged hospitalization and complications. Incorporation of additional TSS signs and symptoms would be
helpful in TSS diagnosis and management.

T

oxic shock syndrome (TSS) is a severe acute illness
caused by toxin-producing strains of Streptococcus
pyogenes (streptococcal TSS [STSS]) and Staphylococcus
aureus (nonstreptococcal TSS [NSTSS]) (1–5). Data are
limited on the incidence, management, and outcomes
for children with TSS (6–8). Most epidemiologic and
clinical studies of TSS have reported predominantly
streptococcal cases. The incidence of severe streptococcal infections, including TSS, has been increasing
in North America since the 1990s. Studies from the
United States and Canada report incidence rates of
3.8–10.24 invasive group A Streptococcus (GAS) cases
per 100,000 persons per year (9,10). Reported death
rates vary from 4.2% to 56% for STSS (2,3,7,8,11–15)
and are up to 22% for NSTSS (3,12).
The uncontrolled cytokine stimulation by bacterial toxins results in several clinical manifestations of
TSS, such as hypotension, fever, rash, and organ dysfunction (3,8). On the basis of these clinical signs, the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
defined criteria for TSS and updated these criteria in
2010 for STSS and in 2011 for NSTSS (4,5). Despite recognition of illness and CDC disease definitions, TSS
diagnosis remains challenging because some clinical
findings, such as hypotension, could be transient and
some, such as rash, might be absent.
CDC criteria do not differentiate between children and adults. In children, differentiating TSS from
septic shock, Kawasaki disease with shock, and drug
reaction with eosinophilia and systemic symptoms
syndrome poses additional challenges (3,16). In addition to these diagnostic difficulties, challenges and
controversies exist for managing TSS. Our objective
was to differentiate the clinical patterns of TSS in
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children in a large tertiary center as they relate to
published criteria, diagnostic decisions, and treatment options.
Methods
The Nationwide Children’s Hospital Institutional
Review Board approved the study. We queried electronic medical records during January 2010–December 2017 for diagnosis codes from the International
Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision, for toxic
shock syndrome, severe sepsis with septic shock,
GAS bacteremia, and necrotizing fasciitis. The addition of diagnoses other than TSS helped us identify 7
STSS patients who were discharged with diagnoses
of sepsis and septic shock. In addition to discharge
and admission diagnoses, we considered any diagnosis during the hospitalization period associated
with these billing codes. We also reviewed preadmission records related to the admission diagnoses.
We included patients in the study if their illness met
criteria for definite or probable TSS. Where all CDC
criteria for either STSS or NSTSS were fulfilled, we
defined cases as definite (4,5). Where a single criterion was missing because of incomplete data or because GAS was isolated from a nonsterile site, we
classified the case as probable (4). Data collected
were age, sex, height, weight, body mass index, date
of presentation, and clinical signs and symptoms
(Table 1). We also collected duration of hospitalization; use and type of antimicrobial agents; use
and timing of clindamycin, intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIg), or both after initial evaluation; and
clinical outcomes, including mechanical intubation,
amputation, and death. We reviewed several admission laboratory and radiologic parameters: complete
blood count, urinalysis, blood urea nitrogen, creatinine, estimated glomerular filtration rate, alanine
transaminase, aspartate transaminase, total bilirubin, creatinine kinase, coagulation studies, and chest
radiographs. We also reviewed additional studies
and any imaging study done during the hospitalization period that identified possible sites and sources
of infection.
Statistical Analysis

We compared the demographic, clinical, laboratory,
and treatment data between patients with STSS and
NSTSS. We used Student t tests to compare normally
distributed continuous variables between STSS and
NSTSS groups, the Wilcoxon rank-sum test to analyze skewed continuous variables, and a Fisher exact
test to analyze categorical variables. Continuous variables are presented as means with SDs for normally
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Table 1. Characteristics of patients with STSS and NSTSS, Nationwide Children’s Hospital, Columbus, Ohio, USA, 2010–2017*
Characteristic†
STSS, n = 27
NSTSS, n = 31
Total, N = 58
p value
Demographic
Sex, no. (%)
F
15 (55.6)
21 (67.7)
36 (62.1)
0.42
M
12 (44.4)
10 (32.3)
Mean age, y (SD)
9.4 (5.9)
13.2 (4.1)
11.4 (5.3)
<0.05
Mean BMI (SD)
18.9 (4.9)
22.7 (7.9)
20.9 (6.9)
<0.05
Clinical findings
Vomiting
18 (66.7)
26 (83.9)
44 (75.9)
0.22
Diarrhea
9 (33.3)
14 (45.2)
23 (39.7)
0.43
Myalgia
9 (37.5)
12 (44.4)
21 (41.2)
0.78
Fever at presentation, mean (SD)
39.5 (0.8)
39.6 (0.6)
39.5 (0.7)
0.65
Generalized erythematous rash
14 (51.9)
30 (96.8)
44 (75.9)
<0.05
Desquamation
6 (22.2)
14 (45.2)
20 (34.5)
0.1
Altered mental status
10 (41.7)
11 (36.7)
21 (38.9)
0.83
Fasciitis/tissue necrosis
5 (20.0)
1 (3.3)
6 (10.9)
0.08
Pharyngeal hyperemia
6 (22.2)
23 (74.2)
29 (50.0)
<0.05
Pulmonary Infiltrates
22 (88.0)
19 (61.3)
41 (73.2)
<0.05
PPV and inotropic support
25 (92.6)
29 (93.5)
54 (93.1)
1.0
Capillary leak‡
21 (84.0)
18 (58.1)
39 (69.6)
<0.05
Admission laboratory findings§
120.1 (81.6)
119.2 (76.9)
119.6 (78.4)
0.97
Thrombocyte count,  103/L, mean (SD)
Abnormal coagulation tests, PT, PTT, INR, s, n = 49
24 (100)
23 (92.0)
47 (95.9)
0.49
Pyuria, n = 24
12 (50.0)
12 (50.0)
24 (50.0)
1.00
BUN, mg/dL, median (IQR), n = 57
14 (8–26)
13 (11–41)
14 (11–27)
0.73
Creatinine, g/day median (IQR)
0.8 (0.5–1.2)
0.9 (0.7–2.0)
0.8 (0.5–1.6)
0.12
eGFR, mL/min/m², mean (SD)
72.8 (34.2)
71.9 (39.8)
72.3 (37.0)
0.93
ALT, U/L, median (IQR)
49 (28–129)
40 (29–95)
47 (29–95)
0.55
AST, U/L, median (IQR)
52 (28–132)
52 (25–84)
52 (28–102)
0.62
Total bilirubin, md/dL, median (IQR), n = 57
0.9 (0.5–1.6)
0.9 (0.4–1.8)
0.9 (0.4–1.6)
0.79
CPK, U/L, median (IQR), n = 17
154 (73–674)
130 (67–304)
137 (69–304)
0.67
Treatment
IVIg and clindamycin
14 (51.9%)
14 (45.2)
28 (48.3)
<0.05
Clindamycin only
8 (29.6%)
16 (51.6)
24 (41.4)
IVIg only
0 (0.0%)
1 (3.2)
1 (1.7)
Neither IVIg nor clindamycin
5 (18.5%)
0
5 (8.6)

*ALT, alanine aminotransferase; AST, aspartate aminotransferase; BMI, body mass index; BUN, blood urea nitrogen; CPK, creatinine phosphokinase;
eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate; INR, international normalized ratio; IQR, interquartile range; IVIg, intravenous immunoglobulin; NSTSS,
nonstreptococcal TSS; PPV, positive pressure ventilation; PT, prothrombin time; PTT, partial thromboplastin time; STSS, streptococcal TSS; TSS, toxic
shock syndrome.
†Continuous variables are presented as means with SDs; categorical variables are presented as counts with percentages. If data were not available for
all patients, the number of patients is indicated.
‡Capillary leak indicates hypotension, hypoalbuminemia, and hemoconcentration.
§Reference values: thrombocyte count, 140–440  103/L; PT, 12.4–14.7 s; PTT, 24–36 s; INR, <1.1; BUN, 5–18 mg/dL; creatinine, varies by patient age
and sex; eGFR, >60 mL/min/1.73 m²; ALT, <40 U/L); AST, 15–50 U/L); bilirubin, 0.1–1.0 mg/dL; CPK, 37–430 U/L.

distributed variables and as median and interquartile
range for skewed variables; categorical variables are
presented as counts with percentages.
We conducted all analyses on log-transformed
values of the time from admission outcomes to satisfy model assumptions. We used Student t tests to
compare STSS with NSTSS and a linear mixed model
to compare groups of antimicrobial drugs. For ease of
interpretation, raw means and SDs are presented for
each group, and the mean difference of the log-transformed values are presented as the ratio of geometric
means with 95% CI.
Results
During the study period, 456 patients had diagnosis
codes of TSS, severe sepsis with septic shock, GAS
bacteremia, and necrotizing fasciitis at admission,

discharge, or both. Our review of electronic medical
records indicated that illnesses of 58 patients met the
CDC diagnostic criteria for TSS. None of the patients
had a prolonged preadmission course that would affect their treatment start time. Twenty-seven (47%)
patients had STSS and 31 (53%) had NSTSS. Of the
STSS patients, 16 had confirmed and 11 had probable
STSS. Of the NSTSS patients, 11 had confirmed and 20
had probable NSTSS.
Clinical and Laboratory Findings

Fever was not always documented during initial examinations, although most patients had history of
fever requiring antipyretic medication or had fever
develop during hospitalization (Table 1). Vomiting
and rash were present in most patients with TSS.
However, of the 27 patients with STSS, 13 (48%) had
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no rash. Altered mental status was observed in ≈40%
of patients.
Of patients with confirmed STSS, GAS was isolated from blood (3 patients), deep tissue (4 patients
from necrotic tongue, subdural empyema, orbital abscess, and sinus aspirations), pleural fluid and deep
endotracheal tube suction (4 patients), peritoneal
fluid (1 patient), endotracheal tube suction and blood
(3 patients), and urine and blood (1 patient). Patients
with probable STSS had GAS obtained from rapid
streptococcal screening test and throat cultures. Patients with NSTSS had staphylococci isolated from
skin lesions and abscesses (10 patients); sterile sites,
including bone (3 patients); urine (1 patient); and vaginal and genital area swab samples (7 patients).
Several patients with NSTSS, for which only
thrombocytopenia is listed in the hematologic category of the CDC definition, had other coagulation
abnormalities. Of 25 patients who had coagulation
tests on admission, 17 (68%) had increased prothrombin time, 7 (28%) had increased prothrombin and partial thromboplastin time, and 1 patient had prolonged
partial thromboplastin time.
Inflammatory markers were not tested in all
patients at admission. For the 20 patients for whom
erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) was tested on
admission, median ESR was 22 mm/h (IQR 15.0–36.0
mm/h; reference 0–13 mm/h). ESR levels were higher in patients with STSS. Of 15 patients with NSTSS,
median ESR was 22 mm/h (IQR 15.0–32.5 mm/h); of
5 patients with STSS, median ESR was 36 mm/h (IQR
14.5–39 mm/h). Of 34 patients for whom C-reactive
protein (CRP) was tested on admission, median CRP
was 12.75 mg/dL (IQR 6.8–23.8 mg/dL; reference
<1.2 mg/dL). Of 18 patients with NSTSS, median CRP
was 8.3 mg/dL (IQR 5.8–20.6 mg/dL), and of 16 patients with STSS, median CRP was 20.4 mg/dL (IQR
6.9–26.3mg/dL). CRP levels were significantly higher
for patients with STSS than for those with NSTSS (p
= 0.0443).
Pulmonary infiltrates were present in most (42
patients) patients with TSS at diagnosis and admission. Only 7 (12%) patients had primary admission
and discharge diagnoses for pneumonia. Median arterial oxygen partial pressure to fractional inspired
oxygen (PaO2:FiO2) ratio was also decreased in these
patients. Of the 31 patients with NSTSS, for which

pulmonary involvement is not a CDC diagnostic criterion, 19 (61%) had diffuse pulmonary infiltrates.
Of the clinical criteria listed for TSS and NSTSS
and evaluated on admission, creatine phosphokinase
was not elevated in the 17 patients for whom results
were available. Similarly, renal and hepatic involvement criteria for both STSS and NSTSS did not vary
significantly from age-based normal values for most
of the patients. Twelve (21%) patients had elevated
alanine transaminase, 14 (24%) had elevated aspartate transaminase, and 17 (29%) had elevated serum
creatinine. However, pyuria (>10 leukocytes/highpower field), which is not a CDC clinical criterion for
STSS, was present in half the patients with STSS who
had a urinalysis on admission (median urine leukocyte count 17.5/high-power field). We also reviewed
microbiological studies. For 21 (68%) patients with
NSTSS, Staphylococcus aureus grew from superficial
and sterile site cultures.
We found significant differences between patients with STSS and NSTSS. Patients with STSS were
significantly younger, had lower body mass index,
were less likely to have an erythematous rash, and
had more capillary leak and pulmonary infiltrates
at presentation. Patients with NSTSS were less likely
to have pulmonary infiltrates and capillary leak and
to have less tissue necrosis or mental status changes
(Table 1).
Management of Patients

Patients with NSTSS received clindamycin and IVIg
sooner than patients with STSS. Five patients who
did not receive clindamycin or IVIg had STSS. Patients with NSTSS stayed ≈57% fewer inpatient days
(Tables 1, 2; Appendix, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/
EID/article/26/6/19-0783-App1.pdf). One patient
had necrotizing infection of the tongue that was
promptly recognized and operatively debrided. One
patient with STSS died. We examined the differences
between patients receiving only clindamycin, only
IVIg, both, or neither. None of the outcomes differed
significantly among groups (Appendix).
Management of STSS patients with rash differed
from management of those without rash. We found
no difference in the requirement for vasopressor
support between patients with or without rash, yet
clindamycin was initiated ≈66% sooner for patients

Table 2. Time from hospital admission for patients who had streptococcal toxic shock syndrome with and without rash and treatments
received, Nationwide Children’s Hospital, Columbus, Ohio, USA, 2010–2017
Rash, mean ( SD) No rash, mean ( SD) Ratio of geometric means (95% CI)
Time from admission, d
p value
Start of antimicrobial drugs
0.45 (0.49)
1.08 (1.57)
0.47 (0.16–1.40)
0.17
Start of clindamycin
0.87 (0.61)
3.37 (2.36)
0.24 (0.10–0.59)
<0.05
Start of intravenous immunoglobulin
1.47 (0.60)
1.48 (0.49)
0.97 (0.58–1.60)
0.89
1080
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with rash than for patients without rash (Table 2). Patients with STSS and without a rash had longer hospital stays than did those with rash. Clindamycin with
or without IVIg infusion was delayed in treatment of
STSS patients without rash, and for 5 patients (19% of
patients without rash), neither clindamycin nor IVIg
was administered.
Discussion
Data are limited on the incidence and management of
children with TSS (3,8). Our large, single-institution
retrospective analysis of 58 cases showed similarities
and unexpected findings among children with TSS. In
comparison with patients with NSTSS, children with
STSS were younger, experienced more severe illness
with higher rates of capillary leak and pulmonary
symptoms, and had longer hospital stays. Similar to
our findings, STSS has been associated with more severe disease and worse outcomes than NSTSS in the
literature (2,3,7,8,15,17). Unlike our findings, those
studies do not indicate whether late recognition and
treatment of STSS in patients without rash played any
role in the reported disease outcomes and hospitalization duration.
Case definitions for streptococcal and NSTSS
are generally designed to optimize specificity rather
than sensitivity. Our data suggest that unified criteria for TSS, rather than separate criteria for STSS and
NSTSS, might improve sensitivity. We found that certain clinical and laboratory findings were common in
both STSS and NSTSS but only included in the case
definition of one or the other. First, although pyuria
is a criterion for NSTSS but not for STSS (4,5), half the
urinalyses performed in both groups demonstrated
pyuria. Second, acute respiratory distress syndrome
is a criterion for STSS but not for NSTSS. However,
61% of the patients in our study with NSTSS had diffuse pulmonary infiltrates and decreased PaO2:FiO2
ratio <200. Finally, coagulation abnormalities are included in the case definition of STSS but not NSTSS,
yet most patients in both groups had abnormalities.
The pulmonary involvement, pyuria, and coagulation abnormalities were common and were observed
at admission. Case definitions are generally designed
to have high specificity, sometimes at the expense
of sensitivity. If the relatively inexpensive evaluation methods, such as urinalysis, chest radiograph,
PaO2:FiO2 ratio of <200 and coagulation panels were
incorporated into TSS evaluations, our data suggest
that they might have aided accurate and timely diagnosis. Consideration of these additional organ dysfunctions, and considering TSS as a unifying diagnosis rather than as STSS and NSTSS, could potentially

strengthen the conclusive diagnosis rather than discrediting it.
Data from published literature illustrate the
importance of prompt recognition of TSS and early
treatment (7,18–24). Complementary treatment with
clindamycin improves the survival of patients with
STSS by reducing toxin release (7,18–24). Although
IVIg is suggested as a possible adjunctive agent,
published patient outcomes have varied (24–28).
IVIg functions by inhibiting T-cell activation that
would result in decreased cytokine release, downregulation of adhesion molecules, chemokine and
chemokine-receptor expression, and neutralization of
superantigens (25–28). In some studies, IVIg did not
show significant benefit in treatment of patients with
STSS (20,24,29). One report that pooled 5 studies of
clindamycin and IVIg treatment for STSS showed the
death rates decreased from 33.7% to 15.7% (30). We
did not identify significant differences in hospitalization rates and duration of mechanical ventilation
among patients treated with or without IVIg. Fewer
than half the patients in our study received clindamycin and IVIg. Similarly, only 50%–67% of patients
with severe GAS infection have received clindamycin
(2,18,20,24). Our results suggest that the lack of appropriate treatment may be associated with absence
of rash at the time of presentation. In our study, in
STSS patients without rash, sepsis alone was often
diagnosed, and the patients were not treated with
clindamycin or IVIg. These patients also experienced
delays in diagnosis and had longer hospital stays
than those with a rash.
Our study had several limitations. Although
Nationwide Children’s Hospital serves almost all of
central Ohio’s children, our data were not population
based and were from 1 pediatric center. We might not
have identified all patients with NSTSS because we
were unable to review individual charts for patients
with staphylococcal bacteremia if they did not have
additional diagnoses of sepsis or septic shock. Despite our efforts to capture the clinical and laboratory
changes at the time of initial evaluation, the duration
of illness, as well as rapidly changing signs such as
rash, might not have been accurately recorded in the
patient charts, which would affect the overall diagnosis and possibly lead to misclassification of patients.
In addition, because of the retrospective nature of our
study, none of the bacterial isolates were archived for
further typing or microbiological analysis.
Our findings indicate organ system involvement
in TSS beyond that predicted by existing CDC criteria. Because clinicians appear to rely on archetypal
presentations of TSS (e.g., fever, hypotension, and
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rash) to diagnose TSS, updated clinical and diagnostic
criteria would facilitate early accurate diagnosis and
treatment. Physicians should be aware of TSS presentations without rash. Furthermore, the updated criteria may benefit from a unifying definition.
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During 2015–2016, Cape Verde, an island nation off the
coast of West Africa, experienced a Zika virus (ZIKV)
outbreak involving 7,580 suspected Zika cases and 18
microcephaly cases. Analysis of the complete genomes
of 3 ZIKV isolates from the outbreak indicated the strain
was of the Asian (not African) lineage. The Cape Verde
ZIKV sequences formed a distinct monophylogenetic
group and possessed 1–2 (T659A, I756V) unique amino
acid changes in the envelope protein. Phylogeographic
and serologic evidence support earlier introduction of this
lineage into Cape Verde, possibly from northeast Brazil,
between June 2014 and August 2015, suggesting cryptic
circulation of the virus before the initial wave of cases
were detected in October 2015. These findings underscore the utility of genomic-scale epidemiology for outbreak investigations.
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Z

ika virus (ZIKV), first discovered in Uganda
in 1947 and sporadically found in Africa and
Asia, was long believed to only cause mild disease
in humans (1). ZIKV isolates are classified into 1
of 2 lineages, representing the African and Asian
genotypes. ZIKVs of the African lineage have been
isolated from many regions of Africa (2), mostly
through entomologic investigations, and serologic
evidence suggests that ZIKV infections in humans
are frequent (3). However, until the 2000s, the virus
had seldom been detected in humans. The Asian
lineage has spread throughout the Pacific, causing
outbreaks in humans in Yap, Federated States of
Micronesia, in 2007 and in French Polynesia during
2013–2014, where an association with neurologic afflictions was first detected (4). Zika cases were first
reported in Brazil in May 2015, and from there, the
virus quickly spread to most of the Americas (5).
The high number of cases led to the discovery of an
association between congenital ZIKV infection and
neonatal neurologic complications, particularly microcephaly (6,7).
In October 2015, an epidemic of rash, conjunctivitis, and arthralgia was noted by physicians in Praia,
the capital of Cape Verde, an archipelago nation located in the Atlantic Ocean, west of the coast of Senegal.
Blood samples sent to the regional reference laboratory of the Institut Pasteur de Dakar (Dakar, Senegal)
confirmed the epidemic involved ZIKV infection. By
the end of the outbreak in May 2016, a total of 7,580
suspected Zika cases and 18 microcephaly cases were
1
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reported in the 4 most densely populated southern
islands of the Cape Verde archipelago (Brava, Fogo,
Maio, and Santiago; Figure 1) (8). Overall, ≈50% of
confirmed microcephaly cases were linked to reports
of Zika-related symptoms in the mother during the
first trimester of gestation (8).
Experimental Procedures
Sample Collection

In October 2015, Cape Verde reported a ZIKV outbreak and initiated a surveillance system to investigate the circulation of the virus in the country.
All healthcare facilities were alerted to report suspected Zika cases according to the case definition
of rash with or without fever and >1 of the following symptoms: conjunctivitis, headache, pruritus,
arthralgia, myalgia, diarrhea, vomiting, adenopathy, or retro-orbital pain. In total, 1,226 sample sets
(including blood and sometimes matching urine)
of the original 7,580 sample sets from patients with
suspected ZIKV infections (9) were sent to the Virology Laboratory at the Achadinha Health Center (Praia, Cape Verde) for ZIKV diagnosis. Only
a fraction of the original sample set was sent because ZIKV testing was performed at the discretion
of each healthcare facility’s medical practitioners.
Staff also sent samples from patients not fitting the
Zika case definition (i.e., patients with only rash or
only fever) for Zika testing.
Ethics

In this study, we used samples collected as part of
approved ongoing surveillance conducted by the
Institut Pasteur de Dakar (a World Health Organization Collaborating Centre for Arboviruses and
Haemorrhagic Fever Reference and Research). All
samples from humans were de-identified before we
performed virus characterization and analyses; thus,
no patient information can be reported.
Molecular Tests

We tested acute serum samples (obtained <5 days
after symptom onset; n = 387) and, when available,
matched urine samples (n = 82) by quantitative reverse transcription PCR (qRT-PCR). We extracted
RNA from serum or urine samples using the QIAamp
Viral RNA Mini Kit (QIAGEN, https://www.qiagen.
com) according to the manufacturer’s recommendations and performed a 1-step real-time PCR assay
(10) on an ABI7500 instrument (Applied Biosystems,
https://www.thermofisher.com) using the QuantiTect Probe RT-PCR Kit (QIAGEN).

Figure 1. Locations of suspected Zika cases (dark gray shading),
Cape Verde, 2015–2016. Only 2 cases on Boa Vista were
confirmed, and those might have been imported.

Serologic Tests

We tested serum samples (collected <10 days after
symptom onset; n = 1,226) by ELISA for ZIKV IgM
and IgG. For ZIKV antibody–positive samples, we
tested for antibodies against other flaviviruses (yellow fever virus [YFV], dengue virus [DENV], and
West Nile virus [WNV]) endemic in the West Africa
region to rule out cross-reactions.
For the IgM ELISA, we coated 96-well microtiter
plates with a monoclonal IgM capture antibody (goat
anti-human IgM; KPL, https://www.seracare.com)
in carbonate bicarbonate buffer (pH 9.6) and incubated overnight at 4°C. After washing the plate 3 times
with phosphate-buffered saline plus 0.05% tween, we
added heat-inactivated (56°C, 30 min) patient serum
samples and controls (all diluted 1:100 in phosphatebuffered saline plus 0.05% tween and 1% milk powder) in duplicate into plate wells and incubated at
37°C for 1 h. We washed wells 3 times; added ZIKV,
DENV, WNV, or YFV antigens into plate wells; and
incubated the plate for 1 h. After 3 washes, we added
ZIKV-, DENV-, WNV-, or YFV-specific immune ascites from mice to each well and incubated for 1 h at
37°C. After 3 washes, we added peroxidase-labeled
antibody specific to mouse IgG for 1 h at 37°C. Last,
we added a tetramethylbenzidine substrate to the
IgM conjugate complex and stopped the color reaction using a sulfuric acid solution. For the indirect IgG
ELISA, we captured ZIKV antigen on 96-well plates
coated with ZIKV-specific mouse hyperimmune ascitic fluid. We added patient serum samples (1:100)
and then horseradish peroxidase–conjugated goat anti-human IgG. We considered serum samples positive
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if the optical density at 450 nm was >0.20 above the
negative serum sample average and the ratio between
the sample and the negative control was >2.
We analyzed samples positive for ZIKV IgM or
IgG by ELISA for ZIKV-neutralizing antibodies using the plaque reduction neutralization test (PRNT)
as described by De Madrid and Porterfield (11). In
brief, we mixed 2-fold serial dilutions of serum samples (starting at 1:10) with equal volumes of medium
containing 800 PFU/mL of the ZIKV reference strain
MR766 and incubated for 1 h at 37°C. We then used
serum–virus mixtures to infect Vero cell monolayers in 24-well plates. After 1 h at 37°C, we covered
cells with DMEM containing 2% FBS and 0.4% carboxymethylcellulose and incubated for 4 days. We
determined neutralizing antibody titers using an 80%
cutoff value and classified samples as positive if their
titers were ≥20 IU/mL.
Untargeted Sequencing

We treated RNA samples first with Turbo DNase
(Ambion, https://www.thermofisher.com) and then
depleted host rRNA using the NEBNext rRNA Depletion Kit (New England Biolabs, https://www.
neb.com). We used rRNA-depleted RNA samples for
cDNA synthesis using random primers and Superscript IV (ThermoFisher, https://www.thermofisher.
com) and used cDNA for library preparation (Nextera XT DNA Library Prep Kit; Illumina, https://
www.illumina.com). We sequenced libraries on an
Illumina NextSeq500.
Amplicon-Based Sequencing

We sequenced amplicons from 3 samples following
the protocol described by Quick et al. (12). We prepared sequencing libraries using the NEBNext Ultra
II DNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina and barcoded
with NEBNext Multiplex Oligos for Illumina (Dual
Index Primers Set 1) (New England Biolabs for both).
We sequenced prepared libraries on an Illumina
MiSeq using MiSeq Reagent Kit v3 (600 cycles) at the
Biomics platform of Institut Pasteur (Paris, France).
We used Trimmomatic (http://www.usadellab.org)
to remove adaptor and primer sequences (first 24 nt
from 5′ end of reads, which is the maximum length
of primers used for multiplexed PCRs). Then, we
aligned reads to the complete genome sequence of
a 2016 ZIKV isolate from the Dominican Republic
(GenBank accession no. KU853012) using the CLC Genomics Suite (QIAGEN). We used SAMtools (http://
samtools.sourceforge.net) to sort the aligned bam
files and generate alignment statistics. We visually inspected ZIKV-aligned reads using Geneious version
1086

9.1 (https://www.geneious.com) before generating
consensus sequences and required a minimum of a 5×
read-depth coverage to make a base call. We deposited all sequences we obtained in GenBank (accession
nos. MK241415–7).
Sequence Dataset Compilation

To determine the origin of ZIKV in Cape Verde,
we created a comprehensive dataset of all publicly
available ZIKV sequences from GenBank. We then
removed from this dataset all laboratory, patented,
African genotype, and pre-2000 Asian genotype isolates. We concatenated all genome fragments of the
same isolate to retain 1 representative sequence per
isolate. For sequences with incomplete information
on sampling time and location in GenBank records,
we attempted to retrieve this information from published studies and other online resources. For cases in
which the origin of the imported case of ZIKV infection was known, we set the sampling location as the
location of origin. Last, we removed sequences that
were not linked to a publication or associated with a
known sampling time or location. This data pruning
resulted in a final dataset of 459 ZIKV sequences. We
created a multiple sequence alignment of these data
using MAFFT (13) and manually edited the alignment by using AliView (14).
Phylogenetic Inference

We performed Bayesian phylogenetic and phylogeographic analyses using BEAST version 1.10.4 (15). We
employed an uncorrelated relaxed-clock model (with
rates drawn from an underlying log-normal distribution) (16) and a skygrid coalescent tree prior distribution (17) in combination with a codon-partitioned
substitution model (SRD06) (18). We inferred migration history using a discrete phylogeographic model
that incorporates a model-averaging procedure (i.e.,
the Bayesian stochastic search variable selection procedure) (19) to identify the subset of migration flows
that adequately explain the diffusion process. We assessed convergence and mixing properties of the Markov chains with Tracer version 1.7 (20) and combined
samples of several independent chains post burn-in.
We generated maximum clade credibility trees summarizing the combined post burn in Markov chain
Monte Carlo samples with the use of TreeAnnotator
version 1.10.4 (http://beast.community/programs).
Results and Discussion
We report the findings of samples from 1,226 patients
with suspected ZIKV infections (Table), as well as
patients not fitting the Zika case definition. Samples
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were tested over the course of the Cape Verde outbreak. The practice of sending samples from cases
not fulfilling the strict Zika case definition for ZIKV
testing resulted in a surge of tests being performed
during the latter part of the outbreak (Figure 2). The
peak of acute infections (as detected by IgM ELISA
or qRT-PCR) occurred 3 weeks before the peak of
suspected cases. The presence of IgG-positive, IgMnegative, qRT-PCR–negative cases in April 2016 indicates that many infections were not detected during their acute phase and highlights the challenge of
capturing the timing and extent of outbreaks when a
large proportion of the infected population is asymptomatic. Indeed, 80% of ZIKV infections are asymptomatic (21). The early detection of samples positive
for ZIKV IgG (confirmed by PRNT) and negative for

Table. Confirmed Zika cases during 2015–2016 outbreak,
Cape Verde*
No. confirmed/
Category
no. tested
Confirmed recent ZIKV infections
226/1,226
qRT-PCR+/IgM–
18
qRT-PCR+/IgM+
6
qRT-PCR–/IgM+
202
Confirmed previous ZIKV infections:
311/1,226
IgG+/PRNT+/qRT-PCR–/IgM–
*PRNT, plaque reduction neutralization test; qRT-PCR, quantitative
reverse transcription PCR; ZIKV, Zika virus; –, negative; +, positive.

ZIKV IgM and RNA (including samples with sampling dates before October 2015 that were also received for ZIKV testing though not fitting the Zika
case definition) is compatible with the silent circulation of ZIKV before the major wave of reported cases.

Figure 2. Suspected Zika cases, cases tested for Zika virus (ZIKV) infection, ZIKV antibody–positive cases, and ZIKV RNA–positive
cases, Cape Verde, 2015–2016, by epidemiologic week. A) Cases of suspected ZIKV infection (n = 7,580) (9). B) Cases tested for
ZIKV infection, ZIKV antibody–positive cases, and ZIKV RNA–positive cases. Only 1,226 of 7,580 cases of suspected ZIKV infection
are included among those tested for ZIKV infection. In addition, some patients with fever only or rash only who did not fit the Zika
case definition were also tested for ZIKV infection and included on this graph. ZIKV IgG–positive cases were negative by qRT-PCR
and IgM ELISA and confirmed positive for ZIKV IgG by plaque reduction neutralization test. Arrows indicate the time of patient
sampling for the 3 sequenced ZIKV isolates (GenBank accession nos. MK241415–7). qRT-PCR, quantitative reverse transcription
PCR; –, negative; +, positive.
Emerging Infectious Diseases • www.cdc.gov/eid • Vol. 26, No. 6, June 2020
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Although the high population densities of the southern islands (with >50% of the Cape Verde population
living on Santiago Island) may explain why these
islands experienced intense outbreaks, determining
other factors that might have helped prevent further

spread of the virus within the archipelago during the
outbreak will be of value for future application.
Before this outbreak on the Cape Verde archipelago, no Zika outbreaks or ZIKV-associated microcephaly cases had been reported in Africa, and

Figure 3. Maximum clade credibility phylogenetic tree demonstrating migration history of Zika virus (ZIKV) Asian lineage, 2014–2018.
A) Phylogeny of 459 ZIKV isolates. The tree base was removed for ease of presentation. Tips of tree are colored according to their
sampling location and branches according to their most probable geographic location. Note that sequences from the 2016 Angola
outbreak (23) were published during the later stages of preparation of this manuscript and therefore were not included in this Bayesian
analysis. Scale bar indicates years. See Appendix Figure 1 (https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/26/6/19-0928-App1.pdf) for fully
annotated tree. B) Expansion of tree containing Cape Verde ZIKV sequences (bold). Clade posterior probabilities are shown at wellsupported nodes (>0.9). GenBank accession number, country of origin, and sampling date are provided for each ZIKV sequence.
1088
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only the Asian lineage of ZIKV had been found to
be associated with neurologic and congenital afflictions. Because Cape Verde is situated in an area (near
Senegal) where the African lineage of ZIKV has been
regularly detected (22) and the Cape Verde outbreak
involved cases of microcephaly, we needed to determine the origin and genotype of the ZIKV that caused
this outbreak. We assessed virus origin and genotype through sequencing and phylogenetic analysis
of ZIKVs sampled from patients in Cape Verde. Although our attempts at untargeted sequencing with
rRNA-depleted samples were unsuccessful, we were
able to Sanger sequence a small fragment of the envelope gene, which revealed that the virus was a part
of the Asian lineage. We shared this information with
the World Health Organization in May 2016.
We subsequently used a published overlapping
PCR amplicon scheme to amplify and sequence the
ZIKV genomes of preserved samples (12). This procedure enabled us to construct libraries that we could
sequence and resulted in us obtaining 3 complete
ZIKV genomes. These 3 sequences were obtained
from samples acquired in November 2015 (Fogo),
December 2015 (Santiago), and April 2016 (Fogo).
Bayesian phylogenetic analysis of publicly available ZIKV sequences indicated that all 3 Cape Verde
ZIKV genomes were related to the Asian genotype
and formed a single, separate, well-supported monophyletic group (posterior probability 1, Figure 3;
Appendix Figure 1, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/
article/26/6/19-0928-App1.pdf), confirming our initial inference that was based on a partial envelope
gene fragment. Of note, all sequences of Cape Verde
ZIKVs contained a unique nonsynonymous substitution in the envelope protein (I756V), and a second amino acid change (T659A) also in the envelope
gene was present in 2 of the isolates (those acquired
December 2015 and April 2016). Additional work is
needed to determine whether these mutations arose
by chance or if they facilitate adaptation to local conditions, such as growth in mosquito species of Africa.
Phylogeographic analyses indicated that the Cape
Verde ZIKV clade shares a common ancestor with
lineages circulating in Brazil (posterior probability
0.798) and is most likely from northeast Brazil (posterior probability 0.574). Both Brazil and Cape Verde
are Portuguese-speaking countries, and direct flights
between northeast Brazil (Fortaleza) and Cape Verde
(Praia) occurred daily during the outbreak. Although
our data suggest that the ZIKV responsible for the
Cape Verde outbreak originated in northeast Brazil, a
lack of genomic sampling from many ZIKV-affected
regions in the Americas makes excluding transmission

through these other locations impossible. The median
estimated date for the most recent common ancestor of
the Cape Verde ZIKV clade was June 2015 (95% highest posterior density March 2015–August 2015; Figure
3). The median estimated date of divergence of this
clade from the sequences sampled outside Cape Verde
was November 2014 (95% highest posterior density
July 2014–March 2015). Hence, these results indicate
that ZIKV was most likely introduced into Cape Verde
between June 2014 and August 2015, clearly before the
first wave of documented clinical cases. This estimated
virus introduction date is also supported by the finding of persons with ZIKV IgG and neutralizing antibodies early during the outbreak (Figure 2).
This study has 2 main limitations. First, because
only a fraction of suspected Zika case samples were
tested, bias in the reported distribution of confirmed
cases is possible. Second, only 3 ZIKV genome sequences were recovered from this outbreak, perhaps
limiting the power of our phylodynamic and phylogeographic analyses.
In conclusion, our analysis indicates that the
Asian lineage of ZIKV reached Cape Verde in 2015
and triggered a relatively large epidemic. Of note, the
Cape Verde ZIKV clade is distinct from the ZIKV of
the 2017 Angola outbreak (Appendix Figure 2), which
also involved microcephaly cases (23,24). The introduction of ZIKV into Cape Verde from Brazil and
silent circulation in Cape Verde was likely to have
occurred before the wave of cases in October 2015,
as revealed by both phylogenetic and serologic data.
The time scale we report is consistent with those estimated for the initial movement of ZIKV from Brazil to
neighboring countries in South America and islands
of the Caribbean (Appendix Figure 1) (10,25,26).
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Epidemiologic Changes of
Scrub Typhus in China, 1952–2016
Zhongjie Li,1 Hualei Xin,1 Junling Sun,1 Shengjie Lai, Lingjia Zeng, Canjun Zheng, Sarah E. Ray,
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Scrub typhus, a miteborne rickettsiosis, has emerged in
many areas globally. We analyzed the incidence and spatial–temporal distribution of scrub typhus in China during
1952–1989 and 2006–2016 using national disease surveillance data. A total of 133,623 cases and 174 deaths
were recorded. The average annual incidence was 0.13
cases/100,000 population during 1952–1989; incidence
increased sharply from 0.09/100,000 population in 2006
to 1.60/100,000 population in 2016. The disease, historically endemic to southern China, has expanded to all the
provinces across both rural and urban areas. We identified 3 distinct seasonal patterns nationwide; infections
peaked in summer in the southwest, summer-autumn
in the southeast, and autumn in the middle-east. Persons >40 years of age and in nonfarming occupations
had a higher risk for death. The changing epidemiology
of scrub typhus in China warrants an enhanced disease
control and prevention program.

S

crub typhus is a life-threatening disease caused
by Orientia tsutsugamushi, an obligate intracellular bacterium transmitted by the larvae of trombiculid mites (1). Only biting larvae of Asian scrub
typhus chiggers (Leptotrombidium spp.) can transmit
the disease. After the bite of an infective mite, a characteristic necrotic inoculation lesion (an eschar) can
develop. The microorganism then spreads through
the lymphatic fluid and blood, causing manifestations including fever, headache, rash, lymphadenopathy, and mental changes (1). Without appropriate treatment with specific antimicrobial drugs
(e.g., tetracycline, chloramphenicol, doxycycline,
or azithromycin), >6% of infected patients will die
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(2,3). There is no licensed human vaccine to prevent
scrub typhus infection.
Globally, scrub typhus is traditionally regarded
as a disease endemic to a region called the AsiaPacific tsutsugamushi triangle, which extends from
Pakistan in the west to far eastern Russia in the east
to northern Australia in the south. In some countries
of Southeast Asia, scrub typhus is a leading cause of
treatable nonmalarial febrile illness (4–6). It is estimated that scrub typhus threatens >1 billion persons,
causes at least 1 million clinical cases per year, and
is associated with substantial mortality rates globally
(1,7). The 2010s saw a widespread reemergence of
scrub typhus in endemic regions such as India, Korea,
Laos, and the Maldives (3,6,8). The recent emergence
of scrub typhus in the Arabian Peninsula, Chile, and
possibly Kenya suggests wider global distribution of
this disease in tropical and subtropical regions, far
from the tsutsugamushi triangle (9–12). Although
scrub typhus poses the greatest threat to residents of
eastern and southern Asia as well as tourists traveling to these regions, it remains a neglected disease
globally. The lack of both research and a nationwide
surveillance system within many endemic regions
have resulted in poorly understood epidemiologic
characteristics and disease burden of scrub typhus
at global, national, and subnational levels (7). The
Global Burden of Disease Study publishes estimates
for 333 diseases and injuries, but currently bundles
scrub typhus with other neglected tropical diseases,
rather than providing specific burden estimates (13).
In China, scrub typhus cases were recorded in the
early 1950s, and a disease surveillance system for scrub
typhus was established in 1952 (14,15). Leptotrombidium deliense and L. scutellare mites are the 2 principal
vectors transmitting the disease in the country (16).
L. deliense mites inhabit southern China and emerge
in April, peaking in June–August, and decreasing
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September–December, whereas L. scutellare is widespread in China, emerging annually in October–December, and is the main mite species in northern China
(17). Several studies have revealed that the incidence of
scrub typhus is rising nationwide (18,19); however, the
changing epidemiologic characteristics of scrub typhus
at the subnational level and among the subgroups are
not fully illustrated. After the SARS outbreak in 2003,
a nationwide population-based infectious disease surveillance system was developed in China to collect epidemiologic information at the patient level, enabling
study of the epidemiologic features of a disease at
the smaller scale of a geographic region and specific
population (20,21).
In this study, we systematically collated longitudinal nationwide surveillance data of scrub typhus in
China from 1952–1990 and 2006–2016. We explored
changes in the disease’s epidemiologic characteristics,
both spatiotemporally and seasonally, and changes in
high-risk population groups at both national and subnational levels.

routine public health investigation and was exempt
from institutional review board assessment. All data
in this study are anonymous so that individual patients cannot be identified.

Materials and Methods

Data Analysis

National Surveillance of Scrub Typhus

In China, the national surveillance program on scrub
typhus (Appendix Tables 1, 2, https://wwwnc.cdc.
gov/EID/article/26/6/19-1168-App1.pdf)
varied
through 3 time periods. Initially, mail-based reporting
of monthly aggregated data occurred in 1952–1989.
Beginning in 1952, data on scrub typhus were reported on a voluntary basis in certain areas of China. In
1955, scrub typhus became a statutorily notifiable disease, and reporting all suspected, probable, and laboratory-confirmed scrub typhus cases was required.
Reporting was suspended during 1990–2005; in 1990,
scrub typhus was removed from the list of notifiable
diseases, due to its relatively low threat. Therefore,
nationwide data on the disease are not available from
1990–2005. Internet-based reporting of individual
cases occurred in 2006–2016; in 2006, scrub typhus
was added as a reporting disease in the National
Notifiable Infectious Disease Reporting Information
System at the Chinese Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (China CDC). The information on
individual cases includes patient demographic information (name, sex, occupation, residence), date of
illness onset, case classification (confirmed, probable,
suspected), date of diagnosis, date of report, reporter
institution, and date of death (if applicable).
The National Health Commission of the People’s
Republic of China determined that the collection of
data on human cases of scrub typhus was part of a
1092

Case Definition

Scrub typhus cases have been classified as probable
(clinically diagnosed) or confirmed (laboratory confirmed) in accordance with the diagnosis criteria and
case classification guidelines issued by the Chinese
national health authorities (Appendix Table 2). Probable cases are diagnosed by local experienced physicians according to epidemiologic exposure (travel
to a disease-endemic area and contact with chiggers
or rodents <3 weeks before the onset of illness) and
clinical manifestations (such as high fever, lymphadenopathy, skin rash, and eschars or ulcers). Confirmed
cases are probable cases with 1 positive result among
the following tests: Weil-Felix test, indirect immunofluorescence antibody assay, PCR, or isolation of Orientia tsutsugamushi (22).
Our analysis comprised all probable and confirmed
human scrub typhus cases in 1952–1989 and 2006–
2016 (Appendix Tables 3, 4). We calculated the annual incidence rate by dividing the number of human
scrub typhus cases by the corresponding population
at the end of a given year. We obtained population
data used to calculate incidence rates from the National Bureau of Statistics of China (23). We calculated the case-fatality ratio by dividing the number of
human scrub typhus deaths by the number of scrub
typhus cases. We used Joinpoint regression models
to examine the incidence trends from 1952–2016 and
calculated annual percentage changes (24).
We created a heat map of yearly incidence rates
(standardized range 0–1) to visualize the long-term
change over the 49-year period by province (Appendix Table 5, Figure 3). To assess the changing spatial
and temporal patterns of the affected areas from 2006–
2016, we plotted the newly affected and previously
affected counties and townships by year in both the
rural and urban areas where each case resided. In our
study, the rural areas refer to the village or rural town,
and urban areas refer to the city community or urban
town. We identified epidemiologically related regions
of scrub typhus based on hierarchical cluster analysis with Ward’s minimum variance method, using
the Pearson correlation coefficient matrix of average
weekly cases between paired provinces as distance.
To quantify the characteristics of scrub typhus
season, we fitted multiple linear regression models
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to time series of the weekly number of scrub typhus
cases during 2006–2016, including harmonic terms
representing annual and semiannual periodic cycles
as described previously (25–27). We defined scrub
typhus season as the period of consecutive weeks in
which >95% of the total annual cases occurred and as
the smallest number of consecutive weeks. We characterized scrub typhus season by plotting the season
onset, peak (the week with the highest case number in
the fitted seasonal curve), and offset against the calendar week of the year. We used a multivariable logistic
regression model to explore the predictors of death for
scrub typhus. We used R statistical software version
3.4.1 (https://www.r-project.org) to produce graphs
and perform statistical analyses (28) and ArcGIS version 10.2.2 (ESRI, https://www.arcgis.com) to plot
geographic patterns. We used Joinpoint version 4.5.0.0
(US National Cancer Institute, https://surveillance.
cancer.gov/joinpoint) to examine incidence trends.
Results
Overall Incidence

During the 49 years covered in this study (1952–1989
and 2006–2016), a total of 133,623 scrub typhus cases
were recorded throughout the country. During 1952–

1989, the occurrence of the disease remained at a stable, low level, with a mean annual incidence rate of
0.13 (95% CI 0.11–0.15) per 100,000 population (Figure
1, panel A). Since 2006, the annual incidence rate has
increased sharply, changing from 0.09/100,000 population in 2006 to 1.60/100,000 population in 2016 (>16fold increase) (Table 1), with an annual percent change
of 32% (95% CI 30%–34%) (Appendix Figure 1).
Demographic Features

From 2006–2016, the mean age of case-patients was
48 years (range 1 month–98 years). The median age
increased from 46 years (interquartile range 27–58
years) in 2006 to 53 years (interquartile range 41–64
years) in 2016. Overall, case-patients >45 years of age
were the most common (66%); the highest incidence
was among those 60–64 years (1.67 cases/100,000
population) and 65–69 years (1.71 cases/100,000 population). However, a subgroup of children <5 years
of age had the highest incidence rate in the southwest
disease-endemic regions (4.30 cases/100,000 population for Yunnan and Sichuan provinces combined)
(Table 1). The sex ratio of male to female changed
from 1.09:1 in 2006–2009 to 0.85:1 in 2010–2016. In
general, farmers (73%) were the most affected group,
with 86% of cases occurring in rural areas.
Figure 1. Reported cases and
deaths of scrub typhus in China,
1952–2016. A) Aggregated
number of cases by year (red
bars), annual incidence rate
(blue line), and average annual
incidence rate (black dashed
line) per 100,000 residents. B)
Aggregated number of deaths by
year (red bars), case-fatality ratio
(blue line), and average annual
case-fatality ratio (black dashed
line). The data from 1990–2005
are missing because surveillance
for scrub typhus was suspended
during the period.
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Table 1. Characteristics of reported scrub typhus cases, China, 2006–2016*
Characteristic
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
No. cases
1,254
1,340
2,613
3,237
4,088
6,020
No. probable
1,049
1,187
2,360
2,939
3,811
5,630
cases
No.
205
153
253
298
277
390
confirmed
cases
Incidence†
0.09
0.10
0.19
0.24
0.30
0.45
Sex
M
642
711
1,385
1,660
2,040
2,884
(51)
(53)
(53)
(51)
(50)
(48)
F
612
629
1,228
1,577
2,048
3,136
(49)
(47)
(47)
(49)
(50)
(52)
Age, y, median
46
46
48
44
46
50
(IQR)‡
(27–58) (27–59) (30–60) (25–57) (28–59) (33–61)
<5
86 (7)
92 (7)
198 (8)
279 (9)
358 (9)
423 (7)
5–14
143 (11) 139 (10) 173 (7) 341 (11) 344 (8)
401 (7)
15–44
373
402
783
1,012
1,200
1,543
(30)
(30)
(30)
(31)
(29)
(26)
45–60
397
415
878
1,001
1,320
2,035
(32)
(31)
(34)
(31)
(32)
(34)
>61
255
292
581
604
866
1,618
(20)
(22)
(22)
(19)
(21)
(27)
Residence§
Rural
892
1,023
2,108
2,758
3,512
5,231
(76)
(79)
(83)
(87)
(88)
(88)
Urban
279
264
424
408
477
718
(24)
(21)
(17)
(13)
(12)
(12)
Occupation,
733
859
1,700
2,079
2,721
4,250
farmer
(58)
(64)
(65)
(64)
(67)
(71)
No. in endemic
16
19
18
22
20
20
province
No. in endemic
222
225
327
372
431
509
county
No. in endemic
616
683
1,183
1,283
1,523
2,088
township
No. deaths
0
1
3
0
11
6
*Values are no. (%) except as indicated. IQR, interquartile range.
†No. cases/100,000 population.
‡Some columns do not add up to 100% because of rounding.
§Some columns do not add up to equal the total because of missing data.

Spatial-Temporal Distribution

During the 28 years from 1952–1979, nearly all cases
(99.9%) occurred in the southern provinces of China;
sporadic cases were recorded in several northern provinces. Beginning in 1980, the disease began to expand
slowly northward and westward; the number of affected provinces gradually increased from 17 during
1952–1989 to all 31 provinces during 2011–2016 (Figure
2). We saw dramatic expansion in both rural and urban
areas. In rural areas, the affected townships increased
nearly 10-fold, from 422 in 2006 to 4,083 in 2016, and
the affected urban townships expanded from 194 in
2006 to 942 in 2016 (Figure 3). As of 2016, a total of 28%
(883/3,101) of all counties and 11% (5,025/44,539) of all
townships recorded cases of scrub typhus throughout
the country (Appendix Figure 2).
During 2006–2016, nearly all cases (93,187/93,481;
99.7%) occurred in the 15 provinces that had a cumulative case count >100. Among these provinces, we
identified 3 epidemiologic regions using hierarchical
1094

2012
8,928
8,555

2013
11,111
10,536

2014
16,035
15,339

2015
17,293
16,696

2016
21,562
20,997

373

575

696

597

565

0.66

0.82

1.19

1.28

1.60

4,228
(47)
4,700
(53)
50
(36–62)
606 (7)
539 (6)
2,147
(24)
3,169
(35)
2,467
(28)

4,910
(44)
6,201
(56)
51
(38–62)
638 (6)
629 (6)
2,589
(23)
4,038
(36)
3,217
(29)

7,222
(45)
8,813
(55)
52
(39–63)
775 (5)
811 (5)
3,683
(23)
5,791
(36)
4,975
(31)

8,021
(46)
9,272
(54)
53
(42–64)
681 (4)
716 (4)
3,738
(22)
6,339
(37)
5,819
(34)

9,871
(46)
11,691
(54)
53
(41–64)
928 (4)
899 (4)
4,578
(21)
7,797
(36)
7,360
(34)

7,725
(87)
1,170
(13)
6,179
(69)
23

9,622
(87)
1,443
(13)
7,853
(71)
21

13,803
(87)
2,105
(13)
11,842
(74)
27

15,058
(88)
2,051
(12)
13,230
(77)
26

18,597
(89)
2,414
(11)
16,670
(77)
25

582

692

769

809

883

2,644

3,264

4,125

4,353

5,025

9

4

8

3

12

cluster analysis (Figure 4, panels A, B): middle-east
(latitude range 31°–41°N, longitude range 105°–
125°E); southwest (latitude range 21°–31°N, longitude range 95°–105°E); and southeast China (latitude
range 21°–31°N, longitude range 105°–125°E).
Seasonal Pattern

Nationally, the seasonal pattern of scrub typhus incidence begins to increase rapidly in May, reaches a peak
in October, and falls in November; 94% of cases occurred from May through November in both periods,
1980–1989 and 2006–2016. Heat maps showed consistent
seasonal patterns of scrub typhus within each province
and between the 2 periods of 1980–1989 and 2006–2016
(Appendix Figure 3), but we observed geographic diversity of seasonal patterns across China. Multiple linear regression models of time series data confirmed and
quantified seasonal characteristics of scrub typhus activity in the 3 epidemiologic regions (p<0.001 for all) (Appendix Tables 6, 7). Specifically, the scrub typhus season
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in the southeast extended from calendar week 17 (early
May) to calendar week 50 (mid-December), lasting for
34 weeks and capturing 95% of the total reported cases
from this region. In the southwest, the season extended
from calendar week 21 (late May) to calendar week 48
(early December), for 28 weeks of duration, capturing
95% of total reported cases in the region. In the middleeast, scrub typhus season lasted 12 weeks, from calendar week 38 (late September) to calendar week 49 (mid-

December), capturing 97% of total reported cases in the
region (Figure 5, panels A, B).
Risk for Death

A total of 174 deaths were recorded throughout the
country during the 49 years of this study (1952–1989
and 2006–2016). The overall case-fatality ratio was
0.13% (95% CI 0.11%–0.15%); the case fatality ratio
from 2006–2016 was significantly lower than that

Figure 2. Incidence rate of scrub typhus for each province of China during 1952–1989 and 2006–2016, by time period. Annual average
incidence of scrub typhus per 100,000 population in the 31 provinces investigated is shown. The rings contain data for 11 periods
studied; the innermost ring shows data for early periods of 1952–1954, and the outermost ring data for 2011–2016. The latitude and
longitude of the capital city of each province are shown.
Emerging Infectious Diseases • www.cdc.gov/eid • Vol. 26, No. 6, June 2020
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Figure 3. Number of townships with scrub typhus cases reported in China during 2006–2016, by year. A) Number of affected townships
for each year, divided by those that were affected in previous years (red bars) and those newly affected townships for each year (blue
bars). B) Total number of affected townships for each year in rural (red bars) and urban (light pink bars).

from 1952–1989 (0.06% vs. 0.29%; p<0.001). The following subgroups had a higher risk for death: age >40
years (adjusted odds ratio [aOR] 3.43, 95% CI 1.69–
7.72), nonfarmer occupation (aOR 3.56, 95% CI 1.97–
6.43), and interval of illness onset to diagnosis >8 days
(aOR 2.36, 95% CI 1.07–5.19) (Table 2).
Discussion
In this study of a longitudinal surveillance dataset
spanning 49 years, we found the occurrence of scrub
typhus in China has been maintained at a relatively low level from the 1950s–1980s. However, in the
2000s, incidence rates increased in an unprecedented
manner, in both the historically endemic areas and in
new areas not previously identified as having cases.
In addition, profound epidemiologic changes, including geographic expansion, varying age and sex distribution, and diverse seasonal patterns were further
discovered during the period 2006–2016.
In China, some novel natural and socioeconomic
factors may have contributed to the increased risk for
scrub typhus infection. During the past decade, the
reduction of industrial land use, recovering forests
and wetlands, and the banning of traditional burning of straw within rural areas have provided a favorable setting for the breeding of rodents and mites,
increasing the possibility of human exposure, and
the forming of new natural foci for scrub typhus in
previously unaffected areas (29). In some other scrub
typhus–endemic countries, evidence suggests that a
1096

combination of climate change and the expansion of
humans into previously uninhabited areas may play
roles in both the reemergence and the apparent rising
incidence of scrub typhus (30,31).
Globally, the application of improved surveillance mechanisms and enhanced awareness of clinicians have contributed to greater recognition of scrub
typhus in some countries, such as India (1), South Korea (1,6), Laos (6), and Japan (3,32). In China, the overall incidence of all notifiable infectious diseases was
relatively stable during 2006–2013 (20). We believe
changes in surveillance may have played a minor role
in the increase of scrub typhus in China; although the
reincorporating of the disease in the National Notifiable Infectious Disease Reporting Information System and the issuing of 2009 national guidelines may
have influenced disease awareness among reporters
while the increased use of diagnostic tools such as
PCR enabled identification of more cases, the change
in reporting alone could not fully explain the drastic
changes in the geographic and demographic distribution of scrub typhus. More investigations into the
pathogen, the vectors, the environment, and the hosts
driving the changing epidemiology of scrub typhus
in the country should be conducted.
In this study, we determined that most cases of
scrub typhus occur in rural areas and in older persons. During 1990–2020, in rural areas of China, a
large number of young and middle-aged male persons have traveled to metropolitan areas seeking
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Figure 4. Epidemiologic regions of scrub typhus in China, 2006–2016. A) Epidemiologic regions based on hierarchical clustering, using
the Pearson correlation coefficient matrix between average weekly scrub typhus time series of paired provinces that had a cumulative
number of cases >100 in 2006–2016 combined. B) Map of identified epidemiologic regions identified by hierarchical clustering), e.g.,
middle-east (latitude range 31°–41°N and longitude range 105°–125°E), southwest (latitude range 21°–31°N and longitude range 95°–
105°E), southeast of China (latitude range 21°–31°N and longitude range 105°–125°E). Other provinces had a combined total of <100
cases in 2006–2016.

better jobs and higher incomes, often leaving their
older, younger, or female family members in rural
areas. Older family members >60 years of age commonly performed routine farming activities and so
are at higher risk for infection. However, the high
incidence of scrub typhus cases in patients <5 years
of age in 2 specific provinces, Yunnan and Sichuan,
should be addressed, and possible risk factors must
be further explored.
We discovered that both the number of scrub typhus cases and the number of affected urban areas
are rapidly increasing. Because of improved economic and living conditions in China, more persons live
in urban areas and travel to rural areas for recreation
and entertainment (e.g., fishing, hiking, picnicking,
camping, and picking fruit) on the weekends and
on holidays. For urban groups susceptible to scrub
typhus, frequent outdoor activities in endemic areas increase the risk for infection (30,33). In 2012, an
outbreak of scrub typhus was detected in a city park,

implying that the rodent host and mites may inhabit
urban settings. In addition, frequent transportation of
farmed goods may lead to the migration of rodents
carrying infected mites, which may cause the expansion of scrub typhus to more urban and non–typhusendemic areas (33,34).
Our study revealed varying seasonal patterns of
the scrub typhus epidemic in China, which have also
previously been reported in certain nearby countries.
In Japan, 2 types of seasonal patterns peaked in weeks
18–25 (April–May) and weeks 43–52 (November–December) and were located north and south of 37°N
latitude (35); in South Korea, a single seasonal pattern peaking in October–November was reported (8).
The appearance of larvae determines the seasonality
of scrub typhus. The heterogeneous geographic distribution of L. deliense and L. scutellare mites may well
explain the diverse seasonal patterns of scrub typhus
in the southeast, southwest, and middle-east parts of
China (17). Because of the complex interactions among
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Figure 5. Seasonal
characteristics of scrub
typhus in China, 2006–2016.
A) The weekly number
of scrub typhus in year
2016, with a fitted seasonal
curve superimposed, by
epidemiologic regions
identified. B) Duration and
peak of scrub typhus seasons
in epidemiologic regions.
Scrub typhus season was
defined as starting with
the week in which a fast
increase of average weekly
case numbers began and
ending with the week that the
cumulative case numbers
captured in the interval
between the start and end
accounted for >95% of the
reported cases in 2006–2016.
The colored dot in each
region indicates the week
with the highest predicted
number of scrub typhus cases
in the fitted seasonal curve
(the peak). The colored bar
indicates the number of weeks
between season start and
end (duration).

vectors, hosts, and humans, as well as climatic factors,
the seasonal distribution of scrub typhus outbreaks
may also vary locally; a spring outbreak of scrub typhus has occurred on an island in Fujian Province (in
the southeastern coastal area) during 2000–2005 (36).
Knowing the exact timing of scrub typhus activity
at both national and subnational levels is important
to healthcare providers and health officials who use
this data to guide diagnostic testing, conduct disease
surveillance, plan vector control measures, respond
to outbreaks, and provide antimicrobial treatment to
febrile patients. Travel precautions for those entering scrub typhus–endemic regions, and strategies for
controlling mites, should be given before the beginning of scrub typhus season.
Because scrub typhus is a disease that is treatable with specific antimicrobial medicine, early and
accurate diagnosis is essential to reduce the risk for
severe complications and death. The case-fatality rate
of scrub typhus in China was reduced from 13%–16%
to 0.2%–0.4% after the introduction of antirickettsial
drugs (14). However, the absence of definitive signs
1098

and symptoms make difficult the differentiation of
scrub typhus from other common febrile diseases,
such as murine typhus, typhoid fever, and leptospirosis. Our study reveals that, compared with diagnosis within 2 days after illness onset, diagnosis later
than 8 days after the onset of illness poses a 2.36 times
higher risk of death for the patient.
The immunofluorescence assay is the reference
diagnostic test for scrub typhus recommended by the
World Health Organization (37), but the need for standardization has hampered the method’s widespread
use. PCR assay targeting on the gene encoding the
56-kDa type-specific antigen is highly sensitive and
useful (38,39) but also has limited uses because of the
lack of standardized reagents or commercial diagnostic kits. Currently, the Weil-Felix test, despite its lack
of sensitivity and specificity (40), is widely accessible
throughout China, specifically in conjunction with a
previous exposure history or specific eschars of scrub
typhus (41). The finding that delayed diagnosis is associated with death highlights the need for research
and development of inexpensive, accurate point-of-
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Table 2. Risk factors associated with death from scrub typhus, China, 2006–2016
Case-fatality
Factor
No. cases No. deaths
ratio
Sex
F
49,907
22
0.04
M
43,574
35
0.08
Age group, y
<40
25,261
9
0.04
40–59
37,660
19
0.05
>60
30,560
29
0.09
Residence
Rural
80,329
37
0.05
Urban
11,753
20
0.17
Region
Middle-east
25,186
2
0.01
Southeast
45,043
44
0.10
Southwest
23,202
11
0.05
North and west
50
0
0
Occupation
Farmer
68,116
24
0.04
Nonfarmer
25,365
33
0.13
Time from illness onset to diagnosis, d
<2
20,775
8
0.04
2–7
42,875
22
0.05
>8
29,831
27
0.09

Crude odds ratio (95%
CI)

Adjusted odds ratio
(95% CI)*

1.00
1.82 (1.07–3.11)

1.00
1.75 (1.02–3.01)

1.00
1.50 (0.68–3.30)
2.70 (1.27–5.72)

1.00
2.86 (1.22–6.69)
5.88 (2.55–13.55)

1.00
3.31 (1.92–5.70)

1.00
1.89 (1.05–3.42)

1.00
12.31 (2.98–50.79)
5.97 (1.32–26.95)
NA

1.00
10.05 (2.41–41.86)
9.48 (2.05–43.94)
NA

1.00
3.7 (2.18–6.25)

1.00
3.56 (1.97–6.43)

1.00
1.33 (0.59–2.99)
2.35 (1.07–5.18)

1.00
1.67 (0.74–3.77)
2.36 (1·07–5.19)

*Result from multivariable logistic regression. Boldface type indicates significance (p<0.05). NA, not available.

care diagnostic tests for the acute phase of infection
in clinical settings.
Our study has 3 limitations. First, we collected all
study data used from a passive surveillance system
and, therefore, data quality may be influenced by the
availability of diagnostic technology, underreporting,
and the completeness and accuracy of the data over
the years. Diagnosis and notification of cases may
vary across areas, affecting the geographic comparisons of incidence. Second, individual case data with
demographic information were not reported from
1952–1989; therefore, we could only analyze population characteristics, case distributions, and death risk
factors from the period 2006–2016. Furthermore, because scrub typhus was removed from the notifiable
disease list in 1990, the lack of surveillance data during 1990–2005 limits the consecutiveness of epidemic
trend analysis. Third, data on O. tsutsugamushi strains
and on the accurate distribution of Leptotrombidium
mite species were unavailable in this study, making
it impossible for us to present the whole picture of
scrub typhus in China involving human cases, pathogens, hosts, and vectors. However, data used in this
study were the most comprehensive and reliable data
on scrub typhus available at national and subnational
levels in China; these nationwide report data demonstrate striking changes in epidemiologic features
of scrub typhus in China, highlighting the need to
conduct further high-quality investigations to better
interpret the findings from passive surveillance data.
Among the dozens of countries with endemic scrub typhus, China is one of the few that has

established a nationwide surveillance system. By using these long-term incidence data, we thoroughly
described the epidemiologic change of scrub typhus
over time; our findings are a starting point for further
studies to explore additional information related to
the global disease burden of scrub typhus. This study
may also benefit other scrub typhus–endemic regions
outside of China; our findings suggest the possibility
of similar epidemiologic changes in areas with similar
social and ecologic environments.
As a whole, after ≈40 years of low-level transmission, scrub typhus has become a markedly greater
threat in China than previously understood, warranting a higher degree of scrutiny and study to inform health policy. Furthermore, the epidemiologic
changes resulting from geographic expansion, demographic transition, and multiple seasonal patterns
highlight the need to adjust and enhance current disease prevention and control strategies at national and
subnational levels.
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Pharmacologic Treatments
and Supportive Care for
Middle East Respiratory Syndrome
Taylor Kain, Patrick J. Lindsay, Neill K.J. Adhikari, Yaseen M. Arabi, Maria D. Van Kerkhove, Robert A. Fowler

Available animal and cell line models have suggested
that specific therapeutics might be effective in treating
Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS). We conducted a systematic review of evidence for treatment
with pharmacologic and supportive therapies. We developed a protocol and searched 5 databases for studies describing treatment of MERS and deaths in MERS
patients. Risk of bias (RoB) was assessed by using
ROBINS-I tool. We retrieved 3,660 unique citations; 20
observational studies met eligibility, and we studied 13
therapies. Most studies were at serious or critical RoB;
no studies were at low RoB. One study, at moderate
RoB, showed reduced mortality rates in severe MERS
patients with extracorporeal membrane oxygenation; no
other studies showed a significant lifesaving benefit to
any treatment. The existing literature on treatments for
MERS is observational and at moderate to critical RoB.
Clinical trials are needed to guide treatment decisions.

M

iddle East respiratory syndrome (MERS), which
is now known to be caused by MERS coronavirus (MERS-CoV), was first reported in September
2012 in Saudi Arabia (1). Since then, it has spread to
26 other countries (2). As of November 30, 2019, a total of 2,494 confirmed cases and 858 deaths had been
reported to the World Health Organization (WHO);
the case-fatality rate was 34.4% (3). To date, all cases
have been linked to travel or residence in the Arabian
Peninsula. MERS-CoV is a human betacoronavirus
that is found in humans and dromedary camels and
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International Medical Research Center, Riyadh (Y.M. Arabi); World
Health Organization, Geneva, Switzerland (M.D. Van Kerkhove)
DOI: https://doi.org/10.3201/eid2606.200037
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is similar to other human coronaviruses (e.g., severe
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus [SARS-CoV]
and SARS-CoV-2, the cause of coronavirus disease
[COVID-19]) (4). Infected patients generally have fever, cough, dyspnea, and abnormal chest imaging (5).
Many patients have onset of respiratory failure and
require noninvasive ventilation (NIV) or invasive mechanical ventilation; advanced supportive care techniques, such as extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO), have been used. Most of these patients
are cared for in an intensive care unit (ICU).
No vaccination against MERS-CoV infection exists, and WHO and the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recommend general infection prevention measures when caring for patients
(1,6). As with other coronaviruses, no evidence-based
recommended pharmacologic therapy for the treatment of MERS-CoV infection exists; however, limited
data from available animal and cell line models have
led to multiple different combinations of antiviral
drugs and other adjunctive therapies to be proposed
and used in humans (7,8). We conducted a systematic review to summarize the current evidence base
for treatment of MERS, including specific treatments
against MERS, adjunctive pharmacologic therapies,
and supportive care.
Methods
Literature Search and Selection Criteria

We developed a protocol that considered the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta-Analyses checklist (9), which was registered
with the International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (reference no. CRD42018114622). We
searched for relevant studies in 5 databases (MEDLINE, PubMed, Embase, Cochrane, and Cumulative
Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature) in
August 2018 and updated the results in October 2019
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(Appendix Figure, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/
article/26/6/20-0037-App1.pdf). We imposed no language restrictions. We also searched reference lists of
studies included in the review, as well as ClinicalTrials.gov for any ongoing or completed trials.
We imported all abstracts into Covidence (Veritas
Health Innovation, https://www.covidence.org) for
review. After we removed duplicates, 2 authors (T.K.
and P.L.) independently and in duplicate screened
titles and abstracts of references generated from the
literature search. The population studied was patients
of any age admitted to a hospital with laboratoryconfirmed MERS. We included studies with >5 cases
in patients who received a therapy targeting MERS
or that examined supportive care for MERS. Specific
and supportive care therapies included, but were not
limited to, antiviral drugs, immunomodulatory medications (e.g., corticosteroids), antibody-based pharmaceuticals, and alternative oxygen-delivery therapies
(e.g., ECMO and NIV). We included studies that reported our primary outcome of interest, death at any
point of illness. We also recorded information regarding secondary outcomes where available, including
hospital length of stay, ICU length of stay, mechanical

ventilation days, and adverse events. Eligible studies
included randomized controlled trials (RCTs), nonrandomized single-arm intervention studies (with or
without a control group), prospective and retrospective cohort studies, and case series. We used the term
“cohort studies” to describe those in which an association between an exposure and outcome was reported
for an eligibility criteria–defined complete group of
consecutive patients, and only if the exposure was relevant to this review. If exposure was not relevant, then
we reclassified the study as a case series. We intended
to only include studies with a comparator or control
group, but because of the varying quality of papers retrieved, we deviated from our original methodologic
plan and included any study describing patients given
a treatment of interest, even if no specific control group
was available. We excluded all preclinical studies (i.e.,
those performed on animals or human cell lines).
Two review authors (T.K. and P.L.) compared
screening results and discussed differences. Any disagreement on eligibility was resolved through consensus with 2 other authors (R.A.F., N.K.J.A.). We
constructed a PRISMA diagram of the included studies (Figure).
Figure. Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic Reviews
and Meta-Analyses diagram
of literature search results,
screening performed, and
reasons for exclusion of
full text reviews from a
systematic review of evidence
for MERS treatment with
pharmacologic and supportive
therapies. CINAHL,
Cumulative Index to Nursing
and Allied Health Literature.
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Data Extraction

For each included study, 2 authors (T.K. and P.L.)
independently and in duplicate extracted data, including publication year, location of study, patient
location (e.g., ICU or ward), dates of subject enrollment, study design, baseline characteristics (e.g., age
and underlying conditions), study interventions and
co-interventions, and clinical outcomes of interest
(including death). Given the small pool of patients,
we observed a substantial overlap in patients reported among the studies; therefore, we estimated
the number of unique patients among all studies, attempting to contact primary authors for clarification
when needed.
Quality Assessment and Statistical Analysis

Two authors (T.K. and P.L.) assessed the risk of bias
(RoB) by using the ROBINS-I tool for nonrandomized
intervention and cohort studies (10). Other authors
(R.A.F. and N.K.J.A.) verified selected methodologic details of these studies. We did not assess the
methodologic quality of case series in the absence of
a validated tool. We assessed the overall certainty of
evidence by using the GRADE framework (11), considering RoB, inconsistency, imprecision, and publication bias of trials.

Specific Treatments

These 20 studies collectively examined 11 different pharmaceutical treatments for MERS: 6 antiviral
drugs, 2 antibody-mediated therapies, 2 immunomodulatory medications, and 1 antibiotic with possible immunomodulatory effects (33) (Appendix Table
1). The studies also examined 2 specific methods of
supportive care: NIV and ECMO (Appendix Table 2).
Narrative description of studies based on intervention and effect on primary outcome is shown in Table
3. No studies included data on secondary outcomes
by treatment provided, and so only mortality rate is
described in this report. RoB is shown for all studies
in Table 4. Unless otherwise specified, all comparisons described are between patients who received a
treatment versus patients who did not (controls).
Specific Antiviral Drugs

Results
Search Results

We retrieved 4,108 citations, of which 448 were duplicates, leaving 3,660 unique citations; we determined
that 3,167 were not relevant. After full-text screening the remaining 43 studies, we found 20 that met
eligibility criteria (Figure): 3 nonrandomized singlearm intervention studies (12–14), 12 prospective and
retrospective cohort studies (15–26), and 5 case series
with >5 patients (27–31). We then reviewed the references of these papers; an additional 6 papers underwent full review, but none met eligibility. No RCTs
had been completed at the time of review.
The included studies enrolled patients during
September 2012–March 2018. We estimated the number of unique patients among studies to be 678–865,
representing 31%–40% of the 2,189 patients with
MERS during that period (32). The diversity of different specific therapies studied and the substantial
overlap in patients among studies precluded formal
meta-analyses.
Patient and Study Characteristics

Of the 20 included studies, 19 were conducted in Saudi Arabia; 1 was conducted in South Korea during
1104

the 2015 outbreak (Table 1). During the trials, the median or mean age of patients was 45–66 years (Table
2). Many had >1 underlying condition; diabetes and
chronic kidney disease were the most common. Mortality rates in studies were high, ranging from 20%
to 100%. An overall mortality rate could not be accurately calculated because of the substantial overlap in
patients included in multiple studies.

Four types of antiviral drugs were used for treatment
of MERS in the 20 included studies: lopinavir/ritonavir, oseltamivir, ribavirin, and interferons (α2a,
α2b, and β1a). Lopinavir/ritonavir was only used
in a single study (15), and all patients were treated
with the combination, so the effect on the mortality
rate could not be elucidated. Oseltamivir was used in
most the studies, probably as empiric treatment for
influenza. Outcome data were only reported from a
single study (18) in which authors reported no difference in the crude 90-day mortality rate for patients
treated with oseltamivir (112/177 [63%] vs. 105/213
[49%]; p = 0.31).
Ribavirin

Outcome data for ribavirin were available in 7 studies (14,18–22,26); 3 smaller studies (18,19,21) overlapped with other patient datasets, so we abstracted
outcomes from a subsequent larger study (26). The
effect of ribavirin combined with interferon (IFN)
on the mortality rate, as studied by Arabi et al. (26)
and Omrani et al. (14), is described separately. In a
retrospective cohort study, Al Ghamdi et al. (22)
found no association of ribavirin treatment with the
crude mortality rate (6/19 [32%] vs. 13/32 [41%]; p
= 0.56). Multivariate logistic regression indicated no
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Table 1. Demographic information and main intervention (where applicable) for studies included in a systematic review of evidence for
MERS treatment with pharmacologic and supportive therapies, by type of study*
Intervention
Comparator
Primary
Reference
Location (no. centers)
Study period
No. patients
group
group
outcome
Nonrandomized, single-arm intervention study with historical comparisons
(12)
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia (1)
April–June 2014
32
Mortality rate
IFN-β1a (May–
IFN-α2a (Apr);
Jun); 11 patients
13 patients
(unspecified)
(13)
Saudi Arabia (5)
Sept 2012–Dec 2015
35
ECMO; 17
No ECMO
90-d mortality
patients
18 patients
rate
(14)
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia (1) Oct 2012–May 2014
70 (44
RBV/IFN-α2a; 20 Supportive care 14-d and 28-d
included)
patients
24 patients
mortality rate
Prospective cohort study
(15)
Seoul, South Korea (3)
May–July 2015
30
NA
NA
NA
(16)
Jedda, Saudi Arabia (1)
Mar–Jun 2014
8
NA
NA
NA
Retrospective cohort study
(17)
Saudi Arabia (14)
Sept 2012–Oct 2015
309
Steroids; 151
No steroids
90-d all-cause
patients
157 patients
mortality rate
(18)
Saudi Arabia (14)
Sept 2012–Oct 2015 330 MERS
MERS
Non-MERS
90-d mortality
SARI
rate
(19)
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia (1) Oct 2012–May 2014
70 (31
NA
NA
NA
included)
(20)
Al-Madinah City, Saudi
Mar–May 2014
29
NA
NA
NA
Arabia (2)
(21)
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia (1)
April–May 2014
14
NA
NA
Survival at 1 y
(22)
Jedda, Saudi Arabia (1)
Jan–Dec 2014
51
NA
NA
NA
(23)
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia (1) April 2014–Mar 2018
314
NA
NA
Mortality rate
(unspecified)
(24)
Saudi Arabia (14)
Sept 2012–Jan 2018
349
Macrolides
No macrolides 90-d mortality
rate
(25)
Saudi Arabia (14)
Sept 2012–Oct 2015
302
NIV
Invasive
90-d mortality
ventilation
rate
(26)
Saudi Arabia (14)
Sept 2012–Jan 2018
349
RBVIFN
No RBV/IFN
90-d mortality
rate
Case series without evaluation of treatments
(27)
Al-Hasa, Saudi Arabia (1)
April–May 2013
5
NA
NA
NA
(28)
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia (1) Dec 2012–Aug 2013
11
NA
NA
NA
(29)
Al-Hasa, Saudi Arabia (1) April 2012–Nov 2016
107
NA
NA
NA
(30)
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia (1)
Before Oct 2014
6
NA
NA
NA
(31)
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia (1)
July–Oct 2015
63 (8
NA
NA
NA
included)
*ECMO, extracorporeal membrane oxygenation; IFN, interferon; MERS, Middle East respiratory syndrome; NA, not applicable; NIV, noninvasive
ventilation; NS, nonsurvivors; RBV, ribavirin; SARI, severe acute respiratory infection.

association of ribavirin treatment with the mortality
rate (adjusted odds ratio [aOR] 0.66, 95% CI 0.04–
12.36; p = 0.78). This study was at serious RoB because of residual confounding and small sample size.
Sherbini et al. (20) found no difference in the
mortality rate for patients treated with ribavirin
(3/10 [30%] vs. 7/19 [37%]; p = 1.0). This study was
at critical RoB because of unmeasured and uncontrolled confounding. Another study (15) used ribavirin in all patients, precluding determination of a
treatment effect, whereas a final study (23) found that
ribavirin was not associated with the mortality rate
in the patient cohort studied, but no additional data
were provided.
IFN

Outcomes data for treatment with IFN were available for 8 studies (12,14,18–22,26); 3 smaller studies
(18,19,21) overlapped with other datasets, so we abstracted outcomes from a subsequent larger study

(26). In a retrospective cohort study, Arabi et al. (26)
studied the effect of ribavirin and IFN on the 90-day
mortality rate in patients with MERS; 144/349 patients (41%) were treated with ribavirin/IFN (58%
IFN-α2a, 17% IFN-α2b, and 27% IFN-β1a). No information was available on the mortality rate for each
type of IFN. The crude mortality rate was higher in
patients treated with ribavirin/IFN (106/144 [74%]
vs. 126/205 [62%]; p = 0.02). However, after adjustment for time-varying confounders, ribavirin/IFN
treatment was not associated with the 90-day mortality rate (aOR 1.03, 95% CI 0.73–1.44; p = 0.87) or
clearance of MERS-CoV RNA (adjusted hazard ratio
[aHR] 0.65, 95% CI 0.3–1.44; p = 0.29). This study was
at moderate overall RoB.
In a nonrandomized single-arm intervention
study, Shalhoub et al. (12) compared IFN-α2a with
IFN-β1a, where all patients were co-treated with ribavirin. No difference was observed in the unadjusted
mortality rate (11/13 [85%] vs. 7/11 [64%]; p = 0.24),
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Table 2. Underlying conditions, age of study populations, overall mortality rates, and mortality rates by intervention (where applicable)
for studies included in a systematic review of evidence for MERS treatment with pharmacologic and supportive therapies, by type of
study*
Underlying conditions
Mortality rate
Diabetes
Reference
Age, y
≥1
mellitus
CKD
Intervention
Intervention
Comparison
Total
Nonrandomized, single-arm intervention study with historical comparisons
(12)
66 (median)
NR
15 (47%)
16 (50%)
IFN-β1a vs
64% IFN-β1a 85% IFN-α2a
69%
6 (19%) on
IFN-α2a
dialysis
(13)
46 (median
NR
18 (51%)
5 (14%)
ECMO
65%
100%
83%
ECMO); 50
(median no
ECMO)
(14)
66 y (mean)
NR
30 (68%)
11 (26%)
RBV + IFN14d: 30%;
14d: 71%,28d: 52% at 14
α2a
28d: 70%
83%
d; 77% at
28 d
Prospective cohort study
(15)
49 (mean)
11 (47%)
4 (13%)
1 (3%)
NA
NA
NA
20%
NS 1 (25%) NS 0 (0%)
(16)
57 (median)
NR
5 (63%)
NR
NA
NA
NA
75%
Retrospective cohort study
(17)
58 (mean
132 (87%)
87 (58%)
43 (29%)
Steroids
90-d 74%
58% 90-d
66%
steroids); 55
steroids
steroids
steroids
Hospital 78% Hospital 58%
(mean no
115 (73%)
69 (44%)
47 (30%)
steroids)
no steroids no steroids no steroids
(18)
58 (median)
265 (80%) 162 (49%) 100 (30%) MERS vs non66%
31%
NA
NS 199
NS 124
NS 80
MERS SARI
(75%)
(77%)
(80%)
(19)
59 (median)
NR
17 (55%)
6 (19%)
NA
NA
NA
70%
NS 13
NS 4
(77%)
(75%)
(20)
45 (median)
NR
9 (31%)
8 (28%)
NA
NA
NA
35%
NS 7 (78%)
NS 8
(100%)
(21)
54 (median)
12 (86%)
6 (43%)
6 (42%)
NA
NA
NA
64% 90 d,
3 (21%) on
43% 28 d
dialysis
(22)
54 (median)
36 (71%)
17 (33%)
14 (28%)
NA
NA
NA
37%
NS 8 (47%) had ESRD
NS 8
(57%)
(23)
48 (mean)
NR
NR
NR
NA
NA
NA
25%
(24)
56 (median
106 (78%)
72 (53%)
41 (30%)
Macrolides
60%
70%
66%
macrolides);
vs. 175
vs. 98
vs. 68
58 (median no
(82%)
(46%)
(32%)
macrolides)
(25)
60 (median
88 (84%)
62 (59%)
31 (30%)
NIV
69%
76%
73%
NIV); 58
vs. 164
vs. 95
vs. 68
(median IMV)
(83%)
(48%)
(35%)
(26)
58 (median
121 (84%)
84 (58%)
53 (37%)
RBVIFN
74%
62%
66%
RBV/IFN); 58
vs. 160
vs. 86
vs. 56
(no RBV/IFN)
(78%)
(42%)
(27%)
Case series without evaluation of treatment
(27)
58 (mean)
5 (100%)
4 (80%)
5 (100%)
NA
NA
NA
100%
(28)
59 (median)
NR
8 (67%)
5 (42%)
NA
NA
NA
58% at 90
d, 42% at
28 d
(29)
57 vs 52
NR
52 (49%)
21 (20%)
NA
39%
54%
51%
(median)
(30)
59 (mean)
3 (50%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
NA
NA
NA
60%
(31)
58 (mean)
NR
NR
NR
NA
NA
NA
63% (0% in
included
patients)
*CKD, chronic kidney disease; ESRD, end-stage renal disease; HCW, health-care workers; IFN, interferon; IMV, invasive mechanical ventilation; MERS,
Middle East respiratory syndrome; NIV, noninvasive ventilation; NR, not reported; NS, nonsurvivors; NA, not applicable; RBV, ribavirin; SARI, severe
acute respiratory infection.
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or adjusted mortality rate using multivariable models (aOR [IFN-α] 0.16, 95% CI 0.02–1.38; p = 0.09; aOR
[IFN-β] 0.28, 95% CI 0.03–2.33, p = 0.24). This study
is at serious RoB because of uncontrolled confounding and selection bias, as well as exclusion of patients
crossing over from 1 treatment to another.
In a nonrandomized single-arm intervention
study, Omrani et al. (14) compared ribavirin/IFNα2a with supportive care, finding a significantly
lower crude 14-day mortality rate for ribavirin/IFNα2a (6/20 [30%] vs. 17/24 [71%]; p = 0.04) but not a
significantly lower crude 28-day mortality rate (14/20
[70%] vs. 20/24 [83%]; p = 0.054). The study was at
serious RoB because of selection of patients and unmeasured confounding.
Al Ghamdi et al. (22) performed a retrospective
cohort study in which 8 patients were treated with
IFN-α and 23 patients with IFN-β. They found no
association between IFN-α and the crude mortality
rate (2/8 [25%] vs. 17/43 [40%]; p = 0.69), but they
observed an increase in the crude mortality rate in patients treated with IFN-β (5/23 [22%] vs. 14/28 [50%];
p = 0.05). However, multivariable logistic regression
adjusting for severity of illness found no association
between IFN-α or IFN-β and the mortality rate (aOR
[IFN-α] 0.47, 95% CI 0.02–10.4; p = 0.63; aOR [IFNβ]
0.68, 95% CI 0.04–10.3; p = 0.78). This study had a serious RoB because of the high likelihood of residual
confounding and small sample size.
In a retrospective cohort study, Sherbini et al. (20)
found no difference in the mortality rate among patients treated with IFN (6/19 [32%] vs. 4/10 [40%]; p
= 0.7). This study was at critical risk for bias because
of unmeasured and uncontrolled confounding. Another study (15) used IFN-α2a in all patients in the
cohort, whereas a final study (23) stated that IFN was
not associated with the mortality rate, but no additional data were provided.
Immunomodulatory Medications
Corticosteroids

Eight studies reported outcomes for patients treated
with corticosteroids of varying amounts and types
(15,17–23); 3 studies (18,19,21) were subsets of another larger study (17). In a retrospective cohort study,
Arabi et al. (17) found that patients who received corticosteroids had a higher crude 90-day mortality rate
(112/151 [74%] vs. 91/158 [58%]; p = 0.002). However,
by using marginal structural modeling to account for
time-varying confounders, they found that corticosteroid therapy was not associated with the 90-day mortality rate (aOR 0.75, 95% CI 0.52–1.07; p = 0.12) and

was associated with longer time to MERS-CoV RNA
clearance (aHR 0.35, 95% CI 0.17–0.72; p = 0.005). This
study was at moderate RoB because it used modeling
techniques to control for known confounders.
In a retrospective cohort study, Al Ghamdi et al.
(22) reported no association between the mortality
rate and treatment with hydrocortisone (2/5 [40%] vs.
17/46 [37%]; p = 0.35). They also found no association
when adjusting for severity of illness (aOR 2.92, 95%
CI 0.1–63.6; p = 0.5). This study was at serious RoB because of a high likelihood of residual confounding. In
a prospective cohort study, Hong et al. (15) reported
on 30 patients with MERS in South Korea. Only 1 patient was treated with corticosteroids, and no association with the mortality rate was observed (1/1 [100%]
vs. 5/29 [17%]; p = 0.2). This study was at critical RoB
because of unmeasured confounders and bias in participant selection.
In a retrospective cohort study, Alfaraj et al. (23)
reported that corticosteroids were associated with an
increased mortality rate (aOR 3.84, 95% CI 1.95–7.57;
p<0.0001), but no further details were provided. Lack
of information prevented scoring for all domains of
bias, but the paper was judged to be at critical RoB
overall because of its uncontrolled design and unmeasured confounding. In a study by Sherbini et al.
(20), no outcome data could be assessed because all
patients were treated with corticosteroids.
Macrolides

Mortality rates for patients treated with macrolide
therapy were described in 2 studies (20,24), but 1
study (20) was a subset of the other (24). In a retrospective cohort study, Arabi et al. (24) examined the
association of macrolide therapy with the 90-day
mortality rate by using multivariable logistic regression and on MERS-CoV RNA plasma clearance by
using a Cox proportional hazards model. Macrolide
therapy was not independently associated with the
mortality rate (aOR 0.84, 95% CI 0.47–1.51; p = 0.56)
or RNA clearance (aHR 0.88, 95% CI 0.47–1.64; p =
0.68). This study was at moderate overall RoB given
the use of regression models to attempt to account
for confounding.
Mycophenolate Mofetil

Mycophenolate mofetil was only used in a single
study by Al Ghamdi et al. (22) and was associated with
a decrease in the crude mortality rate (0/8 [0%] vs.
19/43 [44%]; p = 0.02). Mycophenolate mofetil could
not be evaluated in a multivariable model because all
patients survived. This study was at serious RoB because of the high likelihood of residual confounding.
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Table 3. Narrative summary of treatments for MERS in humans, based on a systematic review of evidence for MERS treatment with
pharmacologic and supportive therapies*
Patients
Specifics of
Certainty of
Reference treated, no.
Study type
intervention or analysis
RoB
Outcome†
evidence
Ribavirin
(22)
19
Retrospective
Multivariate logistic
Serious
aOR 0.66, 95% CI 0.04–12.36,
Very low
cohort study
regression
p = 0.78
evidence; no
benefit
(20)
10
Retrospective
Unadjusted
Critical
3/10 (30%) vs. 7/19 (37%), p =
cohort study
1.0
Interferons: IFN-α2a, IFN-α2b, INF-β1a
(12)
13 (IFN-α2a); Nonrandomized IFN-α2a vs IFN-β1a; all Serious aOR (IFN-α) 0.16, 95% CI 0.02–
Very low
single-arm
evidence; no
11 (IFN-β1a)
co-treated with RBV;
1.38, p = 0.09; aOR (IFN-β)
unadjusted
intervention
benefit of IFN0.28, 95% CI 0.03–2.33, p =
α2a or IFN-β1a
0.24
(22)
8 (IFN-α); 23 Retrospective
Multivariate logistic
Serious aOR 0.47, 95% CI 0.02–10.4, p
(IFN-β)
cohort
regression
= 0.63 (IFN-α); aOR 0.68, 95%
CI 0.04–10.3, p = 0.78 (IFN-β)
(20)
19
Retrospective
Unadjusted
Critical
6/19 (32%) vs. 4/10 (40%), p =
cohort
0.70
Ribavirin and IFN
(26)
144
Retrospective
Cox-proportional
Moderate aHR 1.52, 95% CI 1.13–2.06, p Low evidence no
cohort
hazards model
= 0.006; aOR 1.03, 95% CI
benefit; very low
Marginal structural
0.73–1.44, p = 0.87
evidence harm
model
(14)
20
Nonrandomized
Unadjusted
Serious
14d: 6/20 (30%) vs. 17/24
single-arm
(71%), p = 0.04; 28d: 14/20
intervention
(70%) vs. 20/24 (83%), p = 0.05
Corticosteroids
(17)
151
Retrospective
Marginal structural
Moderate aOR (mortality rate) 0.75; 95% Low evidence no
cohort
model
CI 0.52–1.07, p = 0.12; aHR
benefit; very low
(RNA clearance) 0.35; 95% CI
evidence harm
0.17–0.72, p = 0.005
(22)
5
Retrospective
Multivariate logistic
Serious aOR 2.92, 95% CI 0.1–63.6, p =
cohort
regression
0.5
(15)
1
Prospective
Unadjusted
Critical
0/24 (0%) vs. 1/6 (17%), p = 0.2
cohort
(23)
NI
Retrospective
Multivariate logistic
Critical
aOR 3.84, 95% CI 1.95–7.57,
cohort
regression
p<0.0001
Paper lacking data
Macrolide therapy
(24)
136
Retrospective
Multivariate logistic
Moderate aOR (mortality rate) 0.84, 95% Low evidence no
cohort
regression
CI 0.47–1.51, p = 0.56; aHR
benefit
Cox-proportional
(RNA clearance) 0.88, 95% CI
hazards model
0.47–1.64, p = 0.68
Mycophenolate mofetil
(22)
8
Retrospective
Unadjusted
Serious
8/8 (100%) vs. 0/19 (0%), p =
Very low
cohort
0.02
evidence of
benefit
IVIG
(18)
23
Retrospective
Unadjusted
Moderate 7/113 (6%) vs. 16/217 (7%), p =
Very low
cohort
0.7
evidence of harm
(15)
3
Prospective
Unadjusted
Critical
3/6 (50%) vs. 0/2 (0%), p =
cohort
0.005
Convalescent plasma
(16)
2
Retrospective
Unadjusted
Critical
1/24 (4%) vs. 1/6 (17%), p =
Very low
cohort
0.37
evidence no
benefit
Extracorporeal membrane oxygenation
(13)
17
Nonrandomized
Unadjusted
Moderate 11/17 (65%) vs. 18/18 (100%), p Low evidence of
single-arm
= 0.02
benefit
intervention
(15)
2
Retrospective
Unadjusted
Critical
1/24 (4%) vs. 1/6 (17%), p = 0.4
cohort
Noninvasive ventilation
(25)
105
Retrospective
Multivariate logistic
Moderate aOR 0.61, 95% CI 0.23–1.6, p = Low evidence no
cohort
regression
0.27
benefit
*Narrative description was decided through consensus among authors based on RoB, type of study, and numbers of patients treated. aHR, adjusted
hazard ratio; aOR; adjusted odds ratio; IFN, interferon; IVIg, intravenous immunoglobulin; NI, no information; RoB, risk of bias.
†Percentages in parentheses indicate mortality rates.
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Antibody-Mediated Pharmaceuticals
Intravenous Immunoglobulin and Convalescent Plasma

Mortality rates for patients treated with intravenous
immunoglobulin (IVIg) were reported in 2 studies
(15,18). One retrospective cohort study (18) at moderate RoB reported no association between IVIg and
the mortality rate (16/23 [70%] vs. 201/307 [65%]; p
= 0.69). Another study (15) at critical RoB reported a
significant increase in the mortality rate in patients
treated with IVIg (3/3 [100%] vs. 3/27 [11%]; p =
0.005). A single study (15) at critical RoB reported
no association between treatment with convalescent
plasma and the mortality rate (1/2 patients [50%] vs.
5/28 [18%]; p = 0.37).
Supportive Care
ECMO

Six studies reported outcome data for treatment of
MERS with ECMO (13,15,16,18,19,22). One study (13)
looking specifically at ECMO provided more detailed
information and captured all ECMO-treated patients
included in 4 other studies (16,18,19,22). In a nonrandomized, single-arm intervention study, Alshahrani et al. (13) reported a lower mortality rate among
patients treated with ECMO versus supportive care
(11/17 [65%] vs. 18/18 [100%]; p = 0.02). The study

attempted to control for bias by identifying patients in
the pre-ECMO period who would have been eligible
for ECMO if available. The study was still at moderate overall RoB because of unmeasured and unknown
confounding. Hong et al. (15) found no association
between ECMO and the mortality rate at any time
point (1/2 [50%] vs. 5/28 [4%]; p = 0.4); however, this
study was at critical RoB.
NIV

Three studies reported mortality rates for MERS patients treated with NIV (18,19,25), but 2 studies (18,19)
were subsets of another study (25). In a retrospective
cohort study, Alraddadi et al. (25) reviewed the cases of patients who were initially managed with NIV
(105/302 [35%]) compared with those managed with
invasive ventilation alone. Most (92%) of the NIV group
required invasive mechanical ventilation. NIV was not
independently associated with the 90-day mortality
rate (aOR 0.61, 95% CI 0.23–1.6; p = 0.27). This study
was at moderate overall RoB because it used propensity scores to adjust for known confounders.
Case Series

No meaningful outcome data based on specific
treatments or supportive care could be derived
from any of the case series. This lack of data was
attributable to inadequate reported information or

Table 4. Summary of RoB for all single-arm intervention and cohort studies calculated using the ROBBINS-I tool in a systematic
review of evidence for MERS treatment with pharmacologic and supportive therapies*
Reason for RoB determination
Deviations from Missing
Selection of
Selection of Classification of
intended
outcome
Outcome
results
Reference Confounding participants
interventions
interventions
data
measurements
reported
Overall RoB
Nonrandomized, single-arm intervention study with historical comparisons
(12)
Serious
Low
Low
Low
Moderate
Low
Moderate
Serious
(13)
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Low
Low
Moderate
Moderate
(14)
Serious
Low
Low
Moderate
Low
Low
Moderate
Serious
Prospective cohort study
(15)
Critical
Moderate
Low
Moderate
Low
Low
Moderate
Critical
(16)
Serious
Low
Moderate
Moderate
Low
Low
Moderate
Serious
Retrospective cohort study
(17)
Moderate
Low
Low
Moderate
Low
Low
Moderate
Moderate
(18)
Moderate
Low
Low
Moderate
Low
Low
Moderate
Moderate
(19)
Critical
Serious
Moderate
Moderate
Low
Low
Moderate
Critical
(20)
Critical
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Low
Low
Moderate
Critical
(21)
Critical
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Low
Low
Moderate
Critical
(22)
Serious
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Low
Low
Moderate
Serious
(23)
Critical
Serious
Serious
NI
NI
Low
Serious
Critical
(24)
Moderate
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Moderate
Moderate
(25)
Moderate
Moderate
Low
Moderate
Low
Low
Moderate
Moderate
(26)
Moderate
Low
Low
Moderate
Low
Low
Moderate
Moderate
Case series without evaluation of treatments
(27)
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
(28)
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
(29)
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
(30)
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
(31)
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
*NA, not applicable; NI, no information; RoB, risk of bias.
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because all patients in the case series were treated
with identical therapies.
Overall Certainty of Evidence

In terms of assessing MERS patient mortality rates,
the certainty of evidence is low or very low because
all 20 studies had at least moderate RoB and because
of the imprecision of estimates of treatment effect. We
did not downgrade for inconsistency because metaanalyses were not possible and statistical heterogeneity could not be assessed. Studies generally had
appropriate inclusion criteria for MERS patients and
therefore provided direct evidence. We found no evidence that might suggest publication bias.
Discussion
In this systematic review we identified 3 nonrandomized single-arm intervention studies, 12 cohort studies, and 5 case series evaluating specific treatments
and supportive care for MERS patients. Most studies
were at serious or critical RoB because of confounding and selection bias.
Low-quality evidence suggests no benefit from
corticosteroids or combination of ribavirin with any
type of IFN but also very low evidence of harm. Lowquality evidence from a single study suggests no benefit from macrolide therapy. Low-quality evidence indicated a benefit from ECMO for severe MERS cases
from a single study. Low-quality evidence suggests
no benefit from NIV. All other treatments assessed
had very low-quality of evidence. On the basis of
this review, no specific pharmacologic therapies have
sufficient evidence of effectiveness to warrant a treatment recommendation, although ECMO might be
considered for severe MERS.
Our study has several strengths, including a
broad review of the published literature, assessment
of RoB according to the Cochrane framework, and duplicate independent data extraction. Although ours is
not the first systematic review of treatment for MERS,
we report on a large number of patients (34,35). We
estimate the number of unique cases to be ≈678–865.
Our study also specifically evaluated both pharmacologic treatments and supportive care for MERS.
Our study has limitations. We are limited in any
inferences we can draw from these reviewed studies
because of substantial RoB and low-quality of evidence in most publications. Few studies evaluating
a single intervention, the substantial heterogeneity
in study populations and design, and overlap in patient populations precluded meta-analyses. Assessing the effect of pharmaceutical interventions is challenging because of the substantial heterogeneity in
1110

timing and dose of treatments administered. Also,
many studies had no contemporaneous similar comparator group, and most were retrospective in nature.
Overall, the quality of evidence bearing on any individual treatment we reviewed was very low to low,
owing to RoB and the imprecision of included studies.
Ongoing research might provide additional rigorous
data on specific treatments (e.g., the MIRACLE trial,
an RCT of lopinavir/ritonavir and IFN-β1b [https://
clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02845843]).
Several treatment options in earlier phases of clinical study were not within the scope of this systematic
review and did not meet inclusion criteria for our study
but are worth highlighting as potential future directions
of research. Many of these studies have been included in
prior systematic reviews of preclinical studies (35). One
example is SAB-301, a polyclonal antibody directed at
the MERS-CoV spike protein that is derived from transchromosomic cows. A phase 1 trial published in 2018
demonstrated the safety and tolerability of this treatment (36). Another example is a phase 1 trial from 2019
that demonstrated the safety and tolerability of the GLS5300 MERS coronavirus vaccine in humans (37). Other
potential treatment options still in early phases of development have been summarized elsewhere (38,39). The
high mortality rate, lack of proven effective treatments,
ongoing potential for human-to-human transmission,
and the emergence of novel coronaviruses (40) underscore the importance of developing research capacity in
regions prone to MERS outbreaks as well as the capacity to perform collaborative clinical trials to improve the
treatment evidence base.
In this systematic review of potential therapies for
MERS, we found existing studies to be at moderate to
critical RoB. Low-quality evidence (based on a single
study) indicates a benefit from ECMO in severe MERS
cases. Low-quality evidence also exists showing no
benefit of corticosteroids, NIV, macrolides, or combination of ribavirin with any type of IFN. Collaborative
clinical trials evaluating potential therapies are urgently needed to guide treatment decisions (41,42).
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Distribution of Streptococcal
Pharyngitis and Acute
Rheumatic Fever, Auckland,
New Zealand, 2010–2016
Jane Oliver, Arlo Upton, Susan J. Jack, Nevil Pierse, Deborah A. Williamson, Michael G. Baker

Group A Streptococcus (GAS) pharyngitis is a key initiator of acute rheumatic fever (ARF). In New Zealand, ARF
cases occur more frequently among persons of certain
ethnic and socioeconomic groups. We compared GAS
pharyngitis estimates (1,257,058 throat swab samples)
with ARF incidence (792 hospitalizations) in Auckland
during 2010–2016. Among children 5–14 years of age in
primary healthcare clinics, GAS pharyngitis was detected
in similar proportions across ethnic groups (≈19%). Relative risk for GAS pharyngitis was moderately elevated
among children of Pacific Islander and Māori ethnicities
compared with those of European/other ethnicities, but
risk for ARF was highly elevated for children of Pacific
Islander and Māori ethnicity compared with those of European/other ethnicity. That ethnic disparities are much
higher among children with ARF than among those with
GAS pharyngitis implies that ARF is driven by factors
other than rate of GAS pharyngitis alone.

A

cute rheumatic fever (ARF) can cause rheumatic heart disease, which in turn may produce permanent heart damage (1). ARF is an autoimmune disease triggered in response to group
A Streptococcus (GAS) infection. GAS pharyngitis
is generally considered the major initiator of ARF,
but GAS skin infection may also play a role. Substantial knowledge gaps with regard to ARF risk
factors and pathogenesis impair disease prevention
and control (2,3). If GAS pharyngitis is the sole initiator of ARF, then we would expect this infection
to be most common in groups in which incidence
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of ARF is highest. ARF rates peak among children
5–14 years of age (4).
ARF and rheumatic heart disease exert a major
burden on developing countries. Disease rates are also
particularly high among persons of Māori and Pacific Islander ethnicity in New Zealand (4–6). During
2000–2009, among children 5–14 years of age, ARF incidence among Māori children was 40.2 cases/100,000
children, and among Pacific Islander children, it was
81.2/100,000. By contrast, the incidence for non-Māori,
non–Pacific Islander children in New Zealand was
2.1/100,000. Associations between ARF and socioeconomic deprivation have inconsistently been observed
(6–10). During 2010–2013, persons living in the most
deprived New Zealand neighborhoods were 33 (95%
CI 19–58) times more likely to be hospitalized with
ARF for the first time compared with persons living in
the least deprived neighborhoods (6).
In 2011, the New Zealand government announced
a major national Rheumatic Fever Prevention Programme (RFPP), aiming to reduce the national incidence of ARF by two thirds (to 1.4 cases/100,000
persons) by mid-2017 (11,12). The RFPP strongly emphasized primary prevention of ARF through sore
throat management; that is, prompt detection and antimicrobial treatment of GAS pharyngitis before development of ARF (11,12). In areas with high rates of ARF,
the sore throat management aspect of the RFPP had 2
components: school-based throat swabbing clinics and
rapid-response primary healthcare clinics (PHCs).
School-based clinics operated only when schools were
in session. Children with a self-reported sore throat
could have their throat swabbed free of charge, either
at school or at a rapid-response PHC when certain conditions were met. If the swab sample culture produced
GAS, a 10-day course of oral amoxicillin was recommended (13). The RFPP was reportedly the largest
sore throat management program for ARF prevention
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ever conducted (14). As of 2014, school clinics included
≈50,000 children (12). By December 2013, a total of 83%
of school clinics had been implemented and additional
rapid-response clinics were being set up in PHCs. Public health messages about the value of seeking throat
swabbing for those experiencing sore throat symptoms
were promoted to populations considered at high risk
for ARF (15).
The RFPP resulted in a large collection of highquality diagnostic throat swab sample data, which
provided a unique opportunity to describe the distribution of GAS pharyngitis across an entire population and correlate the data with ARF rates. Most RFPP
throat swab samples were collected in Auckland,
where ≈50% of ARF patients in New Zealand reside
(15). Our aim was to describe the distribution of GAS
pharyngitis in the Auckland population and compare
it with the distribution of ARF.

contacts 3–35 years of age if they visited a school or
rapid-response clinic with a self-reported sore throat.
Other persons contributed throat swab samples in
PHCs when clinicians decided to collect a sample
separately from the RFPP (15).

Methods

ARF Data Collection

Setting

In 2013, the population of New Zealand was ≈4.5
million persons. The largest city is Auckland, where
around one third of the population resides. In the 2013
census, 10% of persons in Auckland identified their
ethnicity as Māori, 12% Pacific Islander, 21% Asian,
and 57% European/other (16). Auckland comprises 3
district health boards (DHBs): Waitemata, Auckland,
and Counties Manukau. Many Auckland schools (n =
75) participated in the RFPP school program. Rapidresponse clinics were widely implemented (15).
The National Health Index (NHI) is a unique patient identifier widely used in New Zealand health
data; it can be encrypted to protect patient privacy. Demographic information encoded by the NHI includes
New Zealand resident status, prioritized ethnicity, sex,
birth date, DHB, and New Zealand Deprivation Index
(NZDep) score. The prioritized ethnicity classification
system allocates persons to a single ethnic group based
on a prioritized order of Māori, Pacific Islander, Asian,
and European/other. The European/other group refers to non-Māori, non–Pacific Islander, and non-Asian
persons (17). The NZDep score is an ecologic measure of socioeconomic deprivation corresponding to
a neighborhood (18). Deciles 1–2 (quintile 1) represent
the least deprived neighborhoods, and deciles 9–10
(quintile 5) represent the most deprived.
Persons eligible to have their throat swabbed and
receive antimicrobial treatment through the RFPP
were Māori and Pacific Islander children 4–19 years
of age, all children in that age group living in quintile
5 neighborhoods, and eligible children’s household
1114

Throat Swab Sample Data Collection

Since mid-2009, the sole community pathology laboratory service provider for the entire Auckland region
has been Labtests (19). We obtained data on all throat
swab samples cultured at Labtests during 2010–2016:
patient encrypted NHI, age, date of swab sample collection, sample source (i.e., school clinic or PHC), and
culture result (e.g., GAS). Although swab samples
collected in school clinics could be distinguished from
those collected in PHCs, we could not distinguish between samples collected in rapid-response clinics and
those in regular PHCs.
We obtained data on ARF diagnoses during 1988–2016
from the Ministry of Health (International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision [ICD-10], codes I00-I02
and ICD International Classification of Diseases, 9th
Revision [ICD-9], codes 390–392). We also obtained
rheumatic heart disease diagnoses for the same period
(ICD-10 codes I05-I09 and ICD-9 codes 393–398). The
encrypted NHI was provided for each entry along with
the demographic information it encoded. We identified the first ARF entry for each child and removed all
later entries. Because ARF precedes rheumatic heart
disease in the causal pathway, when identifying initial
ARF hospitalizations, we excluded all persons who
had been hospitalized for rheumatic heart disease before their first hospitalization for ARF. We excluded
from study all admissions for non–New Zealand citizens. We also excluded hospital transfers; thus, only
the first record was included for each ARF admission.
In so doing, we attempted to limit the dataset to initial
presentations of ARF, in accordance with the method
adopted by the Ministry of Health in 2013 (18). We created a dataset of initial ARF hospitalizations in Auckland during 2010–2016, the initial ARF dataset, and
performed basic demographic analyses.
Statistical Analyses

We performed descriptive epidemiologic analyses according to key outcome measures, stratified according
to selected demographic characteristics and whether
GAS pharyngitis was detected. We considered a
throat swab sample that produced GAS on culture
to indicate a case of GAS pharyngitis. Key outcome
measures were incidence of throat swab samples (no.
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samples collected/total no. children sampled), incidence of GAS pharyngitis, and the proportion of total
throat swab samples that indicated GAS pharyngitis.
For all analyses, we used R version 3.3.1 (20). Because the RFPP was still being implemented in 2013,
our later analyses focused on 2014–2016. After 2013,
the annual number of swab samples collected peaked,
remaining relatively stable with high population coverage. Most analyses concentrated on children 5–14
years of age (4). The focus is largely on samples from
PHCs because the school programs intensely targeted
high-risk populations on the basis of ARF incidence.
When calculating seasonal rates, we multiplied numerator (swab) data by 4 to produce annualized rates.
Rate Calculations

If a person contributed >1 swab sample, that person
would be counted >1 time in the numerator. We calculated intercensus population estimates and projections by interpolation and extrapolation, using
denominator data from 2006 and 2013 population
censuses (21). When calculating mean rates, we used
the population estimate for the middle of the period.
We calculated relative risks (RRs) and 95% CIs for
initial ARF and GAS pharyngitis from the number of
cases detected in the population.
Results
Settings and Time Trends in Throat Swab
Sample Collection and GAS Pharyngitis

During 2010–2016, a total of 1,257,058 throat swabs
were collected in Auckland. The total number of throat

swab samples collected each year increased dramatically; 8 times more samples were collected in 2016
than in 2010. During 2011–2016, swabbing increased in
school clinics but also increased 4-fold in PHCs. The
throat swabbing incidence for the Auckland population plateaued in 2014–16; swabbing in school clinics
peaked in 2014 (130.8 samples/1,000 person-years) and
in PHCs peaked in 2015 (114.5 samples/1,000 personyears; Figure 1; Appendix Table 1, https://wwwnc.
cdc.gov/EID/article/26/6/18-1462-App1.pdf).
Of the swab samples, 163,534 were positive for
GAS (13.0% total samples); 64,036 were positive for
streptococci of group C, group G, or both (5.1% total).
The annual proportion of samples positive for GAS
decreased from 15.3% in 2010 to 10.7% in 2011 before
increasing to 15.1% in 2016 (Figure 1). However, the
annual incidence of GAS pharyngitis increased nearly
8-fold from 2010 to 2016. The proportion of positive
GAS swab samples was higher among those collected
in PHCs (15.0%) than in school clinics (12.6%) (Figure
1; Appendix Table 1).
Sociodemographic Characteristics of Populations
Contributing Throat Swab Samples

We determined the sociodemographic characteristics
of populations who contributed throat swab samples
in detail for 2014–2016. Sample collection in PHCs
was highest among children 5–9 years of age (100,406
total swab samples, 356.6 swab samples/1,000 children), followed by children 10–14 years (72,980 swab
samples, 266.5/1,000 children), and then children
<5 years of age (68,548 swab samples, 229.1 samples/1,000 children).
Figure 1. Number of throat
swab samples collected and
GAS-positive swab samples, by
year, Auckland, New Zealand,
2010–2016. Diamonds indicate
percentages of swab sample
cultures positive for GAS. GAS,
group A Streptococcus; PHC,
private healthcare clinic.
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The incidence of GAS pharyngitis was highest
among children 5–9 years of age (82.9 cases/1,000
person-years), followed by children 10–14 years
of age (44.3 cases/1,000 person-years). GAS was
uncommon in throat swab samples from persons
>50 years of age, although ≈15,000 swabs were collected from persons in this age group each year. A
much smaller secondary peak in incidence of GAS
pharyngitis was seen among adults 30–39 years of
age, and 66.2% of those affected were female (Figure
2; Appendix Table 2).
In school clinics, the incidence of swab collection
was highest among children 5–9 years of age (1151.3
swabs/1,000 person-years), as was the incidence of
GAS pharyngitis (121.8 swabs/1,000 person-years).
Of the total school clinic swab samples collected,
96.2% were from children 5–14 years of age, the target
age group.
During the study period, 792 persons were hospitalized for initial ARF; 398 (50.3%) were children
5–14 years of age. Because incidence of GAS pharyngitis and ARF were both highest among children
5–14 years of age, we further restricted our analysis to
this group.

twice the rate detected by samples collected in the
summer. By contrast, the proportion of GAS-positive
samples was lower in winter and spring than in summer and autumn. The seasonal pattern of ARF incidence rates was roughly similar to that of GAS pharyngitis; ARF rates were highest in autumn and winter
(Figure 3, panel B).

Seasonal Distribution of Swab Sample Collection
and GAS Pharyngitis

Most throat swab samples were collected from children living in the most deprived neighborhoods; >1
throat swab sample was contributed by approximately one quarter of all children from quintile 5, compared with one eighth of all children from quintiles 1
and 2. The proportion of GAS-positive swab samples
from children across quintiles was similar (19.5%–
21.8%), but incidence of GAS pharyngitis increased
with area deprivation. For children in quintile 1,

The incidence (and RR) of throat swab collection was
highest in winter, both in PHCs (480.3/1,000 children
5–14 years of age) and overall; incidence of GAS pharyngitis was also highest in winter (Table; Figure 3,
panel A; Appendix Table 3). In winter, the incidence
of GAS detected by swab samples collected in PHCs
(87.9 samples/1,000 person-years) was more than

Throat Swab Sample Collection and Incidence
of GAS Pharyngitis by Ethnicity

Nearly one quarter of all Pacific Islander children and
one fifth of all Māori children contributed >1 swab
in PHCs, compared with approximately one sixth of
European/other children. The proportion of samples
positive for GAS was similar between these groups
(20.1%–22.3%), but incidence of GAS pharyngitis was
significantly higher among Pacific Islander (99.6 cases/1,000 person-years) and Māori (79.0 cases/1,000
person-years) children compared with those of European/other ethnicity (58.3 cases/1,000 person-years).
Incidence of GAS pharyngitis was lowest among
Asian children (Figure 4; Appendix Table 3).
Distribution of Throat Swab Sample Collection and
Incidence of GAS Pharyngitis

Figure 2. Mean annual
distribution of GAS pharyngitis
in PHCs, by age group,
Auckland, New Zealand,
2014–2016. Diamonds
indicate percentages of swab
sample cultures positive for
GAS; bars above and below
indicate 95% CIs. GAS, group
A Streptococcus; PHC private
healthcare clinic.
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Table. Comparison of GAS pharyngitis and ARF rates in the Auckland region, New Zealand, 2014–2016*
GAS pharyngitis in PHCs and
GAS pharyngitis in PHCs
schools
Initial ARF hospitalizations
Mean annual
Mean annual
Mean annual
Characteristic
incidence†
RR (95% CI)
incidence†
RR (95% CI)
incidence†
RR (95% CI)
Total
15.7
Referent NA
28.1
Referent NA
0.1
Referent NA
Age group, y
0–4
26.9
2.7 (2.6–2.9)
28.7
2.8 (2.6–2.9)
0.7
0.1 (0.0–0.4)
5–9
82.9
8.2 (7.8–8.6)
204.8
18.1 (17.4–18.9)
17.8
2.5 (1.7–3.8)
10–14
44.3
4.5 (4.2–4.7)
99.7
9.3 (8.9–9.7)
32.5
4.7 (3.3–6.7)
15–19
17.3
1.8 (1.6–1.9)
20.4
2.0 (1.9–2.1)
9.2
1.3 (0.8–2.1)
20–29
9.9
Referent
10.3
Referent
7.1
Referent
30–39
11.1
1.1 (1.1–1.2)
11.5
1.1 (1.0–1.2)
1.7
0.2 (0.1–0.5)
>40
2.5
0.3 (0.2–0.3)
2.6
0.2 (0.2–0.3)
0.0
0.0 (0.0–0.1)
Children age 5–14 y
Total
62.8
Referent NA
150.6
Referent NA
25.0
Referent NA
M
63.3
Referent
153.4
Referent
25.6
Referent
F
62.5
1.0 (1.0–1.0)
147.6
1.0 (0.9–1.0)
23.7
0.9 (0.7–1.3)
Prioritized ethnicity
Māori
79.0
1.3 (1.3–1.4)
248.7
3.4 (3.3–3.5)
35.5
86.9 (11.9–635.0)
Pacific Islander
99.6
1.7 (1.6–1.8)
383.4
4.8 (4.7–5.0)
98.3
240.4 (33.5–1,722.6)
Asian
29.2
0.5 (0.5–0.5)
41.0
0.6 (0.6–0.7)
0.0
0.7 (0.0–18.0)
European/Other
58.3
Referent
66.9
Referent
0.4
Referent
2013 New Zealand Deprivation Index quintile
1
43.5
Referent
45.4
Referent
3.0
Referent
2
39.2
0.9 (0.8–1.0)
45.6
1.0 (0.9–1.1)
2.6
0.9 (0.2–3.8)
3
50.0
1.1 (1.1–1.2)
61.6
1.4 (1.3–1.4)
6.5
2.1 (0.6–7.6)
4
82.4
1.9 (1.7–2.0)
125.7
2.7 (2.5–2.8)
24.7
8.1 (2.8–23.7)
5
103.1
2.3 (2.2–2.5)
427.6
7.7 (7.4–8.1)
76.9
25.2 (9.3–68.5)
Season
Summer
39.3
Referent
77.0
Referent
25.5
Referent
Autumn
62.3
1.6 (1.5–1.6)
185.3
2.3 (2.3–2.4)
32.6
1.3 (0.8–1.9)
Winter
87.9
2.2 (2.2–2.3)
201.7
2.5 (2.5–2.6)
31.9
1.3 (0.9–1.8)
Spring
62.1
1.6 (1.5–1.6)
138.5
1.8 (1.7–1.8)
8.5
0.3 (0.2–0.6)
District health board
Waitemata
54.4
1.0 (0.9–1.0)
67.3
0.8 (0.8–0.9)
13.4
0.6 (0.3–0.9)
Auckland
54.9
Referent
80.1
Referent
24.1
Referent
Countries Manukau
72.1
1.3 (1.2–1.4)
270.9
3.0 (2.9–3.1)
36.8
1.5 (1.0–2.3)
*ARF, acute rheumatic fever; GAS, group A Streptococcus; PHC, primary healthcare clinic; referent NA, referent not available; RR, relative risk.
†Per 1,000 person-years.

incidence was 43.5 cases/1,000 person-years, but in
quintile 5, incidence was 103.1 cases/1,000 personyears (Figure 5; Appendix Table 3).
Comparison of GAS Pharyngitis and ARF Incidence

We compared mean annual incidence of GAS pharyngitis during 2014–2016, by selected demographic characteristics and swab sample source (i.e., PHC and total),
with the mean annual incidence of ARF (Table). The RR
for initial ARF was highest among children 10–14 years
of age; however, the RR for GAS pharyngitis was highest among children 5–9 years of age. Although ARF was
rare among children <5 years of age, GAS pharyngitis
was relatively common. The RR for initial ARF was 240.4
(95% CI 33.5–1,722.6) for children of Pacific Islander ethnicity compared with those of European/other ethnicity
and was also extremely elevated for Māori children (RR
86.9, 95% CI 11.9–635.0). Of children who contributed
throat swab samples in a PHC, the RR for GAS pharyngitis was highest among Pacific Islanders (RR 1.7,
95% CI 1.6–1.8), followed by Māori children, yet this

discrepancy was not nearly as extreme as the RR for
ARF. Higher RRs for GAS pharyngitis were also estimated for Māori and Pacific Islander children regardless of the sample collection setting. A similar pattern
was noted for differences between NZDep quintiles.
Seasonality was more pronounced for GAS pharyngitis
incidence than for ARF incidence; at PHCs, GAS pharyngitis was least likely in summer and most likely in
winter (RR 2.2, 95% CI 2.2–2.3).
Discussion
The RFPP provided a unique opportunity to assess
the distribution of GAS pharyngitis across a welldefined region over a sustained period and compare
it with the distribution of ARF. To our knowledge, the
RFPP produced the largest ever compilation of throat
swab sample data; 1.3 million swab samples were collected in Auckland from 2010 (before RFPP) through
2016. These comprehensive throat swab sample data
showed the following: the proportion of GAS-positive swab samples was fairly consistent across the
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Figure 3. Mean annual distribution of GAS pharyngitis and ARF cases, by season, Auckland, New Zealand, 2014–2016. A) GASpositive throat swab samples collected from children 5–14 years of age in PHCs. Diamonds indicate percentages of swab sample
cultures positive for GAS. B) Mean annual number of first ARF episodes. ARF, acute rheumatic fever; GAS, group A Streptococcus;
PHC, private healthcare clinic.

population of children 5–14 years of age but varied between PHC and school clinic settings, suggesting that
sample collection thresholds differed by setting; GAS
pharyngitis is seasonal and shares some similarities
with ARF; unlike ARF, GAS pharyngitis occurs across a
wide range of age groups (4); and ethnic and socioeconomic differences in GAS pharyngitis are insufficient to
explain the marked inequities in ARF incidence.
A striking feature of GAS pharyngitis is the consistent difference in the proportion of GAS-positive
samples collected in PHCs and school clinics. The
proportion of GAS-positive samples collected from
Māori and Pacific Islander children 5–14 years of age
in PHCs (20%–21%) was nearly twice that observed
for those collected by school programs (11%). At
PHCs, the proportion of GAS-positive samples was
similar between ethnic groups and NZDep quintiles
(except somewhat lower for Asian children). One
possible explanation could be that as children approach the level where their caregiver feels they are
sufficiently unwell to warrant visiting a PHC, the
likelihood of them having GAS pharyngitis is much
the same across ethnic groups and deprivation quintiles. Consequently, the proportion of GAS-positive
samples by health service may reveal information
about the threshold at which persons seek treatment there. Furthermore, the literature describes
GAS pharyngitis as a severely painful sore throat
(22). It is debatable whether many affected children
would therefore attend school; many may have visited a rapid response PHC instead. Consequently,
GAS-positive samples from school clinics may have
1118

largely detected GAS carriage. To support this view,
the proportion of GAS-positive samples from school
clinics was slightly lower than the estimated prevalence of asymptomatic pharyngeal GAS carriage reported (12%) (23). This threshold effect has several
implications. First, we should concentrate on findings from PHCs, where the threshold for attendance
seems to be higher and a moderate proportion of cases are likely to represent true GAS pharyngitis (not
viral pharyngitis with coincidental GAS detection
on swab culture) (24). Second, GAS pharyngitis incidence rates are likely to provide a better indication
of the distribution of this condition compared with
the proportion of GAS-positive samples overall. The

Figure 4. Mean annual distribution of GAS pharyngitis in PHCs
among children 5–14 years of age, by ethnic group, Auckland,
New Zealand, 2014–2016. Diamonds indicate percentages
of swab sample cultures positive for GAS. GAS, group A
Streptococcus; PHC, private healthcare clinic.
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Figure 5. Mean annual distribution of GAS pharyngitis in PHCs
among children 5–14 years of age, by NZDep quintile, Auckland,
New Zealand, 2014–2016. Diamonds indicate percentages
of swab sample cultures positive for GAS. GAS, group A
Streptococcus; NZDep, New Zealand Deprivation Index; PHC,
private healthcare clinic.

consistently lower proportion of GAS-positive samples from the school program, at a level equivalent to
asymptomatic detection, raises questions about the
effectiveness of basing the RFPP in this setting at all.
There are potential ways to improve the accuracy of
GAS pharyngitis diagnosis, such as through clinical
decision rules, although the validity and practicality
of such methods are debated (25–28).
The value of observing the incidence of GAS pharyngitis in PHC settings is illustrated by seasonal distribution patterns. GAS pharyngitis was more common
in winter, when incidence was more than twice that in
summer. Paradoxically, the proportion of GAS-positive
swab samples showed the opposite pattern, being highest in summer. This effect was caused by the large increase in sample collection during winter. Most pharyngitis has a viral cause (27); thus, more GAS-negative
children reporting a sore throat visited a PHC in winter,
reducing the proportion of swab samples that produced
GAS in culture. The increase in sample collection during
winter was somewhat appropriate given the increased
rate of ARF.
Differences in the proportion of GAS swabs
across ethnic and socioeconomic groups were insufficient for explaining the marked inequities in ARF
incidence rates. Māori and Pacific Islander children,
among whom risk of acquiring ARF is highest, were
well targeted by the RFPP. Very low rates of ARF in
non-Māori, non–Pacific Islander populations in New
Zealand have been reported (29,30), along with ≈200
throat swabs collected/1,000 persons (Appendix Table 3). This observation raises the question of whether intensive swabbing of non-Māori, non–Pacific Islander populations is appropriate. The evidence for

reducing swab sample collection from young children is less certain. Although the incidence of GAS
pharyngitis was elevated in groups at highest risk
for ARF, the age distribution was much broader.
If, as hypothesized, ARF is caused by repeated untreated GAS pharyngitis, which eventually triggers
autoimmune reactions (priming) (1), then concentrating sore throat management strategies on young
children is probably justifiable. The extreme disparities in ARF rates between ethnic and socioeconomic
groups were not seen for GAS pharyngitis rates.
These observations do not support the hypothesis
that differences in observed GAS pharyngitis are a
key pathway propelling the observed ARF inequities. Consequently, other factors that may drive ARF
need to be considered, including the role of GAS
skin infections (31). Ethnic and socioeconomic differences in exposures to environmental cofactors or
host factors also need to be considered as key drivers
of ARF inequities (31–37).
Strengths of our study include complete dataset coverage of a large, well-defined population. Wellcharacterized numerators and denominators permitted
analysis by key demographic attributes. Microbiological
analyses were performed by a single provider (Labtests)
using standardized protocols. A limitation is that swab
sample data reflect healthcare service use rather than
representative population sampling, particularly because accurate RFPP coverage data were never collected. In addition, the RFPP deliberately targeted persons
in groups at high risk for ARF, for whom GAS pharyngitis risk is potentially higher. These data cannot therefore directly measure the distribution of GAS pharyngitis. A second limitation with this study, and with the
RFPP in general, is that it is impossible to know which
GAS-positive children have true GAS pharyngitis and
which have pharyngitis from other causes and coincidental GAS carriage. No information about clinical
manifestations was collected, and serologic confirmation of infection was not sought in the RFPP (and was
neither recommended nor practical) (38). It is likely that
many persons for whom antimicrobial drugs were prescribed had viral infections and may not have benefited
from treatment. Last, because the RFPP was not set up
to be evaluated, it is impossible to know which swab
samples were collected in rapid-response clinics and
which as part of routine healthcare. Regardless, the increase in PHC swabbing correlates strongly with, and is
most likely attributable to, RFPP implementation (15).
A priority for future research is to establish the
pathogenic significance of GAS detection in pharyngeal
swab sample cultures across different settings. Future
analyses could assess the frequency of throat sample
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collection and GAS pharyngitis for an entire birth cohort
of children in Auckland. Population incidence (cohort)
studies could be useful for establishing accurate risk
measures, particularly of the type conducted in Melbourne, Victoria, Australia, where GAS pharyngitis surveillance data were collected to investigate prevalence,
transmission, and serology (24). It would be useful to
establish an ongoing surveillance and monitoring program for ARF prevention that could assess specific intervention components, such as rapid-response clinics.
A case–control study would be well suited to investigate
factors contributing to the greatly elevated ARF risk for
Māori and Pacific Islander children, beyond exposure
to GAS pharyngitis alone (39,40). Specimens collected
in such a study could be used for immune profiling to
investigate the hypothesis that cumulative exposure to
GAS is indeed a risk factor for ARF (41).
In conclusion, we found that the RFPP dramatically increased rates of throat swab sample collection among children at high risk for ARF. Throat
swab sample collection is appropriate, given the
goal of reducing ARF. However, because GAS pharyngitis is common in human populations, the RFPP
resulted in many persons who were not at high
risk for ARF undergoing throat swabbing and, for
many, antimicrobial drug treatment. The population incidence of GAS pharyngitis shows some correlation with ARF risk. However, disparities in ARF
incidence are vastly higher across ethnic and socioeconomic groups than are disparities in GAS pharyngitis, as measured by swab sample cultures from
persons with self-reported pharyngitis. This inconsistency implies that factors other than exposure to a
single episode of GAS pharyngitis alone must drive
ARF development. Identifying and mitigating any
modifiable risk factors may hold the key to effective
ARF prevention.
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Temporary Fertility Decline after
Large Rubella Outbreak, Japan
Kenji Mizumoto, Gerardo Chowell

Japan experienced 2 large rubella epidemics in 2004 and
2012–2014. Because of suboptimal immunization levels,
the country has been experiencing a third major outbreak
during 2018–2020. We conducted time series analyses to
evaluate the effect of the 2012–2014 nationwide rubella
epidemic on prefecture-level natality in Japan. We identified a statistically significant decline in fertility rates associated with rubella epidemic activity and increased Google
searches for the term “rubella.” We noted that the timing
of fertility declines in 2014 occurred 9–13 months after
peak rubella incidence months in 2013 in 4 prefectures
with the highest rubella incidence. Public health interventions should focus on enhancing vaccination campaigns
against rubella, not only to protect pregnant women from
infection but also to mitigate declines in population size
and birth rates.

J

apan has recently experienced 2 large rubella epidemics. A 2004 epidemic had 4,248 reported cases,
and another outbreak during 2012–2014 had 12,614
reported rubella cases and 45 reported cases of severe
birth defects in newborns (1–4). Because of suboptimal immunization levels, Japan is now experiencing a
third major rubella outbreak that began in 2018 (5–7).
This epidemic has resulted in 5,296 reported cases as
of April 12, 2020, and has affected all 47 prefectures
by the 13th week of 2020 (8).
Rubella infections during early pregnancy can
lead to serious health consequences, including miscarriages, stillbirths, and severe birth defects in newborns, known as congenital rubella syndrome (CRS)
(9). The continued rubella epidemic in Japan led the
US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention to issue
a travel alert on October 22, 2018, that urged increased
precautions and recommended pregnant women not
protected against rubella avoid traveling to Japan (9).
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Past studies have suggested that the 1918–1920
influenza pandemic had a profound effect on those
planning to conceive children, which led to declines in
birth rates after adjusting for maternal death (10,11).
We examined the effects of Japan’s large rubella
outbreak during 2012–2014 on behavioral changes
among women of childbearing age by quantifying the
temporal changes in fertility rates and rubella cases in
4 prefectures of Japan that experienced the brunt of
the 2013 rubella epidemic.
Methods
Data Sources

We extracted data on births/month and estimated
female population/year stratified by age and prefecture from January 1, 2013–December 31, 2017, for
Japan and 4 prefectures with the highest cumulative
number of rubella cases in 2013 from the Ministry of
Internal Affairs and Communications in Japan (12).
Then, we calculated monthly estimates of the female
population 15–49 years of age during 2013–2018 by
using a smoothing cubic spline interpolation-fitting
method with a knot at each data point. Because the
number of births/age group was not available, we
considered the fertility rate to be the proportion of
births divided by the number of female persons 15–49
years of age/1,000 population/year.
We collected notifications of rubella and CRS cases from weekly reports published by the National Institute of Infectious Diseases in Japan and converted
these to monthly case counts (8). Surveillance relies
on mandatory notifications and medical institutions
must report all diagnosed rubella and CRS cases.
Clinical diagnosis of rubella includes symptoms of
generalized rash, swollen lymph nodes, and fever.
We also extracted relevant monthly data on
Google search terms from Google Trends (https://
trends.google.com) to quantify the public attention
to the rubella epidemic. We suspect anxiety was
driven by a perceived risk rather than actual risk. For
example, during a 2014–15 outbreak of Ebola virus,
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the public conducted internet searches to collect information related to the epidemic, even in areas with
extremely low risk for infection (13). Google Trends
uses searches for keywords and search terms to provide data on search volume in a geographic region
over time and generates an output scale of 0–100 (14).
We conducted a search of Google Trends by using the search topic strategy for January 1, 2012–December 31, 2017, and included the Tokyo, Kanagawa,
Osaka, and Hyogo prefectures by using the Japanese
word for rubella, “fushin.” We used data from years
after 2013 to exclude demographic changes and perinatal outcomes associated with the Great East Japan
Earthquake that occurred on March 11, 2011 (15).
Statistical Analysis

Time series data can be decomposed into three components: seasonality, long-term trends, and random
(16,17). For our study, the seasonal and trend components contain effects of long-term changes. Temporal
variation in the fertility rate over time can be effected
by systematic seasonal changes, such as the number
of marriages, and long-term trends, such as population demography. By filtering out these components,
we were able to concentrate on a single event. We applied moving averages to extract monthly seasonaland trend-adjusted elevated fertility rates and their
residuals. To detect temporal associations between
these time series data, we examined cross-coefficients
of fertility rates, rubella cases, and Google searches
for “rubella” at different lag intervals (lags or leads
<12 months) for each combination of 2/3 variables.
A more detailed description of this procedure is published elsewhere (10,18,19). Then, we used an augmented Dickey-Fuller test for stationarity analysis.
We used the Mann-Kendall test for trend analysis and
null hypotheses of 0 cross-correlation for each of the
estimated correlation coefficients.
We used a bootstrap method with 1,000 replications to calculate mean monthly and annual fertility
rates in 2014 and corresponding confidence intervals.
We performed statistical analyses in R version 3.2.3
(R Foundation for Statistical Computing, https://
www.r-project.org).
Results
We assessed geospatial variation in cumulative rubella cases across Japan in 2013 (Figure 1, panel A).
The highest rubella incidence occurred in Tokyo
(2,547 cases), Osaka (2,241 cases), Kanagawa (1,230
cases), and Hyogo (941 cases). The distribution of
cumulative rubella cases across all prefectures was
highly skewed to the right with a median of 44.0

(interquartile range 20.5–106.5). We assessed the
number of rubella and CRS cases by month during
2013–2019. During the 2012–2014 outbreak, the highest incidence of rubella was 2,513 cases in May 2013
and the highest incidence of CRS was 7 cases in October 2013 (Figure 1, panel B).
We assessed the seasonal variation of fertility rates
for the 4 prefectures with the highest rubella burden
(Figure 2). We observed fertility rate declines for 2014
during 5 months in Tokyo, 2 months in Kanagawa, 3
months in Osaka, and 4 months in Hyogo, after which
rates increased during 6 months in Tokyo, 5 months in
Kanagawa, 2 months in Osaka, and 4 months in Hyogo.
Of note, fertility rate declines in 2014 occurred in the first
half of the year, which corresponds to 9–13 months after
rubella incidence peaked in Tokyo, 11–12 months after
peak incidence in Kanagawa, 9–11 months after peak
incidence in Osaka, and 8–12 months after peak incidence in Hyogo (Table). We believe behavioral changes
occurred around the peak rubella incidences and calculated times after the peak incidence of rubella cases.
We plotted the time series of rubella cases, Google
searches for “rubella,” and seasonality- and trend-adjusted fertility rates for the 4 prefectures with the highest rubella incidence (Figure 3). We found that peaks in
rubella cases and Google searches for “rubella” were
synchronized across the 4 prefectures with the most
rubella cases. However, troughs in elevated fertility
rates occurred 9–11 months after the peak in rubella
cases and Google searches for “rubella” (Table). To
statistically assess the timescale of the association between rubella cases, Google searches for “rubella,” and
elevated fertility rates, we calculated cross-correlations
between these 3 signals in the time series. In Tokyo, we
found a negative association between rubella incidence
and fertility rates at a time lag of 9 months (r = –0.280),
10 months (r = –0.390), 11 months (r = –0.408), and 12
months (r = –0.284) and between Google searches for
“rubella” and fertility rates at time lags of 9 months
(r = –0.382), 10 months (r = –0.468), and 11 months
(r = –0.397) (Figure 4; Appendix Table 1, http://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/26/6/18-1718-App1.pdf).
We also identified negative associations between rubella incidence and fertility rates in Kanagawa at time
lags of 9 months (r = –0.320), 10 months (r = –0.428),
and 11 months (r = –0.446) and between Google
searches for “rubella” and fertility rates at time lags
of 9 months (r = –0.385), 10 months (r = –0.461), and
11 months (r = –0.432) (Appendix Table 2, Figure 1).
In Osaka, we found positive and negative associations between rubella cases and fertility rates at a time
lag of 5 months (r = 0.296), 9 months (r = –0.365), 10
months (r = –0.424), and 11 months (r = –0.319) and
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Figure 1. Spatial and temporal
variations of rubella and CRS in
Japan, 2013–2019. A) Geospatial
variation in cumulative rubella cases
by prefecture, 2013. B) Temporal
distribution of rubella and CRS cases
by month during January 1, 2012–July
31, 2019. Black line indicates number
of cases of rubella. Gray bars indicate
number of cases of CRS. CRS,
congenital rubella syndrome.

between Google searches for “rubella” and fertility
rates at 4 months (r = 0.286), 5 months (r = 0.316), 9
months (r = –0.356), 10 months (r = –0.437), and 11
months (r = –0.361) (Appendix Table 3, Figure 2). In
Hyogo, we identified positive and negative associations between rubella cases and fertility rates at a time
lag of 5 months (r = 0.347), 9 months (r = –0.309), 10
months (r = –0.410), and 11 months (r = –0.402) and between Google searches for “rubella” and fertility rates
at 0 months (r = –0.298), 5 months (r = 0.346), 9 months
(r = –0.310), 10 months (r = –0.398), and 11 months
(r = –0.393) (Appendix Table 4, Figure 3). We observed
several positive associations between rubella incidence
and Google searches for “rubella” in all 4 prefectures.
We decomposed time series data of fertility rates
for Tokyo, Kanagawa, Osaka, and Hyogo (Appendix
Figure 4). We observed downward trends in fertility
rates but a small peak during 2015 and an upward
1124

trend before 2015 in Tokyo. Seasonally, fertility rates
tend to decrease in the first half of the year and increase in the second half of the year.
We did not find statistically significant differences
in fertility rates between 2014 and the control years.
Fertility rate differences between 2014 and control
years were 34.87 (95% CI 34.01–35.20)/1,000 women
of childbearing age in Tokyo, 36.52 (95% CI 35.06–
36.92)/1,000 women of childbearing age in Kanagawa,
35.95 (95% CI 35.25–36.6)/1,000 women of childbearing age in Osaka, and 37.97 (95% CI 37.15–38.53)/1,000
women of childbearing age in Hyogo.
Discussion
We assessed the effect of the 2012–2014 rubella epidemic on prefecture-level natality in Japan. We identified a statistically significant decline in fertility
rates associated with rubella epidemic activity and
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Figure 2. Temporal variation
of fertility rates by prefecture in
Japan, 2013–2017. A) Tokyo;
B) Kanagawa; C) Osaka; and
D) Hyogo. Solid line indicates
average fertility rate during the
case year, 2014. Dashed line
indicates the average fertility
rate during the combined control
years, 2013, 2015, 2016, and
2017. Dotted lines indicate upper
and lower limits of 95% CI for
control years.

Google searches for “rubella.” We noted declines in
fertility rates in 2014 that occurred after each peak
month of rubella case incidence in 2013, which was
9–13 months after peaks in Tokyo, 11–12 months in
Kanagawa, 9–11 months in Osaka, and 8–12 months
in Hyogo. Considering the relatively small number
of rubella cases during 2012–2014, we do not think
the reduction in fertility was caused by miscarriages
or stillbirths but by voluntary pregnancy delays because of perceived risk for CRS, which is reflected in
increases in Google searches for “rubella.”
Birth rate declines associated with infectious disease epidemics could exacerbate the effects of demographic changes in Japan, which are characterized by
decreased population, declines in birth rates, and a
delayed childbearing trend. According to the 2010

census, the population of Japan is ≈127.09 million, a
decrease of 962,607 from the previous census (20). In
addition, the fertility rate was 1.44/1,000 female persons 15–49 years of age in 2016, much lower than the
replacement-level fertility of 2.1/1,000, the minimum
level needed to sustain population size (21). Similarly,
the average age of women at first childbirth rose from
25.6 years of age in 1970 to 30.7 years of age in 2016.
Older maternal age is associated with increased risks
for adverse pregnancy and birth outcomes (22–26).
We found no statistically significant differences in
birth rates between 2014 and the control years (2013,
2015, 2016, and 2017). However, pregnancy delays related to fear of infection and the increased proportion
of late-age childbearing exacerbate the declining birth
trend for the ongoing and future rubella epidemics.

Table. Summary results on the timing of peak rubella cases and deficit fertility rates for 4 prefectures in Japan, 2013*
Decreased fertility, 2014
Lag time troughs, mo.
Peak month for
Month of
Deficit rate
Peak rubella
Peak Google
Rubella case peaks, 2013 Google searches, lowest birth
at lowest
incidence–fertility search–fertility rate
Prefecture
Month
No. cases
2013
rates
month†
rate decline
decline
Tokyo
Apr
571
Apr
Mar
–0.090
11
11
Kanagawa
Apr
305
Apr
Mar
–0.130
11
11
Osaka
May
730
May
Feb
–0.120
9
9
Hyogo
May
260
May
Apr
–0.111
11
11
*Data on Google searches collected from Google Trends (https://trends.google.com).
†Irregular only.
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Figure 3. Cross-correlation
between rubella cases, Google
searches for “rubella,” and
elevated fertility rates, Tokyo,
Japan, 2012–2016. Crosscorrelation coefficients were
calculated in each lag, –12
months, lead period, +12
months, and at 0. Bars indicate
cross-correlation coefficients
between A) fertility rate and
rubella case time-series; B)
fertility rate and Google searches
for “rubella” time-series; and
C) rubella cases and Google
searches for “rubella” time
series. Horizontal dashed lines
are the confidence limits (upper
limit, 0.28; lower limit, –0.28)
for the null hypothesis of 0 true
cross-correlation coefficients
between the 2 time-series.
Google search data collected
from Google Trends (https://
trends.google.com).

Therefore, Japan’s government should implement
public health interventions to rapidly curtail rubella
transmission, protect childbearing mothers, and sustain birth rates.
Our study has several limitations. First, we did not
establish a causal relationship between an increase of
rubella cases and a decrease of fertility rate, but studies have suggested a person’s behavior will change
not only because of actual risk but also because of perceived risk (13). Indeed, some segments of the population with low vaccination coverage in Japan, such
as women 24–34 years of age who are part of a relatively small group of persons born during 1989–1993 in
which only 78.3% are seropositive, presumably worry
about infection and CRS (1,6). In addition, soon after
the rubella outbreak occurred, the Ministry of Health,
Labour and Welfare issued its first notice to alert the
public on May 25, 2012, and subsequently issued an
additional 7 notices during the outbreak (27). On January 29, 2013, Japan’s National Institute of Infectious
1126

Diseases published specific guidelines for prevention and control of rubella and CRS (28). These approaches likely increased the population’s awareness
about the risk for rubella infection and its potential
consequences. Furthermore, a substantial number of
pregnancies likely were delayed until the end of the
outbreaks because of concerns about rubella infection,
and public awareness, which is partially supported
by the internet search activities recorded by Google
Trends. In addition, the relationship between the 1918
influenza pandemic and fertility, in which a direct
causal relationship was estimated (10,18,19), indicates
a remarkable decline in births occurring 9–11 months
after the surge in pandemic mortality rates. A similar
phenomenon was observed for the Zika virus (ZIKV)
epidemic. After the identification of the probable association between ZIKV infection during pregnancy
and microcephaly in 2016 (29–31), public concern over
ZIKV quickly increased in Brazil, where a substantial
number of microcephaly cases initially were reported.
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Figure 4. Temporal distribution
of rubella cases, Google
searches for the term “rubella,”
and elevated fertility rates by
prefecture, 2013–2017, Japan.
A) Tokyo; B) Kanagawa; C)
Osaka; D) Hyogo Time-series of
rubella cases, Google searches
for the term “rubella,” and
seasonally- and trend-adjusted
elevated fertility rates. The data
are scaled between –1 and 1.
Dark gray areas show the peak
timing of rubella cases and the
corresponding drop timing of
fertility rates. Google search data
collected from Google Trends
(https://trends.google.com).

As a result, birth rates in Brazil’s largest cities during
the second half of 2016 exhibited substantial reductions ≈9 months after the start of media coverage for
the ZIKV epidemic (32,33). We found a similar fertility
decline 9–11 months after the peaks in rubella case incidence and peak Google searches for “rubella” across
all 4 prefectures. To reinforce the statistical association,
we conducted additional analyses. We used influenza,
which does not affect people’s fertility decisions, as a
control and did not find a decline in fertility associated
with influenza case counts or the Google searches for
“influenza” (Appendix Tables 5–8, Figures 5–8). We
explored wavelet cross-correlation to measure similarity between 2 signals at different scales (34,35). We
identified relatively high coefficients at a lag time of
9–11 months in levels 2 and 3 between rubella incidence and fertility, and between rubella incidence and
Google searches for “rubella,” consistent with our results (Appendix Tables 9–11, Figures 9–20).
Second, we did not identify the causal relationship for the substantial fertility rate increases ahead
of substantial fertility rate declines. Although we

examined the association between fertility rates and
other factors, including economic index, such as prefectural-level unemployment rates and the Nikkei Index, and the number of marriages (data not shown),
we did not identify statistically significant associations. Several interrelated factors likely played a role.
In addition, we only observed the lagged increases in
Osaka and Hyogo, and the number of the months and
the correlation coefficients are relatively small compared with the lagged decrease.
Third, an increase in Google searches for “rubella”
might have preceded an outbreak of rubella cases at the
prefectural level because media reporting about the outbreaks raised public awareness, potentially leading to
large-scale behavior changes in the country. However,
the temporal variations of rubella cases and Google
searches for “rubella” in all 4 prefectures are highly
correlated at a time lag of 0 (Figure 4; Appendix Tables
1–4, Figures 1–3) and rubella case incidence and Google
searches for “rubella” mostly were synchronized.
In conclusion, our analyses indicate a substantial
temporal decline in the fertility rate in Japan after a
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major rubella outbreak in 2012–2014. Public health
interventions should focus on enhancing vaccination
campaigns against rubella, not only to protect pregnant women from infection but also to mitigate declines in population size and birth rates.
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Radical Change in Zoonotic Abilities
of Atypical BSE Prion Strains as
Evidenced by Crossing of Sheep
Species Barrier in Transgenic Mice
Alba Marín-Moreno,1 Alvina Huor,1 Juan Carlos Espinosa, Jean Yves Douet,
Patricia Aguilar-Calvo,2 Naima Aron, Juan Píquer, Sévérine Lugan, Patricia Lorenzo,
Cecile Tillier, Hervé Cassard, Olivier Andreoletti, Juan María Torres

Classical bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) is
the only zoonotic prion disease described to date. Although the zoonotic potential of atypical BSE prions
have been partially studied, an extensive analysis is still
needed. We conducted a systematic study by inoculating atypical BSE isolates from different countries in Europe into transgenic mice overexpressing human prion
protein (PrP): TgMet129, TgMet/Val129, and TgVal129.
L-type BSE showed a higher zoonotic potential in TgMet129 mice than classical BSE, whereas Val129-PrP
variant was a strong molecular protector against L-type
BSE prions, even in heterozygosis. H-type BSE could
not be transmitted to any of the mice. We also adapted
1 H- and 1 L-type BSE isolate to sheep-PrP transgenic
mice and inoculated them into human-PrP transgenic
mice. Atypical BSE prions showed a modification in their
zoonotic ability after adaptation to sheep-PrP producing agents able to infect TgMet129 and TgVal129, bearing
features that make them indistinguishable of sporadic
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease prions.

P

rion diseases, or transmissible spongiform encephalopathies (TSEs), are a group of rare and
lethal neurodegenerative diseases that affect a great
number of mammal species, including humans and
animals belonging to the human food chain. The
conversion of a host encoded cellular protein of unknown function (PrPC) into a disease-associated isoform (PrPSc) is the molecular event underlying the
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development of TSEs. Such conformational change
is driven by PrPSc itself because it recruits and transforms PrPC molecules, acting as a template (1). The
conformational change, associated with an increase of
β-sheet content, also results in a change in the protein
biochemical features (2). Although PrPC is monomeric, protease-sensitive, and soluble in nonionic detergents, PrPSc has a high tendency to aggregate, is partially resistant to protease digestion, and is insoluble
in nonionic detergents (1,3).
Classical bovine spongiform encephalopathy (CBSE) caused a major food safety crisis when consumption of contaminated meat was discovered in the late
1990s as the cause of a new prion disease affecting
humans, which was called variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob
disease (vCJD) (4). The first description of C-BSE was
made in 1987 in affected cattle in the United Kingdom
(5). In the years following, ≈200,000 cattle succumbed
to the disease (6). To date, C-BSE is the only recognized zoonotic prion (6) and is responsible for >231
human deaths (7).
After the implementation of active surveillance
in the European Union in 2001, several atypical BSE
cases were identified in aged asymptomatic cattle
during slaughterhouse testing. Two major phenotypes with pathology and epidemiology distinct from
C-BSE were observed, bovine amyloidotic spongiform encephalopathy (or L-BSE) (8) and H-BSE (9).
The biochemical properties of PrPSc isolated from
these cases also differed from C-BSE in terms of the
protease-resistant fragment size and ratio of glycoforms on Western blot (WB). It is unclear whether
atypical BSE resulted from exposure to an acquired
1
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TSE or emerged spontaneously, a theory supported
by the occurrence of atypical BSE being maintained
at a similar rate in various countries independent of
their C-BSE status.
The zoonotic potentials of atypical and C-BSE
seemed to differ. One study performed in transgenic mice overexpressing the human Met129–normal
brain prion protein (PrP) variant (Tg650) showed
that L-BSE has a higher zoonotic potential than CBSE because a 100% attack rate was observed in
the intracranial challenge, whereas H-BSE was unsuccessfully transmitted (10). Other intermediate
species belonging to the human food chain might
play a role in a possible atypical BSE zoonosis.
For example, C-BSE can naturally affect goats (11).
Furthermore, C-BSE virulence in human-PrP transgenic mouse models is increased after passaging in
ovine-PrP transgenic mice (12). The possible zoonotic potential of atypical BSE after its adaptation
to the sheep sequence is not known. At least L-type
BSE is efficiently transmitted in sheep (13). L-BSE
transmission in ovine-PrP transgenic mouse models
produced a prion similar to C-BSE in terms of incubation times, histopathologic features, and electrophoretic mobility, although the glycoprofile maintained a more equilibrated proportion between the
3 bands than C-BSE (14). Therefore, a deep assessment of the zoonotic potential of atypical BSE prions
should include the evaluation of zoonotic potential
after adaptation to the sheep-PrP sequence.
Polymorphisms and mutations in the human prion protein gene affect survival and disease development in vCJD and other human TSEs (15). The most
important genetic variant for disease outcome in humans is the polymorphic codon 129, which can codify
methionine (Met129) or valine (Val129) and has been detected as Met129 homozygous in all vCJD-diagnosed
cases, with the exception of 1 Met/Val129 heterozygous vCJD case (16,17).
The main aim of our study was to assess the zoonotic potential of the atypical BSE prions in transgenic
mice that overexpress human-PrP covering the 3 possible 129 codon genotypes. We used a high number of
isolates from different sites in Europe and a collection
of human-PrP transgenic mouse lines. In addition, we
adapted 1 H-BSE and 1 L-BSE isolate to the sheep-PrP
sequence and sequentially inoculated them into human-PrP TgMet129 and TgVal129 mice to assess whether intermediate passage in sheep can modify prion
strain features, including prion virulence in humans.
We decided to use 2 different ovine-PrP transgenic
mouse models to study the effect of the polymorphism Ala/Val136 of the sheep-PrP sequence.

Materials and Methods
Ethics Statement

We conducted animal experiments in accordance
with the Code for Methods and Welfare Considerations in Behavioral Research with Animals (Directive 2010/63/EU) and made every effort to minimize
suffering. Experiments developed in Centro de Investigación en Sanidad Animal–Instituto Nacional
de Investigación y Tecnología Agraria y Alimentaria
(Madrid, Spain) were evaluated by the Committee on
the Ethics of Animal Experiments of the Instituto Nacional de Investigación y Tecnología Agraria y Alimentaria and approved by the General Directorate
of the Madrid Community Government (permit nos.
PROEX 263/15, PROEX 181/16, and PROEX 228/16).
Experiments developed in Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique–École Nationale Vétérinaire
de Toulouse (Toulouse, France) were approved by
the Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique/
École Nationale Vétérinaire de Toulouse Ethics
Committee under the auspices of the Ministry of
Education and Research of France (permit no. APAFIS-2017044210492380 v2).
Prion Isolates

We used a collection of atypical BSE field isolates
from different countries in Europe to ensure the consistency of the results (Appendix Table, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/26/6/18-1790-App1.pdf).
We characterized all isolates to differentiate them
from C-BSE (data not shown). For comparison, we included C-BSE isolates and other prion isolates in the
study. For inoculation, we prepared all isolates from
brain tissues as 10% (wt/vol) homogenates in 5% glucose. Second passages were performed by inoculating
mice with 10% (wt/vol) homogenates in 5% glucose
of brains selected from first passage.
Mouse Transmission Studies

The atypical BSE isolates were inoculated in 3 different mouse models for human-PrP: HuPrP-Tg340Met129 (TgMet129) line expressing human Met129-PrP
variant (12), HuPrP-Tg361-Val129 (TgVal129) line expressing human Val129-PrP variant (18), and HuPrPTg351-Met/Val129 (TgMet/Val129) line obtained by
mating TgMet129 and TgVal129 mice (18). All of these
transgenic lines show similar brain PrPC levels of expression (≈4-fold the level of expression in human
brain) on a mouse-PrP null background. For the adaptation to the sheep-PrP sequence, we used 2 different overexpressing sheep-PrP mouse models to
include the 2 variants of the Ala/Val136 Arg154 Gln171
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haplotype. The OvPrP-Tg338 (TgVRQ) harbors the
VRQ allele and expresses 8–10-fold the level of PrPC
expression in sheep brain (19). The OvPrP-TgShXI
(TgARQ) harbors the ARQ allele and expresses 3–4fold the level of PrPC expression in sheep brain (20).
We performed subsequent bioassays for the detection
of low-level propagation of atypical BSE prions in
BoPrP-Tg110 mice (TgBo) (21).
We individually anesthetized 6–7-week-old mice
with isoflurane and inoculated them with 2 mg equivalent of brain homogenate in the right parietal lobe by
using a 25-gauge disposable hypodermic needle. We
observed mice daily and assessed their neurologic
status twice a week. When progression of a TSE disease was evident or at the established experimental
endpoint (700 days postinoculation), we euthanized
the animals for ethical reasons, then performed necropsy and removed the brain. We fixed part of the
brain by using immersion in neutral-buffered 10%
formalin (4% 2-formaldehyde) and used it for histopathology; we froze the rest of the tissue at -20°C and
used it for determining the presence of proteinase K–
resistant PrPSc (PrPres) by WB. We calculated survival
times as mean + SD days postinoculation for all the
mice that scored positive for PrPres. We defined the
attack rate as the proportion of mice that scored positive for PrPres divided by the number of inoculated
mice. We used brain homogenates from PrPres-positive mice for further passaging. When all mice were
scored negative for PrPres on primary passage, we
pooled all PrPres-negative brains and used them for
second passage.
Histologic Examination and Paraffin-Embedded
Tissue Blotting

We performed all procedures comprising the histopathologic analysis of mouse brains as previously
described (22). We fixed mouse brain samples in neutral-buffered 10% formalin (4% 2-formaldehyde) and
embedded them in paraffin. After deparaffinization,
we stained 4-µm-thick tissue slices with hematoxylin
and eosin. We established brain lesion profiles according to published methods (23). We conducted
paraffin-embedded tissue (PET) blots as previously
described (24) by using the Sha31 monoclonal antibody (mAb) (25).
Western Blotting

We homogenized frozen brain tissues (175 + 20 mg)
in 5% glucose in distilled water in grinding tubes
(Bio-Rad, https://www.bio-rad.com) adjusted to
10% (wt/vol) by using a TeSeE Precess 48TM homogenizer (Bio-Rad). We determined the presence
1132

of PrPres in transgenic mouse brains by using WB, using the reagents of the ELISA commercial test TeSeE
(Bio-Rad). We prepared brain homogenates (10–100
µL of a 10% [wt/vol]) as previously described (18)
and loaded samples into 12% Bis-Tris Gel (Criterion
XT; Bio-Rad). We transferred proteins electrophoretically onto polyvinylidene fluoride membranes (Millipore, https://www.sigmaaldrich.com) and blocked
overnight with 2% bovine serum albumin blocking
buffer. We incubated membranes with Sha31 (25)
mAb at a concentration of 1 µg/mL. Sha31 recognizes
the 145-WEDRYYRE-152 epitope of the human-PrPC
sequence, which is conserved in sheep and bovine
sequences. We detected immunocomplexes by incubating the membranes for 1 h with horseradish peroxidase conjugated antimouse IgG (GE Healthcare
Amersham Biosciences, https://www.gelifesciences.
com). We developed immunoblots with enhanced
chemiluminescence in ECL Select (GE Healthcare
Amersham Biosciences) and captured images by using the ChemiDoc WRS+ System and processed them
by using Image Lab 5.2.1 software (both Bio-Rad).
Results
Atypical BSE Transmission to Human-PrP
Transgenic Mouse Models

We transmitted a panel of atypical L-type and Htype BSE (2 serial passages) into 3 transgenic mouse
lines. These mouse lines were homozygous for Met
(TgMet129) or Val (TgVal129) at codon 129 of humanPrP or were their F1 cross resulting in heterozygous
mice (TgMet/Val129). The PrPC level in the brain of
all 3 transgenic mice lines has been shown to be approximately 4-fold higher than in human brain tissue
(26). In parallel, we inoculated C-BSE control isolates
(Table 1).
As we reported on a previous study (18), only
TgMet129 mice get infected with C-BSE isolates. However, TgMet/Val129 and TgVal129 showed no transmission or accumulation of PrPres (Table 1).
L-BSE was efficiently transmitted to TgMet129
(Table 1; Figure 1, panel A). The attack rate was
100% for first passage, and incubation time was not
reduced on subsequent passaging. In TgMet129, the
L-BSE PrPres pattern in WB differed from the C-BSE
PrPres pattern both in terms of apparent molecular
weight and glycoprofile distribution, marked by an
evident lower proportion of the diglycosylated band
(Figure 1, panel B; Appendix Figure 1). We examined the regional distribution and intensity of PrPres
deposition in the brain by using PET blotting. Brains
of TgMet129 inoculated with L-BSE showed finer
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Table 1. Transmission of H- and L-type BSE isolates to TgMet129, TgMet/Val129, and TgVal129 mice in a study of atypical BSE
transmission using isolates from different countries in Europe and transgenic mouse models overexpressing human normal brain prion
protein*
Mean survival period, dpi + SD (n/n0) (reference)†
TgMet129
TgMet/Val129
TgVal129
Isolate
P1
P2
P1
P2
P1
P2
C-BSE0
739 (1/6) (12,18)
633 + 32 (6/6)
>700 (0/6) (18) >700 (0/6) (18)
>700 (0/6) (18) >700 (0/6) (18)
(18)
C-BSE2
491–707 (0/9)
572 + 37 (3/4)
>700 (0/5) (18)
ND
>700 (0/6) (18) >700 (0/6) (18)
(12,18)
(12,18)
C-BSE3
758–801 (2/6)
615 + 95 (6/6)
ND
ND
>700 (0/6)
>700 (0/6)
BSE L1
607 + 13 (7/7)
487 + 116 (4/4)
>700 (0/12)
ND
>700 (0/14)
>700 (0/4)
487 + 116 (4/4)
ND
ND
ND
>700 (0/4)
ND
BSE L1→TgMet129
BSE L2
629 + 35 (7/7)
508 + 97 (5/5)
>700 (0/6)
ND
>700 (0/6)
>700 (0/6)
508 + 97 (5/5)
ND
>700 (0/7)
ND
>700 (0/6)
>700 (0/6)
BSE L2→TgMet129
BSE L3
541 + 70 (7/7)
ND
>700 (0/11)
ND
>700 (0/11)
ND
BSE H1
>700 (0/19)
>700 (0/6)
>700 (0/14)
ND
>700 (0/13)
>700 (0/6)
BSE H2
>700 (0/12)
>700 (0/6)
>700 (0/12)
ND
>700 (0/12)
ND
BSE H3
>700 (0/14)
>700 (0/12)
>700 (0/12)
ND
>700 (0/12)
ND
*BSE, bovine spongiform encephalopathy; C-BSE, classical bovine spongiform encephalopathy; dpi, days postinoculation; ND, not detected; n/n0,
diseased proteinase K–resistant prion protein–positive/inoculated animals; P1, first passage; P2, second passage.
†Survival time is indicated as mean dpi + SD for all mice that scored positive for proteinase K–resistant prion protein.

staining than the granular PrP deposits typical of
C-BSE (Figure 1; Appendix Figure 1). Deposits were
mostly restricted to the habenular, geniculate, and
dorsal nuclei of the thalamus. Lesion profiles also reflect differences between both strains (Figure 1, panel C). We detected no clinical signs, PrPres accumulation by WB (Table 1), or PrPSc deposition by PET
blotting (data not shown) in the brains of TgVal129 or
TgMet/Val129 L-BSE inoculated mice. These brains
were collected and inoculated in TgBo animals; no
transmission was observed (data not shown). This
finding suggests the absence of subclinical infection
in TgVal129 and TgMet/Val129 mice. We inoculated
L-BSE passaged in TgMet129 into TgVal129 and TgMet/Val129 mice and detected no PrPres accumulation
(Table 1). After H-BSE inoculation, we detected no
clinical signs, PrPres accumulation by WB (Table 1),
or PrPSc deposits by PET blotting (data not shown) in
any of the 3 human transgenic mouse models.
Atypical BSE Transmission into Ovine-PrP
Transgenic Mouse Models

We transmitted 1 L-BSE isolate and 1 H-BSE isolate (2
iterative passages) to VRQ and ARQ ovine-PrP transgenic mice. L-BSE transmitted in both TgVRQ and
TgARQ caused 100% attack rates and short incubation times in the second passage (Table 2).
L-BSE propagation in all TgVRQ and TgARQ
infected mice showed a WB PrPres profile with similarities to the one observed after passage of C-BSE in
the same model in terms of low molecular mass migration but also a glycoform ratio where the diglycosylated and monoglycosylated bands contain a more
equal signal proportion than C-BSE were detected
with mAb Sha31, which is more similar to L-BSE or

classical scrapie (Figure 2, panel A). These features
have previously been reported in ARQ/ARQ and
VRQ/VRQ sheep inoculated with L-BSE (13). We inoculated brains collected from the second passage in
TgBo, causing a clinical disease with similar incubation periods as original L-BSE (Table 3). Both WB and
PET blotting patterns (Appendix Figure 2), as well as
WB patterns once transmitted back into TgBo (Figure
3), support the view that passage in ovine sequences
did not irreversibly alter L-BSE strain properties.
TgARQ mice inoculated with H-BSE isolate did
not show any clinical sign or accumulation of PrPres
(Table 2). In TgVRQ, first passage produced disease
in only 1 out of 6 animals, with long incubation times.
On second passage, 100% attack rates were achieved,
and incubation times were reduced (Table 2). This
finding suggests a substantial transmission barrier for
the H-BSE prion agent in this animal model. The WB
PrPres profile was characterized by 21 kDa profile (Figure 2, panel B). The prion that propagated in TgVRQ
mice inoculated with H-BSE could not be transmitted
(2 serial passages) in TgBo mice. These results suggest that, upon adaptation to the VRQ ovine-PrP sequence, the H-BSE strain properties were irreversibly
altered (Table 3).
We thus analyzed the neuropathologic phenotypes of the atypical BSE agents transmitted into
ovine-PrP transgenic mice by PrPres PET blotting (Appendix Figure 2). Regarding L-BSE, the results support those obtained by WB because TgVRQ ovine
passaged L-BSE displays a similar PrP deposition as
ovine passaged C-BSE. PrPres deposition predominantly involved several nuclei of the thalamus and regions like the septum and external cortex of the inferior colliculus; we obtained similar results for TgARQ
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passaged L-BSE (Appendix Figure 2), as previously
described (14). Concerning TgVRQ adapted H-BSE
prions, the deposition pattern is also strikingly different to that displayed by C-BSE or L-BSE (Appendix
Figure 2).
Atypical BSE Transmission into Human-PrP
Transgenic Mouse Models after Adaptation to the
Sheep-PrP Sequence

We inoculated prions obtained after 2 passages of
L-BSE and H-BSE isolates in ovine PrP expressing mice into TgMet129 and TgVal129. TgMet129 mice

inoculated with L-BSE passaged into TgVRQ showed
neither clinical signs nor PrPres accumulation in their
brain (Figure 1, panels A, B). By contrast, TgVal129
inoculated with the same isolates had disease characterized by 100% attack rates and short incubation
times in the second passage (Figure 1, panel A). The
obtained PrPres resembles a sporadic CreutzfeldtJakob disease (sCJD) Val/Val129 type 2 (sCJD VV2)
profile (Figure 1, panel B). PET blotting showed a
deposition pattern similar to that of sCJD VV2 in
the same mice (Figure 1, panel A). Lesion profiles
of both strains also were coincident (Figure 1, panel

Figure 1. Atypical BSE transmission into human-PrP transgenic mice before and after adaptation to sheep PrP sequence in a study
of atypical BSE transmission using isolates from different countries in Europe and transgenic mouse models overexpressing human
normal brain prion protein. A) Transmission data including mean survival time + SD as well as attack rates (diseased PrPres positive/
inoculated animals) and PET blot images for all atypical BSE transmission into the human-PrP transgenic mouse models. L-BSE/
TgMet129 showed fine staining, and deposits were restricted to the several thalamus nuclei. C-BSE/TgMet129 showed granular deposits.
L-BSE/TgVRQ/TgVal129 and TgVal129 PET blotting showed strong deposition in a particular area of the isocortex, thalamus, and midbrain,
and mild deposition in the fiber tracts. H-BSE/TgVRQ and sCJD MM1 PET blotting images showed strong deposition in the isocortex
area, hippocampus, thalamus, and midbrain in TgMet129 and strong deposition in the isocortex area, thalamus, and midbrain in TgVal129.
B) Brain PrPres profile in TgMet129 and TgVal129 mice inoculated with atypical BSE prions before or after adaptation to the sheep-PrP
sequence immunoblotted with the Sha31 mAb. Human vCJD and different sCJD prion strains inoculated in the same TgMet129 and
TgVal129 mouse models are also included for comparison purposes. L-BSE/TgVRQ/TgVal129 (lane 3) is very similar to sCJD VV2/TgVal129
(lane 9). By contrast, H-BSE/TgVRQ/TgMet129 (lane 5) and sCJD MM1/TgMet129 (lane 6) are undistinguishable, as also observed with
H-BSE/TgVRQ/TgVal129 (lane 4) and sCJD MM1/TgVal129 (lane 7). All PrPres profiles are different from those of vCJD/TgMet129 (lanes 1
and 10) and L-BSE/TgMet129 (lane 2). All inoculated animals were analyzed, and individual variations in the PrPres profile among them
were not found. C) Vacuolar lesion profile in brains from human-PrP transgenic mice inoculated with C-BSE or the atypical BSE isolates
before and after adaptation to the sheep-PrP sequence. Lesion scoring was conducted for 9 areas of gray matter (G) and 3 areas of
white matter (W) in mouse brains: G1, dorsal medulla; G2, cerebellar cortex; G3, superior colliculus; G4, hypothalamus; G5, medial
thalamus; G6, hippocampus; G7, septum; G8, medial cerebral cortex at the level of the thalamus; G9, medial cerebral cortex at the level
of the septum (G9); W1, cerebellum; W2, mesencephalic tegmentum; W3, pyramidal tract. BSE, bovine spongiform encephalopathy;
C-BSE, classical bovine spongiform encephalopathy; mAb, monoclonal antibody; PET, paraffin embedded tissue; PrP, prion protein;
PrPres, proteinase K–resistant prion protein; sCJD, sporadic Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease; vCJD, variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease.
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Table 2. Intracerebral inoculation of TgBo, TgVRQ, and TgARQ mice with atypical BSE isolates to promote adaptation to the sheepPrP sequence in a study of atypical BSE transmission using isolates from different countries in Europe and transgenic mouse models
overexpressing human normal brain prion protein*
Mean survival time, d + SD (n/n0)†
TgBo
TgVRQ
TgARQ
Isolate
P1
P2
P1
P2
P1
P2
BSE L2
263 + 31 (6/6)
208 + 21 (6/6)
438 + 20 (6/6)
168 + 22 (6/6)
386‡, 404 (2/6)
155 + 8 (6/6)
BSE H3
382 + 74 (6/6)
262 + 3 (6/6)
801 (1/6)
408 + 44 (6/6)
>700 (0/6)
>700 (0/6)

*BSE, bovine spongiform encephalopathy; dpi, days post-inoculation; n/n0, diseased proteinase K–resistant prion protein–positive/inoculated animals; P1,
first passage; P2, second passage.
†Survival time is indicated as mean dpi + SD for all mice that scored positive for proteinase K–resistant prion protein.
‡Found dead animals without clinical signs and positive for proteinase K–resistant disease-associated isoform.

C). Furthermore, the prion generated in the TgVal129
transgenic mouse line is not able to infect back in
TgBo (Table 3). By contrast, ARQ-adapted L-BSE loses its ability to infect human-PrP TgMet129 transgenic
mouse lines (Figure 1, panel A).
VRQ-adapted H-BSE can now infect both human-PrP TgMet129 and TgVal129 mouse lines, showing 100% attack rates and short incubation times
in the second passage (Figure 1, panel A). The obtained PrPres in both cases is similar to that of sCJD
Met/Met129 type 1 (sCJD MM1) (Figure 1, panel
B). PET blotting showed similarities with the deposition patterns typical of sCJD MM1 in TgMet129
and TgVal129 (Figure 1, panel A). Lesion profiles of
both strains also were coincident (Figure 1, panel
C). Both generated prions can infect back in TgBo
(Table 3; Figure 3).
VRQ-adapted L-BSE reduces its zoonotic potential toward human-PrP TgMet129 mice, as shown by
a total abolishment of prion replication in TgMet129
(Figure 1, panel A). Strikingly, intermediate passage
of L-BSE into TgVRQ increased its zoonotic potential
toward TgVal129 mice (Figure 1, panel A).
Discussion
The zoonotic potential of atypical BSE prions has
been partially studied by using both PrP-overexpressing animals and gene-targeted mice (10,27–29).
All evidence converges to indicate a higher capacity
of L-BSE than of C-BSE to transmit in human-PrP–expressing hosts and a high transmission barrier for HBSE. Absence of a transmission barrier for L-BSE in
TgMet129 has already been reported (10). Our study
(using other transgenic mice with a different PrPC
expression level) expands the investigation to other
genotypes. Lack of prion propagation in TgMet/Val129
and TgVal129 indicates that Val129 variant is a strong
molecular protector against L-BSE zoonotic transmission even in heterozygosis, as previously reported for
C-BSE and related C-BSE prions (18). Finally, H-BSE
clearly has a robust transmission barrier with respect
to the human-PrP sequence, independent of the codon 129 polymorphism.

Once adapted to TgMet129, L-BSE did not propagate in TgMet/Val129 and TgVal129, which precludes
secondary infections between persons. In contrast,

Figure 2. Atypical BSE transmission into sheep PrP transgenic mice
in a study of atypical BSE transmission using isolates from different
countries in Europe and transgenic mouse models overexpressing
human normal brain prion protein. A) Brain PrPres profile of L-BSE
prions (lane 2) changed once passaged into TgVRQ (lane 3) and
TgARQ (lane 5). L-BSE propagation into TgVRQ and TgARQ
produced a PrPres profile with a molecular weight slightly higher
than C-BSE (lane 1). L-BSE/TgVRQ transmission into TgVal129 mice
rendered a PrPres similar to type 2 sCJD profile when transmitted
in the same animal model (lane 4). All inoculated animals were
analyzed and individual variations in the PrPres profile among them
were not found. Lane 1, C-BSE2; lane 2, BSE L2; lane 3, BSE L2/
TgVRQ; lane 4, BSE L2/TgVRQ/TgVal129; lane 5, BSE L2/TgARQ. B)
Brain PrPres profile of H-BSE prions (lane 2) changed once passaged
into TgVRQ (lane 3) and produced a 21 kDa PrPres profile very
different from that of C-BSE (lane 1). H-BSE/TgVRQ transmission
into TgMet129 (lane 4) and TgVal129 (lane 5) mice rendered a PrPres
similar to type 1 sCJD profile when transmitted in the same animal
models. All inoculated animals were analyzed and individual
variations in the PrPres profile among them were not found. Lane 1,
C-BSE2; lane 2, BSE H3; lane 3, BSE H3/TgVRQ; lane 4, BSE H3/
TgVRQ/TgMet129; lane 5, BSE H3/TgVRQ/TgVal129. BSE, bovine
spongiform encephalopathy; C-BSE, classical bovine spongiform
encephatlopathy; PrP, prion protein; PrPres, proteinase K–resistant
prion protein; sCJD, sporadic Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease.
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Table 3. Intracerebral inoculation of TgBo with sCJD, L-BSE, and H-BSE isolates after their adaptation (P2) in various hosts in a study
of atypical BSE transmission using isolates from different countries in Europe and transgenic mouse models overexpressing human
normal brain prion protein*
Mean survival time, days + SD (n/n0)†
Isolate
P1
P2
BSE L2
263 + 31 (6/6)
204 + 4 (6/6)
221 + 3 (6/6)
212 + 3 (6/6)
BSE L2→TgVRQ (P2)
240 + 18 (6/6)
215 + 5 (6/6)
BSE L2→TgARQ (P2)
>650 (0/6)
ND
BSE L2→TgVRQ (P2)→TgVal129 (P2)
BSE H3
382 + 74 (6/6)
262 + 3 (6/6)
>650 (0/6)
>650 (0/6)
BSE H3→TgVRQ (P2)
671, 699,‡ 759‡ (3/6)
631 + 34 (5/6)
BSE H3→TgVRQ (P2)→TgMet129 (P2)
627,‡ 689‡ (2/6)
703‡ (1/6)
BSE H3→TgVRQ (P2)→TgVal129 (P2)
750 + 18 (3/6)
ND
sCJD MM1→TgMet129 (P2)
737, 763,‡ 833‡ (3/4)
ND
sCJD MM1→TgVal129 (P2)
833‡ (1/6)
ND
sCJD VV2→TgVal129 (P2)
249 + 2 (6/6)
236 + 5 (6/6)
vCJD→TgMet129 (P2)

*BSE, bovine spongiform encephalopathy; dpi, days post-inoculation; n/n0, diseased proteinase K–resistant prion protein–positive/inoculated animals; P1,
first passage; P2, second passage, sCJD, sporadic Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease; vCJD, variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease.
†Survival time is indicated as mean dpi + SD for all mice that scored positive for proteinase K–resistant prion protein.
‡Found dead animals without clinical signs and positive for proteinase K–resistant disease-associated isoform.

C-BSE propagated in Val129 genotypes once adapted to
the Met129 human-PrP sequence, even when Val129 also
protected against primary infection (18). However, Met/
Val129 genotypes might be naturally affected by vCJD
because a definite vCJD case of a subject heterozygous
for codon 129 has already been reported (16). Moreover,
evidence of potential prion propagation in Val129-homozygous persons has been indicated in examinations of
tonsils and appendices (30–32). These observations are
in contrast with our finding of a lack of transmission of
C-BSE in Val129 genotypes. However, only 1 vCJD case
has been reported in a Met/Val-heterozygous person,
which might mean that the event is very rare. Moreover,
whether the PrPres positivity detected in lymphoid tissues (tonsils and appendix) of Val129-homozygous persons would eventually extend to their central nervous
system is still unknown. As a consequence, the risk for
L-BSE secondary transmission once adapted to humanPrP sequence should be assessed carefully.

A complete assessment of the zoonotic potential of atypical BSE prions should include the evaluation of zoonotic potential after adaptation to the
sheep-PrP sequence given that C-BSE virulence
toward human-PrP transgenic mouse models increased after passage in ovine-PrP transgenic mice.
Thus, we propagated 1 H-BSE and 1 L-BSE isolate
into ovine-PrP transgenic mice. L-BSE has already
been transmitted into sheep (13), whereas no HBSE propagation into this host has been reported.
Thus, we decided to perform the adaptation to
the sheep sequence by using sheep-PrP transgenic
mice, although overexpression of PrPC reportedly
could render changes on prion strains features (33).
The absence of divergent PrPres profiles among the
animals and the uniformity of the incubation times
after 2 passages into sheep-PrP transgenic mice argue against the occurrence of mutation events attributable to PrPC overexpression in our study. In

Figure 3. Bovine-PrP
transgenic mice challenged
with atypical BSEs transmitted
into human-PrP transgenic
mice before and after
adaptation to sheep-PrP
sequence in a study of
atypical BSE transmission
using isolates from different
countries in Europe and
transgenic mouse models
overexpressing human normal brain prion protein. Brain PrPres in TgBo mice inoculated with different atypical BSE either before or after
passage into the different transgenic lines. L-BSE biochemical profile (lane 2) changed once passaged into TgVRQ (lane 3) and TgARQ
(lane 4). L-BSE/TgVRQ produced a PrPres profile resembling the one of C-BSE (lanes 1 and 8). L-BSE propagation into TgARQ produced
a 21kDa PrPres profile. H-BSE (lane 5) can still infect back TgBo line once passaged into TgVRQ and adapted to the human PrP sequence
(lanes 6 and 7) and produced a 21 kDa PrPres profile. All inoculated animals were analyzed and individual variations in the PrPres profile
among them were not found. Lane 1, C-BSE2; lane 2, BSE L2; lane 3, BSE L2/TgVRQ/TgBo; lane 4, BSE L2/TgARQ/TgBo; lane 5,
BSE H3; lane 6, BSE H3/TgVRQ/TgMet129/TgBo; lane 7, BSE H3/TgVRQ/TgVal129/TgBo; lane 8, C-BSE2. BSE, bovine spongiform
encephalopathy; C-BSE, classical bovine spongiform encephatlopathy; PrP, prion protein; PrPres, proteinase K–resistant prion protein.
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addition, previously reported strain features of LBSE propagated in sheep (13) were similar to those
reported in this study using sheep-PrP transgenic
mice, which also validates use of these animal models. Our results suggest a moderate but surmountable transmission barrier for L-BSE in the 2 analyzed sheep genotypes, whereas for H-BSE a high
transmission barrier exists when transmitted into
an ARQ sheep sequence. The polymorphism Ala/
Val136 present in the sheep-PrP sequence seems to
be responsible for the different behavior of the obtained prion agents. Once proved that these isolates
could be propagated on sheep-PrP sequence, determining whether they can be differentiated from
classical scrapie and C-BSE will be important.
Our results and those provided by other studies indicate that L-BSE adapted to a VRQ sheep
sequence resemble C-BSE in its molecular features
(14). Moreover, L-BSE adapted to ARQ sheep sequence and H-BSE adapted to VRQ sheep sequence
generate prions similar to classical scrapie, at least
in terms of PrPres glycoprofile. Therefore, in the supposed case of atypical BSE transmission to sheep,
early differentiation of both atypical BSE agents
from other sheep prions like classical scrapie would
be difficult. Nevertheless, the combination of the
low incidence of atypical BSE (because of its supposed sporadic nature) and the continued prohibition of meat and bone meal recycling ameliorates the
risk for transmission to sheep.
The transmission of atypical BSEs into sheep
resulted in the emergence of prions similar to types
1 and 2 sCJD in terms of mean survival times, attack rates, PrPres profile, and PrPres deposition pattern in the brain of human-PrP transgenic mice. The
similarities between the sheep-adapted atypical
BSE prions propagated into our human-PrP transgenic mouse lines and sCJD prions could suggest
a link between them. The well-established dogma
that sCJD is a spontaneous disorder unrelated
to animal prion disease has been questioned in a
previous study given the resemblance of scrapie
prions transmitted into human transgenic mouse
models to sCJD strains (26); however, the data from
that study do not unequivocally establish a causative link between exposure to sheep scrapie and
the subsequent appearance of sCJD in humans, and
the same could apply to our findings. An alternative explanation that cannot be ruled out is that,
although being different strains, only a limited
number of phenotypes could be generated for the
human-PrP, indicating phenotypic convergence.
Updates to old epidemiologic research is needed to

reconsider all these results involving a possible infectious origin of sCJD. In any case, continuing the
characterization of this newly emerged prion strain
would be useful to finally discarding or refuting a
link with sCJD prions.
Extrapolation of results from prion transmission
studies based on transgenic mice should be done with
caution, especially when human susceptibility to prions is analyzed. However, our results clearly indicate
that atypical BSE adaptation to an ovine-PrP sequence
could modify the prion agent to potentially infect humans, showing strain features indistinguishable from
those of classic sCJD prions, even though they might
or might not be different agents. The supposed sporadic nature of atypical BSE makes its transmission
to sheep and later to humans unlikely. However, the
expanding range of TSE agents displaying the capacity to transmit in human-PrP–expressing hosts warrants the continuation of the ban on meat and bone
meal recycling and underscores the ongoing need for
active surveillance.
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etymologia
Scrapie [skraʹpe]
Ronnie Henry, Lawrence B. Schonburger

S

crapie is a fatal neurodegenerative disease of sheep
and goats that was the first of a group of spongiform
encephalopathies to be reported (1732 in England) and
the first whose transmissibility was demonstrated by
Cuille and Chelle in 1936. The name resulted because
most affected sheep develop pruritis and compulsively
scratch their hides against fixed objects. Like other transmissible spongiform encephalopathies (TSEs), scrapie is
associated with an alteration in conformation of a normal
neural cell glycoprotein, the prion protein (PrPC). The
scrapie agent was first described as a prion (and the term
coined) by Stanley Prusiner in 1982, work for which he
received the Nobel Prize in 1997.
The altered, misfolded form, designated PrP scrapie
(PrPSc), aggregates and is thought to be an essential component of the infectious particle that causes TSEs. PrPSc
is often used to designate the infectious particle responsible for all TSEs, including those in humans, such as
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, even though scrapie does not
appear to affect humans.
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This photomicrograph of
a neural tissue specimen,
harvested from a scrapie
affected mouse, revealed
the presence of prion protein
stained in red, which was
in the process of being
trafficked between neurons,
by way of their interneuronal
connections, known as
neurites. Prion proteins
can become infectious,
causing neurodegenerative
diseases such as
transmissible spongiform
encephalopathies (TSEs),
which includes bovine
spongiform encephalopathy
(BSE), more commonly
referred to a mad cow
disease. Scrapie is a TSE
that is related to BSE, but
affects sheep and goats.
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Characterization of Sporadic
Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease and
History of Neurosurgery to Identify
Potential Iatrogenic Cases
Tsuyoshi Hamaguchi, Kenji Sakai, Atsushi Kobayashi, Tetsuyuki Kitamoto, Ryusuke Ae,
Yosikazu Nakamura, Nobuo Sanjo, Kimihito Arai, Mizuho Koide, Fumiaki Katada, Masafumi Harada,
Hiroyuki Murai, Shigeo Murayama, Tadashi Tsukamoto, Hidehiro Mizusawa, Masahito Yamada

We previously reported a phenotype of CreutzfeldtJakob disease (CJD), CJD-MMiK, that could help
identify iatrogenic CJD. To find cases mimicking CJDMMiK, we investigated clinical features and pathology of 1,155 patients with diagnosed sporadic CJD
or unclassified CJD with and without history of neurosurgery. Patients with history of neurosurgery more
frequently had an absence of periodic sharp-wave
complexes on electroencephalogram than patients
without a history of neurosurgery. Among 27 patients
with history of neurosurgery, 5 had no periodic sharpwave complexes on electroencephalogram. We confirmed 1 case of CJD-MMiK and suspected another.
Both had methionine homozygosity at codon 129 of
the prion protein gene and hyperintensity lesions in
the thalamus on magnetic resonance images of the
brain, which might be a clinical marker of CJD-MMiK.
A subgroup with a history of neurosurgery and clinical
features mimicking dura mater graft-associated CJD
might have been infected during neurosurgery and
had symptoms develop after many years.
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P

rion diseases are fatal, transmissible neurodegenerative disorders characterized by deposition of
abnormal prion protein (PrPSc) in the brain (1). Human prion diseases, which include Creutzfeldt-Jakob
disease (CJD), are classified into sporadic, genetic,
and acquired forms. Acquired forms can be transmitted from humans to humans, as in cases of iatrogenic CJD or kuru, or from animals or humans to
humans, as in cases of variant CJD (vCJD). Thus far,
>400 cases of iatrogenic CJD have been reported (2).
Two major medical procedures, intramuscular injection of cadaveric human growth hormone and cadaveric human dura mater grafting, have caused iatrogenic transmission of PrPSc, and 154 patients, >60%
of cases worldwide of dura mater graft–associated
CJD (dCJD), have been identified in Japan (2,3). We
previously showed that dCJD could be classified into
2 types, nonplaque and plaque, according to the pathology findings (4,5). Nonplaque-type dCJD shows
clinical features identical to those of typical sporadic
CJD (sCJD), but plaque-type dCJD is characterized
by atypical pathology and clinical features, including
slow disease progression, lack of or late occurrence of
periodic sharp-wave complexes (PSWCs) on patients’
electroencephalograms (EEGs), and plaque formation
in the brain (4,5).
Molecular features of plaque type dCJD include
methionine (M) homozygosity at codon 129 (129MM)
of the prion protein gene (PRNP) and a distinctive
type of PrPSc with intermediate electrophoretic mobility (-20 kDa) between type 1 and type 2, which has
been designated as intermediate type (type i PrPSc)
(6,7). Clinicopathology studies of patients with dCJD
and experimental transmission studies strongly suggest that the combination of 129MM, type i PrPSc, and
kuru plaques (CJD-MMiK) is a distinctive hallmark of
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acquired CJD caused by an infection with the V2 sCJD
strain to persons with 129MM (6,8–10). We proposed
neuropathology and biochemical criteria to identify
CJD-MMiK (8,9). Surprisingly, we discovered 2 cases
of diagnosed sCJD that showed clinical, pathologic,
and molecular features identical to CJD-MMiK, which
might have been iatrogenically transmitted because 1
of the patients had a history of neurosurgery and the
other patient was a neurosurgeon (8). These results
suggested that CJD-MMiK could be a clue to identify
acquired CJD cases among patients with sCJD diagnoses. To identify iatrogenic cases, we investigated
clinical features and pathology of patients with diagnosed sCJD and a history of neurosurgery to find
features similar to CJD-MMiK.
Methods
The Patients

We analyzed patients with suspected prion diseases
who were registered by the Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease Surveillance Committee in Japan during April
1999–February 2016. The surveillance system started
in April 1999 and prospectively investigated each
patient with a surveillance protocol as previously
reported (5,11,12). After obtaining written consent
from patients or their families, members of the surveillance committee directly examined the patient
and collected data from clinical and pathology records. The surveillance committee reviewed each
patient’s case files and assessed EEGs, diffusionweighted magnetic resonance imaging (DW-MRI),
ELISA of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), and history of
neurosurgery and then discussed each case to determine which patients had prion disease. The study
protocol was approved by the medical ethics committees of Kanazawa University, Tokyo Medical and
Dental University, and National Center of Neurology and Psychiatry in Japan.
For patients with a history of neurosurgery, we
collected information about the underlying disease,
including the date and hospital in which neurosurgery was performed. We determined which patients
had undergone a dura mater graft by reviewing surgical records, querying the neurosurgeon, or examining autopsy findings.
Members of the committee assessed EEGs and
determined whether PSWCs were typical of prion
disease or suggested prion disease. Typical cases
were deemed positive for prion disease, and the full
committee reviewed and discussed suggested cases
to decide whether PSWCs were positive or negative
for prion disease.

We examined the cerebral cortices, basal ganglia,
and thalamus for hyperintensity lesions on DW-MRI.
Committee members defined hyperintensities or submitted scans to the committee’s neuroradiology expert
for assessment. For ELISA, we examined the value of
14-3-3 protein in CSF, as previously reported (13,14). We
analyzed PRNP for M or valine (V) polymorphism in at
codon 129 by using the open reading frame after extracting DNA from patient blood, as described earlier (15).
We included definite and probable cases of prion
disease in this study and classified them into 4 categories: sporadic, acquired, genetic, and unclassified. We
used World Health Organization criteria to diagnose
sCJD and iatrogenic CJD (16). We diagnosed dCJD
when we confirmed dura mater grafting, and considered cases as unclassified CJD when insufficient information on dura mater grafting were available. When
we confirmed that dura mater graft was not performed
during neurosurgery, we diagnosed sCJD even if the
patient had history of neurosurgery not related to dura
mater. We classified the patients with pathologically
confirmed diagnoses of sCJD and unclassified CJD
into 9 categories according to PRNP polymorphisms,
the type of PrPSc, and pathology seen at autopsy. The
9 subtypes were MM1, MM2-cortical, MM2-thalamic,
MM2+1 (pathological features of MM2 and MM1
types of sCJD), MV1, MV2, VV1, VV2, and MMiK. We
included patients with definite sCJD and those with
probable sCJD and genetic results for PRNP, which can
distinguish genetic from sporadic prion diseases.
Clinical and Pathology Findings

We investigated 1,161 cases of sCJD in which no dura
mater grafting or other iatrogenic causes were proven. We also investigated 3 patients with unclassified
CJD and compared them to patients with and without
history of neurosurgery. Among the 1,164 patients, 36
had a history of neurosurgery, but we excluded 9 because they underwent neurosurgeries <1 year before
or after the onset of CJD. Our study included 27 patients with history of neurosurgery and 1,128 without
history of neurosurgery.
Statistical Analyses

We used the Student t test to compare patients with
and without history of neurosurgery, age at onset of
CJD, and duration between the onset of CJD and the
appearance of akinetic mutism or death. We used the
Fisher exact test to analyze sex distribution, negative
rate of PSWCs on EEG, and positive rates of 14-3-3 protein and total tau protein (cutoff 1,200 pg/mL) in CSF.
We used the χ2 test to analyze distribution of M and
V polymorphisms. We considered p<0.05 statistically
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Table 1. Comparison of the clinical features of patients with Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease with and without history of neurosurgery*
Patient characteristics
Neurosurgery
No neurosurgery
p value
Total no. patients
27
1,128
Sex, no. (%)
F
17 (63.0)
647 (57.4)
0.353
M
10 (37)
481 (42.6)
Age at onset, y + SD (range)
71.0 + 8.8 (49–88)
68.7 + 9.6 (30–91)
0.217
Disease duration, mo + SD (range)†
6.1 + 7.8 (1–28)
6.7 + 12.0 (0–171)
0.823
Duration from neurosurgery to onset of CJD, y + SD (range)
15.0 + 9.1 (1–35)
Polymorphism at codon 129 of prion protein gene, no. (%)
MM
25 (92.6)
1,101 (97.6)
0.138
MV
2 (7.4)
22 (1.9)
VV
0
5 (0.4)
Negative rate of PSWCs on EEG, no. (%)
5 (18.5)
64/1,121 (5.7)
0.019
14-3-3 protein in CSF, no. tested/no. positive (%)
20/22 (90.9)
675/803 (84.1)
0.300
Tau protein in CSF, cutoff 1,200 pg/mL, no. tested/no. positive (%)
13/14 (92.9)
503/567 (88.7)
0.523

*CJD, Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; EEG, electroencephalogram; PSWCs, periodic sharp-wave complexes
†Disease duration of CJD: duration between the onset of CJD and the appearance of the akinetic mutism or death in the patients who died without akinetic
mutism

significant. We performed statistical analyses by using
SPSS Statistics 22 (IBM, https://www.ibm.com).
Results
We evaluated clinical features of the patients with and
without history of neurosurgery (Table 1). Among the
27 patients with a history of neurosurgery, 5 (18.5%)
had no PSWCs on EEG, but only 64/1,121 (5.7%) patients without history of neurosurgery demonstrated
absence of PSWCs on EEG. However, we did not
identify statistically significant differences for age
at onset of CJD, sex, distribution of polymorphisms,
disease duration, or positive rate of 14-3-3 protein or
total tau protein in CSF.
Among the 27 sCJD patients with history of
neurosurgery, 5 (18.5%) had atypical CJD features,
including no PSWCs on EEG during their illnesses
(Table 2). Among the 5 patients with atypical sCJD,
the median age (+ SD) at CJD onset was 65.4 (+ 9.6)
years (range 49–75 years); 4 were women and 1 was a
man. Neurosurgery occurred during 1977–1993. The

average time between neurosurgery and onset of
CJD was 18.0 (+ 8.8) years (9–30 years), and the average time between onset of CJD and the appearance of the akinetic mutism or death was 17.0 (+ 7.7)
months (6–28 months). Among the 5 patients with
atypical sCJD, 2 patients were unclassified because
we had no or insufficient information on dura mater graft during neurosurgery. The other 3 patients
were determined to have sCJD without a history of
dura mater–related neurosurgery. None of the 5 patients with atypical CJD had PRNP mutation, but all
had 129MM.
DW-MRI was performed in 4/5 atypical patients
and we noted hyperintensity lesions in various brain
regions (Table 2). In patient 3 (Appendix Figure 1, panel A, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/26/6/181969-App1.pdf) and patient 4 (Appendix Figure 1,
panel B), images showed hyperintensity lesions in bilateral thalamus and bilateral basal ganglia.
Autopsies were performed on 3/5 patients
with atypical CJD (patients 2, 3, and 5); all cases are

Table 2. Patients with history of neurosurgery who had no periodic sharp-wave complexes on electroencephalogram during course of
CJD*
Year of
Time from
Disease
Lesions
Patient
Age at CJD
neurosurgery;
neurosurgery to
duration, Codon 129
on DWPathology
no.
onset, y/sex
reason
onset of CJD, y Initial symptoms
mo†
of PRNP
MRI
findings
1
75/M
1977; head trauma
30
Dementia
11
MM
CC, BG
ND
2
49/F
1985; subarachnoid
9
Insomnia
28
MM
ND
MM2-T
hemorrhage
3
75/F
1985; tumor
14
Drowsiness, gait
6
MM
BG, Th
CJDdisturbance
MMiK
4
63/F
1985; tumor
27
Gait disturbance
19
MM
BG, Th
ND
5
64/F
1993; subdural
10
Visual impairment
21
MM
CC
MM2-C
hematoma

*Among the patients with history of neurosurgery, average time (+ SD) from neurosurgery to onset of CJD was 18.0 (+ 9.8) years and average age at
neurosurgery was 47.2 (+ 10.2) years. However, among 22 patients with PSWCs on EEG, average time (+ SD) from neurosurgery to onset of CJD was
14.3 (± 9.1) years and average age at neurosurgery was 58.0 (± 12.2) years. We noted no statistically significant differences between patients with and
without PSWCs on EEG in relation to time between neurosurgery and onset of CJD or in age at neurosurgery. BG, basal ganglia; CC, cerebral cortex;
CJD, Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease; DW-MRI, diffusion weighted images on magnetic resonance imaging; MM, methionine homozygous; MM2-C, MM2cortical type sporadic CJD; MM2-T, MM2-thalamic type sporadic CJD; ND, not done; PRNP, prion protein gene; Th, thalamus.
†Disease duration is the time between onset of CJD and the appearance of akinetic mutism or death.
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Table 3. Patients without history of neurosurgery who had no periodic sharp-wave complexes during duration of CJD and
hyperintensity lesions in thalamus diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging of the brain*
Patient no. Age at CJD onset, y/sex
Codon 129 of PRNP
Hyperintensity lesions on DW-MRI
Pathology findings
1
58/F
MM
CC, BG, Th
MM2+1
2
65/M
MM
CC, Th
MM2+1
3
61/F
MM
CC, BG, Th
ND
4
58/M
MV
BG, Th
MV2
5
73/F
MV
CC, Th
MV2
6
65/F
MV
CC, BG, Th
ND
7
65/F
MV
CC, Th
ND
8
75/F
VV
BG, Th
VV2
9
69/M
VV
BG, Th
VV2
10
52/M
VV
CC, BG, Th
ND
*BG, basal ganglia; CC, cerebral cortex; CJD, Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease; DW-MRI, diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging; MM, methionine
homozygous; MM2+1, pathological features of MM2 and MM1 types of sporadic CJD; MV, methionine-valine; Th, thalamus; VV, valine homozygous.

reported in detail elsewhere (8,17–19). We assessed
the subtypes of CJD with pathology and biochemical
analysis of the brain and noted MM2-thalamic type in
patient 2, CJD-MMiK in patient 3, and MM2-cortical
type sCJD in patient 5 (Table 2). Patient 3 did not receive a dura mater graft according to neurosurgery
records, and none was observed at autopsy.
Among patients who had not undergone neurosurgery, 64/1,121 showed no PSWCs on EEG, including 51 (79.7%) with 129MM, 4 (6.3%) with 129VV,
and 9 (14.1%) with 129MV. Western blot of brain tissue performed on 25 patients revealed 5 with MM1
type CJD, 9 with MM2 type, 5 with MM2+1 type, 4
with MV2 type, and 2 with VV2 type. DW-MRI was
available for 55/64 patients without PSWCs on EEG,
44 patients with 129MM, 8 with 129MV, and 3 with
129VV. On DW-MRI, 10/55 patients had hyperintensity lesions in the thalamus (Table 3), 3 of whom
had 129MM, including 2 patients with MM2+1 type.
Slight thalamic signal increase was observed in mediodorsal nuclei in all 3 patients with 129MM (Appendix Figure 2).
Discussion
We identified 27/1,155 (2.3%) patients with diagnosed sCJD or unclassified CJD who had neurosurgery >1 year before the onset of CJD. We also noted
that more patients with history of neurosurgery had
an absence of PSWCs on EEG than patients who had
not had neurosurgery. Furthermore, 5/27 patients
with history of neurosurgery had atypical clinical
features, including no PSWCs on EEG for the duration of CJD. Of note, among 5 patients with 129MM,
2 had hyperintensity lesions in the thalamus on DWMRI, 1 of whom was confirmed to have CJD-MMiK
by autopsy.
In our previous study, patients with acquired
CJD-MMiK showed no PSWCs <1 year after onset of
CJD (4,5). Among 3 autopsies for cases without PSWCs on EEG and a history of neurosurgery, 2 patients

were determined to have definite MM2 type sCJD
with atypical clinical features (Table 2), as previously
reported (19–22). One had MM2-cortical form and the
other had MM2-thalamic form. Our study proved 1
patient had CJD-MMiK (Table 2), which we reported
previously (8,17). Among the patients with history of
neurosurgery, no PSWCs on EEG might suggest possibility of acquired CJD-MMiK.
The patient determined to have CJD-MMiK
showed hyperintensity lesions in bilateral thalamus
in addition to bilateral basal ganglia (Appendix Figure 1, panel A). Several patients with plaque type
dCJD showed hyperintensity lesions in thalamus on
DW-MRI or proton density-weighted MRI (5,23–25;
K. Sakai et al., unpublished data). A previous study
on MRI of sCJD showed that the absence of thalamic
signal increase differentiated MM1 from other types
of sCJD, but thalamic involvement was occasionally observed in MM2-cortical type sCJD (26). In our
study, thalamic signal increase was observed in 3/44
patients with diagnosed sCJD, and 129MM patients
without history of neurosurgery showed only slight
signal increases in mediodorsal nuclei. These results
suggest that hyperintensity lesions in the thalamus
on DW-MRI in patients with 129MM might be a clinical marker of CJD-MMiK, but we cannot exclude the
possibility of MM2-cortical type sCJD. Further MRI
studies of plaque type dCJD cases with CJD-MMiK
is ongoing.
According to a previous study on MRI of sCJD,
the most characteristic MRI lesion patterns in the
patients with MV2 and VV2 type sCJD, who were
infected with V2 sCJD strain, shows predominant
involvement of thalamus and basal ganglia (26). Because transmission of V2 sCJD strain to persons with
129MM causes CJD-MMiK (7–10), thalamic involvement frequently was observed, as we noted in the
case we identified in this study.
One of the 2 atypical patients with history of
neurosurgery, patient 4 (Table 2), did not have an
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autopsy but had signs and symptoms of CJD-MMiK.
Patient 4 had bilateral hyperintensity lesions in thalamus on DW-MRI (Appendix Figure 1, panel B), no
PSWCs on EEG, methionine homozygosity at codon
129 of PRNP, gait disturbance as an initial symptom,
and long disease duration (19 months), similar to the
features of the patients with plaque-type dCJD, suggesting that this patient had CJD-MMiK. However,
no information about dura mater grafting at the neurosurgery is available for this patient.
We identified 1 patient with definite CJDMMiK and another patient with suspected CJDMMiK among 1,155 patients with diagnosed sCJD
or unclassified CJD, suggesting that these 2 patients
could have iatrogenic CJD. Several epidemiologic
studies have shown no association between surgery and the onset of sCJD, but others show notable association when special conditions are met,
such as lag periods >20 years between surgery and
CJD onset and when patients are <30 years of age at
the time of surgery (27,28). For the 2 patients with
confirmed and suspected CJD-MMiK in our study,
patient 3 underwent neurosurgery at 61 years of
age, 14 years before CJD onset. Patient 4 underwent
neurosurgery at 36 years of age, 27 years before
CJD onset. Both of these patients’ illness onset fall
into the range noted between surgical procedure to
illness onset (1–30 years) among 154 patients with
dCJD in Japan (29). Compared with other surgical
procedures, neurosurgery followed by protracted
survival is remarkably infrequent and therefore is
difficult to study. Our results showed that few patients mimic the findings of MMiK type CJD, which
might provide clues supporting the presence of a
subgroup of CJD transmitted by neurosurgery after
a long time lag without evidence of reuse of contaminated instruments on a CJD patient. An experimental research study provides strong support for
an eventual transmission of CJD by general surgery
in addition to neurosurgery (30), and high-quality
epidemiologic research on neurosurgical risk for
CJD is needed. Furthermore, we cannot find iatrogenic CJD patients who transmit M1 sCJD strain
to persons with 129MM because the transmission
would result in MM1 type neuropathology. A new
method to detect transmission of M1 sCJD strain to
persons with 129MM is needed.
Thus far, a patient with cadaveric pituitaryderived human growth hormone (hGH)–associated
CJD in the United Kingdom was reported to have
129MM, type i PrPSc, and kuru plaques (31), suggesting that patients without history of neurosurgery
could develop CJD-MMiK. In that case, the patient
1144

received hGH through intramuscular injection. Another 2 patients with hGH-associated CJD were reported to have 129MM and type i PrPSc (32,33). Unfortunately, detailed clinical information, including
brain MRI, is not available for these patients, and
we cannot compare the clinical manifestations with
those for plaque type dCJD in Japan. Further studies
for CJD-MMiK in patients with hGH-associated CJD
are needed.
In conclusion, among 1,155 patients with diagnosed sCJD or unclassified type CJD, 2 patients with a
history of neurosurgery had atypical clinical and neuropathologic features similar to acquired CJD-MMiK.
A subgroup of sCJD mimicking features described
in dCJD might have been transmitted by neurosurgery after long time lag. Hyperintensity lesions in the
thalamus on DW-MRI in patients with 129MM might
be a clinical marker of acquired CJD-MMiK. For epidemiologic surveillance studies, we propose clinical
diagnostic criteria of sCJD potentially transmitted by
neurosurgical procedures, which includes the criteria
of possible, probable, or definite sCJD; methionine
homozygosity at codon 129 of PRNP; no PSWCs on
EEG; and hyperintensity lesions in the thalamus on
DW-MRI.
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Vaccination with the 13-valent conjugated pneumococcal disease (PCV13) has reduced invasive pneumococcal disease (IPD), but there have been reports of
vaccine failures. We performed a prospective study in
children aged 2–59 months who received diagnoses of
IPD during January 2012–June 2016 in 3 pediatric hospitals in Catalonia, Spain, a region with a PCV13 vaccination coverage of 63%. We analyzed patients who had
been age-appropriately vaccinated but who developed
IPD caused by PCV13 serotypes. We detected 24 vaccine failure cases. The serotypes involved were 3 (16
cases); 19A (5 cases); and 1, 6B, and 14 (1 case each).
Cases were associated with children without underlying conditions, with complicated pneumonia (OR 6.65,
95% CI 1.91–23.21), and with diagnosis by PCR (OR
5.18, 95% CI 1.84–14.59). Vaccination coverage should
be increased to reduce the circulation of vaccine serotypes. Continuous surveillance of cases of IPD using
both culture and PCR to characterize vaccine failures
is necessary.
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C

onjugated pneumococcal vaccines have been
shown to be effective in preventing invasive
pneumococcal disease (IPD) in children. In February
2001, the European Medicines Agency (EMA) authorized the use of the 7-valent pneumococcal conjugate
vaccine (PCV7), which included antigens of serotypes
4, 6B, 9V, 14, 18C, 19F, and 23F (1) in children <2 years
of age. The introduction of PCV7 led to a reduction in
cases of IPD and in hospitalizations caused by vaccine
serotypes (2,3). Cases of IPD with PCV7 vaccine failure represented ≈2% of all reported IPD cases and resulted mainly from bacteremia caused by serotypes 4,
6B, and 19F. Half the patients with vaccine failure had
underlying diseases (4). In subsequent years, there
was an increase in the number of IPD cases caused by
non-PCV7 serotypes, mainly serotypes 1, 3, and 19A;
pneumonia complicated by empyema, pleural effusion, or both was the most frequent presentation (5,6).
In April 2009 (7), and subsequently in December 2009 (8), the European Medicines Agency authorized the marketing of the 10-valent pneumococcal
conjugate vaccine (PCV10), which included PCV7
serotypes plus serotypes 1, 5, and 7F. It also authorized the 13-valent conjugated pneumococcal vaccine (PCV13), which included PCV10 serotypes plus
serotypes 3, 6A, and 19A. In 2010, the Vaccines Advisory Committee of the Spanish Association of Pediatrics recommended that children should receive
PCV13, although the vaccine was not included in
the recommended schedule of the National Health
System and, therefore, parents had to pay for it. In
Catalonia, Spain, PCV13 was included in the vaccination calendar financed by the public health system
in July 2016. During 2012–2016, when this study was
conducted, the estimated PCV13 coverage in children
7–59 months of age in Catalonia was 63% (9).
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The introduction of PCV13 in children <5 years of
age was associated with a decrease in IPD incidence
caused by all vaccine serotypes, except for serotype 3,
for which the decrease was not significant (10). Previous studies have shown that the immune response
against serotype 3 after PCV13 vaccination is lower
than that generated against other serotypes (11,12).
Some case-control and cohort studies (9,13,14) have
reported no effectiveness, whereas other studies have
found the vaccine to be effective (15,16). Kaplan et al.
(17) found that most cases of IPD caused by PCV13 serotypes in children receiving >1 dose of PCV13 were
associated with serotype 19A and generally occurred
in children <6 months of age or those with underlying conditions. However, studies have shown several cases of pneumonia complicated with empyema,
pleural effusion, or both produced by serotype 3 in
children vaccinated with PCV13 (18,19). We conducted a study to analyze the epidemiologic, clinical, and
microbiological characteristics of cases of IPD arising
from vaccine failure in children 2–59 months of age
who were treated at 3 pediatric hospitals in Catalonia.
Methods
Study Design

We conducted a prospective study in children 2–59
months of age who received diagnoses of IPD during January 1, 2012–June 30, 2016 and were treated in
3 pediatric hospitals in Catalonia: Hospital Sant Joan
de Déu, Hospital Maternoinfantil Vall d’Hebron, and
Hospital de Nens de Barcelona. We estimated a reference population of 116,279 children <5 years of age
(30.4% of the total population of this age in Catalonia)
for the 3 hospitals (9).
We defined IPD as clinical findings of infection
together with the isolation or detection of DNA from
Streptococcus pneumoniae by real-time PCR in a normally sterile sample. We established the presence of
S. pneumoniae DNA by amplification of the autolysin
(lytA) gene and the wzg (cpsA) gene according to published assays (20–22). We included in the study only
samples that were positive for the lytA and wzg genes
in real-time PCR.
Vaccination Status

We obtained the vaccination status of each case-patient from the vaccination card and the medical record
of the primary care center or private center where the
child was usually seen. We collected information on
the number of PCV13 doses administered and the
date of administration. We considered a dose valid if
administered after 6 weeks of age, with a minimum
1148

interval between doses appropriate to the summary
of product characteristics (SmPC) (8) and >15 days
before the onset of IPD.
Patients were considered age-appropriately vaccinated when they had received all doses of PCV13
corresponding to their age (even when the vaccination schedule was incomplete), according to SmPC
(8) and the Spanish Association of Pediatrics recommendations (23). We considered patients age-incorrectly vaccinated when they had received >1 doses
of PCV13 but did not comply with any vaccination
schedule included in the SmPC or had received fewer
doses than they should have at disease onset.
Identification, Serotyping, and Classification
of S. pneumoniae

Strains of S. pneumoniae isolated by culture were serotyped, using the Quellung reaction or dot blot, by the
National Center for Microbiology, Majadahonda, Madrid (24). We performed capsular typing of all culturenegative and PCR-positive samples using 2 methods,
depending on the amount of S. pneumoniae DNA available. If the amount was low (detection of LytA gene
DNA and wzg [cpsA] gene of S. pneumoniae by real-time
PCR with the cycle threshold [Ct] >30 cycles), we used
a previously described real-time multiplex PCR technique that detects all pneumococcal capsular types and
differentiates serotypes 1, 3, 4, 5, 6A/C, 6B/D, 7F/A, 8,
9V/A/N/L, 14, 15B/C, 18C/B, 19A, 19F/B/C, 23A and
23F (20). If the amount of S. pneumoniae DNA was high
(PCR-positive samples with Ct <30 cycles), we used
sequential multiplex PCR combined with fragment
analysis and automated fluorescent capillary electrophoresis to differentiate serotypes: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6A/6B,
6C, 6,7C/(7B/40), 7F/7A, 9N/9L, 9V/9A, 10A, 10F/
(10C/33C), 11A/11D, 12F/(12A/44/46), 13, 16F, 17F,
18/(18A/18B/18C/18F), 19A, 19F, 20(20A/20B), 21,
22F/22A), 23A, 23B, 24/(24A/24B/24F), 31, 34, 35A/
(35C/42), 35B, 35F/47F, 38/25F, 39 (25). Because this
procedure does not differentiate between serotypes 6A
and 6C, and serotypes 7F and 7A, in 2 of the cases recorded, these serotypes were considered as nonvaccine
serotypes and classified as 6A/6C and 7F/7A.
Definition of Vaccine Failure and Demographic,
Clinical, and Epidemiologic Variables

We used the definition of PCV13 vaccine failure as
described by Heininger et al. (26). This definition is
the occurrence of IPD caused by a specific vaccinepreventable serotype in a person appropriately and
fully vaccinated, taking into account the incubation
period and the normal delay for protection to be acquired as a result of immunization.
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The following demographic, clinical, and epidemiologic variables were recorded for each case-patient: age, sex, date of birth, date of symptom onset,
hospitalization date, clinical form of IPD (meningitis,
septic shock, uncomplicated pneumonia, complicated
pneumonia, occult bacteremia and others), complications during admission, admission to the intensive
care unit (ICU), and length of stay. We also recorded
medical risk conditions (sickle cell anemia, congenital
or acquired asplenia, human immunodeficiency virus
infection, cochlear implant, congenital immunodeficiency, chronic heart disease, chronic lung diseases
including asthma if treated with a risk dose of oral
corticosteroids, cerebrospinal fluid fistula, chronic
renal failure including nephrotic syndrome, immunosuppressive treatment or radiotherapy, solid organ or hematopoietic progenitor transplantation, and
diabetes mellitus), and date and clinical outcome at
discharge (discharge without sequelae, sequelae after
6 months, death).
Statistical Analysis

We compared categorical variables using a Pearson χ2
test or Fisher exact test and continuous variables using a Student t test. In cases of vaccine failure, we calculated the association of serotypes with age group
and vaccination status for each specific serotype compared with the remaining serotypes. Values of p<0.05
were considered statistically significant. We assumed
a bilateral distribution for all p values. We then calculated the odds ratios (ORs) and 95% CIs. We conducted the analyses using SPSS Statistics 19.0 (IBM,
https://www.ibm.com).
Data Confidentiality and Ethics Aspects

No diagnostic tests were made or samples taken from
any participant in addition to those required by routine care. This study complies with the principles of
the Declaration of Helsinki and the legal structure according to international human rights and biomedicine and personal data protection legislation. The
Ethics Committee of Hospital Sant Joan de Déu approved the study. Informed consent signed by parents or legal guardians was given for all participants.
All data were treated as confidential, and records
were accessed anonymously.
Results
During the study period, we recruited 188 patients
2–59 months of age who were admitted to the 3 participating centers with IPD. We identified the S. pneumoniae serotype causing IPD in 180 cases (95.7%), of
which 104 (57.8%) were caused by PCV13 serotypes.

Serotype 3 was the most frequent serotype (42 cases,
23.3%), followed by serotype 1 (19 cases, 10.6%), 19A
(17 cases, 9.4%), and 14 (13 cases, 7.2%). Of the 180
case-patients, 102 (56.7%) were not vaccinated, 66
(36.6%) were age-appropriately vaccinated, and 12
(6.7%) were age-incorrectly vaccinated.
Characteristics of Cases of Vaccine Failure

We detected 24 cases of vaccine failure according to
the study definition, representing 13.3% of all cases.
The serotypes identified were serotype 3 (16 cases,
66.7%); serotype 19A (5 cases, 20.8%); and serotypes 1, 14, and 6B (1 case each). The overall mean
age of the 24 case-patients was 31.3 months (range
9–58 months, SD 14.7). Of the 24 case-patients, 66.7%
(16) were male, and 62.6% (15) were 24–59 months
of age (Table 1). The main age group was 24–59
months in cases caused by serotype 3 (81.3% vs.
25.0%; p = 0.013) and <24 months in cases caused
by serotype 19A (80.0% vs. 26.3%; p = 0.047). Of
the 24 case-patients, 17 (70.8%) had completed the
vaccination schedule, 11 (45.8%) had a 3 + 1 dose
schedule, 4 (16.7%) a 2-dose schedule, and 2 (8.3%) a
1-dose schedule. Of the 7 (29.2%) age-appropriately
vaccinated patients with an incomplete vaccination
schedule, 4 (16.7%) had a 3 + 0 schedule, 2 (8.3%) 1
dose, and 1 (4.2%) 2 doses. Serotype 3 was loosely
associated with vaccine failure in age-appropriately
vaccinated patients who had completed their vaccination schedule (OR 45.0, 95% CI 3.41–594.12). Serotype 19A was loosely associated with vaccine failure
in age-appropriately vaccinated patients with an
incomplete vaccination schedule (OR 21.33, 95% CI
1.75–263.67). The most frequent clinical presentation
was complicated pneumonia (21/24 cases, 87.5%)
and the most frequent complication of these 21 cases
was empyema (15/21 cases, 71.4%). Of the 24 cases, 79.2% (19 cases) were diagnosed by PCR alone,
12.5% (3 cases) by culture alone, and 8.3% (2 cases)
by PCR and culture. No patient with vaccine failure
had underlying conditions.
Distribution of PCV13 Serotypes

Of the 104 cases of IPD caused by PCV13 serotypes,
23.1% (24 cases) were in age-appropriately vaccinated patients. The percentage of vaccine failure varied
greatly according to the serotype: 38.1% (16/42) in
serotype 3 cases, 29.4% (5/17) in serotype 19A cases,
7.7% (1/13) in serotype 14 cases, and 5.3% (1/19) in
serotype 1 cases. Of the PCV13 serotypes, the proportion of serotype 3 in age-appropriately vaccinated
patients was higher than in unvaccinated patients
(66.7% vs. 27.8%; p = 0.001) (Table 2).
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Table 1. Characteristics of age-appropriately vaccinated patients 2–59 months of age with invasive pneumococcal disease caused by
PCV13 serotypes, Catalonia, Spain, 2012–2016*
Pt
Age,
Age at
Clinical
Vaccine
no. mo/sex Year vaccination Schedule manifestation
Complications
Outcome
DT
Ser schedule
1
19/F
2012
12 mo
1
Complicated
Pleural effusion
Cured
PCR
19A
UC
pneumonia
2
15/M
2012
3 ,5 mo†
2+0
Complicated
Empyema,
Cured
Culture, 19A
UC
pneumonia
pneumothorax
PCR
3
15/F
2012 2, 5, 8 mo
3+0
Complicated
Empyema, necrotizing Bronchopleural
PCR
3
UC
pneumonia
pneumonia,
fistula
bronchoalveolar
fistula, pneumothorax
4
23/M
2012
17 mo
1
Uncomplicated
Cured
Culture
1
UC
pneumonia
5
24/M
2012 2, 4, 6, 18
3+1
Complicated
Empyema
Cured
PCR
19A
C
mo
pneumonia
6
24/M
2012 12, 21 mo
2
Complicated
Empyema
Cured
PCR
3
C
pneumonia
7
21/M
2012 3, 5, 7, 15
3+1
Complicated
Empyema
Cured
PCR
3
C
mo
pneumonia
8
38/M
2012
30 mo
1
Bacteraemic
Epidural abscess,
Hydrocephalus
PCR
3
C
mastoiditis
sigmoid sinus
thrombosis
9
9/F
2013 2, 3, 4 mo
3+0
Complicated
Necrotizing
Cured
PCR
19A
UC
pneumonia
pneumonia
10
12/M
2013 2, 4, 6 mo
3+0
Complicated
Empyema, necrotizing
Cured
PCR
6B
UC
pneumonia
pneumonia
11
50/F
2013
25 mo
1
Complicated
Empyema
Cured
PCR
3
C
pneumonia
12
34/M
2013 3, 6, 9, 15
3+1
Complicated
Empyema,
Cured
Culture,
3
C
mo
pneumonia
pneumothorax,
PCR
bronchopleural fistula
13
15/M
2014 2, 4, 7 mo
3+0
Osteoarticular
Cured
Culture 19A
UC
infection
14
43/M
2014 12, 15 mo
2
Complicated
Empyema, necrotizing
Cured
PCR
3
C
pneumonia
pneumonia,
bronchopleural fistula
15
44/F
2014 3, 5, 7, 20
3+1
Complicated
Empyema
Cured
PCR
3
C
mo
pneumonia
16
25/F
2015 2, 4, 6, 14
3+1
Complicated
Pleural effusion
Cured
Culture 14
C
mo
pneumonia
17
29/M
2015 3, 5, 7, 18
3+1
Complicated
Necrotizing
Cured
PCR
3
C
mo
pneumonia
pneumonia
18
51/M
2015 2, 4, 6, 16
3+1
Complicated
Empyema
Cured
PCR
3
C
mo
pneumonia
19
49/F
2015
12,14 mo
2
Complicated
Empyema
Cured
PCR
3
C
pneumonia
20
54/F
2015 3, 5, 7,17
3+1
Complicated
Empyema
Cured
PCR
3
C
mo
pneumonia
21
58/M
2016 14, 16 mo
2
Complicated
Empyema, necrotizing Pneumatocele
PCR
3
C
pneumonia
pneumonia
22
35/M
2016 2, 5, 9, 18
3+1
Complicated
Empyema, necrotizing
Cured
PCR
3
C
mo
pneumonia
pneumonia
23
41/M
2016 3, 4, 7, 16
3+1
Complicated
Necrotizing
Cured
PCR
3
C
mo
pneumonia
pneumonia
24
23/M
2016 3, 5, 6, 15
3+1
Complicated
Pleural effusion
Cured
PCR
3
C
mo
pneumonia
*C, completed; DT, diagnostic technique; Pt, patient; Ser, serotype; UC, uncompleted.
†Patient resident in Andorra (routine immunization schedule 2+1) and transferred to a participating hospital.

Characteristics of IPD According to Vaccine Failure

We found no differences in sex or age group between
cases of IPD with and without vaccine failure (Table
3). Cases with vaccine failure were associated with
complicated pneumonia (OR 6.65, 95% CI 1.91–23.21).
Pneumonia with empyema was the most common
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form of complicated pneumonia, both in cases of
vaccine failure (71.4%) and in the remaining cases
(77.5%). Cases of IPD with vaccine failure were associated with the diagnosis only by real-time PCR (OR
5.18, 95% CI 1.84–14.59). We observed no differences
between the epidemiologic variables studied.
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Table 2. Distribution of PCV13 serotypes causing invasive pneumococcal disease in patients 2–59 months of age in cases of vaccine
failure and in unvaccinated patients, Catalonia, Spain, 2012–2016
Vaccine failure, no. (%),
Unvaccinated patients, no. (%)
PCV13 serotype
n = 24
n = 72
OR (95% CI)
p value
1
1 (4.2)
16 (22.2)
0.15 (0.02–1.21)
0.062
3
16 (66.7)
20 (27.8)
5.20 (1.93–14.04)
0.001
6A
0
1 (1.4)
0
0
6B
1 (4.2)
1 (1.4)
3.09 (0.19–51.35)
0.439
7F
0
3 (4.2)
0
0
9V
0
3 (4.2)
0
0
14
1 (4.2)
12 (16.7)
0.22 (0.03–1.77)
0.174
18C
0
1 (1.4)
0
0
19A
5 (20.8)
12 (16.7)
1.32 (0.41–4.21)
0.634
19F
0
2 (2.8)
0
0
23F
0
1 (1.4)
0
0

Characteristics of IPD Caused by Serotype 3 in
Unvaccinated Cases and Cases with Vaccine Failure

Of the 42 case-patients with IPD caused by serotype 3, a total of 20 (47.6%) had received no dose
of PCV13, 16 (38.1%) were age-appropriately vaccinated, and 6 (14.3%) were age-incorrectly vaccinated
according to the SmPC. We found no significant differences between IPD caused by serotype 3 in unvaccinated patients and age-appropriately vaccinated patients with respect to the distribution by sex,
age group, clinical form, and complications (Table
4). None of the severity factors compared (days of
hospital admission, stay and days of admission to
the ICU, complications, and sequelae at discharge)
was associated with either group.
Discussion
Since the introduction of PCV13, several authors
have reported cases of IPD caused by vaccine serotypes, both in patients who had received >1 dose of
PCV13 and in age-appropriately vaccinated patients.
In our study, cases with vaccine failure were associated mainly with serotype 3, the clinical presentation
of complicated pneumonia, and patients without underlying conditions or other risk factors. This type of
vaccine failure coincides with that found by Antachopoulos et al. in Greece (19) and confirms the results of
Moraga-Llop et al. in Catalonia (18).
Kaplan et al. (17), in a study carried out in 8 US
pediatric hospitals, found that vaccine failures were
associated mainly with serotype 19A, age <6 months,
and patients with underlying conditions. A retrospective study by Basaranoglu et al. (27) of IPD cases
in children treated at a tertiary pediatric hospital in
Ankara, Turkey, in 2015 reported 2 cases of vaccine
failure associated with serotype 19F in patients with
underlying neurologic disease. These studies differ
from ours in 2 respects. First, they were carried out in
a population for which pediatric PCV13 vaccination
had been financed since 2010; thus, Basaranoglu et al.

(27) found that the vaccination coverage in children
was 96%. Our study was conducted in a population
with an estimated vaccination coverage of 63% (9). In
addition, although several studies indicate that there
has been no decrease in the incidence of serotype 3
after the introduction of PCV13 (9,28,29), only the
study in adults by Fukusumi et al. (29) included cases
diagnosed by real-time PCR; therefore, it cannot be
ruled out that, in a population with higher vaccination rates, there were fewer vaccine failures because
of herd immunity.
The second aspect is methodological. The studies
by Kaplan et al. (17) and Basaranoglu et al. (27) included only cases diagnosed by culture. In our study,
cases diagnosed by PCR were also included; in fact,
cases of vaccine failure were associated with a diagnosis by PCR. Selva et al. (30) showed the importance
of PCR in the diagnosis of IPD caused by serotype 3
in children <5 years of age with negative cultures. Almeida et al. (31), in a retrospective study conducted in
patients <18 years of age admitted with pneumonia to
a tertiary hospital in Portugal during 2012–2014 and
diagnosed by PCR, found 4 cases of vaccine failure in
patients who had received 4 doses of PCV13, which
were all associated with serotype 3. Silva-Costa et al.
(32) analyzed 152 pleural fluid samples from pediatric patients in Portugal during 2010–2015 to identify
and serotype S. pneumoniae; 68% of cases were diagnosed only by PCR and, as in our study, the serotypes
most frequently identified were 3, 1, and 19A. That
study detected 19 cases of PCV13 vaccine failure, of
which 17 were related to serotype 3. Serotype 3 was
the most frequently identified serotype in children
vaccinated with PCV13 in both studies and, although
Silva-Costa et al. analyzed only cases of complicated
pneumonia, a pathology associated with this serotype, our results, analyzing all clinical presentations
of IPD, were identical. We also found a higher frequency of serotype 3 cases in patients with vaccine
failure compared with unvaccinated patients, which
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is an indicator of the importance of this serotype in
the post-PCV13 era. When the 2 studies were carried
out, the vaccination coverage in Portugal (61%) was
similar to that of Catalonia (63%).
As in the study by Kaplan et al. (17), we found
that serotype 19A was associated with cases of PCV13
vaccine failure in children <2 years of age, the most
frequently isolated serotype in this age group in our
setting (10). Dominguez et al. (9) found that PCV13
effectiveness in the prevention of IPD caused by serotype 19A was 86% for >1 dose. The similar results
observed by Kaplan et al. (17) for this serotype in a
population with routine PCV13 vaccination may be
explained by the fact that in half of the cases (5/10)
reported by Kaplan et al., patients also had some type
of underlying condition, whereas in our study, no patient had an underlying condition.
Heininger et al. (26) classified vaccine failures
according to their cause or origin. Our study found
no failures related to usage issues because, in all
cases, the dates of vaccine administration and the
number of doses administered according to the
technical specifications were verified. The data in
our study included cases during January 2012–June
2016, so the vaccines administered did not belong to

the same batch. Although it is not known whether
the preservation or storage of each vaccine was correct, given that vaccine failures occurred mostly in
serotype 3 and in cases with complicated pneumonia, it seems unlikely that vaccine failures can be related to any of these factors, because in that case the
case-mix of vaccine failures would be much more
heterogeneous. Host-related vaccine failures also
seem unlikely because no patient had a history of
any underlying condition, including immunodeficiency. This finding is reinforced by the absence of
differences between cases of IPD caused by serotype
3 in unvaccinated patients and in those with vaccine failure. It may be assumed that, if cases with
vaccine failure had some type of immunodeficiency
that would have induced a poor immunological response to the PCV13 vaccine, this effect would have
manifested as a greater severity of IPD in cases with
vaccine failure. The lack of significant differences in
the epidemiologic variables between cases with and
without vaccine failure makes it unlikely that vaccine failures were related to interference by other infectious agents. The fact that serotype 3 was associated with cases with vaccine failure, and specifically
with age-appropriately vaccinated patients who had

Table 3. Characteristics of cases of invasive pneumococcal disease in patients 2–59 months of age with and without vaccine failure,
Catalonia, Spain, 2012–2016
Vaccine failure, no. (%),
No vaccine failure, no. (%),
Variable
n = 24
n = 156
OR (95% CI)
p value
Sex
F
8 (33.3)
58 (37.2)
Referent
M
16 (66.7)
98 (62.8)
1.18 (0.48–2.94)
0.716
Age group
2–23 mo
9 (37.5)
73 (46.8)
Referent
24–59 mo
15 (62.5)
83 (53.2)
1.46 (0.60–3.55)
0.395
Clinical form
Meningitis
0
16 (10.3)
0
0
Septic shock
0
4 (2.6)
0
0
Uncomplicated pneumonia
1 (4.2)
26 (16.7)
0.22 (0.03–1.68)
0.134
Complicated pneumonia
21 (87.5)
80 (51.3)
0,001
6.65 (1.91 −23.21)
Occult bacteremia
0
20 (12.8)
0
0
Other
2 (8.3)*
10 (6.4)†
1.33 (0.27–6.46)
0.664
Pneumonia complication
Empyema
15 (71.4)
62 (77.5)
0.73 (0.25–2.14)
0.561
Pleural effusion
3 (14.3)
23 (28.8)
0.41 (0.11–1.54)
0.263
Necrotizing pneumonia
8 (38.1)
18 (22.5)
2.12 (0.76–5.91)
0.146
Intensive care unit admission
2 (8.3)
35 (22.4)
0.31 (0.07–1.40)
0.173
Sequelae at discharge
3 (12.5)
20 (11.9)
0.96 (0.26–3.53)
1.000
Underlying disease
0
9 (5.8)
0
0
Diagnostic technique
PCR only
19 (79.2)
66 (42.3)
6.62 (1.47–29.82)
0.014
Culture only
3 (12.5)
44 (28.2)
1.57 (0.25–9.84)
0.631
PCR + culture
2 (8.3)
46 (29.5)
Referent
Breastfeeding
22 (91.7)
125 (81.2)
2.55 (0.57–11.47)
0.260
School or daycare attendance
20 (83.3)
102 (66.2)
2.55 (0.83–7.85)
0.104
Respiratory infection previous month
17 (70.8)
88 (57.1)
1.82 (0.71–4.65)
0.205
Recurrent otitis media
5 (20.8)
19 (12.3)
1.87 (0.62–5.59)
0.257
*Osteoarticular infection (1); mastoiditis (1).
†Osteoarticular infection (5); mastoiditis (4); orbital cellulitis (1).
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Table 4. Characteristics of cases of invasive pneumococcal disease caused by serotype 3 in patients 2–59 months of age with vaccine
failure or unvaccinated, Catalonia, Spain, 2012–2016*
Vaccine failure, no. (%),
Variable
n = 16
Unvaccinated, no. (%), n = 20
OR (95% CI)
p value
Sex
F
5 (31.3)
6 (30.0)
Referent
M
11 (68.8)
14 (70.0)
0.94 (0.23–3.92)
0.936
Days of admission, mean (SD)
14.69 (9.81)
12.25 (6.07)
1.04 (0.95–1.13)
0.367
ICU days, mean (SD)
1.00
3.00 (1.14)
Not calculable
0.540
Age group
0–23 mo
3 (18.8)
7 (35.0)
Referent
24–59 mo
13 (81.3)
13 (65.0)
2.33 (0.49–11.06)
0.456
Clinical form
Septic shock
0
1 (5.0)
0
0
Uncomplicated pneumonia
0
2 (10.0)
0
0
Complicated pneumonia
15 (93.8)
17 (85.0)
2.65 (0.25–28.24)
0.613
Mastoiditis
1 (6.3)
0
0
0
Empyema
No
3 (20.0)
3 (17.6)
Referent
Yes
12 (80.0)
14 (82.4)
0.86 (0.15–5.06)
1.000
Pleural effusion
No
14 (93.3)
13 (76.5)
Referent
Yes
1 (6.7)
4 (23.5)
0.23 (0.02–2.36)
0.338
Necrotizing pneumonia
No
9 (60.0)
13 (76.5)
Referent
Yes
6 (40.0)
4 (23.5)
2.17 (0.47–9.95)
0.450
ICU
No
15 (93.8)
18 (90.0)
Referent
Yes
1 (6.3)
2 (10.0)
0.60 (0.05–7.28)
1.000
Sequelae at discharge
No
13 (81.3)
17 (85.0)
Referent
Yes
3 (18.8)
3 (15.0)
1.31 (0.23–7.57)
1.000
Underlying disease
No
16 (100.0)
19 (95.0)
Yes
0
1 (5.0)
PCR diagnosis only
No
1 (6.3)
2 (10.0)
Referent
Yes
15 (93.8)
18 (90.0)
1.67 (0.14–20.23)
1.000
*ICU, intensive care unit.

completed their vaccination schedule, indicates that
vaccine failures could be vaccine related because of
low PCV13 effectiveness with respect to serotype 3.
This conclusion is in line with the results published
by other authors (9,13,33) who studied PCV13 effectiveness in case-control studies and with the results
reported on PCV13 effectiveness by Andrews et al.
(14,34) in indirect cohort studies. All those authors
observed that the effectiveness for all PCV13 serotypes was high, except for serotype 3, where it was
very limited. Vanderkooi et al. (11) observed that the
level of opsonophagocytic antibodies against serotype 3 was lower than that for the other PCV13 serotypes and Martinón-Torres et al. (12) observed that
serotype 3 had the lowest levels of immunogenicity
after PCV13 vaccination. Van der Linden et al. (15),
looking at cases diagnosed only by culture, reported
a PCV13 effectiveness against serotype 3 in children
<24 months of age of 74% (95% CI 2%–93%) for those
who had received >1 dose of vaccine but a nonsignificant effectiveness of 63% (95% CI -393% to 97%)

for those who had received a postbooster dose.
A limitation of the study is that it was not possible to perform a serologic study to determine serotype-specific IgG concentrations. No specific studies
were made to rule out immunodeficiency in cases
with vaccine failure. However, the absence of a history of disease, the control of patients after discharge
(which lasted 6 months in the case of discharge with
sequelae), and the fact that IPD in cases with vaccine
failure did not present greater severity than unvaccinated cases, support the validity of our results.
Another limitation is that serotypes 25F and 38 were
negative for the wzg (cpsA) gene. However, neither of
these serotypes are PCV13 serotypes, and of the 89
strains serotyped using the Quellung reaction only 2
were serotype 38 and 1 serotype 25F.
In conclusion, after the introduction of the PCV13
vaccine in Spain, a significant number of IPD cases in
Catalonia were recorded in the form of complicated
pneumonia produced by PCV13 serotypes in age-appropriately vaccinated children without concurrent
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conditions. Serotype 3 represented 66.7% of cases
with vaccine failure and was associated with age-appropriately vaccinated patients who had completed
their vaccination schedule and with the 24–59 months
age group. Serotype 19A represented 20.8% of cases
of vaccine failure and was associated with age-appropriately vaccinated patients with an incomplete vaccination schedule and children <2 years of age. In 93.8%
of vaccine failures associated with serotype 3, the diagnosis was made only by PCR, which suggests the
importance of this diagnostic technique in avoiding
underdetection of this serotype. Our findings indicate
that vaccine coverage should be increased to reduce
the circulation of vaccine serotypes. However, there
are doubts as to whether PCV13 vaccination will reduce serotype 3 cases to the same extent as other vaccine serotypes. Continuous surveillance of cases of
IPD using not only culture but also PCR to characterize vaccine failures is necessary.
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Increased Risk for CarbapenemResistant Enterobacteriaceae
Colonization in Intensive Care
Units after Hospitalization in
Emergency Department
Matias Chiarastelli Salomão, Maristela Pinheiro Freire, Icaro Boszczowski,
Sueli F. Raymundo, Ana Rubia Guedes, Anna S. Levin

Carbapenem-resistant Enterobacteriaceae (CRE) colonization is common in hospital patients admitted to intensive care units (ICU) from the emergency department.
We evaluated the effect of previous hospitalization in the
emergency department on CRE colonization at ICU admission. Our case–control study included 103 cases and
201 controls; cases were patients colonized by CRE at
admission to ICU and controls were patients admitted
to ICU and not colonized. Risk factors were emergency
department stay, use of carbapenem, Simplified Acute
Physiology Score, upper digestive endoscopy, and
transfer from another hospital. We found that ED stay
before ICU admission was associated with CRE colonization at admission to the ICU. Our findings indicate that
addressing infection control problems in EDs will help to
control carbapenem resistance in ICUs.

K

lebsiella pneumoniae carbapenemase (KPC), described in 1996, is an enzyme capable of hydrolyzing all β-lactam antimicrobial drugs known at
the time (1). Since then, other carbapenemases have
been described in Enterobacteriaceae all over the world,
leading to a substantial increase in resistance to antimicrobial drugs (2,3).
Surveillance data from central line–associated
bloodstream infections (CLABSI) in intensive care
units (ICUs) in the state of São Paulo, Brazil, demonstrated an increase of carbapenem-resistant K. pneumoniae, from 14% in 2011 to 55% in 2017 (4). In 2017,
K. pneumoniae was the most frequent species causing
CLABSI (20%) in São Paulo.
Author affiliation: Faculdade de Medicina da Universidade de São
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Hospital das Clínicas of the University of São
Paulo has routinely performed CRE screening for
patients admitted to ICU since January 2014. Early
identification and isolation of colonized patients was
implemented to decrease secondary colonization.
Concomitant training sessions for hand hygiene and
contact precautions took place during this period.
Despite all efforts, ICUs had a high colonization
pressure (17% –29%, mean 21%) due to admission of
colonized patients, mainly from EDs (I. Boszczowski,
unpub. data).
In 2016, we found that 7% of patients admitted to
the ED were positive for CRE. However, among those
who were negative at admission, 18% became colonized during their stay in the ED. These findings led
us to hypothesize that hospitalization in the ED may
be a risk factor for CRE colonization in other units of
the hospital (5); ≈60% of the patients admitted to ICUs
come from hospitalizations in the ED. We evaluated
the effect of hospitalization in the ED on CRE colonization at the time of admission to an ICU.
Methods
Setting

Hospital das Clinicas is a 2,200-bed public tertiary-care
hospital in São Paulo and is the largest hospital complex in Latin America. The main building has ≈1,000
beds and is the location of the ED and most of the hospital’s ICU beds (10 ICUs and 109 intensive care beds).
The ED is a very busy unit. In 2018, 69,000 emergency consultations were performed. The average
hospitalization rate in the ED is 150 patients/week,
and median length of stay is 6 days. The ED has 50
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beds for hospitalization, but occupancy often exceeds
90 beds, with patients on stretchers and often in corridors (Figure 1).
Approximately 60% of ICU patients are admitted
from the ED. To monitor and control CRE colonization, CRE surveillance cultures are performed on all
patients admitted to ICUs at the time of admission
and placed under contact precautions until the return
of results. Colonized patients with CRE remain under
contact precautions for their entire stay in the unit.
Microbiology

Surveillance cultures are performed at the clinical
microbiology laboratory in accordance with the
institution’s standard methodology. Rectal swab
specimens from patients are incubated overnight
in thioglycolate broth. Positive growth samples are
plated on MacConkey agar with ertapenem, imipenem, and meropenem discs. If there are colonies
suggestive of Enterobacteriaceae growth within the
carbapenems’ disk halo, these colonies are isolated
and identified by matrix-assisted laser desorption/
ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry, as
recommended by Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (6).
Study Design

We conducted a retrospective case–control study
with patients hospitalized in ICUs at HC during September 2015–July 2017. This study used 2 controls for

each case. We obtained cases from the infection control department database, which compiles all cases of
positive surveillance cultures. Patients who were hospitalized >1 time in ICUs were considered only once,
during their first hospitalization.
We defined a case as a patient admitted to one
of the ICUs during 2015–2017 who had a positive
CRE surveillance culture collected within 2 days
of admission. We defined a control as a patient
admitted to the ICU whose surveillance cultures
collected within the first 2 days of admission were
negative. Colonization or prior infection with CRE
reported at admission were excluding criteria. We
paired controls by ICU and hospitalization period,
with a maximum interval of 1 week from the admission of the cases. When >2 patients were eligible
as controls for a case, we randomly chose 2 from all
the potential controls. The proportion of controls
admitted in the ICUs from the ED was similar to the
proportion of patients coming from the ED found
in our historical series. CRE screening methodologies were the same for all patients in the study period, whether they were cases or controls.
We collected data from medical records for demographic variables, hospitalization records before ICU admission, clinical characteristics at time of
ICU admission, severity scores and organ failures,
indwelling devices, clinical procedures before ICU
admission, concurrent conditions, use of antimicrobial drugs (for >48 hours before ICU admission) and
Figure 1. A corridor in the
emergency department of
Hospital das Clínicas, São
Paulo, Brazil, showing patients
on stretchers, December 2016.
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infection before ICU admission, previous colonization,
infection by CRE, length of hospital stay, and death.
We defined CLABSI according to the 2018 US Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention definition (7).
We used REDCap (Research Electronic Data Capture) program (8) to create a data collection tool and
database. The Ethics and Research Committee of Hospital das Clinicas da Faculdade de Medicina da Universidade de São Paulo approved this study (number
CAAE: 91604518.9.0000.0068).

Statistical Analysis

We calculated sample size and determined a minimum requirement of 99 cases and 198 controls for
80% power. We assumed that 35% of the cases had
an ED stay >2 days. We performed statistical analysis using Stata version 16 (StataCorp, https://www.
stata.com) and SPSS Statistics 11.5 (http://www.ibm.
com). We compared cases with controls using the Wilcoxon or McNemar test when appropriate. All tests
were 2-tailed, with 95% CIs; we considered p<0.05

Table 1. Characteristics of patients, bivariate analysis, and conditional logistic regression of variables potentially associated with
colonization by carbapenem-resistant Enterobacteriaceae at ICU admission, Hospital das Clínicas, São Paulo, Brazil, September
2015–July 2017*
Bivariate analysis
Conditional logistic regression
Covariate
Cases
Controls
OR (95% CI)
p value
OR (95% CI)
p value
Female sex
34/103 (33)
91/201 (45)
0.58 (0.35–0.95)
0.03
Mean age, y (range)
50.55 (14–84) 49.78 (4–89) 1.00 (0.99–1.01)
0.62
Previous hospitalization at ICU admission
Previous stay in another unit
75/101 (74)
163/201 (81) 0.84 (0.44–1.60)
0.60
during hospitalization
Previous stay in the ED during
62/103 (60)
125/201 (62) 1.07 (0.65–0.77)
0.78
hospitalization
Length of ED stay, d
2 (0–55)
1 (0–37)
1.08 (1.01–1.15)
0.02
1.10 (1.02–1.19)
0.01
ED stay >2 d
34/103 (33)
35/201 (17)
2.45 (1.40–4.32)
0.002
Days of hospitalization before
3 (1–95)
2 (1–37)
0.99 (0.99–0.99)
<0.001
surveillance culture, median
(range)
Transfer from another hospital
43/101 (43)
51/193 (26)
2.79 (1.26–3.68)
0.005
2.52 (1.07–5.89)
0.03
Previous hospitalization
52/85 (61)
63/163 (38)
2.91 (1.53–5.52)
0.001
Clinical characteristics at ICU admission
Infection
63/101 (63)
82/194 (42)
2.62 (1.52–4.54)
0.001
1.76 (0.56–5.50)
0.33
Sepsis
46/62 (74)
54/81 (66)
1.41 (0.52–3.85)
0.50
Surgery before ICU admission
53/102 (52)
106/194 (55) 0.92 (0.53–1.62)
0.78
Trauma
8/100 (8)
25/194 (13)
0.62 (0.28–1.40)
0.25
Stroke
5/100 (5)
17/194 (9)
0.61 (0.17–2.18)
0.45
Severity scores
SAPS 3, % median (range)
22 (4–92)
16 (0–98)
1.01 (1.002–1.02)
0.01
1.01 (1.002–1.03)
0.02
SOFA, median (range)
5 (0–19)
5 (0–19)
1.09 (0.95–1.07)
0.77
Invasive procedures and devices
Dialysis
14/100 (14)
11/194 (6)
2.50 (0.97–6.42)
0.06
Tracheostomy
2/99 (2)
1/194 (0)
4.92 (0.36–44.67)
0.26
Colostomy
2/99 (2)
2/194 (1)
2.00 (0.28–14.34)
0.49
Upper digestive endoscopy
10/101 (10)
5/194 (3)
3.70 (1.11–12.32)
0.003
18.9 (1.83–195.98)
0.01
Colonoscopy
2/101 (2)
0/194 (0)
Parenteral nutrition
2/101 (2)
1/ 194 (1)
3.77 (0.19–74.94)
0.38
Underlying conditions
CCI score, mean (range)
3.10 (0–9)
2.98 (0–11)
0.99 (0.96–1.02)
0.48
Smoking
25/62 (40)
46/137 (34)
1.17 (0.49–2.78)
0.72
Diabetes mellitus
20/102 (20)
44/198 (22)
0.86 (0.46–1.62)
0.65
Malignant neoplasm
9/102 (9)
23/198 (12)
0.77 (0.35–1.70)
0.52
Rheumatologic or autoimmune
11/102 (11)
16/198 (8)
1.44 (0.66–3.15)
0.36
disease
Cirrhosis
15/102 (15)
11/198 (5)
2.25 (0.85–5.91)
0.10
Chronic kidney disease
12/102 (12)
14/198 (7)
1.51 (0.56–3.99)
0.40
Solid organ transplant
8/102 (8)
16/198 (8)
0.62 (0.23–1.64)
0.33
HIV infection
3/100 (3)
7/198 (4)
1.13 (0.27–4.76)
0.86
Hematological malignancy
2/102 (2)
6/198 (3)
0.59 (0.13–2.87)
0.52
Hematopoietic stem cell transplant
1/102 (1)
1/198 (0)
2.00 (0.12–32.42)
0.63
Antimicrobial drug use
Any drug at ICU admission†
81/99 (81)
142/193 (71) 1.56 (0.83–2.91)
0.161
Carbapenem at ICU admission†
25/80 (31)
12/141 (9)
3.92 (1.51–10.21)
0.005
4.62 (1.30–16.40)
0.02
Any drug use in previous 3 mo
50/72 (69)
48/145 (33) 5.38 (2.31–12.53) <0.001
*Values are no. (%) except as indicated. CCI, Charlson Comorbidity Index; ED, emergency department; GCS, Glasgow Coma Scale; ICU, intensive care
unit; OR, odds ratio; SAPS 3, Simplified Acute Physiology 3, presented as prediction of mortality risk in percentage; SOFA, Sequential Organ Failure
Assessment.
†Initiated >48 h before ICU admission.
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Table 2. Multivariate analysis for potential factors associated with colonization by carbapenem-resistant Enterobacteriaceae at ICU
admission, Hospital das Clínicas, São Paulo, Brazil, September 2015–July 2017*
Covariate
OR (95% CI)
p value
ED stay >2 d
5.85 (1.94–17.65)
0.002
Transfer from another hospital
2.10 (0.95–4.78)
0.076
SAPS 3 score
1.02 (1.003–1.03)
0.02
Carbapenem use on ICU admission, initiated >48 h before ICU admission
4.78 (1.31–17.47)
0.02
Infection at ICU admission
2.86 (1.08–7.55)
0.03
Upper digestive endoscopy
16.40 (2.16–124.50)
0.01

*Model using length of ED stay as dichotomous variable. OR, odds ratio; ED, emergency department; ICU, intensive care unit; SAPS 3, Simplified Acute
Physiology Score III.

statistically significant. For variables with p<0.05 in
the bivariate analysis, we conducted multivariate
analysis with other confounding variables in a conditional logistic regression model. Length of ED stay
was a continuous variable and was transformed into
a dichotomic variable using SPSS decision tree tool,
and for the final model we chose the one with a better
fit. We used stepwise backward modeling for the conditional logistic regression and kept the most significant variables in the final model. We used 2 models,
one using length of ED stay as a continuous variable
and the other as a dichotomous variable. Smoking
and sepsis variables comprised more than 40% of
missing data (Tables 1 and 2) and were dropped out.
Results
We included 304 patients in the study, 103 cases and
201 controls, and collected surveillance cultures for all
patients. Of the 103 case-patients, 99 were colonized
by K. pneumoniae, 2 by Enterobacter cloacae, and 2 by
Escherichia coli. Of the 304 total patients, 188 patients
(62%) were admitted to medical ICUs and 116 (38%)
to surgical ICUs. Sixty-five patients were admitted
directly to the ICU: 38 transferred from another hospital, 17 came from the operating room, and for 10
patients, this information was not available. Eightysix patients were transferred from another ward and
152 from the ED; information was not available for 1
patient. Sixty percent of cases and controls stayed in
the ED for some time during their hospitalization.
We performed bivariate analysis and demonstrated that 11 characteristics were associated with
CRE colonization at ICU admission: sex, ED length
of stay, ED stay >2 days, number of hospitalization
days before the surveillance culture, transfer from
another hospital, previous hospitalization, having an
infection on ICU admission, clinical severity (SAPS 3
score), use of antimicrobial drugs in the previous 3
months, carbapenem use on ICU admission (initiated
>48 hours before ICU admission), and upper digestive endoscopy (Table 1). The most common infections at ICU admission were pneumonia (37%), skin
and soft tissue infection (14%), and CLABSI (10%).

The median length of stay in the ED was longer for
cases (2 days, range 0–55) than for controls (1 day,
range 0–37; p = 0.02) (Figure 2). We analyzed the
length of stay in the ED with the decision tree tool;
we selected a stay >2 days as cutoff for this variable
(χ2 = 12.799; p = 0.017). We found that 38/62 (61%) of
the patients with CRE colonization at ICU admission
were already colonized after 3 days of hospitalization
in the ED (Figure 3).
We performed multivariate analysis with 2 models, using ED length of stay as a continuous or a dichotomous variable (>2 days). ED stay was a risk
factor for colonization by CRE in both analyses: continuous (per day, odds ratio [OR] 1.10, 95% CI 1.02–
1.19; p = 0.01) (Table 1) and >2 days of hospitalization
(OR 5.85, 95% CI 1.94–17.65; p = 0.002) (Table 2). Use
of carbapenem at ICU admission (initiated >48 hours
before ICU admission), Simplified Acute Physiology
Score III (SAPS 3), transfer from another hospital, and
upper digestive endoscopy were risk factors for CRE
colonization at ICU admission (Table 1).
Patients colonized by CRE at ICU admission had
higher rates of infection by CRE (18 [18%]) than did
patients not colonized by CRE when they sought
care (11 [6%]; p = 0.001). Colonized patients also had
higher in-hospital mortality rates (38 [38%] for patients colonized by CRE and 48 [24%] for those not
colonized; p = 0.016).
Discussion
Our results confirm our hypothesis that ED stay is a
risk factor for CRE colonization in patients at the time
of admission to the ICU. Other risk factors are use of
carbapenem at time of ICU admission (carbapenem
use initiated >48 hours before ICU admission), SAPS
3, upper digestive endoscopy, and transfer from another hospital (Table 1).
Including ED stay as a risk factor is a notable new
finding. A stay in the ED is usually not considered to be a
risk factor for CRE colonization (9). In a previous study,
our group demonstrated that patients admitted to the
ED had 6.8% prevalence of CRE colonization at admission to the ED and 18% acquisition rate for patients hos-
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Figure 2. Distribution of days
of stay in the emergency
department (ED) comparing
patients subsequently admitted
to an intensive care unit who
had a positive carbapenemresistant Enterobacteriaceae
culture within 2 days of
admission (cases) and patients
whose culture was negative
(controls), Hospital das
Clínicas, São Paulo, Brazil,
September 2015–July 2017.

pitalized in the ED for longer than 1 week. Six patients
who were not treated in a healthcare facility were colonized by CRE at ED admission, implying circulation of
this resistance mechanism in the community (5). Our
findings show that ED hospitalization is indeed a risk
factor for CRE colonization on ICU admission, whereas
a previous stay in another hospital unit was not.
Although it is not common, CRE can be found
outside the hospital. CRE has been described in
community sources of water in Italy (10), Brazil (11),
and Sweden (12); in chicken meat in Egypt (13); in
vegetables imported from Asia (14), and in hospital
sewage in Brazil, China, and Spain (15). Community-acquired CRE infection is difficult to determine;
however, up to 30% of patients with CRE infection on
hospital admission have had no previous exposure to
the healthcare system.
The acquisition or transmission of CRE in the ED
may be a result of the work overload. Ours is a tertiarycare public hospital in Brazil with an overcrowded ED.
It is not unusual to have patients with high-complexity
illness hospitalized on stretchers for longer than a week
because of a shortage of ICU or ward beds to which to
transfer patients or to have a low ratio of healthcare
workers per patient. Prolonged ED stays probably facilitate cross-transmission of multidrug-resistant organisms such as CRE. Although on first thought the
problem may be considered a local one, specific to our
hospital and setting, this problem extends to other Brazil hospitals. Two other hospitals reported long stays
1160

in the ED, with 1 hospital reporting a median length of
stay of 3 days (16) and another reporting that 21% of patients stayed in the ED for >5 days (17). Mortality rates
in the EDs of these hospitals are high as well: 7.4% at
the first and 3.9% at the second. Furthermore, we expect
long ED stay is a problem in other countries, although
seldom reported (18–20). Lack of access to healthcare in developing countries leads to other problems:
healthcare-associated infection rates are much higher in
developing countries than in high-income countries
(21), as are drug resistance rates (22). In a disadvantaged
healthcare system, patients with known risk factors
(23–25) are often hospitalized for prolonged periods in
the ED and are a potential source of multidrug-resistant
bacteria for other patients in the ED and ICUs.
The need to establish strategies to control CRE
transmission in EDs and hospitals is urgent; resistance
is not an isolated problem in a specific hospital unit
or even in a specific hospital. High workload, understaffing, and turnover of healthcare workers make it
difficult to improve adherence to hand hygiene in the
ED; additional strategies are needed (26,27), and interventions must be multimodal. These interventions
must include a change in the workflow of the ED and
hospital as well as the entire health system to reduce
overcrowding (26–28). The lack of infrastructure in the
ED puts patients in stretchers too near to each other,
probably facilitating cross-transmission. In this scenario, good hand hygiene may not be achievable. Dividing patients into cohorts and assigning dedicated
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Figure 3. Distribution of
colonization of CRE in patients
admitted to an intensive care unit
after a stay in the ED, Hospital
das Clínicas, São Paulo, Brazil,
September 2015–July 2017.
CRE, carbapenem-resistant
Enterobacteriaceae; ED,
emergency department.

staff may reduce transmission of CRE (29). Hospital
staff should discuss screening strategies for CRE and
early isolation and contact precautions in the ED (30).
Rising antimicrobial resistance is a substantial threat
to global health (31), and prolonged ED hospitalization may play a major role in hospital-acquired resistance in low- and middle-income countries.
We found other risk factors that have already been
associated with CRE colonization, including transfer
from another hospital (24,25), use of carbapenem
(23–25), SAPS 3, and upper digestive endoscopy (32).
All of them are associated with previous exposure to
healthcare or severity of patients (33). The previous
use of carbapenems is well described as a risk factor
for CRE colonization (23–25,33). In our study, the patients were using carbapenem for >48 hours by the
time of surveillance culture. Although this timeframe
is short, it may have been sufficient for selection of
carbapenem-resistant bacteria. We must emphasize
that, even though carbapenem use was an independent risk factor in multivariate analysis, the attending
physicians may have prescribed it because after a certain length of time in the ED, the patient is at risk for
infection by antimicrobial-resistant bacteria.
Of interest, although cirrhosis was not associated
with CRE colonization, upper digestive endoscopy
was, which suggests that the risk for colonization after endoscopy is probably due to the procedure itself
and not to the patient’s underlying conditions. We
found no clusters of endoscopy-related CRE colonization in the study period, suggesting that it was not an
outbreak. Colonization may be a result of improper

cleaning procedures. Because this was a retrospective study, we could not test the endoscopes for CRE
colonization at the time that colonization occurred.
Prospective surveillance for endoscopy-related CRE
is underway.
It is difficult to assess the influence of local factors
in the hospital ED on colonization by CRE. Factors such
as low adherence to hand hygiene and contact precautions, proximity of beds, and others work together to
facilitate the transmission of microorganisms. A limitation of this study is that it was not possible to evaluate
the effect of each of these variables individually. Other
limitations of our study were the retrospective nature
of a case–control study; missing data for some variables; potential bias of retrospectively obtaining data
from medical records; and the fact that the study was
done in only 1 hospital, requiring confirmation in other
centers or a multicenter study.
In conclusion, this study demonstrates that prolonged ED stay is a risk factor for CRE colonization
at the time of admission to the ICU. Other risk factors
were the use of carbapenems at ICU admission (initiated <48 hours before ICU admission), SAPS 3, upper
digestive endoscopy, and transfer from another hospital. Clinicians should be aware of the implications
of these findings and implement interventions in the
ED to control CRE in other hospital units.
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Antimicrobial Resistance in
Salmonella enterica Serovar
Paratyphi B Variant Java in Poultry
from Europe and Latin America
L. Ricardo Castellanos,1 Linda van der Graaf-van Bloois, Pilar Donado-Godoy,
Kees Veldman, Francisco Duarte, María T. Acuña, Claudia Jarquín, François-Xavier Weill,
Dik J. Mevius, Jaap A. Wagenaar, Joost Hordijk,2 Aldert L. Zomer2

Salmonella enterica serovar Paratyphi B variant Java sequence type 28 is prevalent in poultry and poultry meat.
We investigated the evolutionary relatedness between
sequence type 28 strains from Europe and Latin America
using time-resolved phylogeny and principal component
analysis. We sequenced isolates from Colombia, Guatemala, Costa Rica, and the Netherlands and complemented them with publicly available genomes from Europe,
Africa, and the Middle East. Phylogenetic time trees and
effective population sizes (Ne) showed separate clustering of strains from Latin America and Europe. The separation is estimated to have occurred during the 1980s.
Ne of strains increased sharply in Europe around 1995
and in Latin America around 2005. Principal component
analysis on noncore genes showed a clear distinction between strains from Europe and Latin America, whereas
the plasmid gene content was similar. Regardless of the
evolutionary separation, similar features of resistance to
β-lactams and quinolones/fluoroquinolones indicated parallel evolution of antimicrobial resistance in both regions.

T

he d-Tartrate fermenting, nonparatyphoidal variant of Salmonella enterica serovar Paratyphi B, contemporarily known as variant Java, was first reported in
1935 by De Moor (1). From then until recently, Salmonella
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Paratyphi B var. Java caused sporadic self-limiting gastrointestinal infections in humans (2–4). Since 1990, reports of human infections increased in Europe (5–10),
North America (11–15), and Australia (16,17). Human
infections with this serovar were mainly related to exposure to fish or reptiles (16–18). A dramatic increase
in prevalence in poultry and poultry meat in Europe
was reported (19,20), accompanied by an increase in
antimicrobial resistance of the strains (5,19).
Using a multilocus sequence typing (MLST)
scheme for S. enterica (21), strains of Salmonella Paratyphi B var. Java were classified into different sequence
types (STs). In a previous study, the use of both traditional serotyping and MLST was instrumental in
identifying reptiles as the main source of Salmonella
Paratyphi B var. Java infections in humans in Germany. Isolates originating from poultry were strongly
associated with ST28, those from reptiles with ST88,
and those from humans mainly with ST43 and ST149
(18). Connor et al. confirmed association of Salmonella
Paratyphi B var. Java ST28 with samples originating
from poultry with whole-genome sequence (WGS)
data (22). Isolates of Salmonella Paratyphi B var. Java
from poultry and food products have been identified
as carriers of mcr gene variants conferring resistance
to colistin (23,24) and class 1 integrons in conjugative
plasmids (5). Furthermore, near-identical plasmids
carrying genes conferring resistance to third-generation cephalosporins were identified in Escherichia
coli, Salmonella Paratyphi B var. Java ST28, and other
Salmonella serovars known to cause infections in humans, such as Heidelberg and Enteritidis (25). In these
regards, poultry-associated ST28 is of public health
concern because it can be a reservoir of antimicrobial
1
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resistance to other Salmonella serovars of relevance to
humans and species of Enterobacteriaceae in poultry
and food products.
Previous reports from Latin America countries
have identified Salmonella Paratyphi B var. Java as
highly prevalent in poultry and poultry meat (26–30).
Comparisons between strains of Salmonella Paratyphi
B var. Java ST28 from Colombia and Europe showed
a phylogenetic separation between isolates from Colombia and Europe (31). We then hypothesized that
the separate lineage of Colombia strains could be
part of a larger lineage of Salmonella Paratyphi B var.
Java ST28 circulating in Latin America (31). Further
investigation of this hypothesis could help identify
potential events in poultry management (e.g., farming and trade) leading to the emergence and successful spread of Salmonella Paratyphi B var. Java ST28 in
both regions. Our objective was to compare the evolutionary and antimicrobial resistance relatedness of
poultry-associated Salmonella Paratyphi B var. Java
ST28 from Europe and Latin America using WGSbased phylogenetic and temporal analysis.
Methods
Strain and Genome Collection

Our study comprised isolates from countries in Latin
America and Europe that were previously serotyped
as Salmonella Paratyphi B var. Java. We selected
strains from different countries as follows.
Colombia

We used 259 epidemiologically independent isolates from broilers and broiler meat. We obtained
isolates from baseline studies in poultry conducted
in Colombia during 2008–2013 that originated from
25 samples from farms, 49 samples from slaughterhouses, and 185 samples from retail meat (32). As a
rule of thumb, 20% of these isolates were randomly
sampled using the select cases option in SPSS Statistics 24 (IBM, https://www.ibm.com). As a result, we
selected 52 isolates, 5 originating from samples from
farms, 5 from samples from slaughterhouses, and 42
from samples from retail.
Costa Rica

We selected all available strains from a previous
study to determine the prevalence of Salmonella spp.
in chickens at slaughter in the country in 2009 (33).
The Costa Rican Institute for Research and Training
in Nutrition and Health (Tres Ríos, Costa Rica) made
15 isolates available and provided 3 nonbroiler strains
of human, reptile, and swine origin.

Guatemala

Available strains from a previous study to determine
the prevalence of Salmonella in retail raw chicken carcasses in the country were included (29). The Center
for Health Studies from the Universidad del Valle de
Guatemala (Guatemala City, Guatemala) made 5 isolates available.
The Netherlands

Isolates were collected in the Netherlands as part of
the Monitoring of Antimicrobial Resistance and Antibiotic Usages in Animals program (34). Our study
comprised 1,279 isolates obtained during 2000–2016.
The isolates originated from broilers, broiler meat,
and chicken products (1,100 isolates), human enteric
infections (159 isolates), and other animals and food
items (20 isolates). A stratified random sampling was
performed with the Transform, Rank and Select Cases
options in SPSS Statistics 24 for every year within the
samples from broilers and broiler meat. In addition,
we included 2 randomly selected isolates from the entire pool of human isolates and 2 from other animals
and food items as nonbroiler references. As a result,
21 isolates originating from 16 broilers and 1 broiler
meat sample, 2 human enteric infections, and 2 from
other animals and food products were selected.
Historical Salmonella Paratyphi B Var. Java ST28 Strains

Two strains of human origin from Saudi Arabia isolated in 1987 (IP_6155/87) and 1992 (IP_7734/92) and
1 strain from a turkey of Israel origin isolated in Austria in 1988 (IP_6395/88) were identified from their
MLST profiles. These strains were the earliest Salmonella Paratyphi B var. Java ST28 strains from the
EnteroBase database (https://enterobase.warwick.
ac.uk) (35).
Publicly Available WGS Sequences

We queried EnteroBase for assembled genomes using the “experimental data” search option for strains
belonging to “ST28” in the “Achtman 7-gene MLST”
scheme (accessed February 22, 2018). We selected 65
strains with metadata available for year and country of isolation for phylogenetic and temporal analysis (Appendix 1, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/
article/26/6/19-1121-App1.xlsx).
WGS and In Silico Screening of Antimicrobial
Resistance Genes and Plasmid Content

We isolated genomic DNA from selected strains from
the Netherlands, Colombia, Costa Rica, and Guatemala using the UltraClean Microbial DNA Isolation Kit
(QIAGEN, https://www.qiagen.com). We performed
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WGS on the MiSeq platform using 2 × 250-bp reads
and the NextSeq platform using two 2 × 150-bp reads
(Illumina, https://www.illumina.com). WGS of historical strains was performed at the Plateforme de
microbiologie mutualisée from the Pasteur International Bioresources network (PIBnet, Institut Pasteur,
https://www.pasteur.fr) as previously described (36).
We assembled the genomes of historical and newly
sequenced strains with SPAdes version 3.10.1 (37)
and screened for antimicrobial resistance genes and
chromosomal mutations using ResFinder 3.1 (38). We
subtyped plasmids using PlasmidFinder 2.0 and plasmid MLST (pMLST) 2.0 (39). For newly sequenced genomes, we performed 7-gene MLST at the strain level
with MLST 1.8 (40).
Phylogenetic Time Trees and Effective
Population Size Estimates

For phylogenetic single-nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP) analysis of the core genome, we aligned WGS
of all Salmonella Paratyphi B. var. Java ST28 isolates
using Parsnp version 1.2 (41), excluding non-ST28
strains. We used Gubbins (42) to detect and visualize
recombination regions in the core genome alignment
and performed time-resolved phylogeny on recombination-filtered SNPs of the Salmonella Paratyphi B. var.
Java ST28 isolates that were extracted from the Gubbins results and used for divergence dating in BEAST
(43). We included only newly obtained genomes with
coverage >30. We used isolation dates as tip dates in
the phylogenetic tree, as outlined in the BEAST manual, with the following modifications: 10,000,000×
sampling and a general time-reversible model plus
γ correction as the distance model. We tested a strict
clock, relaxed logarithmic clock, and relaxed exponential clock as the clock model. We used a Bayesian
skyline plot with 3 groups as demographic models to
adjust for expected population changes and the effective sample size (ESS) method to select the strict
clock model because it had the highest ESS values. All
ESS values obtained with the strict clock model were
>1,000. To generate Bayesian skyline plots for the European and Latin American populations, we repeated
time-resolved phylogeny analysis using BEAST on 2
subsets containing the historical isolates and the isolates from Europe and Latin America.
Orthology Prediction and Plasmid/Chromosome
Contig Scoring

We annotated genomes using Prokka version 1.13
(44), followed by orthology predictions using Roary
(45). We differentiated chromosome and plasmid
contigs with an in-house built tool. In brief, we scored
1166

contigs for the presence of known plasmid genes
(https://github.com/aldertzomer/RFPlasmid), single-copy chromosomal marker genes (46), and kmer
profiles and inferred their likely origin (plasmid or
chromosomal) using a Random Forest model trained
on known plasmid and chromosome assemblies (A.L.
Zomer, unpub. data).
Comparison of Accessory Genome

We conducted principal component analysis (PCA)
for all isolates on the gene presence/absence tables from the output of orthology predictions. We
made comparisons using the accessory (noncore)
genome of chromosome contigs, complete plasmid
composition with all plasmid contigs, and plasmid
composition with only plasmid contigs >50 kb. We
made additional characterizations of prophage sequences using the PHAge Search Tool Enhanced
Release (47) and BLAST (https://blast.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/Blast.cgi).
Data Availability

We deposited sequences of the historical and newly
sequenced strains in the short-read archive of the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA) under project no.
PRJEB31547. Accession numbers of all collected genomes are provided (Appendix 1 Table 1).
Results
Phylogenetic Time Tree and Effective Population
Size of Salmonella Paratyphi B var. Java ST28

Most of the strains from poultry that we sequenced
from Colombia (48/52), Costa Rica (15/15), Guatemala (4/5), and the Netherlands (17/17) belonged to
ST28 (Table). Similarly, nonbroiler strains from a fish
product and a turkey in the Netherlands and 1 from
a pig carcass in Costa Rica belonged to ST28. Isolates
from 3 human and 1 reptile samples from Costa Rica
or the Netherlands belonged to STs different from
ST28 (Appendix 1 Table 1).
In the phylogenetic trees, the strains collected
from the Latin America countries formed a separate cluster. In contrast, the strains collected from
the Netherlands clustered with strains originating
from other countries in Europe (Figure 1). An additional cluster was formed by the historical strains,
which were neither from Europe nor Latin America. The molecular clock was estimated at 3.5 × 10–7
substitutions/site/year (1.7 SNPs/genome/year,
95% CI 1.44–2.0 SNPs/genome/year). The output
of BEAST indicated separation between strains
from Europe and Latin America occurred in 1987
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Table. Newly obtained and publicly available genomes of 155 Salmonella enterica serovar Paratyphi B variant Java sequence type 28
Source
Total
No. per source*
Years isolated
Historical
Saudi Arabia†
2
2 human
1987–1992
Austria†
1
1 poultry‡
1988
Europe
Belgium§
5
5 unknown
2014
Denmark§
9
8 poultry, 1 unknown
2009–2015
Germany§
5
3 poultry, 1 human, 1 unknown
2001–2013
Ireland§
2
2 human
2015–2016
Nigeria§¶
1
1 poultry
2009
The Netherlands†
19
18 poultry, 1 fish
2000–2016
United Kingdom§
24
18 unknown, 5 human, 1 bovine
2006–2017
Latin America
Colombia†#
67
67 poultry
2008–2013
Costa Rica†
16
15 poultry, 1 swine
2009–2014
Guatemala†
4
4 poultry
2012
*Source-metadata of publicly available genomes was obtained from EnteroBase (https://enterobase.warwick.ac.uk).
†Newly obtained.
‡Sample from a turkey imported from Israel.
§Publicly available.
¶Phylogenetically related to the European clade.
#19 genomes from previous reports in Colombia were publicly available in EnteroBase (31).

(95% CI 1978–1988) (Figure 1; Appendix 2 Figure
1, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/26/6/191121-App1.pdf). From the Bayesian Skyline plot,
we inferred that the effective population size (Ne) of
strains from Europe increased sharply in 1995 (95%
CI 1992–1998) and in Latin America in 2005 (95% CI
2001–2007) (Figure 2), 10 years later than in Europe.
In Silico Characterization of Frequent Antimicrobial
Resistance Genes and Plasmid Subtypes

We found a chromosomal class 2 integron (with dfrA1sat1-aadA1 [GenBank accession no. AB188271.1]) in
historical strain IP_6155/87, collected in 1987 in Saudi Arabia. However, this integron was not in the other 2 historical strains from Austria (originating from
Israel [IP_6395/88]) and Saudi Arabia [IP_7734/92]).
In strain IP_6155/87, the alignment of the class 2 integron was divided into multiple contigs. We also
found the integron in all strains from Europe and
Latin America in contigs of ≈50 kb carrying the
complete integron or divided into multiple contigs.
Alignments of ≈50 kb contigs carrying the complete
integron, revealed 100% identity within and between
strains from European and Latin American clades.
Resistance to β-lactams in strains from Europe
was mainly mediated by blaTEM-1B or blaTEM-1B-like
genes. These genes were found in 64% of isolates in
the European clade. In strains from the Latin American clade, blaCMY-2 was most prevalent and was carried
in 50% of strains (Figure 1). blaTEM-1B gene is known
to confer resistance to aminopenicillins and blaCMY-2
gene to extended-spectrum cephalosporins. In the
European clade, blaTEM-1B/1B-like was mainly found
on IncI1 plasmids (17/42) and, to a lesser extent, on
IncX4 (7/42) and IncHI2 (3/42) plasmids. In strains

from the Latin American clade, blaCMY-2 was mainly
found on IncI1/ST12 plasmids (25/33) (Figure 1).
The sul2 gene, conferring resistance to sulphonamides, was frequently encountered in strains from
Europe (48%) and Latin America (14%). In the European clade, sul2 was mainly found to co-localize with
blaTEM-1B/1B-like on IncI1 plasmids (17/30), whereas in
the Latin American clade, sul2 was found on ColRNAI-like plasmids (9/9). β-lactam and sulphonamide
resistance genes in the Latin American clade were
observed only in strains from Colombia (Figure 1).
In addition, >50% of strains from the European clade
exhibited known DNA gyrase mutations conferring
resistance to fluoroquinolones. The observed mutations were gyrA D87G (16/33), D87Y (10/33), and
S83F (7/33) (Figure 1). Although no strains from the
Latin American clade carried the chromosomal gyrA
mutations, they did carry qnrB19-harboring plasmids in 96% of the cases. qnrB19 is known to confer
reduced susceptibility to quinolones. This gene was
co-localized with ColRNAI-like plasmids in strains
from Latin America and in 1 strain from Europe from
recent years (2015) (Figure 1).
PCA of Accessory Genomes

We observed a marked distinction for the accessory genes located on chromosome contigs between
the European and Latin American clades (Figure 3).
The separation in the PCA was associated with the
presence of a prophage highly similar to the Salmonella phage SEN34 (National Center for Biotechnology Information reference sequence NC_028699.1)
in strains from Latin America. This phage was also
found in the genome of a Salmonella serovar Saintpaul
strain submitted in Canada (GenBank accession no.
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Figure 1. Phylogenetic time tree showing the
separation between the historical, EU, and LA clades.
Gray brackets indicate historical clades; blue brackets,
EU clades; orange brackets, LA clades. Tips in the
tree are aligned to the year of isolation of the strains.
Nodes are dated in the x-axis as estimated by BEAST
(43). Arrow indicates the node and year of separation
between EU and LA clades around 1987. *Sample
from a turkey imported from Israel. †Undefined sample
material. ‡Plasmids are indicated when resistance
genes and plasmid replicons were found in the same
contig. §IncI1/ST12 plasmids encoded CMY-2 only.
EU, European; LA, Latin American. Scale bar indicates
number of years.

CP022491.1). A few strains from Colombia closer to
the cluster of strains from Europe in the PCA (UGBOG142, UGVIL373, and SSIII_4_C2) lacked the sequence of this phage. Plasmid composition was similar in strains from Europe and Latin America (Figure
4). The profiles of plasmid composition were characterized by the presence of IncI1 plasmids (cluster
I), IncHI2 (cluster II), ColRNAI-like (cluster III), and
combinations of IncI1 and IncHI2 plasmids (cluster
1168

IV). Although the IncI1 plasmids had different pMLST
sequence types, their content appears to be remarkably similar as they are in proximity in the PCA plot
(cluster I). When exploring this further using only
plasmid contigs >50 kb in strains from both European and Latin American clades, we observed that the
IncI1 plasmid contigs clearly have near identical content (cluster I in Appendix 2 Figure 2). In strains with
multiple plasmid contigs, in addition to the cluster of
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Figure 2. Bayesian skyline
plots showing increase in
effective population size of
Salmonella enterica serovar
Paratyphi B variant Java
sequence type 28. Plots were
made separately with strains
originating from Europe (A) or
Latin America (B). Emergence
in Europe occurred in ≈1995
and in Latin America in ≈2005.
Black lines indicate estimates
of the median population over
time; purple shading indicates
95% CIs.

IncI1-like plasmids, IncHI2-like plasmid contigs were
differentiated in cluster II (Appendix 2 Figure 2).
Discussion
We selected public genomes using EnteroBase and
based on metadata availability and in silico serovar
and MLST characterization. In a comparison between
EnteroBase, ENA, and GenBank (Appendix 1 Table 2),
we found 3,524 genomes associated to BioSamples (i.e.,
unique identifiers linking metadata and sequencing
data) after querying EnteroBase for predicted serovar
“Paratyphi B Var. Java.” After querying “Salmonella
AND Java,” we found 1,245 in ENA and 1,299 in
GenBank. This difference is mainly due to the large
number of genomes submitted without serovar information (1,935/3,524) rather than those labeled differently from Paratyphi B or variant Java (71 genomes).
In this regard, in silico characterization in EnteroBase
helped surpass absent, incorrect, or multiple serovar
denominations accompanying genomes submitted to
the ENA and GenBank databases.

On the basis of MLST, we found that poultry-associated variant Java ST28 (380 isolates), human-associated ST43 (767 isolates), and reptile-associated ST88
(319 isolates) were among the most abundant STs in
EnteroBase. Most (143 isolates) ST28 genomes originated from poultry, and some (24 isolates) originated
from humans, which could indicate transfer between
these 2 sources. Because metadata were lacking on
their year of isolation in EnteroBase (Appendix 1 Table 2), some ST28 genomes were excluded from the
phylogenetic time trees in this study. Nevertheless,
phylogenetic analysis based on core genome MLST in
EnteroBase (35) strongly supported the separate clustering of historical strains and those from Europe and
Latin America (Appendix 2 Figure 3).
From the time-resolved phylogeny, we observed
that strain IP_6155/87 collected in 1987 was ancestral
to all the other strains analyzed. IP_6155/87 can be
hypothesized to be the strain most closely related to
the common ancestor of all analyzed strains, which
according to the output from the time-resolved
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Figure 3. Principal component
analysis plot comparing
accessory (noncore) genome
of chromosome contigs of
strains of Salmonella enterica
serovar Paratyphi B variant Java
sequence type 28. Oval rings
indicate clusters I and II. Cluster I
grouped together historical strain
IP_6155/87 with all strains from
Europe and some from Latin
American. Cluster II grouped
Latin America strains only.
Cluster II was associated with a
prophage sequence highly similar
to the Salmonella phage SEN34
(National Center for Biotechnology
Information reference sequence
no. NC_028699.1). The prophage
sequence was absent in strains
from cluster I.

phylogeny circulated around 1970 (95% CI 1962–
1974). This hypothesis is supported by the high level
of similarity between the contigs carrying the class 2
integron (with dfrA1-sat1-aadA1 [GenBank accession
no. AB188271.1]) between historical strain IP_6155/87
and strains from Europe and Latin America. Common ancestry of IP_6155/87 was also reflected in the
PCAs used to compare the accessory genome. At both
chromosome and plasmid levels, the accessory genome of this strain was closely related to strains from
Europe, Latin America, or both (Figures 3, 4; Appendix 2 Figure 2).

In comparison with previous estimations of mutation rates for Salmonella Typhimurium DT104 (3.4 ×
10−7 substitutions/site/year) (48), the molecular clock
calibrated for Salmonella Paratyphi B var. Java ST28 in
our study was estimated at 3.5 × 10–7 substitutions/
site/year, corresponding to 1.7 SNP/genome/year
(95% CI 1.44–2.0 SNP/genome/year). Our results
indicate similar mutation rates for these 2 S. enterica
serovars with distinct ecologic niches.
Previously, genomic characterization of Salmonella Paratyphi B var. Java ST28 from Colombia
suggested a different clade from the one observed
Figure 4. Principal component
analysis plot comparing plasmid
composition (all plasmid contigs)
of strains of Salmonella enterica
serovar Paratyphi B variant Java
sequence type 28. Oval rings
indicate clusters I–IV. All clusters
grouped strains from Europe
and Latin America and were
associated with IncI1 plasmids
(cluster I), IncHI2 (cluster II),
COLRNAI (cluster III), and
combinations of IncI1 and
IncHI2 plasmids (cluster IV).
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in Europe could be circulating in Latin America (31).
We found a distinct clade of Salmonella Paratyphi
B var. Java ST28 circulating in poultry from Costa
Rica, Guatemala, and Colombia. In Colombia, introduction of foreign technologies for poultry breeding,
housing, and processing occurred around 1960 (49).
Importation of this particular S. enterica serovar was
anticipated to have occurred around this time. Nevertheless, separation between the European and Latin American clades in our study was estimated with
BEAST in the 1980s (Figure 1; Appendix 2 Figure 1).
Furthermore, an increase in effective population size
in Latin America was observed only in 2005 (95%
CI 2001–2007), 10 years after the known increase in
Europe, reported in the literature (19) and observed
with Bayesian skyline in our study (Figure 2). Driving factors that led to the separation of clusters could
not be determined based on the availability of data
for this study.
The separation between the Latin American and
European clades comprised differences at both the
core and noncore genome level. Differences in antimicrobial resistance gene content, plasmid replicons,
and pMLSTs reflected the evolutionary separation of
the 2 clades. Among these differences, DNA gyrase
mutations conferring resistance to fluoroquinolones
and blaTEM-1B–carrying IncI1 plasmids were characteristic in the European clade. In contrast, qnrB19carrying ColRNAI-like plasmids conferring reduced
susceptibility to quinolones and blaCMY-2–carrying
IncI1/ST12 plasmids were found in Latin America.
In both clades, resistance to β-lactams was mainly
carried on IncI1 plasmids, with near-identical gene
content (cluster I in Figure 4) but from different
pMLST lineages. blaTEM-1B in Europe was associated with IncI/ST3 in some strains and blaCMY-2 with
IncI1/ST12 in Latin America. It is remarkable that
the genomic features confer resistance to β-lactam
drugs and quinolones/fluoroquinolones in both European and Latin American clades and thus indicate
parallel evolution of Salmonella Paratyphi B var. Java
ST28 in both geographic regions. Acquisition of such
antimicrobial resistance traits can be hypothesized
to have occurred as a consequence of selection pressure posed by the use of β-lactams and fluoroquinolones in poultry production. As an example, and
as previously suggested, the use of aminopenicillins
in broiler production potentially could have selected for blaCMY-2–carrying E. coli strains in the absence
of the use of cephalosporins (50). Furthermore, the
emergence of Salmonella Paratyphi B var. Java in Europe was associated with increased antimicrobial
resistance and the use of fluoroquinolones, such as

flumequine (19) or enrofloxacin, which could also
explain the sharp increase in effective population
size around 1995. For Latin America, such information is not available because data on the use of antimicrobial drugs in animals is not systematically collected in most countries in the region.
In conclusion, Salmonella Paratyphi B var. Java
ST28 from poultry in Europe and Latin America
form 2 different clades. The separation is estimated to have occurred during the 1980s (95% CI
1978–1988). The years with sharp increase in effective population size were estimated as 1995 for Europe and 2005 for Latin America. Previous reports
about the emergence of Salmonella Paratyphi B var.
Java in poultry in Europe supports these findings
for Europe (6,19); no historical data are available
for Latin America. In spite of their evolutionary divergence, the European and Latin American clades
have independently acquired different antimicrobial resistance genes on similar plasmids. These
genetic determinants confer resistance to β-lactam
drugs and quinolones and thus indicate parallel
evolution of Salmonella Paratyphi B var. Java ST28
in both regions.
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Invasive Group B
Streptococcus Infections
in Adults, England, 2015–2016
Simon M. Collin, Nandini Shetty, Theresa Lamagni

During 2015–2016, a total of 3,156 episodes of invasive
group B Streptococcus (iGBS) infection in adults (>15
years of age) were recorded in England, corresponding
to an annual incidence of 4.09/100,000 population. iGBS
incidence was highest in older patients and women of
childbearing age. The 493 pregnancy-related iGBS episodes correspond to a rate of 1.34/10,000 live births. In
adults up to 60–69 years of age and in pregnant women,
iGBS incidence increased with higher levels of socioeconomic deprivation. Hospital admissions associated with
iGBS were predominantly emergency admissions (73%
[2,260/3,099]); only 7% of nonpregnancy iGBS diagnoses
were made >48 hours after admission. Underlying conditions were highly prevalent in nonpregnant adult casepatients, including cardiovascular (57%), lung (43%), and
kidney (45%) disease and diabetes (40%). Post-iGBS
episode 30-day and 12-month all-cause mortality rates in
nonpregnant adults were 12% and 24%, respectively. No
pregnancy-related iGBS deaths were identiﬁed.

S

treptococcus agalactiae (group B Streptococcus; GBS)
is implicated in a range of clinical manifestations
in adults, including surgical site, skin and soft tissue,
and urinary tract infections (1–3). Invasive GBS (iGBS)
disease in adults is of growing clinical and public
health concern (4–6), with incidence in England and
Wales during 1996–2010 increasing almost 3-fold (7).
The increasing prevalence of known risk factors for
iGBS disease, including old age and underlying conditions such as diabetes (8–11), means that considerable
healthcare, economic, and social costs will be associated with iGBS disease in adults. The advent of vaccines
to prevent neonatal GBS disease raises the possibility
of preventing iGBS disease in other patient groups
(12). However, although neonatal iGBS has been the
subject of epidemiologic research for several decades
(13), adult iGBS disease is less well characterized.
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The aim of this study was to characterize iGBS
disease in adults by creating a national retrospective
cohort of cases in England identified through laboratory surveillance linked to hospital admissions data.
Our objectives were to describe characteristics of
adults who received diagnoses of iGBS; time to infection, medical specialty, and healthcare resource use
in patients admitted to a hospital within 7 days of diagnosis; concurrent conditions and surgery in current
and prior admissions up to 1 year before diagnosis;
and all-cause mortality within 30 days and within 1
year of an iGBS episode.
Methods
Case Deﬁnition

We defined iGBS infection through the isolation of S.
agalactiae recorded in specimens from a normally sterile site, such as blood, cerebrospinal fluid, joint fluid,
bone, pleural fluid, bronchoalveolar lavage, ascitic fluid, lymph node biopsy/aspirate, pericardial fluid, heart
valve, brain abscess, or other organs. We considered
laboratory test result records within 14 days to be part
of the same episode and merged them accordingly.
PHE Second Generation Surveillance System

We extracted laboratory-confirmed cases of iGBS
infection diagnosed from specimens taken during
January 1, 2015–December 31, 2016 from the Public
Health England (PHE) Second Generation Surveillance System (SGSS), the national communicable
disease surveillance database, for analysis. SGSS
collates microbiological diagnoses from laboratories
across England (including all National Health Service
[NHS] laboratories), primarily through automated
upload (14–16). In addition to information about the
laboratory, specimen, test method, and type of infection, SGSS records include patient identifiers and
demographic data (name, sex, date of birth, and the
patient’s NHS number).
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Hospital Episode Statistics

We identified corresponding hospital admissions for
episodes of iGBS infection through record linkage to
Hospital Episode Statistics (HES; https://digital.nhs.
uk). HES includes all NHS secondary care activity
(98% of all hospital activity in the country [17]) that
requires a hospital bed, including emergency and
planned (elective) admissions, day cases, and births.
HES admitted patient care data are collated by NHS
Digital to reimburse NHS hospitals for the costs of
care (using Healthcare Resource Group codes to
group diagnoses and interventions). These data provide clinical, demographic and organizational information, including data on diagnoses and procedures,
concurrent conditions (by code from the International
Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision [ICD-10]),
dates of admission, admission method (emergency
or elective), care provider, and geographic variables
mapped from a patient’s postcode.
Data Linkage and Statistical Analysis

Our analysis of hospital admissions associated
with iGBS episodes used a dataset created by linking SGSS laboratory records corresponding to iGBS
cases with HES hospital admission records (using
NHS numbers). Before performing this linkage, we
sent patient identifiable data from SGSS records to
NHS Digital’s Demographic Batch Service to validate recorded NHS numbers, trace missing patient
NHS numbers, and obtain dates of death (18). We
extracted corresponding HES records for a period 1
calendar year before and after the SGSS surveillance
period, January 1, 2014–December 31, 2017. To analyze treatment specialties and Healthcare Resource
Group when an iGBS episode had >1 associated admission, we selected the admission that was closest
to the specimen request date; each admission could
be represented by >1 treatment specialty. For each

iGBS episode recorded in SGSS, we defined an associated hospital admission as an admission occurring within 7 days of the iGBS specimen request
date (proxy for date of diagnosis). Pregnancy-related iGBS episodes were identified by an ICD-10 O
or Z370 code for diagnosis at admission. We built
multivariable models for risk factors associated with
all-cause 30-day and 12-month mortality after iGBS
unrelated to pregnancy, including age, sex, socioeconomic deprivation, underlying conditions, and
type of hospital admission as a priori risk factors.
We performed all analyses in Stata (https://www.
stata.com).
Results
During 2015–2016, a total of 3,156 iGBS episodes
in adults (>15 years of age) were recorded in England, corresponding to an incidence rate of 3.48 per
100,000 population per year (Table 1). In 87% (2,753)
of recorded episodes, GBS was isolated from a blood
culture; the 3 next most common specimen types
were from joint (5.6%), bone (2.7%), and bronchoalveolar lavage (2.4%). Of the 3,156 iGBS episodes,
2,999 (95.0%), representing 2,919 patients, could be
linked to a hospital admission record within 1 year
of iGBS diagnosis and 2,704 (representing 2,647 patients) to an admission within 7 days of iGBS diagnosis (associated hospital admission); of these 2,704
episodes, 479 (17.7%) were pregnancy related (Figure 1). Subtracting this proportion of cases from the
3,156 episodes for England during 2015–2016 gives
an estimated incidence rate for iGBS in nonpregnant
adults of 2.9/100,000 population/year.
Characteristics of Adults’ iGBS Infection

Analysis of sex and age identified that iGBS was
most likely to occur in older patients and women of childbearing age (Figure 2). Most (97.6%;

Table 1. Numbers of patients and episodes of iGBS infection among adults in England, 2015–2016*
No. (%) iGBS episodes per patient
No. iGBS
No.
Male sex,
No. (%) patients with
Age, y
episodes
patients
no. (%)
>2 iGBS episodes†
1
2
>3
15–19
21
21
7 (33.3)
0 (0.0)
21 (100.0)
0
0
20–29
241
230
27 (11.7)
3 (1.3)
227 (98.7)
2 (0.9)
1 (0.4)
30–39
388
376
58 (15.4)
2 (0.5)
374 (99.5)
2 (0.5)
0
40–49
277
261
128 (49.0)
3 (1.1)
258 (98.9)
2 (0.8)
1 (0.4)
50–59
363
334
205 (61.4)
13 (3.9)
321 (96.1)
9 (2.7)
4 (1.2)
60–69
493
466
278 (59.7)
11 (2.4)
455 (97.6)
8 (1.7)
3 (0.6)
70–79
565
533
304 (57.0)
18 (3.4)
515 (96.6)
17 (3.2)
1 (0.2)
>80
808
772
357 (46.2)
22 (2.8)
750 (97.2)
18 (2.3)
4 (0.5)
Total
3,156
2,993
1,364 (45.6)
72 (2.4)
2,921 (97.6)
58 (1.9)
14 (0.5)

Annual iGBS
incidence‡
0.33
1.63
2.66
1.87
2.50
4.13
6.76
15.1
3.48

*iGBS, invasive group B Streptococcus.
†Recurrent iGBS episodes detected during Jan 1, 2015–Dec 31, 2016 based on iGBS episodes for which patient’s NHS number was recorded in PHE
laboratory surveillance system (3084/3156 episodes)
‡Per 100,000 population. Numerator = iGBS episodes/2; denominator = Office for National Statistics mid-2016 population estimates for England
(http://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationandmigration/populationestimates/datasets/populationestimatesforukenglandandwales
scotlandandnorthernireland)
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Figure 1. Data flowchart of iGBS
infection in England, 2015 and
2016. iGBS, invasive group
B Streptococcus.

2,921/2,993) patients had a single episode; 1.9%
(58) had 2 and 0.5% (14) had >3 episodes (Table 1).
There were 493 pregnancy-related iGBS episodes
(4.09/10,000 live births). Assessment of incidence
(excluding maternity cases) by socioeconomic deprivation identified higher rates in more deprived
socioeconomic groups in all but the oldest (>70
years) age groups (Figure 3; Appendix Table 1,
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/26/6/191141-App1.xlsx). This social gradient was reversed
in elderly patients, with adults >80 years of age in
the least deprived quintile having a 2.5-fold higher
iGBS rate than in the most deprived quintile (23.8
vs. 9.4/100,000 population), an effect that was more
pronounced in male than in female patients (Appendix Table 2). Race and ethnicity was broadly
representative of the population of England (Appendix Table 3). The proportion who were black
(4.0%) was slightly higher than the national figure
(3.3%), and the proportion who were mixed race
was lower (0.8% vs. 2.2%).
1176

Hospital Admission, Time to Diagnosis,
Medical Specialty, and Healthcare Resource Group

Associated admissions (within 7 days of diagnosis)
were predominantly through the emergency department (2,260/3,099; 72.9%), except in women 20–39
years of age, for whom most admissions were classified as maternity-related (493/587; 84.0%) (Table
2). In nonpregnancy episodes, most iGBS diagnoses
(2,064/2,225; 92.8%) were from specimens taken within 48 hours of admission, suggesting that the infection
was community rather than healthcare associated. In
pregnancy-related episodes, 37.4% (179/479) of diagnoses were made >2 days after admission (Appendix
Table 4). Patients were under the care of 57 different
medical specialties (Appendix Table 5); general medicine was the most common specialty (1,435/4,011;
35.8%), followed by geriatric medicine (10.9%) and
obstetrics (10.9%). Of specialties with >50 associated
admissions, the second highest proportion of iGBS
diagnosed >2 days after admission, after obstetrics
and gynecology (37.4%), was in urology (25.7%). The
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Figure 2. Age and sex distribution
of patients >15 years of age who
received diagnoses of invasive
GBS infection, Public Health
England laboratory surveillance,
England, 2015 and 2016.

top 4 Healthcare Resource Group subchapters were
obstetric medicine (451/2,704; 16.7%), infectious
diseases and immune system disorders (431/2,704;
15.9%), respiratory system procedures and disorders
(366/2,704; 13.5%), and skin disorders (319/2,704;
11.8%) (Appendix Table 6).
Underlying Conditions and Surgery <1 Year before
iGBS Diagnosis

Analysis of ICD-10 codes recorded in the current
and previous (<1 year pre-iGBS) hospital admissions identified underlying conditions as common
in nonpregnant adults with iGBS disease (Table
3). Cardiovascular disease was recorded for 57.5%
(1,440/2,506) of all nonpregnancy iGBS episodes,
lung disease for 42.9% (1,076/2,506), kidney disease for 44.5% (1,115/2,506), and diabetes for 39.9%
(1,000/2,506). Prevalences of underlying conditions
were much lower in pregnancy-related cases; most
(349/493; 70.8%) had no recorded underlying condition (Appendix Table 7). After diagnostic imaging,
testing, and rehabilitation (1,674/2,999; 55.8%), the
4 most commonly recorded current or prior medical
procedures by anatomic chapter were arteries and
veins (550/2,999; 18.3%); pregnancy, childbirth, and
the puerperium (470/2,999; 15.7%); bones and joints
(439/2,999; 14.6%); and urinary (433/2,999; 14.4%)
(Appendix Table 8).
All-Cause Mortality after iGBS

Overall all-cause mortality in nonpregnant adults
in the 30 days after an iGBS episode was 12.5%

(313/2,506) (Table 4; Appendix Table 9). With extension to the 12 months after diagnosis, all-cause mortality increased to 29.2% (731/2,506). There were no
deaths related to the 493 maternal iGBS episodes. For
iGBS unrelated to pregnancy, 30-day mortality after an emergency admission was 13.3% (306/2,299),
compared with 3.4% (7/206) for elective admissions
(p<0.001). In a multivariable model, the strongest predictors of 30-day all-cause mortality for iGBS unrelated to pregnancy were older age (odds ratio [OR] 3.7
[95% CI 1.5–9.3] for age >80 years compared with
20–29 years), concurrent conditions (OR 5.3 [95% CI
1.7–16.9] for any of the conditions shown in Table 3
versus none), and emergency admission (OR 3.4 [95%
CI 1.6–7.5] versus nonemergency admission) (Appendix Table 10). Estimates suggested an increased risk
of death with higher levels of social deprivation, but
these apparent effects were not supported by statistical evidence. In relation to concurrent conditions recorded in the current or prior hospital admission(s),
we observed the highest 30-day mortality for iGBS
unrelated to pregnancy in patients with kidney disease (221/1,115; 19.8%), followed by cancer (81/437;
18.5%), lung disease (186/1,076; 17.3%), and neurologic disorders (138/800; 17.3%) (Appendix Table 11).
We observed similar effects for 12-month mortality
(Appendix Tables 12, 13).
Discussion
We characterized cases of iGBS disease occurring in
England over a 2-year period. The annual incidence
rate of 3.48/100,000 population during 2015–2016
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Figure 3. Social deprivation quintiles
for patients >15 years of age who
received diagnoses of invasive GBS
infection, Public Health England
laboratory surveillance, England,
2015 and 2016.

suggests a continuation of the trend in adults during 1991–2010, when incidence increased from 0.92 to
2.39/100,000 population (7). This trend is largely attributable to cases in adults, particularly the elderly. A
prominent feature of the iGBS age distribution in England is the relatively higher incidence among women
of childbearing age, as also seen in some other countries (8). Overall incidence in England for 2015–2016
(≈3/100,000 population, excluding maternity cases)
was one third the rate in nonpregnant adults in the
United States for the same period (6). This finding is the
opposite of the reported rates for pregnancy-related
iGBS, which are lower in the United States (0.1/1,000
live births) compared with England (0.3/1,000 live
births) (19), possibly because antenatal GBS screening
in the United States leads to widespread use of intrapartum antimicrobial prophylaxis.
1178

Prevalence of underlying conditions appeared to
be much higher in iGBS cases than in the adult population in England (20). For example, 40% of persons
with iGBS had diabetes (compared with 7% in the
general population), 17% cancer (2%), 58% cardiovascular disease (1%), 45% kidney disease (4%), and 30%
arthritis (1%). These findings are consistent with other
studies of iGBS in adults (5,6,8–11,21,22); the increasing prevalence of predisposing medical conditions
in the adult population may account for rising rates
of iGBS disease (4–8). Vaccination to prevent iGBS in
adults could be a key component of future preventive measures if appropriately targeted. The costeffectiveness of GBS vaccination has been evaluated
(favorably) in relation to neonatal disease (23,24), but
health economic studies encompassing nonpregnancy-associated adult disease are lacking (25). Health
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Table 2. Hospital admissions among adult patients with iGBS infection in England, 2015–2016*
Male patients, no. (%)
Female patients, no. (%)
Age, y
No. admissions
Elective
Emergency
No. admissions
Elective
Emergency
15–19
4
2 (50.0)
2 (50.0)
14
0
6 (42.9)
20–29
29
2 (6.9)
27 (93.1)
237
5 (2.1)
27 (11.4)
30–39
54
2 (3.7)
50 (92.6)
350
10 (2.9)
51 (14.6)
40–49
121
9 (7.4)
109 (90.1)
140
12 (8.6)
81 (57.9)
50–59
204
30 (14.7)
170 (83.3)
140
34 (24.3)
105 (75.0)
60–69
292
35 (12.0)
250 (85.6)
197
25 (12.7)
171 (86.8)
70–79
307
23 (7.5)
283 (92.2)
230
16 (7.0)
210 (91.3)
>80
366
26 (7.1)
331 (90.4)
414
19 (4.6)
387 (93.5)
Total
1,377
129 (9.4)
1,222 (88.7)
1,722
121 (7.0)
1,038 (60.3)

Maternity
8 (57.1)
205 (86.5)
288 (82.3)
46 (32.9)
1 (0.7)
0
0
0
548 (31.8)

*N = 3,099 associated hospital admissions (within 7 d of specimen date) represent 2,704 invasive GBS episodes in 2,647 patients. iGBS, invasive group
B Streptococcus.

economic studies of GBS vaccination to prevent GBS
disease in adults would need to take into account all
manifestations of GBS disease, including noninvasive
infections (26) and the possible prevention of antimicrobial resistance (6,27,28).
Further prevention measures could be identified through improved understanding of the role
of healthcare interventions and the wider hospital
environment in enabling disease occurrence (29).
Although most of the cases in this study were diagnosed at admission, suggesting community acquisition, the high prevalence of underlying conditions and the numbers of patients having medical
procedures in the preceding year suggest that prior
healthcare exposure was likely for a sizable proportion of patients.
In our study, 30-day mortality (12%) was higher than the case-fatality rate reported recently from
a population-based study in the United States (6%)
(6), but we included all-cause deaths within 30 days
of iGBS rather than deaths occurring during hospitalization for iGBS. The high 12-month mortality
rate that we observed in the youngest (15–19 years)
age group (5/12 cases) reflected deaths in young
adults with other medical conditions (2 with cancer, 1 with cardiovascular disease, 1 with multiple
concurrent conditions).

The steep gradients observed over quintiles of
social deprivation, with more deprived quintiles having higher iGBS incidence up to age 60–69 years but
lower incidence thereafter, could be attributed partly
to concurrent conditions, although overall prevalence
of such conditions did not differ substantially across
the quintiles. Social gradients have been reported for
different infectious diseases in England (30), including incidence increasing with deprivation for invasive group A Streptococcus, meningococcal, and pneumococcal infection. Incidence of community-acquired
pneumonia in older (>65 years of age) adults in the
United Kingdom showed a steep increase with level
of deprivation (31), the opposite of the trend that we
observed for iGBS in adults >70 years of age.
The trend that we observed of increasing maternity-related iGBS incidence with higher levels of social deprivation is entirely consistent with the trend
reported for risk of severe maternal sepsis in the
United Kingdom (32). The potential for iGBS prevention in this group is supported by a study showing
that >70% of women across all social grades would be
likely to accept antenatal GBS vaccination (33).
Although PHE’s microbiology surveillance database has national coverage (34), reporting of GBS
infection is not mandatory, and the completeness of
reporting is unknown. A comparison of MRSA and

Table 3. Underlying conditions among adult patients with invasive GBS (iGBS) infection unrelated to pregnancy in England,
2015–2016*
Age, y
Conditions
15–19
20–29
30–39
40–49
50–59
60–69
70–79
>80
Total
No. iGBS episodes
12
49
98
204
339
474
545
785
2,506
Diabetes
1 (8.3)
5 (10.2)
17 (17.4) 62 (30.4) 162 (47.8) 212 (44.7) 267 (49.0) 274 (34.9) 1,000 (39.7)
Peripheral vascular
1 (8.3)
5 (10.2)
31 (31.6) 46 (22.6) 113 (33.3) 154 (32.5) 203 (37.3) 289 (36.8) 842 (33.6)
disease
Cancer
2 (16.7)
2 (4.1)
1 (1.0)
28 (13.7) 57 (16.8)
77 (16.2) 107 (19.6) 163 (20.8) 437 (17.4)
Cardiovascular disease 3 (25.0)
12 (24.5) 32 (32.7) 58 (28.4) 125 (36.9) 249 (52.5) 355 (65.1) 606 (77.2) 1,440 (57.5)
Lung disease
5 (41.7)
20 (40.8) 39 (39.8) 72 (35.3) 148 (43.7) 193 (40.7) 242 (44.4) 357 (45.5) 1,076 (42.9)
Kidney disease
2 (16.7)
9 (18.4)
19 (19.4) 69 (33.8) 117 (34.5) 197 (41.6) 268 (49.2) 434 (55.3) 1,115 (44.5)
Neurologic disorders
2 (16.7)
11 (22.5) 21 (21.4) 53 (26.0) 111 (32.7) 124 (26.2) 167 (30.6) 311 (39.6) 800 (31.9)
Arthritis
0
5 (10.2)
12 (12.2) 42 (20.6) 74 (21.8) 125 (26.4) 189 (34.7) 294 (37.5) 741 (29.6)
None of these
3 (25.0)
12 (24.5) 23 (23.5) 28 (13.7)
27 (8.0)
39 (8.2)
17 (3.1)
15 (1.9)
164 (6.5)
*Values are no. (%) patients. Predefined conditions (Appendix Table 7, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/26/6/19-1141-App1.pdf) identified in current and
prior admissions (up to 1 y prediagnosis). iGBS, invasive group B Streptococcus.
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Table 4. All-cause 30-day and 12-month mortality among adult patients with iGBS infection in England, 2015–2016*
Male patients
Female patients, excluding pregnancy-related episodes
All-cause
All-cause
Median
All-cause
All-cause
Median (IQR)
No. iGBS deaths within
deaths within 1 (IQR) time to
No. iGBS deaths within deaths within time to death,
Age, y
episodes
30 d, no. (%)
y, no. (%)
death, d
episodes 30 d, no. (%)
1 y, no. (%)
d
15–19
6
0
3 (50.0)
39 (33–170)
6
2 (33.3)
2 (33.3)
4 (2–6)
20–29
27
1 (3.7)
2 (7.4)
144 (2–285)
22
0 (0.0)
2 (9.1)
179 (33–325)
30–39
59
4 (6.8)
7 (11.9)
3 (1–159)
39
1 (2.6)
2 (5.1)
58 (2–113)
40–49
120
14 (11.7)
27 (22.5)
26 (2–68)
84
3 (3.6)
8 (9.5)
37 (15–124)
50–59
212
21 (9.9)
44 (20.8)
39 (12–135)
127
3 (2.4)
15 (11.8)
80 (40–177)
60–69
281
21 (7.5)
51 (18.1)
45 (11–168)
193
21 (10.9)
46 (23.8)
72 (3–177)
70–79
310
38 (12.3)
93 (30.0)
57 (13–145)
235
34 (14.5)
66 (28.1)
30 (8–119)
>80
359
77 (21.4)
177 (49.3)
41 (10–188)
426
73 (17.1)
186 (43.7)
54 (8–136)
Total
1,374
176 (12.8)
404 (29.4)
44 (10–167)
1,132
137 (12.1)
327 (28.9)
53 (8–138)
*iGBS, invasive group B Streptococcus; IQR, interquartile range.

E. coli data reported to a separate mandatory surveillance system showed that voluntary reporting represented >80% of records for bacteremia caused by these
2 species (35,36). A further limitation of our analysis
is that, even with linkage to hospital episode data, we
lacked sufficiently detailed clinical information on the
manifestations and severity of the iGBS cases and outcomes resulting from GBS. This inability to ascertain
clinical case characteristics constrained us to analyzing
iGBS patients as a homogeneous group, which they
will not be in practice (2,5,6,9,37). Although bronchoalveolar lavage is not universally considered a sterile site
sample, we included these specimens in our iGBS case
definition to capture lower respiratory tract infections.
Although we cannot completely discount the possibility that some of the respiratory isolates were contaminants, national standards for microbiology laboratories
provide guidelines to differentiate these from clinically
significant infections (38).
In conclusion, incidence of iGBS disease in
adults continues to increase in England, and high
risk groups include the elderly, pregnant women,
and adults with underlying conditions. Most nonpregnant adults have emergency cases, and all-cause
mortality is high (one quarter of cases). Reasons for
the strong social gradients at different ages merit
further investigation, as does the potential for prevention of iGBS through vaccination.
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Zoonotic Alphaviruses in Fatal
and Neurologic Infections in
Wildlife and Nonequine
Domestic Animals, South Africa
Jumari Steyn, Isabel Fourie, Johan Steyl, June Williams, Voula Stivaktas,
Elizabeth Botha, Stefanie van Niekerk, Bjorn Reininghaus, Marietjie Venter

Alphaviruses from Africa, such as Middelburg virus
(MIDV), and Sindbis virus (SINV), were detected in horses with neurologic disease in South Africa, but their host
ranges remain unknown. We investigated the contribution
of alphaviruses to neurologic infections and death in wildlife and domestic animals in this country. During 2010–
2018, a total of 608 clinical samples from wildlife and
nonequine domestic animals that had febrile, neurologic
signs or unexplained deaths were tested for alphaviruses. We identified 32 (5.5%) of 608 alphavirus infections
(9 SINV and 23 MIDV), mostly in neurotissue of wildlife,
domestic animals, and birds. Phylogenetic analysis of the
RNA-dependent RNA polymerase gene confirmed either
SINV or MIDV. This study implicates MIDV and SINV as
potential causes of neurologic disease in wildlife and nonequine domestic species in Africa and suggests a wide
host range and pathogenic potential.

A

lphaviruses (family Togaviridae) have been recognized as major emerging viruses. New World
alphaviruses, such as Western equine encephalitis
virus, Eastern equine encephalitis virus, and Venezuelan equine encephalitis virus, are traditionally
associated with severe disease, such as encephalitis
and a high mortality rate in humans and horses in the
Americas and Australia (1,2). Old World alphaviruses, such as o’nyong nyong virus, chikungunya virus,
and Sindbis virus (SINV), are associated mostly with
arthralgia, although rare infections with neurologic
disease have been reported in humans and equids
(3). Chikungunya virus was responsible for millions
of human infections in new territories, and although
Author affiliation: University of Pretoria, Pretoria, South Africa
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the case-fatality rate was low, outbreaks resulted in
major illness and long-term sequelae in affected persons (4,5). Old and New World alphaviruses cluster
in separate phylogenetic groups (6), but limited information is available about pathogenesis and host
range of alphaviruses from Africa and pathogenesis
in animals.
SINV is a human pathogen that is distributed
across Africa, Europe, Australia, and Asia (7). Large
outbreaks of infection have been recorded in humans in South Africa since 1974 (8). Limited studies on the disease potential of SINV in animals have
been conducted. The reservoir hosts are primarily
migratory birds (9,10); various Culex mosquitoes are
the main vectors. Recent reports suggest that SINV
might cause febrile and neurologic disease in horses
in South Africa (11,12).
Middelburg virus (MIDV) was discovered in the
late 1950s in Aedes species mosquitoes (13), although
it was only linked to disease in 1990 (14) after MIDV
was isolated from a horse with signs of infection with
African horse sickness virus in Zimbabwe (14). Since
that time, MIDV has been implicated as the etiologic
agent of neurologic and febrile disease in horses in
South Africa (11). Seroprevalence studies in South Africa during 1959–1960 identified MIDV antibodies in
humans, cattle, sheep, and goats (15,16). The vector
status of MIDV is largely unknown; only Ae. caballus
and Mansonia africana mosquitoes have been implicated (17). Little is known about the epidemiology of
MIDV, including confirmed reservoir hosts, susceptible species, and zoonotic potential. MIDV, recombinant virus originating from Semliki Forest virus and
Mayaro virus (14), forms its own complex, rather than
clustering within the Semliki Forest virus complex (6).
Identification of MIDV and SINV as possible neurologic pathogens in horses in South Africa prompted
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the investigation of undiagnosed neurologic and febrile disease or sudden unexplained death in wildlife,
nonequine domestic animals, and birds. The purpose
of our study was to investigate the host range and association of alphaviruses from Africa with neurologic
disease and death, as well as to increase knowledge
on pathogenesis and the zoonotic potential of these
2 viruses.
Materials and Methods
Clinical Infections

This study forms part of an ongoing passive surveillance study to detect zoonotic arboviruses in South
Africa. A total of 608 EDTA-treated blood or postmortem specimens from animal species other than horses
that had neurologic disease, acute febrile illness of
unknown origin, or sudden unexpected death during February 2010–September 2018 in South Africa
were submitted to the Centre for Viral Zoonoses, Department of Medical Virology, University of Pretoria
(Pretoria, South Africa). Clinical cases were submitted by wildlife veterinarians and pathologists who
identified cases that fit the case definition of febrile
or neurologic signs or sudden unexpected deaths
of unknown origin. EDTA-treated blood or serum
samples were submitted when animals were alive,
whereas tissues were submitted if the animal died.
Preferred tissue type was brain matter or spinal cord
and visceral organs, including lungs, spleen, and liver
samples. The study was approved under Section 20
(no. 12/11/1/1) by the Department of Forestry and
Fisheries and by the Animal Ethics Committee (no.
V057–15 and H12/16).
We performed full necropsy examination at the
Section of Pathology, Department of Paraclinical
Sciences, Faculty of Veterinary Science, University
of Pretoria, for animals that had clinically progressive quadriparesis, apparently normal mentation,
and positive results for MIDV or SINV by reverse
transcription PCR. We collected a wide range of
organs and tissues from all wildlife cases and preserved the samples in 10% neutral buffered formalin for histologic examination. We microscopically
examined routinely prepared, hematoxylin and eosin–stained (18) histologic sections by using a standard light microscope.
RNA Extraction and PCR

We extracted all specimens under Biosafety Level
3 (BSL-3) conditions in the Department of Forestry
and Fisheries compliant BSL-3 laboratory at the Centre for Viral Zoonoses, University of Pretoria. We

extracted virus RNA from blood or body fluids by
using a Viral Mini Kit (QIAGEN, https://www.qiagen.com) according to the manufacturer’s instructions and virus RNA from tissue samples by using
the RNeasy Kit (QIAGEN). We analyzed all clinical
specimens by using genus-specific nested real-time
PCRs (11). We designed specific MIDV (forward 62855′GCAGCCTTTTGTCCGTCYAA-236305 and reverse
6633
5′-GGCTTCAAGTCRTAGGTTT-3′6614) and SINV
(forward 62855′-GCAACCTTYTGCCCCGCYAA-′36305
and reverse 66335′-GGGACCAAATTATRCGTCT-326613)
nested primers to increase the RNA-dependent RNA
polymerase gene region from 198 bp to 348 bp for phylogenetic analysis by using the same conditions as in
the alphavirus PCR (11). We designed primers on the
basis of MIDV strain SAE_25/11 (GenBank accession
no. KF680222) and SINV strain SA_AR86 (accession no.
U38305). For differential diagnosis, we also screened
all specimens for flaviviruses (19), equine encephalosis
virus (20), and Shuni virus (21).
Sanger Sequencing and Phylogenetic Analysis

Arbovirus PCR-positive results were confirmed by sequencing at Inqaba Biotec (https://www.inqababiotec.
co.za). We analyzed sequence data by using CLC
Main Workbench 8 (QIAGEN) and MEGA 6.06 software (https://www.megasoftware.net). We performed
multiple sequence alignments by using MAFFT version
7 software (http://mafft.cbrc.jp) with default parameters and used them to assemble sequences. We conducted maximum-likelihood analysis by using RaxML
(22) and invoking the auto-MRE bootstopping function
by applying a generalized time-reversible model with
gamma distribution of rates across sites. We calculated
bootstrap support values by using the autoMRE bootstopping criterion in RaxML. We conducted P-distance
analysis in MEGA 6.06 and determined average within
mean group distance between MIDV and SINV strains.
We submitted sequences >200 bp to GenBank.
Virus Isolation

We subjected all PCR-positive samples to virus isolation on African green monkey kidney cells (Vero)
and baby hamster kidney cells (BHK-21 clone 3).
We maintained cells in Earle minimum essential
medium (EMEM) containing l-glutamine (Lonza,
https://www.lonza.com), MycoZap CL-Plus (Lonza), 10% fetal calf serum (FCS) (Lonza) for Vero or
20% FCS for BHK-21 clone 3 cells in an Intercool
Incubator (Lasec, https://www.lasec.com) at 37°C
and an atmosphere of 5.0% CO2.
We performed isolations by using EMEM containing 10% fetal calf serum and Mycozap CL-Plus for
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Vero cells and 20% fetal calf serum and Mycozap CLPlus for BHK-21 clone 3 cells and incubated at 37°C
in an atmosphere of 5% CO2. We inoculated blood or
serum samples (200 µL) from animals directly onto
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)–washed cells, incubated for 1 h, and washed once with PBS, then added
2% EMEM. We cut tissue specimens into pieces (≈5
mg) and homogenized with sterile glass beads (Merck, https://www.merck.com) at 100 × g for 6 min
by using a TissueLyzer (QIAGEN). We then centrifuged homogenates at 1,000 × g for 10 min to collect
debris. We used 200 µL of supernatant to infect PBSwashed cells, incubated them for 1 h, and then added
2% EMEM. We passaged cultures 3–4 times at 7-day
intervals, observing monolayers daily for cytopathic
effect. Between passages, we froze cultures at –80°C,
thawed 3 times, and clarified by centrifuging at 1,000
× g for 5 min.
Data Analysis

We performed data and statistical analyses by using Epi Info version 7.2.0.1 (https://www.cdc.gov/
epiinfo/index.html) and a Fisher exact test with 95%
CIs and odds ratios (ORs) to calculate the association
between clinical signs and infection. We excluded

animals that were found dead (n = 76) or were aborted (n = 23) or stillborn (n = 13) from OR analysis.
Results
During the 9-year study period, we tested 608 animals that had unsolved neurologic, febrile, and respiratory signs or sudden unexpected death. We
detected MIDV in 23 (3.8%, 95% CI 2.4%–5.5%) animals and SINV in 9 (1.5%, 95% CI 0.5%–2.4%) (Table
1). We detected MIDV in wildlife (16/361; 4.4%, 95%
CI 2.3%–6.6%), domestic animals (5/196; 2.6%, 95%
CI 0.3%–4.8%), and wild birds (2/51; 3.9%, 95% CI
0%–9.3%) and SINV in wildlife (7/608; 1.1%, 95% CI
0.5%–3.4%) and domestic animals (2/196; 1%, 95% CI
0%–2.4%) (Table 1). We did not detect SINV in clinical
samples from birds.
The 608 animals tested were from 99 animal species, of which 14 species were positive for MIDV or
SINV (Table l). We detected MIDV in white rhinoceros
(9.2%, 95% CI 2.2%–16.3%), buffalo (3.7%, 95% CI 0%–
8.7%), domestic bovids (5.4%, 95% CI 0.8%–10.0%),
warthogs (7.7%, 95% CI 0%–18.0%), lions (22.2%, 95%
CI 0%–49.4%), birds (lemon dove and blue crane;
3.9%, 95% CI 0%–9.2%), sable antelopes (3.8%, 95%
CI 0%–8.9%), waterbucks (33.3%, 95% CI 0%–86.7%),

Table 1. Samples from wildlife, nonequine domestic animals, and birds tested for alphavirus by using nested real-time PCRs specific
for MIDV and SINV, South Africa*
No. positive (%, 95% CI)
Animal
No. tested
MIDV
SINV
Buffalo (Syncerus caffra)
54
2 (3.7, 0.0–8.7)
1 (1.9, 0.0–5.4)
Avian†
51
2 (3.9, 0.0–9.2)
0
Sable antelope (Hippotragus niger)
53
2 (3.8, 0.0–8.9)
2 (3.8, 0.0–8.9)
Warthog (Phaecocherus africanus)
26
2 (7.7, 0.0–18.0)
0
White rhinoceros (Ceratotherium simum)
65
6 (9.2, 2.2–16.3)
1 (1.5, 0.0–4.5)
Lion (Panthera leo)
9
2 (22.2, 0.0–49.4)
0
Waterbuck (Kobus ellipsiprymnus)
3
1 (33.3, 0.0–86.7)
0
Genet (Genetta genetta)
2
1 (50.0, 0.0–119.3)
1 (50.0, 0.0–119.3)
Giraffe (Giraffa camelopardalis)
6
0
1 (16.7, 0.0–46.5)
Blesbuck (Damaliscus pygargus phillipsi)
4
0
1 (25.0, 0.0–67.4)
Crocodile (Crocodylus niloticus)
12
0
0
Springbok (Antidorcas marsupialis)
4
0
0
Roan antelope (Hippotragus equinus)
3
0
0
Other antelope‡
82
0
0
Elephant (Loxodonta africana)
6
0
0
Equine (zebra/donkeys)§
10
0
0
Carnivores¶
17
0
0
Alpaca
8
0
0
Domestic bovid
93
5 (5.4, 0.8–10.0)
0
Domestic sheep
45
0
1 (2.2, 0.0–6.5)
Domestic and other porcine
5
0
1 (20.0, 0.0–46.5)
Camel
8
0
0
Goat
1
0
0
Wildlife
361
16 (4.4, 2.3–6.6)
7 (1.9, 0.5–3.4)
Domestic
196
5 (2.6, 0.3–4.8)
2 (1.0, 0.0–2.4)
Avian
51
2 (3.9, 0.0–9.2)
0
Total
608
23 (3.8, 2.4–5.5)
9 (1.5, 0.5–2.4)
*MIDV, Middelburg virus; SINV, Sindbis virus.
†Avian MIDV-positive: laughing dove (Spilopelia senegalensis) and blue crane (Grus paradisea).
‡Kudu, wildebeest, impala.
§Zebra and donkeys.
¶Jackal, hyena, wild dog, civet.
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and genets (50%, 95% CI 0%–119.3%) (Table 1). SINV
was detected in buffalo (1.9%, 95% CI 0%–5.4%), sable antelopes (3.8%, 95% CI 0%–8.9%), rhinoceroses
(1.5%, 95% CI 0%–4.5%), giraffes (16.7%, 95% CI 0%–
46.5), European wild boar (16.7%, 95% CI 0%–46.5%),
sheep (2.2%, 95% CI 0%–6.5%), blesbucks (25%, 95%
CI 0%–67.4%), and genets (50%, 95% CI 0%–119.3%)
(Table 1). One co-infection with MIDV and SINV
was reported in a genet (Table 1). Two white rhinoceroses had co-infections (MVA07/10 with MIDV
and Shuni virus, MVA11/10 with MIDV and equine
encephalosis virus). Two animals, a domestic bovid
(ZRU176/14/2) and a buffalo (ZRU160/18), had coinfections with MIDV and West Nile virus.
All SINV-positive animals and 20 (87%) of 23
MIDV PCR-positive animals had virus detected in
postmortem specimens (Table 2). MIDV was detected primarily in the central nervous system (CNS;
14/23, 60.9%), followed by visceral organs (10/23,

43.5%), blood (5/23, 21.7%), and respiratory organs
(2/23, 8.7%). SINV was detected primarily in the CNS
(5/9, 55.6%), visceral organs (3/9, 33.3%), respiratory organs (2/9, 22.2%) and cerebrospinal fluid (1/9,
11.1%). All clinically sick animals infected with MIDV
(22/22) (p = 0.06) and SINV (6/6) (p = 1) had neurologic manifestations as a primary diagnostic sign (Table 2). Tongue paralysis (OR 32.5, 95% CI 2.9–368.3)
was associated with SINV-positive animals (p<0.05)
(Table 2). Three animals were found dead and subsequently found to be positive for MIDV (waterbuck)
and SINV (buffalo and blesbuck), and an aborted Merino sheep fetus was positive for SINV (Table 2).
Most MIDV infections were reported during 2010
(5/62, 8.1%) and 2015 (5/60, 8.3%), followed by 2017
(4/90, 4.4%), 2014 (3/69, 4.3%), 2018 (3/75, 4.0%),
2012 (1/30, 3.3%), and 2011 (2/80, 2.5%). No MIDV
infections were detected during 2016 (Figure 1). SINV
infections were highest in 2018 (4/75, 5.3%), followed

Table 2. Clinical signs associated with MIDV and SINV infections in wildlife, nonequine domestic animals, and birds, South Africa*
Virus, sign, and outcome
No. (%) positive, n = 22 No (%) negative, n = 474
Odds ratio (95% CI)
p value
MIDV
Sign
Fever
4 (18.2)
42 (8.9)
2.3 (0.7–7.1)
0.1
Neurologic signs
22 (100.0)
404 (85.2)
ND
0.06
Ataxia
4 (18.2)
100 (21.1)
0.8 (0.2–2.5)
1.0
Paralysis
4 (18.2)
60 (12.7)
1.5 (0.5–4.7)
0.7
Quadriparesis
6 (27.3)
114 (24.1)
1.8 (0.5–3.1)
0.8
Tongue paralysis
0
4 (0.8)
ND
1.0
Recumbency
4 (18.2)
101 (21.3)
0.8 (0.3–2.5)
1.0
Dyspnea
0
81 (17.1)
ND
1.0
Hemorrhage
0
11 (2.3)
ND
1.0
Congenital deformities
0
7 (1.5)
ND
1.0
Blindness
0
11 (2.3)
ND
1.0
Icterus
0
2 (0.4)
ND
1.0
Seizure
0
29 (6.1)
ND
1.0
Outcome
n = 23
n = 585
Sudden unexpected death
1 (4.4)
75 (12.8)
0.3 (0.0–2.3)
0.3
Abortion
0
23 (4.1)
ND
1.0
Stillbirth
0
13 (2.7)
ND
1.0
Fatal
20 (87.0)
501 (85.6)
1.1 (0.3–3.9)
1.0
SINV
n=6
n = 490
Sign
Fever
1 (16.7)
45 (9.2)
2.0 (0.2–17.3)
0.5
Neurologic signs
6 (100.0)
420 (85.7)
ND
1.0
Ataxia
2 (33.3)
102 (20.8)
1.9 (0.3–10.5)
0.6
Paralysis
1 (16.7)
63 (12.9)
1.4 (0.2–11.8)
0.7
Quadriparesis
0
120 (24.5)
ND
1.0
Tongue paralysis
1 (16.7)
3 (0.6)
32.5 (2.9–368.3)
<0.05
Recumbency
2 (33.3)
103 (21.0)
1.9 (0.3–10.4)
0.6
Dyspnea
1 (16.7)
80 (16.3)
1.0 (0.1–89)
1.0
Hemorrhage
0
11 (2.2)
ND
1.0
Congenital deformities
0
7 (1.4)
ND
1.0
Blindness
0
11 (2.4)
ND
1.0
Icterus
0
2 (0.4)
ND
1.0
Seizure
0
29 (5.9)
ND
1.0
Outcome
n=9
n = 599
Sudden unexpected death
2 (22.2)
74 (12.7)
0.5 (0.1–2.4)
0.3
Abortion
1 (11.1)
22 (3.8)
3.3 (0.4–27.4)
0.3
Stillbirth
0
13 (2.7)
ND
0.8
Fatal
9 (100.0)
512 (85.5)
ND
1.0
*ND, not determined; MIDV, Middelburg virus; SINV, Sindbis virus.
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by 2014 (2/69, 2.9%), 2013 (1/50, 2%), and 2010 and
2015 (each 1/67, 1.5%). No SINV infections were reported during 2011, 2012, 2016, and 2017 (Figure 1).
MIDV positivity was highest in April (5/55, 9.1%),
followed by November (3/38, 7.9%) (Figure 1). No
positive animals were reported during February, October, or December. SINV positivity was highest in
September (3/65, 4.6%), followed by February (2/48,
4.2%) (Figure 1). Samples were received from all 9
provinces, although positive samples were detected
in only 6 provinces (Figure 2).
No specific macroscopic lesions could be demonstrated at necropsy for cases submitted to the Section
of Pathology, Faculty of Veterinary Science, University of Pretoria. Similar to other parenchymal tissues
examined, no distinct cytologic nor architectural
abnormalities could be demonstrated in the CNS of
examined cases. Some of these animals died after a
short period (<3 days) of recumbency. In these cases,
secondary factors, such as dehydration and unrelenting high levels of stress, were suspected to contribute
to death. In some instances, animals with severe cases
were euthanized for humane reasons or as part of disease management for elective necropsy to determine
the cause of outbreaks of neurologic signs in wildlife.
Phylogenetic analysis of the partial nonstructural
protein 4 (nsP4) gene region (348 bp) confirmed all
virus-positives cases as being infected with MIDV or
SINV (Figure 3). Maximum-likelihood analysis resulted
in a topology lacking strong support in deeper nodes for
several alphavirus groups. However, we obtained bootstrapping values of 95 for MIDV clades and 93 for SINV
clades (Figure 3). The MIDV complex had 2 separate
clades within the group, and viruses detected in lions
(Carnivora) were sister clades to viruses detected in rhinoceroses, warthogs, buffalo, sable antelopes, domestic
bovids, and blue cranes, which clustered together (bootstrap value = 70) (Figure 3) and had a between-group

mean distance of 96%. The SINV clade (Western equine
encephalitis virus complex) also formed a separate cluster with the positive samples primarily from the 2018
group that was separate from positive samples reported
in 2010, 2013, and 2014 (bootstrap value = 66) (Figure
3) and had a between group mean distance of 93.7%.
Within-group mean nucleotide distances were 98.4% for
MIDV and 95.4% for SINV.
Discussion
We identified a total of 32 alphavirus infections in
wildlife, nonequine domestic animals, and 2 birds
that had neurologic or febrile signs or unexplained
death over a period of 9 years (2010–2018) as MIDV (n
= 23) or SINV (n = 9). Detection of these viruses in the
CNS indicates that they are able to cross the blood–
brain barrier and suggests that they might cause
pathologic changes, neurologic disease, and death in
infected animals. Detection of viral RNA in respiratory organs and visceral organs suggest spread of these
viruses throughout the body. The success rate of virus isolation from neural tissue is low because death
is often the end stage of disease concurrent with a low
virus titer, which can often only be detected by nested
PCR. Virus isolation can also be related to the quality of clinical specimens received from wildlife and
domestic animals, which were often found dead in
remote areas and took some time to reach the laboratory, as compared with equine cases, which are often
detected earlier by owners during the stage of clinical
disease and therefore are sampled earlier.
All cases were accompanied by a case investigation form with clinical and epidemiologic data recorded by the submitting veterinarian. All animals
that had clinical information available had neurologic signs suggesting infection with MIDV and SINV
as likely etiologies of neurologic disease (p = 0.06)
despite the small sample size of alphavirus-positive
Figure 1. Seasonal detection of
32 alphavirus-positive infections
of wildlife, nonequine domestic
animals and birds, South Africa,
February 2010–September
2018. Error bars indicate 95%
CIs. MIDV, Middelburg virus;
SINV, Sindbis virus.
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Figure 2. Locations of MIDV and SINV PCR-positive and –negative samples from wildlife, nonequid domestic animals, and avian
species, South Africa, 2010–2018. Inset shows location of South Africa in Africa. Values in parentheses are number of animals. MIDV,
Middelburg virus; SINV, Sindbis virus.

cases compared with alphavirus-negative cases. None
of the other signs could clearly be associated with
these viruses because of the small sample size of virus-positive animals. This finding suggests that these
Old World alphaviruses might have similar characteristics to their New World relatives in some species
(11,23). SINV was strongly associated with tongue
paralysis, as observed in the giraffe (ZRU54_13). Although the overall positivity rate was low for samples
tested during this study, specific species were positive more frequently for alphaviruses. These species
include white rhinoceros, buffalo, and sable antelope,
all of which had >1 infections for MIDV and SINV.
MIDV was reported more frequently in white rhinoceroses and domestic bovids. SINV was not detected in domestic bovids but was detected in sheep and
domestic porcines. In a few instances, samples from an
animal were submitted from a cluster of animal deaths
and apparent outbreak scenarios. A MIDV-positive
white rhinoceros (MVA004/10) was given a diagnosis after 9 rhinoceroses from the same population

had similar clinical signs. All animals were subjected
to postmortem investigation over a 2-year duration
at the Faculty of Veterinary Science, University of
Pretoria. CNS tissues from an adult white rhinoceros (MVA007/10) from Broederstroom, North West
Province, showed positive results for MIDV and
equine encephalosis virus. A rhinoceros calf that
was kept in the same boma (livestock enclosure) had
similar signs and had died 5 days earlier. A warthog
(MVA51/10) was part of a disease outbreak involving
≈50 similar cases in contact animals of the same species in Marekele National Park, Limpopo Province.
All warthogs of the specific sounder (group) showed
signs of ataxia that lasted 3–7 days, after which some
recovered and some died. A captive-bred African
buffalo calf from Bloemfontein, Free State Province,
also died after paralysis developed, and an uncountable number of animals in the herd were positive for
MIDV. These 3 cases of disease can be regarded as
disease outbreaks affecting multiple contact animals
from the same epizootic unit.
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Phylogenetic analyses based on the partial nsP4
gene support the monophyletic grouping of SINV
with the New World viruses in the Western equine
encephalitis virus complex (24,25). The analysis

also supports the grouping of MIDV strains into
a genetic complex, with a 95% bootstrap support
(23), with MIDV sequences obtained from 2 lions
(ZRU209_15 and ZRU211_15), forming a sister

Figure 3. Phylogram of the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase gene (348-bp fragment) of alphaviruses rooted at the midpoint and
created by using maximum-likelihood analysis (67 taxa, generalized time-reversible model with gamma distribution of rates across
sites). Black circles indicate wildlife, domestic animals, and birds from South Africa, February 2010–September 2018, and open circles
indicate previously reported virus-positive horses (11). Numbers on branches are bootstrap support values. Values are shown if they are
>60. Sample identification and GenBank Accession numbers: MVA51/10, MK114099; ZRU139/18, MK114091; ZRU140/18, MK114087;
ZRU158/14, MK114089; ZRU160/18, MK114092, ZRU203/18_Lung, MK114094; ZRU203/18_Spleen, MK114093; ZRU204/18,
MK114095; ZRU209/15, MK114096; ZRU211/15, MK114097; ZRU214/18, MK114098; ZRU54/13, MK114090; ZRU93/15, MK114088.
Reference strain, name, accession number, and origin are as described by Forrester et al. (6). Scale bar indicates nucleotide
substitutions per site. EEEV, Eastern equine encephalitis virus; MIDV, Middelburg virus; SFV, Semliki Forest virus; SPDV, salmon
pancreas disease virus; WEEV, Western equine encephalitis virus.
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group to the other virus-positive animals. A mean
nucleotide distance of 96% was observed between
the 2 groups. The 2 MIDV-positive lions originated
from Mpumalanga Province, and the rest of the
MIDV-positive animals were from Gauteng, Limpopo, Free State, Northern Cape, Western Cape,
and KwaZulu-Natal Provinces. This clade groups
with MIDV strains previously identified in horses
from these areas (11). These findings could indicate
geographic clustering between strains.
Similar results were obtained for the SINV
strains, although positive samples clustered according to year, with a between group mean nucleotide
distance of 93.7%, possibly indicating changes in
the strains circulating over time. Because birds are
believed to be reservoir hosts for SINV, new strains
might be introduced through migratory birds. Pdistance analysis showed little or no nucleotide
variation in the nsP4 gene region for MIDV and
SINV strains respectively identified in this study,
apart from the limited differences described above,
indicating genetically similar strains. However, this
gene segment is highly conserved, and sequence
lengths were relatively short (198–348 bp). Attempts
to amplify more gene regions, as well as virus isolation, were not successful.
The results of this study demonstrate that alphaviruses might be associated with neurologic disease
in wildlife, nonequine domestic animals, and birds
in South Africa. Wide geographic distribution of
MIDV and SINV in Africa suggests that this distribution should be investigated in other regions. Humans
living near wildlife and livestock, such as domestic
bovids, sheep, and porcines, might have similar exposure to mosquito vectors and should therefore
also be monitored for potential zoonotic infections.
SINV has been shown to have birds as its reservoir
host and is a well-known human pathogen in South
Africa, although most described cases are nonneurologic and associated with febrile disease or arthralgia.
Our study identified SINV in neural tissue of various
wildlife and nonequine domestic species that had
neurologic signs of infection. The geographic range,
prevalence of infection in various species, speciesspecific differences, and seroprevalence need to
be determined to define the epidemiology of these
pathogens. Serologic evidence for MIDV in humans
has been demonstrated in South Africa (26), although
such evidence is less informative for SINV. This finding might be caused by host range preference and
spread of the vectors associated with these viruses.
Reservoir hosts for MIDV are unknown. Our
suggestion of a higher prevalence of MIDV relative

to SINV warrants further investigation. Widespread distribution of MIDV suggest birds might
play a role in the spread of this virus. However, a
dove and blue crane were the only virus-positive
birds identified, both submitted as postmortem
specimens. Further investigation is needed regarding the potential of the identified species to function as reservoir and amplification hosts and potential for transmission of virus to vectors. Spillover of
MIDV into humans through adaption to additional
vectors should be monitored. Investigation of neurologic cases and deaths in wildlife and domestic
animals suggested that most cases occur during
January–July—from the second half of the summer
months to late autumn or early winter in warmer
parts of the country, where many wildlife reside—
after which vector numbers usually decrease because of colder winter temperatures.
Future studies into the epidemiology of SINV and
especially MIDV would greatly benefit from analysis
of increased sample sizes or whole-genome sequencing, combined with serologic analyses of affected species, especially in outbreak investigations. Syndromic
surveillance for febrile and neurologic disease in sensitive species might act as an early warning system
for outbreaks of emerging and reemerging arboviruses and predict outbreaks in humans (27,28).
A limitation of our study is that all other possible infectious and noninfectious etiologies could not
be excluded by comprehensive investigations for all
cases, suggesting that the causative link with clinical signs still has to be regarded with caution. Also,
serum samples from PCR-positive animals were not
available because most animals were tested postmortem, which limited validation by serologic assays for
this study. However, use of serum samples should be
a focus of future investigations.
Most emerging zoonotic diseases are believed to
be caused by pathogens that originate from wildlife
(29). Wildlife might either assume the role of reservoir or amplification host with or without clinical
disease or be dead end or incidental hosts that might
have severe disease (30,31). To our knowledge,
MIDV and SINV neurologic infections have not
been reported in wildlife and nonequine domestic
animals. Our study demonstrated a wide host range
for these viruses, and detection of these viruses directly in the neurologic tissue in several cases suggests crossing of the blood–brain barrier and MIDV
and SINV as the probable cause of neurologic signs.
This finding highlights the need for surveillance of
alphaviruses to prevent spillover events and outbreaks in humans.
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Effectiveness and Tolerability
of Oral Amoxicillin in Pregnant
Women with Active Syphilis,
Japan, 2010–2018
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Melanie M. Taylor, Hiroshige Mikamo, Kiyoko Kato, Jo Kitawaki, Tomoyuki Fujii,
Women’s Health Care Committee, Japan Society of Obstetrics and Gynecology

We conducted a nationwide retrospective study in Japan
to evaluate the effectiveness of oral amoxicillin or ampicillin as alternatives to injectable benzathine penicillin G for
treating pregnant women with syphilis and preventing congenital syphilis (CS). We investigated 80 pregnant women
with active syphilis treated with amoxicillin or ampicillin
during 2010–2018. Overall, 21% (15/71) had pregnancies
resulting in CS cases, and 3.8% (3/80) changed therapies
because of side effects. Among 26 patients with early
syphilis, no CS cases occurred, but among 45 with late
syphilis, 15 (33%) CS cases occurred. Among 57 patients
who started treatment >60 days before delivery, 8 (14%)
had CS pregnancy outcomes. We found oral amoxicillin potentially ineffective for preventing CS cases among
pregnant women with late syphilis but potentially effective
in those with early syphilis. Prospective studies are needed to definitively evaluate the efficacy of amoxicillin for the
treatment of pregnant women with syphilis to prevent CS.

S

yphilis is a sexually transmitted infection that can
be passed from mother to infant during pregnancy
and childbirth. Mother-to-child transmission (MTCT)
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of syphilis results in congenital syphilis (CS), which
can cause serious outcomes, including miscarriage,
stillbirth, neonatal death, preterm birth, low birth
weight, and various illnesses and congenital deformities. The World Health Organization (WHO) estimated 988,000 active syphilis cases and 611,000 CS
cases in pregnant women worldwide in 2016 (1), and
syphilis is the second most common infectious cause
of stillbirth worldwide (2).
Injectable benzathine penicillin G (BPG) is the
only regimen recommended in WHO and US Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) guidelines
(3–5) for the treatment of syphilis in pregnant women
to prevent CS. Sufficient evidence is not available to
recommend an alternative regimen. In a systematic
review on alternative treatments for pregnant women
with syphilis, only 21 pregnant women treated with
regimens other than BPG could be identified (6). Erythromycin and azithromycin do not cross the placental
barrier and thus cannot treat infections in the fetus (6).
Macrolide-resistant T. pallidum has been reported in
many countries (7). Tetracycline and doxycycline are
contraindicated in the second and third trimesters of
pregnancy, and data are not sufficient to recommend
ceftriaxone for treatment of maternal syphilis and prevention of CS (4,8). During 2014–2016, shortages or
stockouts of BPG were reported by 39 of 95 surveyed
countries and territories (9), and in several countries,
including Japan, intramuscular BPG is not available
(10). A reliable alternative treatment for syphilis in
pregnant women to prevent CS is urgently needed.
Because sales of BPG stopped in Japan in 1986,
oral penicillins, such as amoxicillin or ampicillin,
have been primarily used to treat pregnant women
with syphilis. These regimens are indicated in the
obstetrics and gynecology care guidelines of Japan
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(11), which follows the regimens recommended by
the Japanese Society for Sexually Transmitted Infections diagnosis and treatment guidelines (12). These
guidelines recommend oral amoxicillin or ampicillin
with dosing of 1,500 mg/day (i.e., 500 mg 3×/d) for
2–4 weeks for primary syphilis, 4–8 weeks for secondary syphilis, and 8–12 weeks for tertiary or later-stage
syphilis in pregnant women. However, effectiveness
of this regimen for pregnant women and prevention
of CS has not been reported, except for 1 pregnant
woman who was treated with a much higher dosage
of amoxicillin (6 g/d) plus probenecid (1 g/d) for 14
days (13). In this retrospective study, we investigated
the effectiveness and tolerability of oral amoxicillin and ampicillin in pregnant women to treat active
syphilis and prevent MTCT of syphilis.
Methods
Study Setting and Population

We conducted this nationwide, multicenter retrospective study in Japan as a joint research project between the Japan Society of Obstetrics and Gynecology
and the WHO (Appendix, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/
EID/article/26/6/19-1300-App1.pdf) (14). The study
was approved by the human research ethics committees of Nihon University School of Medicine (Tokyo,
Japan), Dokkyo Medical University (Tochigi, Japan),
and the Japan Society of Obstetrics and Gynecology
(Tokyo, Japan). We also submitted the study protocol to the WHO Ethics Review Committee. Because
our research involved anonymized patient data and
not new data collection or an additional intervention,
the study was determined to be exempt from WHO
Ethics Review Committee review. The requirement
for informed consent was waived because this study
included only data gained from routine clinical practice. We conducted this study according to the principles expressed in the Declaration of Helsinki.
We included pregnant women with syphilis, regardless of their symptoms, who were treated with
oral amoxicillin or ampicillin during 2010–2018; we
only included those with serum rapid plasma reagin
(RPR) titers >8 and positive results from treponemal
tests, such as the T. pallidum hemagglutination test
(10,15). We excluded patients with tertiary syphilis
or neurosyphilis diagnoses that were based on findings from cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) samples (10,16)
or patient symptoms (including ocular or auditory
syphilis) and those with suspected reinfections after
initiation of syphilis treatment (defined as patients
with >4-fold rise in RPR titer after 4-fold decrement
with or without symptoms) (10,15,17).

In Japan, the automated latex turbidimetric immunoassay and the conventional manual RPR card
test are both used to determine RPR titers (18,19).
The automated RPR test highly correlates with the
manual test for syphilis diagnoses (18,19); just like the
manual card test, for the automated test, a 4-fold decrement in RPR titer is a good criterion for successful
treatment of syphilis (19). Thus, we treated the titers
from the automated RPR test the same as those from
the manual RPR test.
Definitions

We defined CS following the reporting criteria set
by the Japanese Ministry of Health, Labour, and
Welfare (20). Diagnosis of CS in newborns required
fulfillment of any 1 of the following criteria: serum
RPR titer >4-fold that of the mother’s (4); fluorescent
treponemal antibody absorption (FTA-ABS) test result positive for serum IgM (12,21,22); lesion tissue
or body fluid samples positive by PCR (4); lesion or
fluid samples positive for T. pallidum on dark field microscopy (4); or physical examination findings consistent with CS, such as nonimmune hydrops, jaundice,
hepatosplenomegaly, skin rash, pseudoparalysis, and
rhinitis (4,20,23). We classified the mother’s stage
of syphilis into early syphilis (primary, secondary,
or early latent syphilis) and late syphilis (late latent
syphilis or latent syphilis of unknown duration). We
defined early latent syphilis as asymptomatic syphilis
that could be linked to reported syphilis symptoms,
a sexual exposure, or conversion from a prior negative syphilis test <1 year after diagnosis. These criteria occurring >1 year after diagnosis constituted a late
latent case and at an undefined time point after diagnosis as a latent case of unknown duration (4,10,24).
We defined miscarriage as the loss of a fetus before
week 20 of pregnancy and stillbirth as the loss during
or after week 20.
Data Collection, Outcome Measures,
and Statistical Analysis

We collected data from medical charts at each facility,
using a case report form (Appendix). The primary outcome of this study was effectiveness of prevention of
MTCT of syphilis. We defined MTCT as a CS case and
defined CS cases as live newborns with CS diagnoses,
miscarriages, or still births. If a live newborn was not
given a CS diagnosis, we interpreted the treatment given as successful for preventing MTCT (5). We evaluated the secondary outcome serologic effectiveness of
treatment in the mother (4-fold decrement of serum
RPR titer) at each of the following time points: delivery
(25), 6 months after therapy (4), and 12 months after
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therapy (4). We analyzed the primary outcome among
all study patients and among those who initiated treatment >60 days before delivery. We used this subgroup
to evaluate drug effectiveness among patients who initiated treatment within an adequate interval (defined
by WHO as >30 days before delivery) (26). We used 60
days for this evaluation because of the long treatment
duration recommended for oral penicillins in Japan’s
guidelines (12). We compared the percentage of CS
cases between those who had early syphilis and late
syphilis, between those treated with amoxicillin and
those treated with ampicillin, and between those who
were and were not Japanese.
We compared characteristics between groups
using the Student t-test for continuous variables and
using either the χ2 test or Fisher exact test for categorical variables. We defined statistical significance
as a 2-sided p value <0.05. We developed a multivariate logistic regression model to determine the effect
of factors on CS cases. We performed this analysis
with SAS version 9.4 (https://www.sas.com) and
all other statistical analyses with SPSS Statistics 23
(https://www.ibm.com).
Results
Of 88 hospitals invited into the study, 44 (50%) participated and provided 131 case report forms (Appendix
Figure). We excluded 51 cases, resulting in 80 cases
being included in our analysis.
Median patient age was 23 (interquartile range
[IQR] 21–27) years; 75 (94%) patients were Japanese,
and only 1 patient was HIV positive (Table 1). In total,
31 patients had early syphilis (5 primary, 19 secondary, 7 early latent) and 49 had late syphilis (4 latent, 45
latent with unknown duration). Median RPR titer at
diagnosis was 51 (IQR 29–72), and 66 (83%) patients
were treated with amoxicillin and 14 (17%) with ampicillin. The median duration of treatment for pregnant women was 60 (IQR 29–90) days, and the median
duration of treatment before delivery was 56 (28–86)
days. In total, 61 (76%) patients were treated with
1,500 mg/day dosing, and 3 were concurrently prescribed probenecid. Median gestational age of fetus
at CS diagnosis was 13.8 (IQR 11.7–26.3) weeks and at
treatment initiation 15.8 (13.0–27.1) weeks. In total, 57
(71%) patients received syphilis diagnoses when the
fetus had the gestational age of <20 weeks. A comparison of pregnant women by syphilis stage revealed
that women with late syphilis and early syphilis had
similar characteristics but women with late syphilis
had longer durations of treatment (Table 2).
Of the 80 cases, we excluded 9 (6 with unknown
outcomes, 3 involving abortions induced at 15–17
1194

weeks of pregnancy) from the outcome analysis. Of
the remaining 71 cases, 15 (21%, 95% CI 13.2%–32%)
were classified as CS (13 live newborns with CS diagnoses, 1 miscarriage, 1 stillbirth; Tables 2, 3; Appendix Table 1). Effectiveness of treatment for preventing CS cases was significantly better among patients
with early syphilis than late syphilis; CS cases developed in 0% (0/26, 95% CI 0%–12.9%) of patients with
early syphilis and 33% (15/45, 95% CI 21.4%–47.9%;
p<0.001) of patients with late syphilis.
Among pregnant women with early syphilis, 26
(84%) received 1,500 mg/day of either amoxicillin
or ampicillin, and the median duration of antimicrobial drug treatment was 30 (IQR 28–64) days (Table
2). Among those with late syphilis, 35 (71%) received
1,500 mg/day of either amoxicillin or ampicillin, and
the median duration of antimicrobial drug treatment
was 78 (IQR 51–104) days. CS cases developed in 19%
(11/58, 95% CI 10.9%–30.9%) of those treated with
amoxicillin and 31% (4/13, 95% CI 12.7%–57.6%; p
= 0.19) of those treated with ampicillin (Table 3). CS
cases were frequently found among non-Japanese
pregnant women (60% [3/5], 95% CI 23.1%–88.2%).
In the subgroup of women initiating syphilis
treatment >60 days before delivery, 14% (8/56 95%
CI 7.4%–25.7%) had pregnancies resulting in CS cases
(Table 3). In the subgroup initiating treatment <60
days before delivery, 43% (6/14, 95% CI 21.4%–67.4%)
had pregnancies resulting in CS. The proportions of
women with early and late syphilis were not different
between these 2 treatment initiation subgroups (p =
0.57 by χ2 test). Among those who initiated syphilis
treatment >60 days before delivery, 11% (5/45, 95%
CI 4.8%–23.5%) of those treated with amoxicillin and
27% (3/11, 95% CI 9.7%–56.6%; p = 0.11) of those
treated with ampicillin had pregnancies resulting in
CS cases.
Because no CS cases developed among pregnant
women with early syphilis, we applied exact logistic
regression (27) to estimate exact odds ratios (ORs)
and 95% CIs associated with various factors. Analyses showed late syphilis was associated with CS cases
(late vs. early syphilis, adjusted exact OR 13.5, 95%
CI 2.56–∞; p = 0.0025) and that starting treatment >60
days before delivery had a protective effect (>60 days
vs. <60 days, adjusted exact OR 0.11, 95% CI 0–0.69; p
= 0.023) (Appendix Table 2).
Discontinuation of antimicrobial drug treatment
occurred because of adverse events in 3 (3.8%) of
80 pregnant women. All 3 started amoxicillin and
switched to other antimicrobial drugs because of skin
rash only, itching only, or dizziness only; 1 of 3 of
these patients had a newborn with a CS diagnosis.
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Table 1. Characteristics of pregnant women with active syphilis treated with amoxicillin or ampicillin, by CS birth outcome, Japan,
2010–2018*
Cases of live birth
Characteristic
All cases, n = 80
CS cases,† n = 15
without CS, n = 56‡ p value§
Age, y
23 (21–27)
24 (22–26)
26 (22–29.5)
0.46
Japanese
75/80 (94)
12/15 (80)
54/56 (96)
0.06
HIV co-infection
1/78 (1)
0/15
1/56 (2)
1.00
Syphilis stage
Early syphilis
31/80 (39)
0/15
26/56 (46)
Primary
5/80 (6)
0/15
5/56 (9)
Secondary
19/80 (24)
0/15
14/56 (25)
Early latent
7/80 (9)
0/15
7/56 (13)
Late syphilis
49/80 (61)
15/15 (100)
30/56 (54)
Late latent
4/80 (5)
0/15
4/56 (7)
Latent with unknown duration
45/80 (56)
15/15 (100)
26/56 (46)
Diagnosis and treatment
Rapid plasma reagin titer at diagnosis
51 (29–72)
58 (28–105)
51 (27.1–71.8)
0.59
Amoxicillin
66/80 (82.5)
11/15 (73)
47/56 (84)
0.45
Ampicillin
14/80 (17.5)
4/15 (27)
9/56 (16)
Antimicrobial drug dosage, mg/d
1,500 (1,500–1,500) 1,500 (1,500–1,500) 1,500 (1,500–1,500)
0.88
Received 1,500 mg/d
61/80 (76)
13/15 (87)
39/56 (70)
0.20
Co-administered probenecid
3/75 (4)
1/15 (7)
2/56 (4)
0.51
Total duration of treatment, d¶
60 (29–90)
70 (37–101)
56 (28–90)
0.49
Duration of treatment at delivery, d¶
56 (28–86)
68 (4–100)
56 (28–84)
0.84
Gestational age at diagnosis, wk¶
13.8 (11.7–26.3)
18.1 (12.3–34)
13.2 (11.5–21.6)
0.082
Gestational age at treatment, wk¶
15.8 (13.0–27.1)
18.3 (13.6–34.3)
15.9 (13.4–25.4)
0.22
Gestational age at delivery, wk¶
39.1 (37.9–40.6)
38.6 (35.6–40.9)
39.1 (37.9–40.3)
0.38
Time from treatment to delivery, wk¶
21.9 (8.5–26.3)
15.7 (0.4–25.9)
23 (16.7–27.2)
0.026
Started treatment <60 d before delivery¶
14/69 (20)
6/14 (43)
8/56 (14)
0.027
Birth outcomes
Birth weight, g¶
2,936 (2,580–3,156) 2,704 (1,797–3,085) 2,959 (2,641–3,180)
0.094
Low birth weight, <2,500 g
11/69 (16)
4/13 (31)
7/56 (13)
0.20
Very low birth weight, <1,500 g
3/69 (4)
3/13 (23)
0/56
0.005
*Values are no./total (%) or median (interquartile range). Pregnancy outcome was missing for 9 patients. CS, congenital syphilis.
†CS cases include newborns with CS diagnoses, miscarriages, and stillbirths.
‡One pregnant woman delivered twins. The twin delivery was acknowledged as 1 birth outcome, and the birth weight of the first child born was used for
the table and analyses.
§Student t-test for continuous variables and either 2 test or Fisher exact test for categorical variables.
¶Denominators varied because of missing data. Anywhere from 1 to 11 cases might be missing.

All 15 women who had CS pregnancy outcomes
had latent syphilis of unknown duration (Appendix
Table 1). The 13 newborns with CS diagnoses had the
following findings: FTA-ABS test results positive for
serum IgM (n = 10), positive serum RPR titers (n =
5), CSF findings (n = 3), very low (<1,500 g; n = 2) or
extremely low (<1,000 g; n = 1) birth weight, clinical
signs compatible with CS (n = 2), and cardiac anomaly (n = 1). (Appendix Table 1).
A 4-fold decrement in serum RPR titer was achieved
in 35 (49%) pregnant women by delivery, 41 (53%) at
6 months after treatment, and 46 (82%) at 1 year after
treatment (Table 4). The percentage of CS cases was not
significantly different between pregnant women with
(16%, n = 5) and without (23%, n = 8) a 4-fold titer decline at delivery (p = 0.54). However, RPR titers declined
>4-fold in 91% (21/23) of women with early syphilis
(group with 0 CS cases) and 76% (25/33) of women with
late syphilis (group with 15 CS cases) (Table 4). The percentage who achieved a 4-fold decrement was higher
among those with early syphilis than among those with
late syphilis for all 3 endpoints (by delivery, 58% early

vs. 44% late; 6 months, 67% early vs. 45% late; 1 year,
91% early vs. 76% late). Among those who started treatment >60 days before delivery, 63% (35/56) had late
syphilis, and 81% (35/43) achieved a 4-fold RPR titer
decline by 1 year after treatment (Tables 3, 4).
Discussion
In this nationwide, multicenter retrospective study, we
evaluated effectiveness and tolerability of oral amoxicillin or ampicillin for treatment of pregnant women
with active syphilis and prevention of MTCT of syphilis. Overall, 21% (15/71) of pregnancies resulted in CS
cases, which we defined to include CS diagnoses in live
newborns, miscarriages, and stillbirths. Among pregnancies in women who initiated syphilis treatment >60
days before delivery, 14% (8/56) resulted in CS cases.
However, no CS cases were observed among the subgroup with early syphilis (n = 26), suggesting that oral
amoxicillin with 1,500-mg dosing (500 mg 3×/d) for
30 days could be an optional regimen for treatment of
pregnant women with early syphilis when intramuscular BPG is not available. In this study, we found a
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high percentage of CS cases (33%, 15/45) among those
with late syphilis treated with oral amoxicillin or ampicillin, suggesting these regimens should not be used
in this population. Late initiation of treatment was also
associated with CS independent of syphilis stage. Although further studies evaluating drug adherence are
warranted before any recommendation can be made,
these findings are valuable for implicating some alternative treatments, considering reports of syphilis increases among heterosexual populations, reports of CS
increases in various countries (including Japan and the
United States), and national shortages of BPG (28,29).
Our study has 3 strengths. First, we evaluated effectiveness of oral amoxicillin or ampicillin for the
treatment of pregnant women with active syphilis and
prevention of MTCT. The finding that 1,500 mg of oral
amoxicillin for 30 days might be effective in treating
pregnant women with early syphilis and preventing
CS is clinically useful because intramuscular BPG,
the only recommended regimen for this population,
is not always available because of shortages or stockouts (3,9). High-dose oral amoxicillin (3,000 mg/d)
plus probenecid has been reported to effectively treat
syphilis in nonpregnant patients with HIV infection
with a serologic effectiveness of 97.5% for early syphilis and 90.8% for late syphilis (10). Further studies
are warranted to determine efficacy, optimal dosing,
duration, and the need for co-administration of probenecid with oral amoxicillin as an alternative regimen
for both early and late syphilis in pregnant women.

Second, the well-established and strict inclusion criteria of having both serum RPR titers >8
and positive treponemal test results, regardless
of symptoms, for active syphilis was a strength of
this study (10,15,19). Application of these criteria
enabled us to exclude those with low RPR titers
who might have had previous antimicrobial drug
treatment or those with serofast status, for whom
further treatment is not required (30). This inclusion criterion was necessary to exclude persons
who had past (not current) infections, considering
that various antimicrobial drugs can treat syphilis
(30,31) and that patients can receive effective treatment for syphilis without recognizing it.
Third, we evaluated not only MTCT of syphilis
but also treatment effectiveness of oral amoxicillin or
ampicillin in women using serology. Serologic effectiveness 1 year after treatment was 82% overall and
91% among early syphilis cases, suggesting greater
effectiveness of this regimen for early syphilis. Furthermore, as was the case for the report by Rac et al.
(25), we showed that the percentage of CS cases was
not different between patients with and without a
4-fold titer decline at delivery.
The effectiveness of antimicrobial drugs for the
prevention of MTCT of syphilis needs to be carefully
considered because evidence is limited and diagnostic criteria for pregnant women with syphilis and CS
vary across studies (5,8,25). We included time between
treatment and delivery and syphilis staging in analyses

Table 2. Characteristics and birth outcomes of pregnant women with active syphilis treated with amoxicillin or ampicillin, by syphilis
stage, Japan, 2010–2018*
Category
Early syphilis, n = 31
Late syphilis, n = 49
p value†
Age, y
26 (21–28)
25 (22–27)
0.63
Japanese
29/31 (94)
46/49 (94)
1.00
HIV co-infection
0/31
1/49 (2)
1.00
Diagnosis and treatment
Rapid plasma reagin titer at diagnosis
44 (27–64)
58 (29–83)
0.64
Amoxicillin
28/31 (90)
38/49 (78)
0.23
Ampicillin
3/31 (10)
11/49 (22)
Antimicrobial drug dosage, mg/d
1,500 (1,500–1,500)
1,500 (1,500–1,500)
0.56
Received 1,500 mg/d
26/31 (84)
35/49 (71)
0.22
Total duration of treatment, d‡
30 (28–64)
78 (51–104)
0.004
Duration of treatment at delivery, d‡
30 (26–56)
70 (29-98)
0.016
Gestational age at diagnosis, wk‡
15.1 (11.1–27.5)
13.3 (12–25.6)
0.70
Gestational age at treatment, wk‡
17.3 (13.3–28.7)
14.7 (13–26)
0.62
Gestational age at delivery, wk‡
39.4 (38.1–40.6)
38.9 (37.7–40.5)
0.10
Time from treatment to delivery, wk‡
15.7 (0.4–25.9)
23 (16.7–27.2)
0.73
Birth outcomes
Live birth with congenital syphilis diagnosis
0/26
13/45 (29)
0.009
Stillbirth
0/26
1/45 (2)
Miscarriage
0/26
1/45 (2)
Birth weight, g‡
2,902 (2,652–3,184)
2,942 (2,555–3,155)
0.88
Low birth weight, <2,500 g‡
3/26 (12)
8/45 (18)
0.52
Very low birth weight, <1,500 g‡
0/26
3/45 (7)
0.29
*Values are no./total (%) or median (interquartile range).
†Used the Student t-test for continuous variables and either the χ2 test or Fisher exact test for categorical variables.
‡Denominators varied because of missing data. Anywhere from 1 to 11 cases might be missing.
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Table 3. Birth outcomes of pregnant women with active syphilis treated with oral amoxicillin or ampicillin, Japan, 2010–2018*
No. adverse outcomes
No. live births
Adverse
Total
No.
without CS
Live births with
outcomes, %
Category
no.
missing
diagnosis
CS diagnosis
Miscarriages Stillbirths
(95% CI)
p value†
All patients
80
9
56
13
1
1
21.1 (13.2–32)
Early syphilis
31
5
26
0
0
0
0 (0–12.9)
<0.001
Late syphilis
49
4
30
13
1
1
33.3 (21.4–47.9)
Amoxicillin
66
8
47
9
1
1
19.0 (10.9–30.9)
0.19
Ampicillin
14
1
9
4
0
0
30.8 (12.7–57.6)
Japanese
75
9
54
10
1
1
18.2 (10.7–29.1)
0.033
Non-Japanese
5
0
2
3
0
0
60.0 (23.1–88.2)
Patients starting syphilis treatment >60 days before delivery‡
All
57
1
48
8
0
0
14.2 (7.4–25.7)
Early syphilis
21
0
21
0
0
0
0 (0–15.5)
0.017
Late syphilis
36
1
27
8
0
0
22.9(12.1–39)
Amoxicillin
46
1
40
5
0
0
11.1 (4.8–23.5)
0.11
Ampicillin
11
0
8
3
0
0
27.3 (9.7–56.6)
Japanese
54
1
47
6
0
0
11.3 (5.3–22.6)
0.026
Non-Japanese
3
0
1
2
0
0
66.7 (20.8–93.9)
Patients starting syphilis treatment <60 days before delivery
All
14
0
8
5
0
1
42.9 (21.4–67.4)
Early syphilis
5
0
5
0
0
0
0 (0–43.5)
0.028
Late syphilis
9
0
3
5
0
1
66.7 (35.4–87.9)
Amoxicillin
13
0
8
4
0
1
38.5 (17.7–64.5)
0.43
Ampicillin
1
0
0
1
0
0
100 (20.7–100)
Japanese
12
0
7
4
0
1
41.7 (19.3–68.1)
0.86
Non-Japanese
2
0
1
1
0
0
50.0 (9.5–90.6)
*Nine cases (including 3 cases of induced abortion) were excluded from this analysis because data on birth outcomes were not available. One
miscarriage case is missing in the subgroup analysis because the exact date of miscarriage was unknown, CS, congenital syphilis.
†Used either the 2 test or Fisher exact test to measure the association between cases of live birth without CS diagnosis and cases of live birth with CS
diagnosis, miscarriage, and stillbirth.
‡Outcome data for 1 patient is missing. Outcome data (whether CS or not) was not known because this patient was referred to another hospital before
delivery. Because the birth date of this patient’s infant was reported and available, we could group this patient with the appropriate group, which was the
group that started syphilis treatment >60 days before delivery.

because these parameters influence MTCT; transmission is more likely to occur during early syphilis stages
and among women with late treatment (30,32). The
CDC-recommended regimen of intramuscular BPG
once for early syphilis and three times at 1-week intervals for late syphilis was reported to prevent 98.2% of
CS cases (97.1% for early syphilis, 100% for late syphilis including latent syphilis of unknown duration)
among a cohort of pregnant women with syphilis diagnosed during 1987–1989 (5). However, note that the
authors of that investigation applied loose inclusion
criteria (positive for treponemal antibody and positive
by either the venereal disease research laboratory test
or the RPR test); their diagnostic criteria for CS was
strict (5). That group of authors subsequently reported
that, among a cohort of pregnant women with syphilis
treated during 1981–2011 by CDC guidelines, 18% of
infants subsequently required treatment for CS (25).
Only 1 case series has been published on the use of ceftriaxone to treat pregnant women with syphilis and to
prevent CS (8). In that study, 2 courses of intramuscular ceftriaxone with 250-mg dosing for 7–10 days was
evaluated in 11 pregnant women with early syphilis,
and this treatment resulted in no CS diagnoses.
Our study demonstrates the need for comparative
trials to evaluate the use of amoxicillin in the preven-

tion of MTCT of syphilis before recommending this
regimen as an alternative to BPG for pregnant women
with syphilis. Considering our study results, healthcare authorities in Japan and other countries where
intramuscular BPG is not recommended should consider making intramuscular BPG available. When
intramuscular BPG is not available to treat pregnant
women with syphilis, physicians need to make difficult decisions regarding alternative regimens, often
following recommendations for neurosyphilis, such
as intravenous aqueous crystalline penicillin G or intravenous or intramuscular ceftriaxone, treatments
with limited clinical evidence available on efficacy.
We found that 17% of pregnant women were
treated with oral ampicillin, even though oral amoxicillin is favored over oral ampicillin for most indications because of greater bioavailability (31,33). Oral
ampicillin is also used to prevent group B Streptococcus at some facilities in Japan, despite guidelines recommending the injectable form of ampicillin for such
indications (11,34). Our study results showed that the
effectiveness of oral amoxicillin and ampicillin were
not significantly different; however, our sample size
was small.
Our study has several limitations. First, the retrospective nature of the study could have introduced
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Table 4. Serologic outcomes of pregnant women with active syphilis treated with amoxicillin or ampicillin, Japan, 2010–2018, by
delivery, 6 months after treatment, and 1 year after treatment*
No./total (%) with >4-fold decrement in RPR titer
Patient group
By delivery
6 months after treatment 1 year after treatment
All
35/71 (49)
41/77 (53)
46/56 (82)
Live birth without CS diagnosis
27/54 (50)
29/54 (54)
31/39 (80)
CS cases†
5/13 (39)
6/15 (40)
9/11 (82)
Early syphilis
15/26 (58)
20/30 (67)
21/23 (91)
Late syphilis
20/45 (44)
21/47 (45)
25/33 (76)
Amoxicillin
27/58 (47)
32/63 (51)
36/44 (82)
Ampicillin
8/13 (62)
9/14 (64)
10/12 (83)
Japanese
34/66 (52)
39/72 (54)
44/52 (85)
Non-Japanese
1/5 (20)
2/5 (40)
2/4 (50)
Started syphilis treatment >60 days before delivery
32/55 (58)
32/55 (58)
35/43 (81)
Started syphilis treatment <60 days before delivery
0
5/17 (29)
6/8 (75)
*CS, congenital syphilis; RPR, rapid plasma reagin.
†CS cases include newborns with CS diagnoses, miscarriages, and stillbirths.

some selection and information bias, and variables
were missing for some mothers and infants. Second,
data on adherence of patients to the prescribed regimens were not available, could not be evaluated, and
could have affected our findings. Third, the definition
of CS is not universal; diagnostic criteria can differ
in national surveillance guidelines of other countries,
limiting the comparativeness of our findings with
other studies (4,12,22). In this study, we followed
the reporting criteria set by the Japanese Ministry
of Health, Labour, and Welfare, which includes the
criterion of FTA-ABS test positivity for serum IgM
in newborns (12,20). In contrast to IgG, IgM does not
cross the placenta, making IgM in the serum of newborns a reliable marker with high specificity for CS
diagnosis (21,35). However, a sufficiently sensitive
and specific IgM assay is not commercially available
(4). CDC guidelines do not include FTA-ABS test positivity for serum IgM in newborns as a criterion for
CS diagnosis (4), whereas the Japan and the European
Centre for Disease Prevention and Control guidelines
do (12,20,22). In our study, misclassification of infants
with CS could have been possible because evaluation (including laboratory testing) of newborns was
not always rigorously performed. CS can cause long
bone and CSF findings; these criteria are used in the
United States for CS diagnosis (4). Because long bone
radiographs are not included in the reporting criteria for CS in Japan, these procedures are infrequently
performed, and results were not available for review
in this analysis. Among 71 cases with available birth
outcomes, 60 had serum RPR test results and only 6
had CSF results (3 with remarkable findings). Fourth,
even though we classified latent syphilis of unknown
duration as late syphilis, this category could have
included early latent syphilis; clearly distinguishing
between these 2 groups is difficult. Last, our results
should be interpreted with caution because of the
small sample size.
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In conclusion, we evaluated the effectiveness
and tolerability of oral amoxicillin and ampicillin
for the treatment of pregnant women with active
syphilis and prevention of MTCT of syphilis in Japan. Although we cannot recommend oral amoxicillin or ampicillin as alternative regimens for the treatment of pregnant women with syphilis, this analysis
suggests that 1,500 mg/day of oral amoxicillin for 30
days could effectively treat early syphilis and prevent CS. Further studies, preferably controlled comparative trials, are needed to establish the efficacy
of oral amoxicillin as an alternative regimen for the
treatment of pregnant women with syphilis and the
prevention of CS.
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Endemic Chromoblastomycosis
Caused Predominantly by
Fonsecaea nubica, Madagascar1
Tahinamandranto Rasamoelina, Danièle Maubon, Malalaniaina Andrianarison,
Irina Ranaivo, Fandresena Sendrasoa, Njary Rakotozandrindrainy, Fetra A. Rakotomalala,
Sébastien Bailly, Benja Rakotonirina, Abel Andriantsimahavandy,
Fahafahantsoa R. Rabenja, Mala Rakoto Andrianarivelo, Muriel Cornet, Lala S. Ramarozatovo

Chromoblastomycosis is an implantation fungal infection. Twenty years ago, Madagascar was recognized as
the leading focus of this disease. We recruited patients
in Madagascar who had chronic subcutaneous lesions
suggestive of dermatomycosis during March 2013–
June 2017. Chromoblastomycosis was diagnosed in 50
(33.8%) of 148 patients. The highest prevalence was in
northeastern (1.47 cases/100,000 persons) and southern
(0.8 cases/100,000 persons) Madagascar. Patients with
chromoblastomycosis were older (47.9 years) than those
without (37.5 years) (p = 0.0005). Chromoblastomycosis was 3 times more likely to consist of leg lesions (p
= 0.003). Molecular analysis identified Fonsecaea nubica
in 23 cases and Cladophialophora carrionii in 7 cases.
Of 27 patients who underwent follow-up testing, none
were completely cured. We highlight the persistence of a
high level of chromoblastomycosis endemicity, which was
even greater at some locations than 20 years ago. We
used molecular tools to identify the Fonsecaea sp. strains
isolated from patients as F. nubica.

C

hromoblastomycosis is a chronic, implantation,
fungal disease caused by melanized fungi from a
variety of genera of the order Chaetothyriales. This disease is included in a group of melanized infections and
easily identifiable by verrucous lesions that eventually
lead to cauliflower-like eruptions on the skin. Infection
is acquired traumatically by implantation of infected
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Centre Hospitalier Universitaire de Befelatanana, Antananarivo
(L.S. Ramarozatovo)
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plant material from thorns or wood splinters or by soil
contamination of an existing wound (1,2). The causative
agents are mainly Fonsecaea spp., Cladophialophora spp.,
and Rhinocladiella spp. However, rare cases caused by
other genera, such as Phialophora spp. or Exophiala spp.,
have been reported (1,3). As is the case for other implantation mycoses, chromoblastomycosis lesions are located mainly on the lower limbs, particularly on the dorsal
face of the feet, ankles, and legs (1,4–6).
Infection is caused by a lack of protective clothing
or shoes for persons working in rural areas in which
spiny plants are common. Chromoblastomycosis is
linked to poverty and is highly prevalent in low-income
resource countries. It was the first fungal infection to be
recognized as a neglected tropical disease (along with
mycetoma, which is not exclusively of fungal origin) (7).
The clinical manifestation of chromoblastomycosis is polymorphous but is dominated by verrucous and tumoral lesions resembling cauliflower.
No clinical particularity associated with the fungal
species or genera has been described (1,4,5,7). Infection begins with development of muriform cells
in the skin, provoking a granulomatous immune
response. Muriform cells are specific to chromoblastomycosis and described as large brown, thickwalled, compartmented cells. They are also found
in the infected plants assumed to be the source of
human contamination.
Albeit belonging to the same order, the species
found in these plants and the soil are different from the
pathogenic ones (4,5,7,8). Infection involves >1 nodules that develop into verrucous, hyperkeratotic, or
papillomatous lesions or plaques. The lesions progress
slowly, over a period of 2–20 years and become highly
Preliminary results from this study were presented at the
20th International Society for Human and Animal Mycology
Conference; June 29–July 5, 2018; Amsterdam, the Netherlands.
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disabling because of development of elephantiasistype edema or superinfections. Itching and scratching
favor dissemination (1). The usual diagnosis relies on
detection of the muriform cells in superficial samples,
which is sufficient to confirm chromoblastomycosis.
However, culture, yielding black fungi, is required to
identify the causative agent at the species level by morphologic and molecular analyses (1,5).
Chromoblastomycosis predominates in tropical and subtropical regions, and most reported cases
are from Latin America (Brazil, Mexico, and Venezuela), the Caribbean (Dominican Republic and Cuba),
Africa, Asia (India, Japan, and southern China) and
Australia (1). In Madagascar, studies conducted by
Institut Pasteur during 1955–1994 provided an inventory of the number of cases of chromoblastomycosis
and identified this country as the leading focus of
chromoblastomycosis worldwide. The mean annual
incidence was estimated to be ≈1 cases/200,000 persons during this period. The most commonly isolated
agents were Fonsecaea pedrosoi in the humid tropical
areas and Cladophialophora carrionii in the semiarid
zones of the southern Madagascar (9–11).
Since 2013, we have established a cross-sectional
study to document the current epidemiology of implantation mycoses in Madagascar, including chromoblastomycosis (12). Clinical diagnosis and fungal
identification were confirmed by using molecular biology methods. We describe the current prevalence
and clinical manifestation of chromoblastomycosis in
Madagascar and patient outcomes. We also report the
species-level identification, genetic relatedness, and
antifungal susceptibility of clinical isolates.
Materials and Methods
Study Design and Patient Recruitment

We conducted a cross-sectional study as described
(12). We recruited patients with clinically suspected
chromoblastomycosis or another chronic dermatomycosis during March 2013–June 2017 at the Dermatology Department of the Joseph Raseta Befelatanana
University Hospital in Antananarivo or during advanced consultation campaigns in districts (Figure
1, panel A). A clinical and demographic information
form was completed for each participant. This study
was approved by the Ethics Committee for Biomedical Research of the Ministry of Public Health of Madagascar (authorization no. 66-MSANP/CE).
Case Definition

We provide clinical, mycological, histological, severity and prognostic criteria used for classifying cases
1202

in this study (Table 1). Cases were identified after a
monthly consultation between the clinicians of the
Department of Dermatology-Rheumatology of Joseph Ravoahangy Befelatanana University Hospital
Center in Antananarivo and the teams of mycologists
from the Charles Mérieux Infectiology Center and
Université Grenoble Alpes.
Clinical Samples

We obtained consent from patients and collected
specimens consisting of biopsy material or flakes of
skin. We then sent samples to the laboratory of the
Charles Mérieux Infectiology Center of Antananaivo, where they were processed immediately or after
24–48 hours of storage at 2°C–8°C.
Mycological Analysis
Cultures

We performed direct microscopic examination of
clinical specimens with and without Chlorazol Black
staining to detect muriform cells, which are typical
of chromoblastomycosis (2). We then used samples
to inoculate Sabouraud medium supplemented with
chloramphenicol, on which samples were incubated at 30°C for 2–3 weeks. For positive cultures, we
morphologically identified fungal isolates, extracted
DNA, and froze the culture at -80°C.
Molecular Analysis

We used the QIAamp DNA Blood Mini Kit
(QIAGEN, https://www.qiagen.com) for DNA purification from clinical samples and fungal colonies. We
performed PCR amplification in 2 steps. In the first
step, we used 2 panfungal PCRs targeting internal
transcribed spacer (ITS) regions with primers ITS1/
ITS4 and D1D2 regions with primers NL-1/NL-4 and
NL-3/NL-4 (13–15). In the second step, we used a C.
carrionii–specific PCR, primers Ccar-F 5′-ATCGCTGCGAAGCGTCTCG-3′ and Ccar-R 5′-ACCGTCCAACACCAAGCACAGG-3′, and specific Fonsecaea
sp. and PCR primers that have been described (16).
We sequenced panfungal PCR products by LGC Genomics GmbH, https://www.nucleics.com) by using
the same primers as for amplification.
We aligned the sequences obtained for panfungal
PCR with reference sequences in the International Society of Human and Animal Mycology Barcoding Database (http://its.mycologylab.org) for the ITS region
and the National Center for Biotechnology Information
(NCBI; https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) database for
the D1D2 and ITS regions (17). We constructed a phylogenetic tree by using MEGA7 software (https://www.
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Figure 1. Recruitment of patients for study of chromoblastomycosis and prevalence by region, Madagascar, March 2013–June
2017. A) Recruitment sites (green triangles). Region of Sava: 1) Centre Hospitalier de Référence Régionale, Sambava District;
2) Centre Hospitalier de District and Hôpital Adventiste, Andapa District, Analamanga Region; 3) Centre de Santé de Base
Alakamisy-Anjozorobe, Anjozorobe District; 4) Centre Hospitalier Universitaire Joseph Ravoahangy Befelatanana, Antananarivo
District; 5) Centre de Santé de Base, Andramasina District, Vatovavy Fitovinany Region; 6) Fondation Médicale Ampasimanjeva,
Manakara District; Anosy Region; 7) Centre Médical Tolagnaro, Centre Hospitalier de Référence Régionale Tolagnaro and Hôpital
Luthérien Manambaro, Tolagnaro District. B) Geographic origin of patients recruited. Regions from north to south: D, Diana; S,
Sava; I, Itasy; A, Analamanga; V, Vakinankaratra; B, Bongolava; So, Sofia; Bo, Boeny; Be, Betsiboka; Me, Melaky; Al, AlaotraMangoro; At, Atsinanana, An, Analanjirofo; Am, Amoron’I Mania; H, Haute Matsiatra; Va, Vatovavy-Fitovinany; Ato, AtsimoAtsinanana; Ih, Ihorombe; Mb, Menabe; Ats, Atsimo Andrefana; And, Androy; Ano, Anôsy. No. patients recruited; dark purple,
>6; medium purple, 3–5; light purple, <3; white, missing (none). C) Geographic distribution of chromoblastomycosis cases and
causative fungal agents. Prevalence is no. cases/100,000 persons: dark purple, >0.5; medium purple, 0.1–0.5; light purple, <0.1;
white, missing (none). Causative agent distribution: yellow dots, Fonsecaea nubica; black dots, Cladophialophora carrionii; green
dots, Fonsecaea sp.

megasoftware.net) according to the protocol of Barry G.
Hall (Bellingham Research Institute, Bellingham, WA,
USA), based on the maximum-likelihood method.
Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization Time-ofFlight Mass Spectrometry Analysis

In-house main spectrum profiles (MSPs) were created
on the Microflex Mass Spectrometer (Bruker Daltonics,
https://www.bruker.com) according to the MALDI
Biotyper MSP Creation version 1.1 protocol for reference strains of C. carrionii, F. nubica, F. pedrosoi, and F.
monophora (1 of each) and 7 isolates formally identified
by ITS DNA sequencing (Appendix Table, https://
wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/26/6/19-1498-App1.
pdf). Isolates were cultured under 3 conditions: in
Sabouraud–chloramphenicol agar for 4–7 days at
30°C, in liquid Sabouraud medium for 2–4 days
at 25°C–30°C with shaking, and on solid peptone

dextrose agar for 4–5 days at 30°C. We used an external validation of the new library performed with clinical isolates obtained during the study but not used
to create the MSPs. We made a rapid identification by
using a direct deposition method in accordance with
MALDI Biotyper In Vitro Diagnostic Protocol Version 1.6 (Bruker Daltonics). We compared spectra obtained with Bruker Taxonomy (7,815 entries), Bruker
Filamentous Fungi (364 MSP), NIH mold (365 profiles) (18), and MSP-chromoblastomycosis in-house
databases and generated identification scores with
the following quality criteria: score >2, species-level
identification; score <1.7–<2, genus-level identification; score <1.7, no identification.
Susceptibility to Antifungal Drugs

The M38-A2 protocol of the Clinical and Laboratory
Standard Institute for filamentous fungi was used on
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Table 1. Classification criteria for cases of endemic chromoblastomycosis caused predominantly by Fonsecaea nubica, Madagascar*
Criteria
Description
Clinical
Major
1) Nodular: moderately elevated, fairly soft, dull to pink violaceous growth; surface is smooth, verrucous, or scaly.
2) Verrucous: hyperkeratosis is the outstanding feature; warty dry lesions; frequently encountered along the border
of the foot.
3) Tumorous: tumor-like masses, prominent, papillomatous, sometimes lobulated; cauliflower like; surface is partly or
entirely covered with epidermal debris and crusts; more exuberant on lower extremities.
4) Cicatricial: nonelevated lesions that enlarge by peripheral extension with atrophic scarring, while healing takes
place at the center; might expand centrifugally, usually with an annular, arciform, or serpiginous outline; tends to
cover extensive areas of the body.
5) Plaque: least common type; slightly elevated with areas of infiltration of various sizes and shapes; red to violet
color; a scaly surface, sometimes showing marked lines of cleavage; generally found on the higher portions of the
limbs, shoulders, and buttocks.
6) Mixed form: association of the 5 basic types of lesions; usually observed in patients showing severe and
advanced stages of the disease.
7) Clinical form on the face: erythematosquamous cup, central plate, atrophic, cicatricial, retractile, papular on the
face, edema on the lips.
Minor
Pseudovacuolar and eczematous types in patients with a short time of evolution (<3 mo)
Mycological and histological
Major
1) Muriform cells found by direct microscopic examination or histological analysis.
2) Molecular evidence of Fonsecaea spp., Cladophialophora carrionii, or Rhinocladiella aquaspersa by PCR with
specific primers or internal transcribed spacer, BT2, or TF1 sequencing directly from clinical samples or a positive
fungal culture of a melanized fungus morphologically reminiscent of Fonsecaea spp., C. carrionii, or R. aquaspersa.
3) Nonambiguous identification (score >2) of Fonsecaea spp., C. carrionii, or R. aquaspersa by MALDI-TOF MS with
a validated main spectra profile.
Minor
Positive fungal culture of a melanized fungus morphologically reminiscent of Fonsecaea sp., C. carrionii, or R.
aquaspersa from a clinical sample without molecular confirmation or ambiguous identification (score <2) of
Fonsecaea spp., C. carrionii, or R. aquaspersa by MALDI-TOF MS with a home-made validated main spectra profile.
Classification
Confirmed
>1 of the major clinical criteria and >1 of the major mycological criteria or 1 minor clinical criterion and >1 of the
major mycological criteria
Probable
>1 of the major clinical criteria and 1 minor mycological or histological criterion and a complete or partial response to
antifungal therapy
Possible
>1 of the major clinical criteria without any (major or minor) mycological or histological criteria or >1 of the minor
clinical criteria without any (major or minor) mycological or histological criteria and a complete or partial response to
antifungal therapy
Severity
Mild
Solitary plaque or nodule <5 cm in diameter
Moderate
Solitary or multiple lesions as nodular, verrucous, or plaque types existing alone or in combination, covering 1 or 2
adjacent cutaneous regions and measuring <15 cm in diameter
Severe
Any type of lesion alone or in combination covering extensive cutaneous regions whether adjacent or nonadjacent
Clinical response during antifungal therapy
Major
Resolution of lesions with no relapse after 6 mo of follow-up. Reduction in the thickness/induration of lesions by 75%
or reduction of the surface area affected by palpable lesions by 75%
Minor
Resolution of all cutaneous symptoms (i.e., pruritus) referable to the lesions and some objective improvement of
lesions, less than a major response
Failure
Minor improvement or no change, worsening of lesions on therapy
*Adapted from Queiroz-Telles et al. (1). MALDI-TOF MS, matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry.

mycelial strains after subculture at 30°C to determine
the MICs for antifungal agents (19). The following
agents were tested at the concentrations indicated:
posaconazole and isavuconazole, 0.016–8 µg/mL;
amphotericin B and itraconazole, 0.006–32 µg/mL;
and terbinafine, 0.008–4 µg/mL. MICs were determined after 120 h of culture at 30°C. We used a 100%
inhibition endpoint for all drugs except for terbinafine, for which the endpoint was 80%.
Statistical Analysis

We compared chromoblastomycosis cases and
other nonchromoblastomycosis cases by using χ2
or Fisher exact tests for qualitative variables and
1204

Student t-tests for quantitative variables. Because
this infection is chronic, we calculated prevalence
by dividing the total number of cases at the end
of the study period in June 2017 by the number of
persons in the area concerned. We calculated the
number of persons at the end of the period from
the most recent figures available in 2013 from the
official website of the National Institute of Statistics
of Madagascar (20) and adjusted for the subsequent
years with a growth rate of 2.7% per year (World
Bank estimates of demographic growth in Madagascar). We analyzed data and generated maps by
using Epi Info version 7.2.2.1(21) and R Studio version 1.0.153 (22).
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Results
Demographic and Clinical Characteristics of Patients

During March 2013–June 2017, we included 148 patients with chronic cutaneous or subcutaneous lesions in the study. The mean (SD) age of the patients
was 41 (18.8) years; 111 (75.0%) were males. The
largest number of patients (n = 118, 79.7%) was enrolled at Joseph Raseta Befelatanana University Hospital, the permanent recruitment center (Figure 1,
panel A). An analysis of the geographic origin of the
patients showed that most (n = 90, 60.8%) patients
came from the highlands, followed by the regions in
the northeast (n = 23, 15.5%), east and southeast (n =
16, 10.8%), south and southwest (n = 13, 8.8%), and
west (n = 6, 4.1%) (Figure 1, panel B). A comparison
of the full years of recruitment (2014, 2015, and 2016)
showed that the number of patients was higher in
2015 (n = 47, 31.8%) and 2016 (n = 36, 24.3%) than
in 2014 (n = 28, 18.9%), but this difference was not
significant (p = 0.47).
The largest proportion of the patients worked in
agriculture (n = 76, 51.3%), followed by the service
sector (n = 31, 21%), students (n = 20, 13.5%), craftsmen (n = 14, 9.5%), and the unemployed (n = 7, 4.7%).
Lesions were located principally on the legs (62.8%)
and arms (28.3%).
Patients with Chromoblastomycosis

At the first consultation, 58 of 148 patients had clinically suspected chromoblastomycosis. A diagnosis of
chromoblastomycosis was made for 50 (33.8%) patients: confirmed for 41 (27.7%), probable for 3 (2.0%),
and possible for 6 (4.0%). The frequency of chromoblastomycosis remained stable during 2013–2017
(21.4%–47.2%; p = 0.12 (Table 2) During 2014–2016,
the mean (SD) number of annual chromoblastomycosis cases was 12 (5.5).
Patients who had chromoblastomycosis were significantly older (47.9 years) than those without chromoblastomycosis (37.5 years) (p = 0.0005). Analysis
by age group showed that this trend was linked to a
higher frequency of chromoblastomycosis in persons
33–48 years of age (44.0%) and 63–80 years of age
(54.1%) (p = 0.001). The risk for having chromoblastomycosis was almost 5 times higher after the age of 33
years (odds ratio 5.44, 95% CI 2.04–17.10; p = 0.0001).
Male predominance was more marked in patients
with chromoblastomycosis (92.0%) than in the other
recruited patients (66.0%) (p = 0.001) (Table 2). Chromoblastomycosis patients were predominantly farmers and employees of the service sector (Table 2). The
risk for chromoblastomycosis tended to be higher

among farmers than among persons with other professions grouped together (OR 1.92, 95% CI 0.95–3.85;
p = 0.09).
Location of lesions differed between chromoblastomycosis patients and other patients. Overall, 80.0%
of patients with chromoblastomycosis had leg lesions, compared with 54.1% of patients without chromoblastomycosis (p = 0.005) (Table 2). A diagnosis of
chromoblastomycosis was 3 times more likely than
any other diagnoses for leg lesions (OR 3.36, 95% CI
1.45–8.4; p = 0.003).
Mixed and tumorous lesions were the most frequent forms in chromoblastomycosis cases (Table
2; Figure 2). Lesions were mostly severe (54%) and
moderate (42%). All tumorous forms were severe.
Chromoblastomycosis lesions had been present for
>1–2 years in 90% of patients. The longest duration
of lesion presence was 36 years. All but the verrucous
forms were seen after 2 years of evolution (Table 2).
Prevalence and Geographic Distribution

We determined the geographic origin of patients
with chromoblastomycosis, corresponding to the
presumed origin of contamination. Most (84.0%)
chromoblastomycosis patients originated from peripheral regions, such as the northern (40%), eastern
and southeastern (22%), and southern and southwestern (20%) areas. We observed only 8 (16.0%)
cases in the central highlands. In June 2017, the prevalence of chromoblastomycosis was highest (1.47
cases/100,000 persons) in the Sava region in northeastern Madagascar, followed by the Anosy region
in south Madagascar (0.80 cases/100,000 persons)
(Figure 1, panel C; Table 3).
Mycological Results

We collected 192 samples (151 biopsy specimens, 23
skin flake samples, and 18 pus samples) from 148
patients. For chromoblastomycosis patients, we analyzed 58 samples (47 biopsy specimens, 7 skin flake
samples, and 4 pus samples). We compiled results
of mycological investigations, including molecular
analyses of samples from chromoblastomycosis patients (Appendix Table). Direct examination showed
muriform cells in 33 (56.9%) samples, 145 (90.6%) biopsy specimens, and 13 (57.1%) skin flake samples
(p = 0.11).
Culture

We obtained 172 cultures, including 41 from samples of 50 chromoblastomycosis patients. Overall,
26 (63.4%) cultures had macroscopic morphological
features consistent with Fonsecaea sp. and C. carrionii,
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and 2 (4.8%) cultures had microscopic morphological
features consistent with Fonsecaea sp. and C. carrionii.
Molecular Analysis

The ITS panfungal PCR had lower sensitivity for
clinical specimens than D1D2 PCR (21.6% vs. 91.9%;
p<0.0001). The performances of the 2 panfungal PCR
tests were relatively similar with cultures (75.0% vs.
92.5%; p = 0.07). Concerning the sensitivity of specific
PCRs for clinical specimens, the PCR for C. carrionii
was unable to confirm identification for any of the
specimens, whereas the PCR for Fonsecaea spp. established a diagnosis in 16 (55.3%) of 30 cases caused by
this genus (Appendix Table).

Comparison of the 31 reliable D1D2 sequences
by using the NCBI database identified 20 isolates of
F. pedrosoi, 4 of F. monophora, and 7 of C. carrionii.
Comparison of the 28 reliable ITS sequences from
the International Society of Human and Animal Mycology database confirmed 6 isolates of C. carrionii
but identified 22 isolates of F. nubica as Fonsecaea
spp. strains (Appendix Table). Identity ranged from
97.8% to 100.0% for F. nubica strains and from 99.5%
to 99.8% for all C. carrionii isolates but 1 (which was
96.3%). Phylogenetic analysis confirmed that 22 F.
nubica ITS sequences obtained from strains in Madagascar were grouped in the F. nubica clade (Figure 3).
This clade also includes 2 sequences that correspond

Table 2. Characteristics of chromoblastomycosis cases in patients with chronic cutaneous and subcutaneous lesions, Madagascar,
March 2013–June 2017*
Chromoblastomycosis
Characteristic
Severe,† n = 27 Moderate,† n = 21
NA, n = 2
All, n = 50
Other,‡ n = 98
p value
Period of recruitment
2013, starting March 1
NS
NS
NS
6 (12.0)
10 (10.2)
0.12
2014
NS
NS
NS
6 (12.0)
22 (22.4)
NS
2015
NS
NS
NS
12 (24.0)
35 (35.7)
NS
2016
NS
NS
NS
17 (34.0)
19 (19.5)
NS
2017, through May 31
NS
NS
NS
9 (18.0)
12 (12.2)
NS
Mean age, y, (SD)
NS
NS
NS
47.9 (15.7)
37.5 (19.4)
0.0005
Age range, y
3–17
NS
NS
NS
1 (2.0)
16 (16.3)
0.001
18–32
NS
NS
NS
5 (10.0)
26 (26.5)
NS
33–47
NS
NS
NS
21 (42.0)
26 (26.5)
NS
48–62
NS
NS
NS
10 (20.0)
19 (19.4)
NS
63–80
NS
NS
NS
13 (26.0)
11 (11.2)
NS
Sex
M
NS
NS
NS
46 (92.0)
65 (66.3)
0.001
F
NS
NS
NS
4 (8.0)
33 (33.7)
NS
Occupation
NS
Farmer
17 (63.0)
12 (57.1)
2 (100.0)
31 (62.0)
45 (45.9)
0.006
Services sector
7 (25.9)
7 (33.3)
0
14 (28.0)
17 (17.4)
NS
Student
1 (3.7)
1 (4.8)
0
2 (4.0)
18 (18.4)
NS
Merchant-artisan
1 (3.7)
0
0
1 (2.0)
13 (13.3)
NS
Unemployed
1 (3.7)
1 (4.8)
0
2 (4.0)
5 (5.1)
NS
Anatomic location
Lower limb
21 (77.8)
17 (81.0)
2 (100.0)
40 (80.0)
53 (54.1)
0.005
Upper limb
3 (11.1)
3 (14.3)
0
6 (12.0)
36 (37.7)
NS
Other§
3 (11.1)
1 (4.7)
0
4 (8.0)
9 (9.2)
NS
Duration of the lesion, y
<1
2 (7.4)
1 (4.8)
0
3 (6.0)
56 (57.1)
<0.0001
1–2
1 (3.7)
1 (4.8)
0
2 (4.0)
14 (14.3)
NS
>2
24 (88.9)
19 (90.4)
2 (100.0)
45 (90.0)
28 (28.6)
NS
Clinical form
Nodular
1 (3.7)
3 (14.3)
0
4 (8.0)
NS
NS
Verrucous
1(3.7)
4 (19.0)
0
5 (10.0)
NS
NS
Tumorous
5 (18.5)
0
0
5 (10.0)
NS
NS
Cicatricial
3 (11.1)
1 (4.8)
0
4 (8.0)
NS
NS
Plaque
3 (11.1)
7 (33.3)
0
10 (20.0)
NS
NS
Mixed
8 (29.6)
3 (14.3)
0
11 (22.0)
NS
NS
Mixed on the face
2 (7.4)
0
0
2 (4.0)
NS
NS
Modified by previous therapy
4 (14.8)
3 (14.3)
0
7 (14.0)
NS
NS
NA
0
0
2 (100.0)
2 (4.0)
NS
NS
*Values are no. (%) unless otherwise indicated. NA, not available; NS, not specified.
†For definitions, see Table 1.
‡Sporotrichosis (n = 63) (12); mycetoma (n = 4); carcinoma, eczema, and cutanesous tuberculosis (n = 2); carpitis, erysipela, fibrosarcoma, cutaneous
lymphoma, porokeratosis of Mibelli, prurigo nodularis, pyoderma, and papillomavirus (n = 1); not specified (n = 17).
§Head and neck, thorax.
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Figure 2. Clinical forms of chromoblastomycosis caused by Fonsecaea sp., Madagascar. A) Plaque; B) mixed: tumorous and cicatricial;
C) nodular; D) raised plaque; E) plaque; F) cicatricial; G) tumorous caused by Cladophialophora carrionii; H) mixed: cicatricial and
modified by previous therapy.

to Fonsecaea strains collected previously by Institut
Pasteur in Madagascar and identified as F. pedrosoi
(23). The Fonsecaea strains were isolated from patients who originated from the humid tropical zones
of eastern Madagascar, whereas C. carrionii was restricted to the southern and eastern regions of this
country (Figure 1, panel C).
Table 3. Prevalence of chromoblastomycosis, Madagascar,
March 2013–June 2017
No.
No.
Region
persons*
cases
Prevalence
North and central north
3,629,908
20
0.55
Analanjirofo
1,151,536
2
0.17
Sava
1,091,102
16
1.47
Sofia
1,387,270
2
0.14
Highlands
7,850,950
8
0.10
Analamanga
3,725,377
3
0.08
Amoron’i Mania
795,434
3
0.38
Itasy and Bongolava
1,324,044
0
0
Vakinankaratra
2,006,095
2
0.10
West
1,870,459
1
0.05
Boeny and Menabe
1,548,299
0
0.00
Melaky
322,160
1
0.31
East and South East
4,131,928
11
0.27
Alaotra Mangoro
1,142,612
4
0.35
Atsinanana
1,413,572
1
0.07
Vatovavy Fitovinany
1,575744
6
0.38
South and South West
3,376,074
10
0.30
Androy
816,466
3
0.37
Anosy
747,352
6
0.80
Atsimo Andrefana
1,464,830
0
0
Ihorombe
347,427
1
0.29

*Determined at the end of the study period and calculated from the most
recent figures available in 2013 and adjusted for subsequent years with a
growth rate of 2.7%/year (World Bank estimates of demographic growth in
Madagascar).
†No. cases/100,000 persons.

We used 11 reference strains or isolates identified by ITS sequencing for matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight (MALDI-TOF)
mass spectrometry analysis. We then validated the
MSPs by identification of ITS sequenced isolates
(Appendix Table). A comparison of the obtained
spectra showed that the mean (SD) identification
score was 2.01 (0.36) when compared with MSPs already present in reference databases. Statistical tests
showed similar identification performance between
the 3 culture conditions. In-house MSPs systematically outperformed the 2 sets of MSPs in the Bruker
database and the set in the NIH database for F. nubica and C. carrionii identification, confirming their
superiority for discrimination and identification at
the species level. Our MSPs identified 1 additional
isolate of F. nubica, which ITS sequencing failed to
identify (MYC10081; Appendix Table).
Susceptibility of Strains to Antifungal Drugs and
Patient Outcomes

A total of 15 F. nubica and 5 C. carrionii isolates were
culturable after thawing for MIC determination. We
determined MICs and their geometric means for the 5
antifungal drugs tested (Table 4). MICs were <1 µg/
mL for itraconazole and <0.25 µg/mL for posaconazole and isavuconazole for all F. nubica and C. carrionii isolates. We observed low MICs (<0.031 µg/mL)
for terbinafine for all F. nubica and 4/5 C. carrionii isolates. Amphotericin B appeared to be less active than
the other antifungal drugs.
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Figure 3. Phylogenetic tree of internal transcribed spacers sequences of fungal isolates from patients with chromoblastomycosis,
Madagascar. Tree was constructed by using MEGA7.0 software (https://www.megasoftware.net) and applying the maximumlikelihood method based on the Kimura 2-parameter model (100 bootstrap replicates). Numbers along branches are bootstrap values.
GenBank accession numbers are provided. Detailed information for strains is available (Appendix Table, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/
article/26/6/19-1498-App1.pdf). Sporpthrix schenckii was used as the outgroup. Dark blue squares, Fonsecaea nubica sequences
isolated in this study; black squares, Cladophialophora carrionii isolated in this study; pink squares, F. nubica previously identified as
F. pedrosoi; light blue squares, F. monophora previously identified as F. pedrosi.
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Table 4. Minimal inhibitory concentrations of 5 antifungal drugs for Fonsecaea nubica) and Cladophialophora carrionii (n = 5) strains,
Madagascar*
MIC, g/mL and no. isolates
Fungi, drug
0.008 0.015
0.02
0.031 0.062 0.125 0.25 0.5
1.0
2.0 Geometric mean, g/mL (range)
F. nubica, n = 15
ITZ
0
0
0
5
3
4
1
1
1
0
0.101 (0.031–1.0)
PSZ
0
11
0
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0.021 (0.015–0.062)
ISZ
1
3
0
10
1
0
0
0
0
0
0.027 (0.008–0.006)
TRB
11
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.012 (0.008–0.003)
AMB
0
0
0
0
1
2
4
6
1
1
0.692 (0.062–4.0)
C. carrionii, n = 5
ITZ
0
0
1
1
0
2
0
1
0
0
0.094 (0.031–1.0)
PSZ
0
0
2
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
0.071 (0.031–0.5)
ISZ
0
0
2
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
0.071 (0.031–0.5)
TRB
2
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
2
0.024 (0.008–0.125)
AMB
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
4.595 (2.0–8.0)
*AMB, amphotericin B; ISZ, isavuconazole; ITZ, itraconazole; PSZ, posaconazole; TRB, terbinafine.

A total of 27 (17 with severe cases and 10 with
moderate cases) of the 50 chromoblastomycosis patients who were treated (itraconazole, 100 mg 2×/d)
could have been followed-up. Patients were treated
for 4–26 months independently of disease severity. A
complete cure was never achieved, and a major response was seen in only 2 patients with severe forms.
Other patients showed only a minor response.
Discussion
We conducted an epidemiologic study of chromoblastomycosis in Madagascar that went back to
1997, when the studies conducted by Institut Pasteur
stopped. Our study confirmed the high endemicity
and showed even higher burdens in some regions
than described 20 years earlier. Although the climatic–geographic distribution of fungal pathogens was
preserved for Fonsecaea spp. in the humid tropical
climate of the east, north, and northwest regions and
C. carrionii in the semiarid climate in the southern region, molecular identification led to a revision of F.
nubica previously described as F. pedrosoi (9,24,25). On
the basis of this study, we were able to develop and
routinely implement molecular analyses in Madagascar, making positive species identification possible.
We report high regional prevalences of 1.47
cases/100,000 persons for the Sava region and 0.8
cases/100,000 persons for the Anosy region. These
2 regions were already perceived to be the major
foci of the disease. These prevalences exceed the
prevalence of 0.5 cases/100,000 persons estimated
20 years ago (9). Other regions, such as Amoron’i
Mania, Melaky, or Vatovavy Fitovinany, had lower prevalences (0.31–0.38 cases/100,000 persons),
similar to prevalences previously described (9). The
frequency of chromoblastomycosis in some areas
of western and southwestern Madagascar are unknown because these areas were not investigated by
advanced consultation campaigns. More recently,

Queiroz-Telles reported a prevalence of 0.26 cases/100,000 persons in Madagascar (26). Our results
show at least a steady high level of endemicity, suggesting that this country could still be the leading
focus of chromoblastomycosis worldwide (9). However, a comparison with data reported from other
countries is challenging because these data are for
mostly cumulative cases or series counts (1,4,27–29).
Our study also confirms the low prevalence in the
central highlands, where climatic conditions are different because of higher altitude (drier and cooler
than for the northern and eastern coasts) (9).
Use of molecular methods, such ITS sequencing
and MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry, enabled us to
revise the identification of the Fonsecaea species endemic to Madagascar as F. nubica instead of F. pedrosoi. Phylogenetic analysis grouped all reliable Fonsecaea sequences obtained from the strains isolated in
Madagascar and 2 sequences previously identified as
F. pedrosoi (23) together into the Nubica clade. In addition, analysis of D1D2 sequences showed that the
NCBI database was not reliable for identification of F.
nubica at the species level.
The climato–geographic locations for casepatients infected with F. nubica corresponded to those
described for F. perdosoi in the humid northern and
eastern tropical coasts (1,9). Concerning the second
causative pathogen (C. carrionii) found in Madagascar,
we confirmed its location in the arid southern part of
Madagascar. However, we detected 3/7 cases in patients who did not report any trip to the southern region and who originated from the humid zones (1,9).
These results might suggest a larger distribution and
lower restrictive climatic conditions for this species.
Patients with chromoblastomycosis were mostly
men and farmers, and lesions were located mostly
on lower limbs. Most patients were involved in
raising crops, working with bare hands and feet,
animal husbandry, rearing of livestock (e.g., pigs or
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zebu cattle) near plantations, and woodcutting and
charcoal-producing activities. In the Sava region, in
which we found the highest prevalence, vanilla, coffee, sugar cane, and pineapple production are the
main activities. In the dry southern area, the second
focus of chromoblastomycosis, the flora are characterized by forests of thorny plants of the family Didieraceae and euphorbias. This region also contains
sisal, which is used for manufacture of rope; eucalyptus, which is used for charcoal production; and
cacti, which are used for construction materials (2).
These rural activities provide many risks for injury
by thorny plants or cutting leaves for persons working with bare hands and feet.
Clinical manifestations were mostly polymorphous, with an association of plaques and nodular
and warty tumorous features, characterized by pink
pimples with a typical cauliflower appearance. Nearly half of the patients were not available for follow-up
examinations, mostly because of remoteness of their
homes, lack of public transport in rural areas, and
disabilities caused by their extensive lesions. We confirmed that chromoblastomycosis lesions are mostly
refractory because only 7.0% of the patients showed
major improvement. Nevertheless, observance of the
treatment and monitoring of therapeutic drug use
could not be assessed. Thus, we do not know if the
lack of cure was caused by ineffectiveness of itraconazole or low observance of use or low absorption of
this drug.
In conclusion, after 20 years without data, our
study and update of the epidemiology of chromoblastomycosis in Madagascar confirms its high endemicity. This disease shows a high prevalence in
the 2 main disease loci of 1.47 cases/100,00 persons
in the northeast region and 0.8 cases/100,000 persons the southeast region of this country. Chromoblastomycosis has persisted in Madagascar, and its
burden might be even greater than before, which
fully supports the recognition by the World Health
Organization that chromoblastomycosis is a neglected tropical disease. On the basis of this recent international effort, national control programs should be
conducted to ensure prevention, improve management through the earlier detection of lesions, and
facilitate access to treatment.
This study was supported by Fondation Mérieux (Lyon,
France), Institut de Recherche pour le Développement,
Société Française de Mycologie Médicale, and
Campus France.
M.C. received research grants from Pfizer and travel grants
from Basilea, Gilead, Merck Sharp & Dohme, and Pfizer.
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Emergence of New Non–Clonal
Group 258 High-Risk Clones
among Klebsiella pneumoniae
Carbapenemase–Producing
K. pneumoniae Isolates, France
Rémy A. Bonnin, Agnès B. Jousset, Adriana Chiarelli, Cécile Emeraud,
Philippe Glaser, Thierry Naas, Laurent Dortet

The worldwide spread of Klebsiella pneumoniae carbapenemase–producing Klebsiella pneumoniae (KPCKp) isolates was reported to be caused by dissemination
of 1 clonal complex (i.e., clonal group [CG] 258, which includes sequence types [STs] 258 and 512). We conducted whole-genome sequencing and epidemiologic analysis of all KPC-Kp isolates in France in 2018 and found
that new successful high-risk clones of ST147, ST307,
ST231, and ST383 are now the main drivers of blaKPC
genes. The blaKPC genes were mostly carried by Tn4401a
and Tn4401d structures and a new non–Tn4401 element.
Our epidemiologic investigations showed that the emergence of these non-CG258 KPC-Kp isolates in France
was linked to dissemination of these clones from Portugal. Thus, KPC-Kp epidemiology has changed in Europe,
at least in several non–KPC-endemic countries of western Europe, such as France and Portugal, where CG258
is not the most prevalent clone.

I

n Klebsiella pneumoniae bacteria, resistance to carbapenems results in 2 main mechanisms: the production of an extended spectrum β-lactamase or
plasmid-borne cephalosporinase associated with a
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decrease in permeability of the outer membrane (especially through alteration of OmpK35 and OmpK36
porins), or the production of a carbapenemase (1,2).
In France, these carbapenemases are Ambler’s class A
KPC enzymes; class B metallo-β-lactamases of NDM-,
VIM- and, to a lesser extent, IMP-type; and Ambler’s
class D oxacillinases of OXA-48–like type (3,4).
K. pneumoniae carbapenemase (KPC) was first
identified in United States in the early 2000s (5).
Since then, this carbapenemase has spread and has
become endemic in several countries, including the
United States, Israel, Greece, China, and Italy. It has
also been sporadically described in many countries
of Europe (1). The worldwide spread of KPC has
been linked to the dissemination of a main clone of
K. pneumoniae (sequence type [ST] 258) and a singlelocus variant (ST512) (6). In Asia (especially China),
ST11, another single-locus variant of ST258, is mostly
reported among blaKPC-harboring K. pneumoniae isolates (7). In addition, a recently published study, conducted by the EUSCAPE working group in 2013 in
Europe, revealed that the spread of carbapenemaseproducing K. pneumoniae was driven by only a few
clones (8). The most prevalent carbapenemase was
KPC (45.5% [311/684 isolates]), and 72.7% (229/311)
of KPC-producing K. pneumoniae (KPC-Kp) belong to
the same clonal group (CG) 258, including ST258 and
ST512. Whole-genome sequencing (WGS) analysis
has suggested that ST258 and ST512 KPC-Kp spread
out in Europe from 2 KPC-endemic countries: Greece
(ST258) and Italy (ST512) (6,9–11). However, that
study described the epidemiology of KPC in Europe
in 2013, whereas the aim of our study was to describe
the genomic characteristics of KPC isolates from a
more recent period.
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Analysis of the genetic context of blaKPC has revealed that this gene is mostly localized into a class 2
transposon named Tn4401 (12). Several variants of this
Tn4401 (Tn4401a through Tn4401i) have been reported
with deletions upstream of blaKPC within the promoter region (13,14). Consequently, expression of blaKPC
genes is complex and might involve different promoters, depending on the specific genetic environment
and bacterial species. The 2 main promoters are named
P1, which is in the vicinity of blaKPC, and P2, a hybrid
promoter located partly in the inverted repeat right of
ISKpn7 (15). In rare cases, blaKPC genes have been described in genetic structure not related to Tn4401 and
are named non–Tn4401 elements (NTE) (16). However,
in NTE, the expression of blaKPC is mediated by other
promoters. Our study aimed to deeply characterize the
epidemiology of KPC-Kp circulating in France in 2018.
Material and Methods
Strains Collections and Culture Conditions

We included all KPC-Kp sent to France’s National
Reference Center for Antimicrobial Resistance during January 1–December 31, 2018. As previously described, we used isolates that were recovered from
clinical and screening specimens and sent on a voluntary basis by any type of laboratory related to any
health facility, such as private and public hospitals,
nursing homes, and community laboratories (3,4).
These laboratories were located throughout France,
including overseas territories. KPC-Kp recovered by
the National Reference Center for Antimicrobial Resistance represent ≈85%–90% of the KPC-Kp infection
cases reported to the French Public Health Agency
(R.A. Bonnin, L. Dortet, unpub. data). The collection
used for WGS analysis represents a total of 63 nonduplicate isolates recovered from rectal screening (n
= 45), urine (n = 12), blood cultures (n = 1), wound
infections (n = 2), and respiratory samples (n = 2) and
1 isolate for which no recovery site information was
available. Because the aim of the study was to evaluate the genetic diversity of KPC producers, we discarded from further analysis any duplicate isolates or
isolates recovered from the same patient.
Antimicrobial Susceptibility Testing and
Carbapenemase Detection

We performed antimicrobial susceptibility testing by
using the disc diffusion method on Mueller-Hinton agar
(Bio-Rad, https://www.bio-rad.com) and interpreted
results according to European Committee on Antimicrobial Susceptibility Testing guidelines as updated in
2018 (http://www.eucast.org). We determined MICs

for colistin by using broth microdilution (Sensititer
Thermofisher, https://www.thermofisher.com). We
performed carbapenemase detection by using Rapidec
Carba NP (bioMérieux, https://www.biomerieux.
com), followed by immunochromatographic detection
of the carbapenemase enzyme using NG-Carba5 test
(NG Biotech, https://ngbiotech.com).
WGS and Bioinformatic analysis

We sequenced all KPC-Kp isolates by using Illumina
technology as previously described (17). We extracted total DNA from colonies by using the Ultraclean
Microbial DNA Isolation Kit (MO BIO Laboratories,
https://www.mobio.com) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. We prepared the DNA library
as previously described (17) and performed de novo
assembly and read mappings by using CLC Genomics Workbench 12.0 (QIAGEN, https://www.qiagen.
com). We identified the acquired antimicrobial resistance genes by using Resfinder 3.1 (https://cge.cbs.
dtu.dk/services/ResFinder/) and the CARD database (https://card.mcmaster.ca). We annotated the
genomes by using RAST (18). We performed phylogenic analysis by using CSIphylogeny 1.4 (https://
cge.cbs.dtu.dk/services/CSIPhylogeny) and visualized the genomes by using FigTree 1.4.3 (http://
tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree). We performed
sequences alignments by using ClustalW (https://
www.genome.jp/tools-bin/clustalw). We analyzed
single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) on the
whole genome by using CSIphylogeny V1.4 with parameters as follows: select minimum depth at SNP
position at 10×, minimum distance between SNPs at
10 bp, and minimum SNP quality score of 30.
We constructed the genetic contexts by using
de novo assembly or by mapping with reference genomes from GenBank and verified by in-house PCR
as previously described (17). We analyzed plasmid
contents of clinical isolates by using PlasmidFinder
2.1 to search for the replicase gene and by conducting
manual searches for genes showing homology with
the replicase gene.
Results
Low Prevalence of KPC Producers among
Carbapenem-Resistant K. pneumoniae in France

In 2018, a total of 3,931 carbapenem-resistant Enterobacteriaceae were collected, including 1,259 carbapenem-resistant K. pneumoniae, among which 1,010 were
carbapenemase producers. OXA-48-like enzymes
were the most prevalent carbapenemases (69.4%),
followed by NDM (17.1%); 37 isolates (3.7%) had a
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combination of both of these carbapenemases. KPC
enzymes represent only 3.0% of all carbapenemases,
corresponding to 6.8% (69 isolates, including 6 duplicated isolates) of all carbapenemase produced by
K. pneumoniae. KPC also was produced by 13 non–K.
pneunomiae, including 5 KPC-2 producers (2 Escherichia coli, 1 Klebsiella oxytoca, 1 Enterobacter cloacae, and 1
Citrobacter koseri) and 8 KPC-3 producers (5 E. coli, 1
C. freundii, 1 E. cloacae, and 1 K. aerogenes). Accordingly, K. pneumoniae is the most prevalent species (84.1%)
among KPC producers.

Antimicrobial-Susceptibility of KPC-Kp

Susceptibility testing revealed that all KPC-Kp were
resistant to all broad-spectrum cephalosporins
(ceftazidime, cefotaxime, cefepime) and monobactam
(Figure 1). All KPC-Kp were resistant to ertapenem.
According to European Committee on Antimicrobial Susceptibility Testing breakpoints, 62.1% (41/66)
KPC-Kp isolates remained susceptible to imipenem
and 30.3% (20/66) to meropenem (Figure 1). Ceftazidime/avibactam (98.5% susceptibility) and colistin
(92.2%) remained the most potent agents (Figure 1,

Figure 1. Susceptibility testing of Klebsiella pneumoniae carbapenemase–producing K. pneumoniae isolates, France, 2018. A)
Antimicrobial susceptibility to carbapenems tested by using the disc diffusion method and interpreted according to European Committee
on Antimicrobial Susceptibility Testing guidelines (http://www.eucast.org). B) Susceptibility to ceftazidime or ceftazidime/avibactam
combination. C) MICs for colistin as determined by broth microdilution. D) Percentage of susceptibility to other antibiotic families. Where
percentage of resistance is <100%, percentage of susceptible isolates is indicated. AMC, amoxicillin/clavulanate; AMK, amikacin; AMX,
amoxicillin; CIP, ciprofloxacin; CHL, chloramphenicol; C/T, ceftolozane/tazobactam; CTX, cefotaxime; FEP, cefepime; GEN, gentamicin;
I, intermediate; LEV, levofloxacin; MEC, mecillinam; NET, netilmicin; NIT, nitrofurane; PIP, piperacillin; PTZ, piperacillin/tazobactam; R,
resistant; S, susceptible; TCC, ticarcillin/clavulanate; TEM, temocillin; TGC, tigecycline; TIC, ticarcillin.
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panels B and C). However, we identified 1 isolate resistant to ceftazidime/avibactam but susceptible to
carbapenems (Figure 1). This isolate produces a new
variant of KPC, named KPC-39, that has been reported to possess increased ceftazidime catalytic activity
but also to have concomitantly lost its carbapenemase
activity (19). Among other antimicrobial families,
84.9% KPC-Kp isolates were susceptible to tigecycline, 30.3% to sulfamethoxazole/trimethoprim, and
19.7% to ciprofloxacin (Figure 1, panel D). Resistance
to aminoglycosides varied from 40.9% for amikacin to
75.8% for tobramycin.
blaKPC Variants and Associated Acquired
Resistance Genes

We performed WGS on 63 nonduplicate KPC-Kp
isolates and identified their resistomes by using Illumina technology. In this collection, 44 isolates possessed the blaKPC-3 gene (69.8%), and 18 (28.5%) possessed the blaKPC-2 gene. One isolate harbored a novel
single-nucleotide variant of blaKPC-3, blaKPC-39 (Figure
1, panel B). Two isolates produced 2 carbapenemases, including 1 isolate coharboring blaKPC-2 and blaVIM-1
and another 1 coharboring blaKPC-2 and blaNDM-4 (Figure
2). We identified additional antimicrobial-resistance
determinants in all isolates (Appendix 1, https://
wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/26/6/19-1517-App1.
xlsx). Approximately 46% of the KPC-Kp isolates
carried an extended spectrum β-lactamase encoding
gene, including 22 isolates harboring blaCTX-M-15; 4 isolates coharboring blaCTX-M-14 and blaCTX-M-15; and 3 isolates with blaCTX-M-14, blaCTX-M-3, or blaCTX-M-65. The other
acquired β-lactam resistance determinants encoded
for the narrow-spectrum β-lactamases OXA-9 and
TEM-1. To decipher quinolone resistance, we analyzed the presence of plasmid-mediated resistance
determinants and known mutations in gyrase and
topoisomerases (20–22). Resistance to quinolones
was mediated by either mutation in gyrase gyrA affecting the residues S83 (p.S83I, n = 42; p.S83F, n =
7; and p.S83Y, n = 2) or D87 (p.D87N, n = 7; p.D87G,
n = 3; and p.D87A, n = 2) or parC affecting the residues p.S80 (p.S80I, n = 51) or the production of Qnr
(Qnr66-like, QnrB6, or QnrS1). Aminoglycoside resistance was caused by the production of the 16S
RNA methylase RmtB (n = 7) or an aminoglycosidemodifying enzyme (encoding by aac(3′)-IIa, aadA1,
aadA2, aac(6′)-Ib-cr, or strA/strB). Colistin resistance
(n = 5) resulted systematically in chromosome-encoded resistance with alteration of the mgrB gene. In
these isolates, 2 possessed a nonsense substitution
(p.Q30*), 1 missense involved in colistin resistance
(p.C27W) (23), an ISKpn26-like inserted (with direct

repeats [DRs] of 4 bp: TTAA), and a missense mutation leading to the disappearance of the start codon.
No isolate had plasmid-encoded resistance mcr-1.
Genetic Diversity of KPC-Kp

Phylogenetic analysis revealed that the 63 KPC-Kp belonged to 15 different clones (STs) circulating in France
(Figure 2; Appendix 1). Although many studies have
asserted that CG258 is responsible for the spread of
blaKPC (6,8–11), in our collection, only 8 isolates (12.7%)
belonged to CG258 (4 each for ST258 and ST512). Furthermore, epidemiologic investigations revealed no
link between these isolates (Figure 2). Because KPC is
not widely disseminated in France, we did not expect
to observe such clonal diversity. Indeed, the epidemiology of KPC in France is not comparable to what was reported in nearby countries in Europe where KPC is endemic, such as Greece and Italy, and where the spread
of blaKPC-2/-3 is clearly linked to CG258 (24,25). Among
the 8 isolates we identified that belonged to CG258,
3 were recovered from patients with travel history in
Greece (isolate 175C3 and isolate 177H5) and Italy (isolate 160C2). In France, the 3 most prevalent clones are
ST307 (with 15 isolates), ST147 (12 isolates), and ST13
(7 isolates). By using the 21 SNP cutoff value proposed
by David et al. to identity a single hospital outbreak
caused by a ST258 and ST512 cluster (8), we identified
that the ST307 clone was overrepresented because of
an outbreak that included 11 isolates (Figure 2; Appendix 2, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/26/6/191517-App2.pdf). However, this ST307 also included
4 isolates that were not related to this outbreak, such
as the 195I4 strain, which was isolated from a patient
who traveled in Crete (Greece) and possesses an additional carbapenemase-encoding gene (blaNDM-4). The
second most prevalent clone, ST147, seemed to have
disseminated upon distinct events (Appendix 2). Most
of the ST147 isolates have been recovered from different areas with no epidemiologic link between the patients (Figure 2). A link with Portugal has been identified for most (9/11) patients infected or colonized with
a KPC-3–producing K. pneumoniae of ST147 (Figure 2).
The same link with Portugal was observed for 4 patients infected or colonized with a KPC-3–producing
K. pneumoniae of ST231. Strains from ST383 represented a small outbreak for which cross contamination was
evidenced (<20 SNPs between 4 isolates [Appendix 2]).
One isolate (171J7) was distantly related to other clones
and corresponded to K. variicola. KPC-2-producing K.
pneumoniae isolates of ST11 were predominantly linked
to patients who had a history of travel in Asia (China
and Vietnam), where this ST is known to be the main
vector of blaKPC dissemination.
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Diversity of Genetic Vehicle Involved in
Spread of blaKPC

Analysis of the close genetic context of blaKPC highlighted diversity in the genetic structures at the origin of the acquisition of the carbapenemase-encoding
gene. The well-known Tn4401a (in 29 isolates) and
Tn4401d (in 26 isolates) were the most prevalent

structures identified (Figure 2 and 3; Appendix
1). The KPC-Kp of the 2 main clones ST307 and
ST147, blaKPC, is carried on Tn4401a in ST307 and
Tn4401d in ST147. Two unrelated isolates (ST11–
167I9 and the K. variicola 171J7 isolate) harbored
blaKPC in the Tn4401b isoform. In the remaining 6
isolates (ST273–171J9, ST147–199D1, ST1788–189B3,

Figure 2. Phylogenetic analysis of Klebsiella pneumoniae carbapenemase–producing K. pneumoniae isolates, France, 2018. STs
are indicated on the branches of the tree. Colored circles, triangles, or pentagons indicate carbapenemase type. Colored rectangles
indicate region where isolates were recovered, as indicated on inset map; numbers on map indicate number of isolates. Genetic context
indicated by isoform of Tn4401 or NTE. Labels indicate links with foreign countries. Scale bar on tree indicates the number of singlenucleotide polymorpisms per position of common sequences. NTE, non-Tn4401 element; ST, sequence type.
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ST11–171G8, ST11–190F6, and ST11–171J10), blaKPC-2 is
localized in an NTE element (Figures 2, 3). Although
3 isolates belonged to ST11, they displayed 200–800
SNPs of differences along their core genome, indicating that they were unrelated (Appendix 2). The links
with 3 different countries (Portugal for ST11–171G8,
China for ST11–190F6, and Vietnam for ST11–171J10)
are consistent with this unrelatedness. Analysis of
NTE elements revealed 4 different structures even if
common features were observed (Figure 3). For instance, the presence of a fragment of ISKpn6 downstream of blaKPC and a copy of ISKpn27 upstream were
always present (Figure 3). DRs of TATAGG bracketing ISKpn27 indicated a transposition process that occurred inside the resolvase gene of Tn3. Immediately
upstream of blaKPC-2 (74 bp), the presence of the inverted repeat right of Tn3 is present in all NTE, indicating that all these structures were related. However,
the NTE differed by the size of the deletions that are
present between ISKpn27 and blaKPC-2 (from 280 bp in
NTE-190F6 to 940 bp in NTE-199D1). We could observe a remnant of blaTEM-1 in longer structures, but it
was not functional anymore. Analysis of the 4 NTE

revealed that in NTE-199D1, several copies of IS26
bracketed the whole structure, indicating that this
IS might be involved in its acquisition by transposition or a recombination event. IS26 has been recently
demonstrated to be able to transpose and thus create
a class I transposon by targeting another copy of IS26
(26). NTE-171J10 is inserted in the fip gene of IncNtype plasmids with the presence of DRs surrounding
the NTE-171J0 (Figure 3). The fip gene has already
been demonstrated to be an integration hot spot in
IncN-type plasmids (27,28). DRs as well as putative
inverted repeats of Tn3-family transposon are present
at the integration site (Figure 3). Moreover, the presence of the complete Tn3 transposase gene indicated
that NTE-171J10 might be functional. In NTE-189B3, a
new class I transposon carrying a protein of unknown
function has been identified. DRs bracketed ISApu1
and ISApu2, indicating a transposition process mediated by these close insertion sequences (Figure 3).
Discussion
In France, KPC producers (84.1% of K. pneumoniae)
represent only 6.8% of all carbapenemase producers,

Figure 3. Analysis of genetic context of blaKPC genes in Klebsiella pneumoniae carbapenemase–producing K. pneumoniae isolates,
France, 2018. Different isoforms of NTE and Tn4401 are represented. Inverted repeat sequences are indicated by triangles. Direct
repeats are indicated by vertical lines. Genes are represented by arrows. NTE, non-Tn4401 element.
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far away from the global 72.7% found in Europe in
2013 (8). This relatively low prevalence of KPC producers in France compared with OXA-48–like and
NDM producers has been reported since 2012 (3,4,29).
We demonstrated unexpected clonal diversity among
KPC-Kp isolated in France. A few overrepresented
clones were identified (i.e., ST307, ST147, ST231, and
ST13). However, ST307 was involved in a regional
outbreak, whereas ST147 and ST13 were identified in
different parts of France. Most of the patients colonized or infected with KPC-Kp had a clear link with
Portugal, where these 4 STs were recently described
to be the more prevalent (30,31). The KPC-2–producing K. pneumoniae isolates identified in France were
predominantly recovered from patients with a history of travel in Greece (ST258) or Asia (ST11).
Regarding antimicrobial susceptibility of KPC-Kp
in France, the relative high susceptibility to imipenem
(30.3%) and meropenem to a lesser extent (18.2%) are
in agreement with previous reports from Italy, where
ST512 is highly prevalent (26.6% susceptibility to
meropenem) (32). Conversely, data from the United
States and Taiwan indicated that KPC-Kp are more
resistant to carbapenems in those parts of the world,
where ST258 is more prevalent (33,34).
Altogether, our results indicate that the KPC-Kp
epidemiology has changed in Europe during the past
5 years. In 2018, ST258 and ST512 K. pneumoniae were
no longer the main drivers of KPC resistance, at least
in several non–KPC-endemic countries of western
Europe, such as France and Portugal (30,31). KPC-Kp
epidemiology also appears to have begun changing
in some countries, such as Italy and Colombia, where
CG-258 KPC-Kp was previously known to be endemic.
This change is indicated by the reported emergence
of ST307 and ST273 KPC-Kp in Sicilia (Italy) (35) and
ST307 and ST14 KPC-Kp in Colombia (36). This change
in the global epidemiology of KPC-Kp might have an
effect on the identification of these carbapenemase
producers with the molecular methods dedicated to
the identification of GC258 K. pneumoniae (37,38).
In addition, our study highlights the dissemination of blaKPC genes in high-risk clones of K. pneumoniae (ST307 and ST147), genetic features that might
provide an advantage in adaptation to the hospital environment and the human host (39). These clones already convey several antimicrobial-resistance genes,
including genes encoding other carbapenemases of
NDM and OXA-48–like types (40,41). Accordingly,
we might now fear the emergence of ST307 and ST147
high-risk clones of K. pneumoniae that can co-produce
multiple carbapenemases. A recent study demonstrated the importance of ST307 in the dissemination
1218

of blaOXA-181 in South Africa (42). In that study, >600
isolates belonging to ST307 were recovered and analyzed, and the results demonstrated the importance
of this clone as a carrier of carbapenemase genes in
all continents. Another study used Bayesian analysis
to demonstrate that ST307 emerged in the mid-1990s
(43). ST307 had been strongly associated with the diffusion of blaCTX-M-15 (43) and now is associated with the
dissemination of carbapenemase genes (42).
In conclusion, we found that the epidemiology
of KPC-Kp has changed in Europe, in particular, with
emergence of non–CG258 KPC-Kp isolates in France,
linked to dissemination from Portugal. This change in
epidemiology has to be considered by microbiologists
because a few diagnostic assays specifically designed
for the identification of ST-258 KPC-Kp isolates will
not be able to detect non–CG258 KPC-Kp isolates.
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Zoonotic Vectorborne Pathogens
and Ectoparasites of Dogs and Cats
in Eastern and Southeast Asia
Vito Colella, Viet L. Nguyen, Do Y. Tan, Na Lu, Fang Fang, Yin Zhijuan, Jiangwei Wang, Xin Liu,
Xinghui Chen, Junyan Dong, Wisnu Nurcahyo, Upik K. Hadi, Virginia Venturina, Kenneth B.Y. Tong,
Yi-Lun Tsai, Piyanan Taweethavonsawat, Saruda Tiwananthagorn, Thong Q. Le, Khanh L. Bui,
Malaika Watanabe, Puteri A.M.A. Rani, Giada Annoscia, Frédéric Beugnet, Domenico Otranto, Lénaïg Halos

To provide data that can be used to inform treatment
and prevention strategies for zoonotic pathogens in
animal and human populations, we assessed the occurrence of zoonotic pathogens and their vectors on
2,381 client-owned dogs and cats living in metropolitan areas of 8 countries in eastern and Southeast Asia
during 2017–2018. Overall exposure to ectoparasites
was 42.4% in dogs and 31.3% in cats. Our data cover
a wide geographic distribution of several pathogens,
including Leishmania infantum and zoonotic species of
filariae, and of animals infested with arthropods known
to be vectors of zoonotic pathogens. Because dogs
and cats share a common environment with humans,
they are likely to be key reservoirs of pathogens that
infect persons in the same environment. These results
will help epidemiologists and policy makers provide
tailored recommendations for future surveillance and
prevention strategies.

A

sia is the largest continent in the world, known
for its thriving biocultural diversity. Today,
countries in Asia are experiencing a rapid social, demographic, and economic transformation, thereby
placing this region as an ever-growing economic
powerhouse in the years to come. Sustained economic growth in Asia has resulted in increased
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demand for products and services and substantial urbanization (1). These factors have triggered a series
of human-mediated environmental alterations, such
as deforestation and encroachment of humans into
natural ecosystems, that now link previously isolated
ecologic niches and give pathogens new opportunities to thrive (2). During the past century, Asia has
been in the limelight for emergence and pathogenicity of a large number of infectious diseases that have
taken a substantial toll on the health of millions of
persons (1). Striking examples include the emergence
of severe acute respiratory syndrome, infections with
the highly pathogenic avian influenza A(H5N1) virus, and coronavirus disease (COVID-19). Recently,
human modification of natural habitats resulted in
the emergence of a tick vector of Kyasanur Forest
disease virus, a zoonotic vectorborne flavivirus that
causes severe hemorrhagic fever with a fatality rate
of 3%–10% (3).
Also implicated in the changing epidemiology
of pathogens of public health concern in eastern and
Southeast Asia are dogs and cats (4–6). In remote areas of eastern and Southeast Asia, three quarters of
dogs are classified as stray or community dogs (7).
Increases in living standards have led to a dramatic
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Figure 1. Geographic distribution and size of dog and cat samples in study of ectoparasites and vectorborne zoonotic pathogens of
dogs and cats in Asia, 2017–2018. Highlighted areas represent the geographic regions from which samples were collected in China,
Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand, and Vietnam.

surge in the number of pet dogs and cats living in
metropolitan settings (8,9). In China, the population
of pet dogs is estimated to grow by 5 million per year.
Along with this increase in companion animal ownership, the risk of acquiring parasitic zoonoses from
companion dogs and cats represents an ongoing, yet
neglected, threat (10,11).
Implementation of effective measures to control zoonotic diseases must rely on the elucidation
of pathogens and reservoir hosts in a given area.
For most countries in Asia, limited knowledge
about the agents parasitizing dogs and cats, including those transmissible to humans, hinders the establishment of proper strategies for treatment and
prevention of zoonotic pathogens in animal and
human populations. Although previous investigations have explored the occurrence of zoonotic diseases in animals living in remote areas (4–7), our
year-long multicenter study explored the occurrence of vectorborne pathogens and ectoparasites
1222

in pet dogs and cats from metropolitan areas in
eastern and Southeast Asia.
Methods
Our study involved academic institutions and private facilities of eastern Asia (China and Taiwan)
and Southeast Asia (Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam). To
provide capacity building and compliance with the
study procedures, trainings were performed at local institutions as needed. The protocol of this study
was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Department of Veterinary Medicine, University of Bari
(protocol no. 13/17). At partner institutions, animal
owners read, approved, and signed an owner informed consent, which contained information about
study procedures.
During 2017–2018, local investigators sampled
10 client-owned dogs and 10 client-owned cats each
month for 12 months in each country, except China,
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Table 1. Distribution of 1,229 dogs and 1,152 cats from select countries, by age group, husbandry, and sex, in study of ectoparasites
and vectorborne zoonotic pathogens of dogs and cats, Asia, 2017–2018
Age, y
Husbandry
Sex
Country (total no.
<1
>1 to <5
>5
Urban area
Rural area
M
F
animals; no. dogs,
no. cats)
Dogs Cats
Dogs Cats
Dogs Cats
Dogs Cats
Dogs Cats
Dogs Cats
Dogs Cats
China (971; 481,
122 228
182
172
69
464 484
17
6
289 273
192 217
490)*
Indonesia (173; 95,
30
22
50
46
15
10
68
63
27
15
51
39
44
39
78)
Malaysia (91; 45, 46)
9
30
11
14
25
2
45
1
0
45
20
27
25
19
Philippines (235;
45
50
50
59
20
5
96
91
24
23
51
60
68
54
120, 115)
Singapore (245;
3
61
14
26
98
42
115 128
1
1
50
67
63
60
116, 129)
Taiwan (186;
10
26
45
20
77
8
81
35
51
19
62
28
69
26
132, 54)
Thailand (240; 120,
15
35
49
66
54
19
89
101
31
19
69
49
51
71
120)
Vietnam (240; 120,
48
80
49
27
20
0
81
86
39
19
66
63
53
57
120)
All (2,381; 1,229,
282 532
450 451
481 155
1,039 989
190 147
658 606
565 543
1,152)
*Beijing (240; 119, 121); Nanjing (240; 120, 120); Shanghai (240; 120, 120); Guangxi Province (251; 122, 129).

where 40 dogs and 40 cats each month were sampled.
Inclusion criteria were a history of regular outdoor
access and having not received recent antiparasitic
treatments. Data on the animals’ location, age, breed,
and sex were recorded.
Veterinary Examination

Veterinarians performed a complete examination of
the animals, reporting abnormalities in rectal temperature, overall physical condition, demeanor, nasal discharge, skin/haircoat, eyes, superficial lymph nodes,
respiratory system (breathing), cardiovascular system
(mucous membranes), and fecal consistency. The examinations included checking for the presence of ectoparasites (ticks, fleas, lice, and mites) by examining the

whole-body surface for >5 minutes. The veterinarians
inspected both eyes, including a thorough examination
under the third eyelid to detect adult Thelazia callipaeda
eyeworms. They also performed testing for lesions
evocative of sarcoptic mange or demodicosis (deep
skin scraping), cheyletiellosis (tape test), or otoacariosis (earwax examination).
Sampled parasites were stored in vials containing 70% ethanol and sent for morphologic and molecular identification at the University of Bari (Bari,
Italy), where we examined adult and nymph ticks
under a stereomicroscope. We clarified tick larvae,
fleas, lice, and fur mites in 10% potassium hydroxide overnight, mounted in Hoyer’s medium and
observed under an optical microscope (12). We

Table 2. Frequency of tick, flea, and lice detection on 1,229 dogs and 1,152 cats, by country, in study of ectoparasites and
vectorborne zoonotic pathogens of dogs and cats, Asia, 2017–2018
Detection frequency, % (95% CI)
Ticks
Fleas
Lice
Country (no.
dogs, no. cats)
Dogs
Cats
Dogs
Cats
Dogs
Cats
China (481,
6.0 (4.2–8.5)
0.2 (0.0–1.1)
3.1 (1.9–5.1)
4.5 (3.0–6.7)
0.6 (0.2–1.8)
0.8 (0.0–2.0)
490)
Indonesia (95, 42.1 (32.7–52.2) 10.3 (5.3–18.9)
16.8 (10.6–25.6) 53.9 (42.9–64.5)
6.3 (2.9–13.1)
33.3 (23.9–44.4)
78)
Malaysia (45,
4.4 (1.2–14.8)
0
4.4 (1.2–14.8)
89.1 (77.0–95.3)
0
8.7 (3.4–20.3)
46)
Philippines
67.5 (58.7–75.2) 24.4 (17.4–32.9)
80.0 (72.0–86.2) 54.8 (45.7–63.6)
52.5 (43.6–61.2) 26.1 (18.9–34.8)
(120, 115)
Singapore
8.6 (4.7–15.1)
1.6 (0.4–5.5)
0.9 (0.0–4.7)
3.9 (1.7–8.7)
0.9 (0.0–4.7)
3.9 (1.7–8.7)
(116, 129)
Taiwan (132,
12.9 (8.2–19.7)
5.6 (1.9–15.1)
9.1 (5.3–15.2)
20.4 (11.8–32.9)
0.8 (0.0–4.2)
1.9 (0.3–9.7)
54)
Thailand (120, 27.5 (20.3–36.1)
0
20.8 (14.5–28.9) 19.2 (13.1–27.1)
2.5 (0.8–7.1)
0
120)
Vietnam (120, 51.7 (42.8–60.4)
0.8 (0.1–4.6)
12.5 (7.7–19.6) 15.8 (10.4–23.4)
0.8 (0–4.6)
0
120)
All (1,229,
3.7 (2.8–5.0)
14.8 (12.9–16.9) 19.6 (17.4–22.0)
6.4 (5.1–7.8)
6.1 (4.8–7.6)
22.3 (20.1−24.7)
1152)
Emerging Infectious Diseases • www.cdc.gov/eid • Vol. 26, No. 6, June 2020
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Table 3. Frequency of mite detection on 1,229 dogs and 1,152 cats in study of ectoparasites and vectorborne zoonotic pathogens of
dogs and cats, Asia, 2017–2018
Detection frequency, % (95% CI)
Scabies mites
Demodex spp.
Otodectes cynotis
Country (no. dogs,
Sarcoptes
Notoedres cati,
Lynxacarus
no. cats)
scabiei, dogs
cats
Dogs
Cats
Dogs
Cats
radovskyi, cats
China (481, 490)
0.6 (0.2–1.8)
0.6
0.2
1.3
5.1
0
0.2 (0−1.1)
(0.2–1.8)
(0.6–2.7)
(3.5–7.4)
(0−1.1)
Indonesia (95, 78)
3.2 (1.1–8.9) 34.6 (25.0–45.7)
1.1
0
0
12.8
5.1 (2.0–12.5)
(0.2–5.7)
(7.1–22.0)
Malaysia (45, 46)
0
0
0
0
0
17.4
4.4 (1.2–1.45)
(9.09–30.72)
Philippines (120,
0
0.9 (0.1–4.7)
3.3
0.9
0
2.6
0
115)
(1.3–8.3)
(0.1–4.7)
(0.9–7.4)
Singapore (116,
2.7 (0.5–6.1)
0
4.3
0
0.9
19.4
34.9 (27.2–43.4)
129)
(1.8–9.7)
(0.1–4.7)
(13.5–27.0)
Taiwan (132, 54)

0

0

Thailand (120, 120)

0

0

Vietnam (120, 120)

0.8 (0.1–4.6)

0

All (1,229, 1,152)

0.7 (0.4–1.4)

2.5 (1.7–3.4)

0.2
(0.04–5.4)
0

0

2.5
(0.8–7.1)
1.5
(0.9–2.3)

0

used morphologic keys to identify all ectoparasites
to the species level (13–20). For mite identification,
we minced crusty skin lesions by using disposable
surgical blades, added drops of saline solution on a
glass slide, observed the slides under an optical microscope, and identified the mites according to morphologic appearance (18,21). We mounted anterior
and posterior extremities of adult T. callipaeda eyeworms in lactophenol and identified them (22).
Molecular Identification of Ectoparasites

To confirm morphologic identifications of ectoparasite species, we subjected a representative subpopulation (≈20%) of the ectoparasites to DNA extraction
and amplification of target genes (Appendix Table,
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/26/6/19-1832App1.pdf). For ticks, fleas and lice, we isolated genomic DNA (gDNA) by using the DNeasy Blood and
Tissue Kit (QIAGEN, https://www.qiagen.com) according to the manufacturer's instructions. We isolated gDNA from a small portion of the idiosoma of ticks
(23) and from the anterior dorsal part of the abdomen
of fleas (24). We selected individual lice and mites under an optical microscope and extracted gDNA by using a QIAamp DNA Micro Kit (QIAGEN).
Blood Collection and Processing

From each study animal, we collected ≈2 mL of blood
in a tube with anticoagulant and processed it as follows. For dogs, we used an aliquot of the blood sample
for the ELISA-based technology SNAP 4Dx Plus test
(IDEXX Laboratories, Inc., https://www.idexx.com)
1224

0

0.2
(0−0.6)

2.3
(0.8–6.5)
0
0.8
(0.1–4.6)
0.9
(0.5–1.6)

7.4
(2.9–17.5)
1.7
(0.0–5.8)
10
(5.8–16.7)
7.7
(6.3–9.4)

0
0
0
4.4 (3.4–5.6)

to detect Dirofilaria immitis antigen and antibodies
against Anaplasma phagocytophilum/A. platys, Borrelia
burgdorferi sensu lato, and Ehrlichia canis/E. ewingii
as described and the SNAP Leishmania test (IDEXX
Laboratories, Inc.) to detect antibodies against Leishmania infantum/L. donovani as described. For cats, we
used an aliquot of blood to detect antigens of feline
leukemia virus (FeLV) and D. immitis and antibodies
against feline immunodeficiency virus (FIV). We used
the SNAP Combo FIV/FeLV and SNAP Heartworm
RT Test (IDEXX Laboratories, Inc.). For dogs and cats,
we blotted 2 spots of blood (125 μL each, total 250 μL/
animal) onto Whatman FTA cards (Sigma-Aldrich
Corp., https://www.sigmaaldrich.com), stored the
cards overnight (>6 h) at room temperature for blood
to dry, and put them in a zip-locked plastic bag.
DNA Extraction, Amplification, Purification,
and Sequencing

From each Whatman FTA card, we punched out
5 disks of 3.0-mm each (Uni-Core 150 punch; GE
Healthcare, https://www.gelifesciences.com) and
placed them in each well of a 96-well plate (QIAcube
HT kit Plasticware; QIAGEN) and included a negative control (Whatman FTA card blotted with dog
blood naive to the pathogens in this study) for each
plate. Subsequently, we added a 200-μL solution (180
μL of buffer ATL and 20 μL of proteinase K) to each
well and subjected samples to prelysate overnight
incubation at 56°C in a 711 CT incubator (Asal s.r.l.,
http://www.asal.it). We extracted DNA by using a
QIAcube HT and the QIAamp 96 DNA QIAcube HT
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kit (QIAGEN) according to manufacturer instructions. We tested all gDNA isolated from dried blood
samples by conventional PCR (cPCR) (Appendix Table). We detected Leishmania protozoa by quantitative
PCR (qPCR) and further tested only samples scoring
positive in duplicates by qPCR by cPCR on the internal transcribed spacer 2 region and kinetoplast DNA
for species identification (Appendix Table).
For all PCRs, we included positive controls (DNA
of pathogen-positive blood samples) and negative
controls (DNA of pathogen-negative blood samples).
We visualized PCR amplicons from nematodes and
apicomplexan protozoa by capillary electrophoresis
by using a QIAxcel DNA screening gel cartridge on a

QIAxcel system (QIAGEN for each) and used a QX DNA
Size Marker (QIAGEN) to size PCR products. We injected a QX Alignment Marker (QIAGEN), which consisted
of 15-bp and 3,000-bp fragments, onto the cartridge with
each sample. We then determined the PCR product
sizes by using QIAxcel Screen Gel 1.4.0 software (QIAGEN). We subjected cPCR products from Leishmania
spp. protozoa, Thelazia spp. eyeworms, ticks, fleas, lice,
and mites to electrophoresis in a 2% agarose gel stained
with Gel Red (VWR International PBI, https://it.vwr.
com) and visualized them on a Kodak Gel Logic 100 gel
documentation system (https://www.kodak.com).
We purified all cPCR amplicons obtained and
sequenced them in both directions in an automated

Table 4. Frequency of tick detection on 1,229 dogs and 1,152 cats and molecular identification of ticks, in study of ectoparasites and
vectorborne zoonotic pathogens of dogs and cats, Asia, 2017–2018
Location
Relative frequency of occurrence, % (95% CI)
GenBank accession
Ectoparasite
Dogs
Cats
Dogs
Cats
nos.
Tick
Rhipicephalus
All countries Philippines,
96.6 (93.6–98.2)
95 (83.5–98.6)
MN685287–321,
sanguineus
Singapore,
MT320104–5
Indonesia,
Taiwan, China
R. haemaphysaloides
Taiwan
0.8 (0.2–2.7)
MN653239–40
Haemaphysalis hystricis
Thailand
0.4 (0–2.1)
MN658833
H. wellingtoni
Thailand,
0.8 (0.2–2.7)
MN658820–1
Indonesia
H. campanulata
China
0.4 (0–2.1)
MN658817
H. longicornis
China
China
0.8 (0.2–2.7)
2.5% (0.4–12.9)
MN658797–800
Ixodes sp.
Fleas
Ctenocephalides felis
C. canis

C. orientis

Xenopsylla cheopis
Lice
Heterodoxus spiniger

Trichodectes canis

Felicola subrostratus

Linognathus setosus
Mites
Lynxacarus radovskyi

Taiwan

2.5 (0.4–12.9)

MT035959
MT027205–8,
MT027227, MT027230
Not applicable

All

All

65.1 (57.7–71.8)

98.7 (95.5–99.6)

Vietnam,
Philippines,
Indonesia,
China
Vietnam,
Thailand,
Philippines,
Singapore,
Indonesia,
Taiwan

Philippines

15.7 (22.0–21.9)

0.6 (0.1–3.5)

Vietnam,
Thailand,
Philippines,
Taiwan,
China
Philippines,
Singapore,
Indonesia
Indonesia

19.2 (14.0–25.7)

Indonesia

MT027193–99

0.6 (0.1–3.5)

MT027228

72.8 (63.5–80.5)

MT027225

25.2 (17.8–34.4)

MT027226

Philippines,
Indonesia,
China
Malaysia

1.9 (0.5–6.8)

Singapore,
Malaysia,
Indonesia

Not applicable

1.8 (0.3–9.3)

Not applicable
Not applicable

Not applicable
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Table 5. Serologic and molecular detection of vectorborne pathogens in dogs in study of ectoparasites and vectorborne zoonotic
pathogens of dogs and cats, Asia, 2017–2018*
Detection frequency, % (95% CI)
Ehrlichia canis,
Anaplasma platys,
Dirofilaria immitis,
Hepatozoon canis,
Babesia gibsoni,
Country
Ab
Ab
Ag, PCR, Ag + PCR
PCR
PCR
Overall
14.8 (12.9–16.9)
7.1 (5.8–8.7)
3.5 (2.6–4.6), 2.3 (1.58–
1.6 (1.1–2.5)
1.0 (0.6–1.7)
3.3), 3.9 (3.0–5.1)
China
1.9 (1–3.5)
0
0.8 (0.3–2.1)
2.3 (1.3–4.0)
0.2 (−1.2)
Indonesia
36.2 (27.2–46.2)
11.7 (6.7–19.7)
0
0
0
Malaysia
11.1 (4.8–23.5)
11.1 (4.8–23.5)
6.7 (2.3–17.7), 6.7 (2.3–
2.2 (0.4–11.6)
0
17.7), 6.7 (2.3–17.9)
Philippines
33.0 (25.0–42.2)
17 (11.1–25.0)
17.9 (11.9–26.0), 13.6
9.7 (5.4–17.0)
0
(8.27–21.5), 29.8 (21.9–
39.2)
Singapore
5.3 (2.4–11.0)
2.6 (0.9–7.4)
2.6 (0.9–7.4)
0
0.9 (0.1–4.7)
Taiwan
1.5 (0.42–5.4)
3 (1.2–7.5)
8.3 (4.7–14.3), 4.8 (2.07–
0
0
10.8), 13.2 (8.0–21.0)
Thailand
45 (36.4–53.9)
24.2 (17.4–32.5)
4.2 (1.8–9.5), 4.2 (1.8–
3.3 (1.3–8.3)
0
9.4), 5.8 (2.8–11.5)
Vietnam
25.8 (18.8–34.3)
13.3 (8.4–20.6)
0, 0.8 (0.1–4.6), 0.8 (0.1–
0.8 (0.1–4.6)
0
4.6)
*Leishmania spp., Borrelia spp., and Brugia spp. not shown. Ab, antibodies; Ag, antigens; PCR samples positive by PCR-coupled Sanger sequencing.

sequencer ABI-PRISM 377 (ThermoFisher Scientific,
https://www.thermofisher.com). We edited and
aligned the sequences by using Geneious Prime software (https://www.geneious.com) and compared
them with each other and with those available in the
GenBank database by using BLAST (http://blast.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi).
Statistical Analyses

We calculated frequency values as the proportion
of positive animals to the total number of examined
animals and the relative frequency of occurrence of
each species of parasite as the proportion of animals
infested by a given parasite species/group within the
total number of positive results within a given parasite species/group. We calculated 95% CIs by using
the Wilson score interval.
We categorized animals into 3 age groups (<1, >1
to <5, and >5 years). We used the χ2 test to investigate
associations between parasitic infection/exposure or
infestation by ectoparasites and age group or clinical
observations. We analyzed the Cohen κ coefficient
and dependent and independent variables by using
GraphPad Prism 8 (http://www.graphpad.com). We
considered p<0.01 to indicate significance.
Results
Our study sample consisted of 2,381 animals (1,229
dogs and 1,152 cats). Samples were collected from
animals living in 23 main cities (and neighboring
localities) in 8 countries in Asia, specifically China
(Beijing, Nanjing, Shanghai, and Guangxi Province),
Taiwan (Taipei, Taoyuan, Changhua, Pingtung, and
Hualien), Indonesia (Jakarta, Bogor, and Yogyakarta),
1226

Malaysia (Klang Valley region and Kota Bharu), the
Philippines (Cabanatuan, San Jose, and Munoz), Singapore, Thailand (Bangkok and Chiang Mai), and
Vietnam (Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City) (Figure 1).
The dog population was composed of 565 (46.0%)
females, 660 (53.7%) males, and 4 (0.3%) with unreported data; the cat population was composed of 543
(47.1%) females, 606 (52.6%) males, and 3 (0.3%) with
unreported data. Ages of dogs ranged from 2 months
to 20 years (mean 5.1 years, median 4.0 years), and
ages of cats ranged from 2 months to 20 years (mean
2.7 years, median 2.0 years) (Table 1).
Overall, 42.4% (95% CI 39.7%–45.2%) of dogs and
31.3% (95% CI 28.4%–33.7%) of cats had >1 ectoparasite
detected, exposure to vectorborne parasites, or both
(Tables 2–6; Figures 2–6). In particular, 33.5% (95%
CI 30.9%–36.2%) of dogs and 31.3% (95% CI 28.4%–
34.0%) of cats were infested with >1 ectoparasite, and
22.8% (95% CI 20.5%–25.2%) of dogs and 0.5% (95% CI
0.2%–1.1%) of cats were detected with or exposed to >1
vectorborne parasite. T. callipaeda eyeworms were detected in 1.7% (95% CI 0.8%–3.3%) of dogs from China,
specifically in 6.7% (95% CI 3.4–12.7) of dogs and 0.6%
(95% CI 0.2%–1.8%) of cats from Beijing.
Table 6. Molecular identification and GenBank accession
numbers of vectorborne parasites detected in study of
ectoparasites and vectorborne zoonotic pathogens of dogs and
cats, Asia, 2017–2018
Parasite species
GenBank accession nos.
Dirofilaria immitis filariae
MT027229
Brugia malayi filariae
MT027200–1
Brugia pahangi filariae
MT027202–4
Leishmania infantum protozoa
MN699319–20
Thelazia callipaeda nematodes
MT040339–44
Hepatozoon canis protozoa
MN689651–71
Babesia gibsoni protozoa
MN689634–48
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Figure 2. Morphologic characteristics of ticks collected from dogs and cats in study of ectoparasites and vectorborne zoonotic
pathogens of dogs and cats in Asia, 2017–2018. A–C) Male Rhipicephalus haemaphysaloides tick with hexagonal basis
capitulum (A); typical sickle-shape adanal plates (B); and spiracular plate with comma shape, broad throughout its length
(C). D–F) Male R. sanguineus tick with hexagonal basis capitulum (D); subtriangular adanal plates (E); and comma-shaped
spiracular plate, elongated throughout its length (F). G) Female Haemaphysalis longicornis tick with enlarged lateral palp article
II (double arrowhead), ventral spur on palp article III (arrow), and internal spur on coxa I (white arrowhead), relatively long and
pointed. H) H. longicornis tick palp article III with retrograde dorsal spur (arrow) and cornua one third the length of the basis
capitulum (arrowhead). I) Larva of Haemaphysalis wellingtoni palp article II slightly broader than article III, internal spur on coxa
I (arrowhead) and strong and sharp ventral spur on palpal article III (arrow). J–K) Female Haemaphysalis campanulata tick with
well-defined ventral spur (arrow) on palp article III, palp article II strongly salient laterally, with flared and bell-shaped posterior
margin (arrowhead) (J) and with short cornua (arrow) (K). L) Ixodes sp. female tick with long palp (arrow) and short spur on coxa
I (arrowhead). Scale bars in panels A, B, D, E, G, J, and L indicate 500 μm; scale bars in panels C, F, H, and K indicate 200 μm;
scale bar in panel I indicates 100 μm.
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Figure 3. Morphologic
characteristics of fleas collected
from dogs and cats in study of
ectoparasites and vectorborne
zoonotic pathogens of dogs
and cats in Asia, 2017–2018.
A) Ctenocephalides felis male
flea head; B) C. felis female flea
head showing acute anterior
margin; C) C. canis male flea; D)
Ctenocephalides orientis male
flea; E) C. orientis female flea; F)
Xenopsylla cheopis male flea with
strongly rounded anterior margin
and absence of ctenidia; G) C.
felis flea with 6 setae-bearing
notches (arrows) on the dorsal
margin of the hind tibia; H) C.
orientis flea with 7 setae-bearing
notches; I) C. canis flea with 8
setae-bearing notches; J) C. felis
flea with 2 setae on the lateral
metonotal area (arrows); K) C.
orientis flea with 2 setae; L) C.
canis fleas with 3 setae. Scale
bars indicate 200 μm.

We detected co-infections with Hepatozoon canis
and D. immitis heartworms in 4 dogs (2 each from Thailand and the Philippines). No tick infestations were
found on dogs infected with B. gibsoni, but Rhipicephalus sanguineus ticks were detected on 50% of animals
with H. canis infection. H. canis infection was correlated
with infestation by R. sanguineus ticks (p = 0.0125).
A total of 4 dogs (0.3%, 95% CI 0.1%–0.8%) were
positive for antibodies against Leishmania infantum; 2
of these dogs were from China (0.4%, 95% CI 0.1%–
1.5%) and 1 each from Vietnam (0.8%, 95% CI 0.1%–
4.6%) and the Philippines (0.9%, 95% CI 0.2%–5.0%).
In addition, the 2 seropositive dogs from China were
positive for L. infantum by qPCR and cPCR Sanger sequencing (Table 6).
A total of 2 dogs (0.2%, 95% CI 0–0.6) were positive for antibodies against Borrelia burgdorferi sensu lato. One was in the Philippines (0.9%, 95% CI
0.2%–4.9%), and 1 was in Indonesia (1.1%, 95% CI
0.2%–5.7%).
Overall, 5.2% (95% CI 4.1%–6.7%) of dogs were
infected with filarial parasites according to antigen
1228

testing (3.5%, 95% CI 2.6%–4.6%), cPCR (2.7%, 95% CI
1.9%–3.7%), or both. cPCR-coupled sequencing identified Brugia spp. in 0.4% of dogs (95% CI 0.2%–0.9%)
and in 15.2% (95% CI 6.6%–30.9%) of the samples positive for filariae by cPCR. Specifically, B. pahangi was
found in dogs in Thailand (1.7%, 95% CI 0.5%–5.9%)
and Malaysia (2.2%, 95% CI 0.4–11.6), and B. malayi
was found in dogs in Vietnam (0.8%, 95% CI 0.1–4.6)
and Thailand (0.8%, 95% CI 0.1%–4.6%). Using the
kappa statistic, we found slight to fair agreement between antigen testing and cPCR (κ = 0.271, 95% CI
0.079–0.463) for the diagnosis of D. immitis in dogs.
One cat (1.3%, 95% CI 0.2%–6.9%) from Indonesia
was positive for D. immitis antigen.
H. canis infection was diagnosed for 1 cat from
the Philippines (0.9%, 95% CI 0.2–5.1) and B. gibsoni
for 3 cats in China (0.6%, 95% CI 0.2%–1.8%) and 1 cat
in Singapore (0.8%, 95% CI 0.1–4.3). FIV antibodies
were detected in 5.2% (95% CI 4.0%–6.6%) of cats and
FeLV antigens in 2.9% (95% CI 2.1%–4.0%).
We compiled statistically significant associations
for the detection of/exposure to >1 ectoparasite or
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Figure 4. Chewing lice
collected from dogs and cats
in study of ectoparasites
and vectorborne zoonotic
pathogens of dogs and cats in
Asia, 2017–2018. A) Female
Felicola subrostratus louse
with triangular head and
pointed anteriorly. The median
longitudinal groove (arrowhead)
on the head fits around the
shaft of the hair of the host.
Thorax is short and legs are
small, ending with a single
claw (arrow). B) Trichodectes
canis male louse with short
thorax, flattened head with
quadrangular shape, broader
than long; each leg with only
1 claw on tarsus (arrow). C)
Heterodoxus spiniger female
louse with subtriangular head,
rounded anteriorly. The thorax
is considerably longer than
wide. Each leg has 2 claws on
the tarsus (arrow). Scale bar
indicates 1 mm.

vectorborne pathogen, to ectoparasites or vectorborne
parasites only, and to filarial parasites in dogs in different age classes (Appendix Figure 1). The finding of
clinical signs (e.g., respiratory, lymph nodes, ocular,
and skin abnormalities and increased body temperature) was statistically associated with the overall detection of/exposure to >1 parasite (Appendix Figure
2) and with ectoparasite infestation or detection of/
exposure to vectorborne parasites in dogs (Appendix
Figure 3). For cats, we found no association between
age group and detection of parasites, whereas clinical
signs (i.e., enlarged lymph nodes and skin abnormalities) were statistically associated with detection of ectoparasitic infestation (Appendix Figure 4). We found
no statistical association between seropositivity for
FIV antibodies and FeLV antigens and detection of
ectoparasites, vectorborne pathogens, or both.
Discussion
The detection of zoonotic pathogens in client-owned
dogs and cats living in metropolitan areas indicates
that these animals serve as hosts for several parasitic agents in Asia. We provide data for an extended
geographic distribution of zoonotic pathogens (e.g.,
L. infantum protozoa and zoonotic species of filariae)
and of arthropods infesting animals (e.g., ticks of the
Haemaphysalis and Rhipicephalus genera) where prior

data unavailability made treatment and disease control strategies unachievable.
Nearly half of the dogs and one third of the cats
in this study were infested with >1 ectoparasite or exposed to vectorborne pathogens; prevalence peaked
in countries with a humid tropical climate (e.g., the
Philippines, where 67% of dogs were infested with
ticks, and Malaysia, where 89% of cats were infested
with fleas). Such findings raise concern that vectorborne pathogens are responsible for several zoonotic
diseases in Southeast Asia (25). The most prevalent
tick on dogs and cats in this study was R. sanguineus. The taxonomic status of this tick group is a matter of debate with regard to R. sanguineus sensu lato
including 2 lineages, so-called temperate and tropical (26–28). The tropical lineage of the R. sanguineus
s.l. tick is prevalent in most countries in Asia and
has been deemed accountable for the transmission of
pathogens causing babesiosis, ehrlichiosis, and several rickettsial diseases in Asia (25,29,30). Despite the
high proportion of tick-infested animals, the paucity
of data on the ecology of R. sanguineus s.l. ticks in Asia
makes their role as a vector difficult to ascertain.
Unexpectedly, we found tick species not classically associated with companion animals but with the
potential to transmit zoonotic disease–causing pathogens in dogs. For example, Haemaphysalis hystricis
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Figure 5. Mites collected from dogs and cats in study of ectoparasites and vectorborne zoonotic pathogens of dogs and cats in Asia, 2017–
2018. A) Otodectes cynotis female mite with greatly reduced last pair of legs (arrow); the third pair of legs terminates in 2 long and whip-like
setae (double arrowhead). B) Sarcoptes scabiei male mite with strong and spine-like dorsal setae (arrow). C) Notoedres cati mite with
narrow and not spine-like setae. D) Female Lynxacarus radovskyi cat fur mite with cylindrical and heavily striated idiosoma, well-developed
head plate (double arrowhead) with convex posterior margin; propodosomal plate (arrowhead) with posterior margin broadly rounded,
connected mediodorsally to head plate by a narrow-sclerotized band (arrow). E) L. radovskyi female mite genital apparatus (arrow)
positioned between coxae III in female. F) L. radovskyi male mite with genital apparatus (arrow) positioned between coxae IV (arrow) and
circular genital discs (arrowhead). Scale bars in panels A and D indicate 200 μm; scale bars in panels B, C, E, and F indicate 100 μm.

ticks have been implicated as vectors of a novel Borrelia species closely related to the relapsing fever group
(31), and Haemaphysalis wellingtoni ticks are vectors of
Kyasanur Forest disease virus, which causes fatal epidemics among monkeys and leads to hospitalization
of ≈500 persons/year in India (3). Moreover, dogs
seropositive to B. burgdorferi s.l. in this study were
from Indonesia and the Philippines. This finding is
unexpected, considering that these bacteria have been
detected outside the known distribution area of Ixodes
tick species, the main vectors of B. burgdorferi s.l., and
indicates a need for in-depth epidemiologic surveys
of this group of pathogens in Southeast Asia.
These results update the list of pathogens and ectoparasites affecting companion animals in Asia, including ticks with multihost feeding behavior, which
has the potential to extend the network of pathogen
transmission further into urban areas. The same holds
true for pet dogs, suggesting that these animals might
have been overlooked as potential pathogen reservoirs in metropolitan settings in this geographic area.
Similarly, the Ctenocephalides orientis flea was
identified in one fifth of flea-positive dogs. The host
1230

spectrum of this flea is wider, but apparently its
geographic distribution is more limited than that of
the well-known cat flea Ctenocephalides felis, and it is
involved in the transmission of rickettsiae, including Rickettsia sp. genotype RF2125 and Rickettsia sp.
TH2014 (32,33). The morphologic ambiguity of the C.
orientis flea (probably misidentified as Ctenocephalides
canis and previously reported as a subspecies of C. felis) has contributed to a substantial dearth of information on its global distribution and role as a vector. In
contrast, the cosmopolitan C. felis flea has colonized
different bioclimatic niches, mainly through humanmediated migration (34). As human and animal global transportation increase in Asia, constant vigilance
regarding the introduction of C. orientis fleas outside
their known range of distribution in developed and
developing countries is essential, as supported by
the recent report of detection of fleas of this species
in Iran (35).
In Singapore, one of the countries with the
highest human development index (36) and lowest
proportion of animals affected by parasites, Lynxacarus radovskyi, a mite for which little is known regarding
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Figure 6. Thelazia callipaeda
eyeworms collected from
animals in China in study of
ectoparasites and vectorborne
zoonotic pathogens of dogs
and cats in Asia, 2017–2018.
A) T. callipaeda male eyeworm
with buccal capsule (arrow); B)
posterior end of male eyeworm
with short and crescentshaped spicule (arrow); C)
anterior portion of T. callipaeda
female eyeworm with vulva
(arrow) located posterior to the
esophagus-intestinal junction
(arrowhead); and D) posterior
end of female eyeworm showing
anus (arrow) and phasmids
(arrowhead). Scale bars indicate
200 μm.

its ecology, was detected on 35% of sampled cats. We
have provided molecular data and updated morphologic information on this listophorid mite, which is
an agent of papular dermatitis in humans (37). Furthermore, availability of appropriate diagnostics for
this species or data on the efficacy of ectoparasiticides
against it are limited.
Refined diagnostics are essential for assessing
the distribution of filarial species in canine populations. For instance, the poor agreement (κ = 0.271)
between cPCR and antigen-detection tests for D. immitis advocates for the use of integrated diagnostics
to better appreciate the epidemiologic status of this
species of filariae. Furthermore, the use of both tests
revealed B. pahangi and B. malayi to also (in addition
to D. immitis) affect companion animals in the regions
investigated. These 3 species of filariae cause clinical
manifestations in humans: lymphatic filariosis for B.
malayi and B. pahangi (38,39) and pulmonary granulomas for D. immitis (40). In particular, lymphatic filariosis is among the most debilitating neglected tropical
diseases; an estimated 70 million persons are infected,
among which >50% live in Southeast Asia (41,42),
and D. immitis infection of humans poses significant
diagnostic challenges (40). Hence, for development
and enactment of global elimination programs (41),
surveillance of filarial species should be extended to
animal populations in filariae-endemic countries (42).

Similarly, Leishmania spp. parasites currently
cause ≈500,000 human infections/year in 62 countries (43), although their occurrence in eastern and
Southeast Asia is poorly documented. We detected
dogs positive for L. infantum by serology, qPCR,
and sequencing in China and seropositive dogs in
Thailand and Vietnam. In Thailand, the recent emergence of L. martiniquensis and L. siamensis caused immunocompetent and immunocompromised persons
to seek medical assistance (44). A range of animals
is involved in the zoonotic cycle of these 2 species
(44,45), but dogs are the main reservoir for zoonotic
leishmaniosis caused by L. infantum (46). The role of
Leishmania spp. in human infections and as agents of
disease in Southeast Asia requires urgent attention.
Further complicating knowledge of the transmission of zoonotic parasites in these regions of Asia are
the large populations of free-roaming animals; the
increased number of pet dogs and cats; and the complex social, economic, and ecologic changes currently
occurring in Asia, (1,2,4,25,47,48). Integrated strategies that address all of these factors are therefore
fundamental for the control of such parasitic agents.
We investigated the presence of pathogens and ectoparasites in pet dogs and cats living in metropolitan
areas in close proximity to humans. These animals
share a common environment with humans, which
makes them likely key reservoirs for pathogens with
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the potential to infect persons living in such areas
and settings.
The epidemiologic data presented in this study
can be pivotal for building knowledge bases about
the occurrence of zoonotic parasites infecting companion dogs and cats in eastern and Southeast Asia.
This information could help epidemiologists and
policy makers provide tailored recommendations
in the blueprint of future surveillance and prevention strategies.
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Multihost Transmission of
Schistosoma mansoni
in Senegal, 2015–2018
Stefano Catalano,1 Elsa Léger,1 Cheikh B. Fall, Anna Borlase, Samba D. Diop,
Duncan Berger, Bonnie L. Webster, Babacar Faye, Nicolas D. Diouf,
David Rollinson, Mariama Sène, Khalilou Bâ, Joanne P. Webster

In West Africa, Schistosoma spp. are capable of infecting multiple definitive hosts, a lifecycle feature that may
complicate schistosomiasis control. We characterized
the evolutionary relationships among multiple Schistosoma mansoni isolates collected from snails (intermediate
hosts), humans (definitive hosts), and rodents (definitive
hosts) in Senegal. On a local scale, diagnosis of S. mansoni infection ranged 3.8%–44.8% in school-aged children, 1.7%–52.6% in Mastomys huberti mice, and 1.8%–
7.1% in Biomphalaria pfeifferi snails. Our phylogenetic
framework confirmed the presence of multiple S. mansoni lineages that could infect both humans and rodents;
divergence times of these lineages varied (0.13–0.02 million years ago). We propose that extensive movement
of persons across West Africa might have contributed to
the establishment of these various multihost S. mansoni
clades. High S. mansoni prevalence in rodents at transmission sites frequented by humans further highlights the
implications that alternative hosts could have on future
public health interventions.

T

he collective image of schistosomiasis in Africa
remains that of a mainly human-driven disease;
schistosomiasis inflicted a burden of >2.5 million
disability-adjusted life-years in 2016 and required
that ≈200 million persons be treated with preventive
chemotherapy in 2017 (1). As pledged by the World
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Health Organization (2), the goal to eliminate schistosomiasis as a public health problem by 2030 can only
be achieved through transdisciplinary programs that
improve sanitation and hygiene and provide access
to safe water sources, health education, and chemotherapeutic treatments for at-risk populations. Furthermore, answers on the host specificity of human
schistosomes and the impact of multihost transmission on disease control strategies remain imperative
(3). In Asia, vertebrate reservoirs for Schistosoma japonicum (largely ruminants, rodents, and other mammals) play a crucial role in perpetuating the transmission of this zoonotic parasite, even under strong
multisectoral control pressures (4,5). Likewise, in the
Caribbean and South America, where evidence supports the introduction of Schistosoma mansoni from
West Africa via the transatlantic slave trade (6), rodent populations have become the main reservoirs of
S. mansoni; transmission in this region can be maintained in absence of human activity (7,8).
The magnitude of Schistosoma zoonotic transmission, in which both domestic animals and wildlife are
active participants, is yet to be determined in endemic
countries across Africa. Sporadic investigations have
attempted to answer whether schistosomes infecting humans are zoonotic and which, if any, other
vertebrate species might be acting as definitive hosts
(9–11). The emergence (or discovery) of hybridization
events involving S. mansoni, Schistosoma haematobium,
and other Schistosoma spp. in livestock and wildlife
has raised the profile of these definitive hosts and the
schistosomes they harbor (12,13). The interspecific interactions between Schistosoma spp. and the potential
involvement of domestic and wild vertebrates in the
transmission dynamics of these species might partially be a consequence of anthropogenic changes, loss
1
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of ecologic barriers, and movement of communities
between endemic areas (12).
In 1986, the Diama Dam became operational and
transformed the Senegal River Basin. The rice and
sugarcane industries benefitted extensively from this
change in land use, and the guaranteed freshwater
supply favored the expansion of subsistence farming
and livestock husbandry. In addition, communities
attracted by employment opportunities migrated to
the region, in particular to the town of Richard Toll
and villages nearby the lake Lac de Guiers in northern Senegal (14,15). However, these anthropogenic
changes in the area rapidly led to the first outbreaks
of schistosomiasis in the early 1990s (16). As of April
2020, both intestinal schistosomiasis (caused by S.
mansoni) and urogenital schistosomiasis (caused by
S. haematobium and schistosome hybrids) remain endemic, with co-infections commonly observed across
the Senegal River Basin (17). Records show a prevalence of 32%–40% for S. mansoni and 77%–81% for S.
haematobium and schistosome hybrids in school-aged
children and adults inhabiting towns surrounding
Lac de Guiers and along the Senegal River (18,19). In
this scenario, the role of animal hosts in the epidemiology of schistosomiasis is unclear. Wild rodents and
humans seem to share the same Schistosoma species
and hybrids at transmission foci (20,21). However,
whether these schistosomes are truly multihost parasites or, in contrast, they have followed diverging
evolutionary pathways indicative of definitive host
specialization remains to be determined. Focusing
on the regions of Richard Toll and Lac de Guiers, our
objectives were to examine the evolutionary relationships and host use among Schistosoma isolates and the
potential for rodent-to-human spillover.
Materials and Methods
Small Mammal Trapping

During October–December 2017, we captured small
mammals at 21 sites that represented Schistosoma spp.
transmission foci frequented by humans and their
livestock because they are access points to fresh water (Appendix Figure 1, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/
EID/article/26/6/20-0107-App1.pdf). These study
sites were situated within or adjacent to villages on
the shores of Lac de Guiers and were considered independent from each other for trapping purposes; the
shortest distance between adjacent sites was ≈500 m,
greater than the maximum home range of endemic
species (22). We baited locally made wire-mesh live
traps (26 × 10 × 10 cm) with peanut butter and placed
them in lines of 14–22 traps at intervals of 5 m ad-

jacent to bodies of water in riparian habitats where
reeds (Phragmites sp. and Typha sp.) were the dominant vegetation. We set traps each evening before
dusk and inspected them the following morning after
dawn for 2 consecutive nights per study site. We calculated the relative abundance of trapped species (no.
animals captured/no. active traps) per night for each
trap site (23).
We euthanized small trapped mammals with an
intraperitoneal injection of sodium thiopental (300
mg/kg body weight) and confirmed their deaths by
cervical dislocation and the absence of pedal reflex.
We recorded each animal’s species (based on morphologic identification), sex, age class, and anatomic
measurements at postmortem examination (Appendix); dissected their thoracic and abdominal organs
separately; and visually inspected these organs for
helminths. We separated Schistosoma pairs, preserved
them in separate vials containing 95% ethanol, and
stored them at –20°C. We macerated dissected livers and large intestines of Schistosoma-positive hosts
through 300 µm metal sieves using bottled spring
water to hatch miracidia and then collected the freeswimming miracidia onto Whatman Indicating FTA
Classic Cards (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, https://
www.gelifesciences.com) for DNA storage and molecular analysis (24,25). We archived Schistosoma miracidia and adult worms in the Schistosomiasis Collection at the Natural History Museum (26).
Human and Snail Surveys

During October 2017–January 2018, as part of a largescale program on the transmission dynamics of Schistosoma spp. across Senegal, we conducted a survey
for parasites among randomly selected school-aged
children (5–17 years of age, n = 290) and self-selected
adults (18–78 years of age, n = 40) in the region of
Richard Toll and Lac de Guiers. Each person provided
1 fecal sample; we diagnosed Schistosoma infections
when eggs were observed in duplicate Kato-Katz
thick smears (27). We processed each Schistosomapositive fecal sample (30 g or the whole sample if <30
g) separately using the miracidial hatching technique
(25) and pipetted the free-swimming miracidia onto
Whatman Indicating FTA Classic Cards for DNA
storage and molecular analysis (24). We archived
Schistosoma miracidia in the Schistosomiasis Collection at the Natural History Museum (26).
During November 2015–April 2018, we sampled
open freshwater sources within and nearby villages
where we conducted surveys with human volunteers
to identify snails acting as intermediate hosts of Schistosoma parasites. Throughout 5 surveys, we applied
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standardized protocols in malacology, determined
species of collected snails, and identified cercarial
shedding to diagnose infections (28). We pipetted
free-swimming Schistosoma cercariae, which we identified using a morphologic key (29), onto Whatman
Indicating FTA Classic Cards for DNA storage and
molecular analysis (24). We archived Schistosoma cercariae in the Schistosomiasis Collection at the Natural
History Museum (26).
Molecular Analyses

We extracted DNA of individual adult schistosomes
using the DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (QIAGEN,
https://www.qiagen.com) following the manufacturer’s instructions and extracted the DNA of miracidia and cercariae stored on Whatman Indicating
FTA Classic Cards as previously described (30). We
analyzed the following genomic regions because they
are highly informative for phylogenetic identification
and classification (31): the internal transcribed spacers (ITS) of the nuclear rDNA, the mitochondrial 12S
rRNA gene, cytochrome c oxidase subunit 1 (cox1)
and subunit 3 (cox3) genes of the mitochondrial DNA
(mtDNA), and NADH dehydrogenase subunit 4
(nad4) and subunit 3 (nad3) genes of the mtDNA. We
amplified these regions using 25-µL reactions containing 2.5 µL of 10× buffer, 200 µM of dNTPs, 0.5 µM
of each primer, 0.2 units of KOD XL DNA Polymerase
(EMD Millipore Corporation, https://www.emdmillipore.com), and 2 µL of DNA template (Appendix
Tables 1 and 2). We purified and sequenced PCR
products using Eurofins Genomics (https://www.
eurofinsgenomics.com) and then edited and assembled contigs using CodonCode Aligner 8.0.1 (https://
www.codoncode.com/index.htm). We aligned the
noncoding ITS and 12S regions using MAFFT v7 (32)
with automated selection of parameters and aligned
the protein-coding mtDNA genes (i.e., cox1, cox3,
nad4, and nad3) with respect to their amino acid translations using MACSE (33) as implemented in CodonCode Aligner 8.0.1. Molecular sequences from the S.
mansoni samples are deposited in GenBank (accession
nos. MN593375–434).
Phylogenetic Approach

We concatenated the 12S rRNA gene and the 4 protein-coding mtDNA genes of each S. mansoni specimen (i.e., adult worms and miracidia from rodents,
miracidia from humans, and cercariae from snails), as
well as those from S. mansoni specimens previously
collected from Hubert’s multimammate mice (Mastomys huberti) and Nile grass rats (Arvicanthis niloticus) in Senegal (21). In addition, we also obtained and
1236

concatenated the respective sequences from publicly
available genomes of S. mansoni previously isolated
from school-aged children in Uganda (34) and Schistosoma rodhaini from an undetermined intermediate
host in Burundi (6). In brief, we downloaded an S.
mansoni reference genome (GenBank accession no.
SAMEA2272516) from WormBase ParaSite (35) and
aligned the 5 specified mitochondrial genes with
those of S. mansoni from Uganda and S. rodhaini from
Burundi using BWA-MEM version 0.7.17 (Li H, unpub. data, https://arxiv.org/abs/1303.3997v2). For
each sample, we used the Genome Analysis Toolkit
(36) tools HaplotypeCaller version 3.6.0 to perform
variant calling and FastaAlternateReferenceMaker
version 3.6.1.0 to replace reference bases with singlenucleotide polymorphisms at variation sites.
We implemented maximum-likelihood analyses
in RAxML version 8.2 (37) and Bayesian inference
analyses in MrBayes 3.2.6 (38). Across 4 partitions
(noncoding positions and protein-encoding first,
second, and third codon positions), we selected the
generalized time-reversible substitution model with
rate heterogeneity for both maximum-likelihood and
Bayesian inference. Bootstrap resampling was automatically arrested within the maximum-likelihood
analysis. We performed Bayesian inference analysis
using 2 independent Markov chain Monte Carlo runs
including 4 chains and 10 million generations, sampling every 10,000 generations, and discarding the
first 25% of trees as burn-in (Appendix).
We analyzed the temporal structure of the data
by using Bayesian inference analysis and specifying
independent Hasegawa-Kishino-Yano substitution
models with rate heterogeneity across the 4 partitions, a coalescent constant population tree prior with
default settings, and a strict clock model in BEAST
2.5.1 (39). We based divergence dating on previous
estimates of mutation rates (8.1 × 10–9 substitutions/
site/year) per generation time (0.2 years) that were
determined by using whole-genome S. mansoni sequences (6). We inferred the resulting uniform clock
rate prior of 4.05 × 10–8 substitutions/site/year. We
computed 2 independent Markov chain Monte Carlo
runs including 10 million generations, sampling every 1,000 generations, and discarding the first 10% of
trees as burn-in. We inspected convergence and effective sample size values >200 using Tracer version
1.7.1 (https://beast.community/tracer) and generated the maximum clade credibility tree using TreeAnnotator version 2.5.1 (https://beast.community/
treeannotator). We tested the association between
phylogenetic clustering and geographic structure of
S. mansoni isolates in BaTS (40) by implementing 1,000
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null replicates, 5 discrete states, and an initial burn-in
period of 10% (Appendix).
Ethical Considerations

We obtained informed written consent from all human participants or their legal guardians. All infected
persons were treated with praziquantel 40 mg/kg either at school or at home. After explicit consent from
local authorities and land owners, we targeted our
small mammal trapping activities on animal populations classified as least concern by the International
Union for the Conservation of Nature Red List. We
recorded the trapping of nontarget animals (i.e., unidentified birds and anuran amphibians) and immediately released them at their point of capture. The
examined animals were treated in accordance with
published guidelines on animal welfare and the use
of wildlife in research (41). All investigations were approved by the Comité National d’Ethique pour la Recherche en Santé of Senegal (reference no. SEN15/68),
the Imperial College Research Ethics Committee of
the United Kingdom (reference no. 03.36), and the
Clinical Research Ethical Review Board of the Royal
Veterinary College of the United Kingdom (reference
nos. 2015-1327 and 2016-1505).
Results
A total of 1,618 traps were set over the course of 27
consecutive nights, and 195 M. huberti mice, 42 A.
niloticus rats, and 14 Crocidura shrews were trapped
and examined (Appendix Figure 2). We detected
Schistosoma trematodes in 16 (8.2%) M. huberti mice
(Appendix Table 3), specifically in the mesenteric
vessels (in 81.2% of infected mice) and the portal
system (in 68.7% of infected mice). On a local scale,
1.7%–52.6% of M. huberti mice were infected with

S. mansoni (Table 1). In contrast, we did not observe
Schistosoma infections in A. niloticus rats and Crocidura shews or at the dissection of the urogenital systems of any animals trapped during this study (Appendix Table 3). Miracidial hatching was successful
for 8 of 16 infected M. huberti mice. No association
was found between Schistosoma infection prevalence
and M. huberti mice sex or age (Appendix). All adult
schistosomes and miracidia from infected rodents
were identified as S. mansoni on the basis of molecular analyses.
A total of 290 school-aged children were examined by duplicate Kato-Katz thick smears, and 37
(12.8%) had S. mansoni infections. We performed miracidial hatching on a randomly selected subset of
Schistosoma–positive fecal samples and collected miracidia from samples from 4 infected persons. Molecular analysis confirmed the identification of S. mansoni. In contrast, none of the 40 adults examined by
duplicate Kato-Katz thick smears had S. mansoni infections. On a local scale, 3.8%–44.8% of school-aged
children were infected with S. mansoni (Table 1). A
total of 407 Biomphalaria pfeifferi snails were observed
for cercarial shedding and 9 (2.2%) had S. mansoni
infections, which were identified by using molecular
tools. On a local scale, 1.8%–7.1% of B. pfeifferi snails
were infected with S. mansoni (Table 1).
The dataset including ITS, 12S rRNA, and the
protein-coding mtDNA sequences (i.e., cox1, cox3,
nad4, and nad3) of S. mansoni from school-aged children, rodents, and B. pfeifferi snails (Table 2) showed
no intraspecific variability within the ITS alignment
(914 bp), whereas variability was present within the
12S (760 bp, polymorphism <0.52%) and concatenated mtDNA (2,874 bp, polymorphism <0.77%)
gene alignments. Intraspecific single-nucleotide

Table 1. Schistosoma mansoni infection rate and intensity by host and study site, Senegal, 2015–2018*
Mastomys huberti mice
Arvicanthis niloticus rats
School-aged children
No.
Median (range)
No.
Median (range)
No.
Median (range)
infected/
infection
infected/
infection
infected/
infection
Study site
total no. (%)
intensity
total no. (%)
intensity
total no. (%)
intensity
Didjiery†
0/12
NA
0/69
NA
6/17 (35.3)
180 (12–408)
Ganket
2/4 (50.0)
18.5 (5–32)
0/4
NA
NA
NA
Gueo
10/19 (52.6)
14 (2–64)
NA
NA
NA
NA
Keur Momar
1/19 (5.3)
2
NA
NA
NA
NA
Sarr
Mbane†
0/60
NA
0/34
NA
1/26 (3.8)
264
Merina Guewel
1/12 (8.3)
2
NA
NA
6/16 (37.5)
42 (12–108)
Nder†
1/60 (1.7)
2
0/11
NA
5/44 (11.4)
12 (12–24)
Ndombo
NA
NA
NA
NA
5/101 (5.0)
12 (12–24)
Richard Toll†
0/10
NA
1/73 (1.4)
4
13/29 (44.8) 180 (24–1,656)
Temeye†
8/43 (18.6)
4 (2–35)
0/4
NA
1/21 (8.3)
12
Thiago†
0/4
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Biomphalaria
pfeifferi, snails,
no. infected/
total no. (%)
0/111
NA
NA
NA
1/55 (1.8)
NA
6/84 (7.1)
0/5
0/4
2/75 (2.7)
0/2

*Only study sites where infected hosts were detected are included. Infection intensities were calculated by using eggs per gram of fecal samples for
school-aged children and number of adult worms in rodents (M. huberti and A. niloticus). Infection intensity was not quantified for B. pfeifferi snails
(intermediate host). NA, not applicable.
†For rodents, values include data previously reported (21).
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Table 2. Schistosoma specimens from Senegal, Uganda, and Burundi, 2002–2018, included in phylogenetic analysis to determine if
certain S. mansoni clades use multiple definitive hosts*
No.
Isolation GenBank or ENA
Source
Parasite
Stage†
isolates
Sampling locality
year
accession no.
Reference
S. rodhaini
Adult
1
Burundi
2002
SAMEA1979799
Definitive host
Human
S. mansoni
Miracidium
4
Mayuge, Uganda
2014
SAMEA5366708,
SAMEA5366733,
SAMEA5366938,
SAMEA5367037
S. mansoni
Miracidium
1
Tororo, Uganda
2014
SAMEA5366700
S. mansoni
Miracidium
1
Nder, Senegal
2017
MN593383–6
S. mansoni
Miracidium
3
Temeye, Senegal
2017
MN593387–90
S. mansoni
Miracidium
3
Didjiery, Senegal
2018
MN593375–82
Mastomys huberti mouse
S. mansoni
Adult
1
Nder, Senegal
2016
NA
S. mansoni
Adult
10
Gueo, Senegal
2017
MN593427–34
S. mansoni
Miracidium
1
Gueo, Senegal
2017
NA
S. mansoni
Adult
2
Ganket, Senegal
2017
MN593419–22
S. mansoni
Miracidium
2
Ganket, Senegal
2017
MN593411–4
S. mansoni
Adult
2
Temeye, Senegal
2017
NA
S. mansoni
Miracidium
4
Temeye, Senegal
2017
MN593415–8
S. mansoni
Adult
2
Merina Guewel, Senegal
2017
MN593423–6
S. mansoni
Miracidium
2
Merina Guewel, Senegal
2017
NA
Arvicanthis niloticus rat
S. mansoni
Adult
3
Richard Toll, Senegal
2016
MN593407–10
Intermediate host
Biomphalaria pfeifferi snail
S. mansoni
Cercaria
1
Mbane, Senegal
2015
MN593391–4
S. mansoni
Cercaria
4
Temeye, Senegal
2016
MN593395–402
S. mansoni
Cercaria
2
Nder, Senegal
2016
MN593403–6
*ENA, European Nucleotide Archive; NA, not applicable.

polymorphisms within protein-coding mtDNA
genes represented nonsynonymous amino acid substitutions in 4.4% (35/796) of codons, and saturation at model-corrected genetic distances was not
detected (Appendix Figure 3). Maximum-likelihood
and Bayesian inference analyses of the concatenated
12S and mtDNA gene sequences yielded consensus
trees with congruent topologies, including different
multihost S. mansoni lineages (Appendix Figure 4).
The presence of multiple, well-supported S. mansoni
clades within Senegal, 4 of which included samples collected from both humans and rodents, was
confirmed by a phylogenetic analysis constructed
by using a strict molecular clock (Figure, panel A;
Appendix Figure 5). Different S. mansoni lineages
prevalent in the Senegal River Basin diverged between 0.13 (95% highest posterior density interval
[HPDI] 0.11–0.16) and 0.02 (95% HPDI 0.01–0.03)
million years ago (MYA). Using uniform clock rate
prior (4.05 × 10–8 substitutions/site/year), we determined that divergence between the sampled S. mansoni parasites from Uganda and Senegal occurred
≈0.19 (95% HPDI 0.15 0.23) MYA, whereas the speciation of S. rodhaini may have occurred ≈1.14 (95%
HPDI 0.95 1.35) MYA. The association index, parsimony score, and monophyletic clade metrics of S.
mansoni within Senegal were not significant in BaTS
(p>0.05). These findings strongly support the null
hypothesis of random phylogenetic trait associations
1238

and, therefore, that S. mansoni clades are not associated with the geographic structure on a local scale
(Figure, panel B).
Discussion
In this study, we provide direct evidence of the zoonotic nature of S. mansoni in West Africa, revealing a
potential ecologic cause for human reinfection after
chemotherapeutic treatment. Our phylogenetic approach demonstrated that S. mansoni lineages responsible for intestinal schistosomiasis in humans also exploit rodent populations as reservoirs at transmission
sites frequented by humans; prevalence could be as
high as 52.6% in M. huberti mice at these sites. Therefore, we exclude the presence of an independent sylvatic life cycle and host specialization for S. mansoni in
the Senegal River Basin. The phylogenetic similarity
between parasite isolates collected from humans, rodents, and freshwater snails indicates that host use has
not played a prominent role in the evolutionary pathway of S. mansoni in this region. Similar results were
obtained during the analysis of specimens from different regions and hosts within the geographic distribution of S. mansoni, suggesting that murine isolates did
not constitute monophyletic assemblages (42).
This lack of a geographic structure for S. mansoni
on the local scale might be caused by disease foci of
recent origin or the rapid dissemination of S. mansoni across the Senegal River Basin, which probably
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Figure. Phylogenetic analysis and geographic locations of
Schistosoma mansoni lineages isolated from both humans and
rodents (colored silhouettes) or from a single definitive host (black
silhouettes), Senegal. Rodent silhouettes represent Mastomys huberti
mice or Arvicanthis niloticus rats and snail silhouettes represent
Biomphalaria pfeifferi snails (intermediate host). A) Bayesian tree
made by using a strict molecular clock and the concatenated
mitochondrial 12S rRNA and 4 protein-coding mitochondrial DNA
gene sequences. Schistosoma rodhaini and S. mansoni samples
from school-aged children in Uganda were included in the analysis.
Posterior probabilities and 95% highest posterior density intervals
(blue rectangles) are indicated for each node. Branches with nodal
support <90% were collapsed. For complete tree, see Appendix
Figure 5 (https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/26/6/20-0107-App1.pdf).
B) Geographic locations of multihost S. mansoni lineages, Richard
Toll and Lac de Guiers regions. Satellite imagery from Sentinel Hub
(Sinergise, https://www.sentinel-hub.com) was used as the base
layer. DJ, Didjiery; GA, Ganket; KS, Keur Momar Sarr; MB, Mbane;
ND, Nder; RT, Richard Toll; TE, Temeye.

occurred as a result of the land-use changes associated with the Diama Dam construction and transport
infrastructure development (14–16). Furthermore, 3
decades of endemicity and the extensive movement
of communities from within Senegal and other countries of West Africa could have substantially contributed to S. mansoni lineage diversification and gene
flow in the Lac de Guiers region (14,43). The different S. mansoni clades detected herein might have diverged between 0.13 + 0.03 MYA and 0.02 + 0.01 MYA,
firmly corroborating the hypothesis of their ramification from a common precursor during ancestral
times. Multiple introduction events of various parasite populations could indicate that M. huberti mice
and other rodent populations inhabiting periaquatic
ecosystems act as competent alternative hosts for S.
mansoni in many endemic areas across sub-Saharan
Africa. The mainly nocturnal activity of M. huberti
mice (vs. diurnal activity of A. niloticus rats) (22) may
support the presence of different S. mansoni chronotypes characterized by differing circadian rhythms of
cercarial emergence (44). Therefore, the risk for infection among local communities might not be limited to
just the warmest hours of the day (diurnal transmission) but also extend to the early morning and late
afternoon (crepuscular transmission). The high excretion rates of S. mansoni eggs by M. huberti mice during
experimental infections (median intensity 720 eggs/g
fecal sample) (45) and field observations (median intensity 262 eggs/g fecal sample) (46) are a warning
about the potential contamination of freshwater bodies by parasitized rodents.
In our study, fully resolved spatial and temporal dynamics could not be determined. Future incorporation of S. mansoni sequences from multiple
endemic regions across West Africa and Africa as
a whole might help decipher the origin and radiation pattern of the various lineages observed in the
Richard Toll and Lac de Guiers areas. Furthermore,
the temporal estimates of S. mansoni evolution displayed herein should be interpreted with caution.
The molecular clock calibration relied on previous
estimates of the mutation rate and generation time
calculated by using whole-genome S. mansoni data
across its known geographic distribution (6). However, our reconstruction of the divergence between
S. rodhaini and S. mansoni (1.14 + 0.20 MYA) differs
from previous dating (0.13 + 0.02 MYA and 2.80 +
0.19 MYA) (6,42). This conundrum highlights that
further evidence is needed to characterize the evolutionary history within the genus Schistosoma. The
application of a single calibration method in divergence dating remains subject to time-dependent bias
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if not integrated by ancestral DNA, fossil records, or
biogeographic events (47).
The zoonotic S. japonicum in Asia illustrates the
pivotal role that animal reservoirs and multihost dynamics have as drivers of pathogen transmission and
human reinfection, even after decades of multifaceted interventions (4,5). With the presence of multiple
multihost S. mansoni lineages characterized by different divergence times circulating across the Senegal
River Basin, our results support a similar scenario for
S. mansoni in sub-Saharan Africa. Therefore, the parasite should be acknowledged as zoonotic, and public
health campaigns must be planned considering the
availability of alternative hosts (including wildlife,
although S. mansoni prevalence in wildlife reservoirs
can markedly vary) when transmission is maintained
despite repeated interventions. The implementation
of coprologic and DNA-based diagnostics within
nonlethal sampling schemes can directly facilitate
targeted surveillance where rodents might be contributing to the transmission of S. mansoni, other Schistosoma spp., and hybrids. However, the results of our
study and previous surveys in endemic settings of
Senegal (21) and Corsica, France (48), support the role
of rodents as accidental (rather than maintenance)
hosts of the Schistosoma hybrids responsible for urogenital schistosomiasis. Furthermore, although evidence suggests that rodents could be competent hosts
of Schistosoma bovis (typically a schistosome of ruminants) across sub-Saharan Africa (11,21), we did not
isolate any during this survey.
In conclusion, the multihost transmission dynamics of S. mansoni promote the recruitment of various
definitive hosts spatially and temporally overlapping
at transmission sites in the region of Lac de Guiers. In
sub-Saharan Africa, the role of nonhuman vertebrates
in the epidemiology of Schistosoma species and hybrids
has yet to be fully determined, considering these could
be spillover hosts incapable of maintaining transmission by themselves. However, our study supports that
rodents have the potential to act as true reservoirs of
S. mansoni and influence the evolution of this parasite
(i.e., by providing opportunities for host switching
and genetic exchange), which could thwart attempts to
control or interrupt transmission of S. mansoni in human populations (3,12). Nevertheless, the presence of
zoonotic pathogens in their animal reservoirs should
not be considered synonymous with human disease
risk, but rather a measure of underlying transmission
potential, which is itself mediated by many additional
intersecting ecologic and social drivers (19,49). The extent to which rodents contribute to the zoonotic transmission of S. mansoni and Schistosoma hybrids remains
1240

a question to be further developed by epidemiologic
surveys, mathematical modelling, and genomics. As
we move our efforts from disease control toward interruption of S. mansoni transmission and local elimination, the implication of alternative hosts in disease
dynamics will be crucial and threaten to undermine
future chemotherapeutic-focused interventions on
local scales. Cross-disciplinary initiatives between the
natural resource and public health sectors, including
the long-term establishment of regional expertise, can
be used to guide preventive measures not only for
schistosomiasis but also for other rodentborne zoonoses across Africa and beyond.
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Debates on whether statin use reduces the effectiveness
of influenza vaccines against critical illness and death
among persons >65 years of age continue. We conducted a study of 9,427,392 persons >65 years of age
who did and did not receive influenza vaccinations during 12 consecutive influenza seasons, 2000–01 through
2011–12. Using data from Taiwan’s National Health Insurance Research Database, we performed propensity
score-matching to compare vaccinated persons with
unvaccinated controls. After propensity score-matching,
the vaccinated group had lower risks for in-hospital death
from influenza and pneumonia and for hospitalization for
pneumonia and influenza, circulatory conditions, and critical illnesses compared with the unvaccinated group. We
stratified the 2 groups by statin use and analyzed data
by interaction analysis and saw no statistically significant
difference. We found that influenza vaccine effectively reduced risks for hospitalization and death in persons >65
years of age, regardless of statin use.

E

pidemics of influenza occur nearly every winter
and last through spring, causing an average of
226,054 influenza-related hospital admissions and
51,203 influenza-related deaths in the United States
annually (1–3). Persons >65 years of age are at greater
risk for serious complications of influenza and ≈90%
of deaths due to influenza and pneumonia occur
among this age group (1,4). Taiwan, like other highincome countries, recognizes the importance of influenza vaccination and strongly recommends annual
vaccination to prevent complications of influenza
and reduce hospitalization rates and death in older
persons (5,6).
Persons >65 years of age also are at greater risk
for coronary atherosclerosis and cardiovascular disease. Statin treatment in this population is crucial,
but benefits and risks should guide its use (7,8). In
addition to cholesterol-lowering effects that provide
cardiovascular benefits, statins have been shown to
suppress T-cell activation and exhibit antiinflammatory and immunomodulatory properties (9–12).
Few studies have investigated the effect of statins
on vaccine effectiveness, but concerns have been
raised that statins might interfere with the immune
response to influenza vaccines and seem to reduce
their effectiveness (13,14). A study of 6,961 trial participants >65 years of age from Colombia, Panama,
the Philippines, and the United States showed that
hemagglutination-inhibiting geometric mean titers
to influenza strains were much lower in chronic
statin users compared with nonusers (13). Another
large-scale retrospective cohort study based on a
research database covering influenza seasons for
2002–2011 in the United States revealed reduced
1244

influenza vaccine effectiveness against respiratory
illness in statin users (14). By contrast, data from another retrospective 5-year cohort study of 1,403,651
statin users matched to nonusers found that use of
statins around the time of influenza vaccination does
not dramatically affect the risk for influenza-related
visits and influenza-related hospitalizations in older
adults (15). Another large-scale nationwide population study evaluated whether statin therapy reduced
vaccination effectiveness in terms of influenza-associated critical illness hospitalizations and death and
suggested high-dose influenza vaccines or vaccines
containing adjuvants to boost the immune response
might be needed in older populations (16). However, previous studies did not match cases and controls
for characteristics, underlying health conditions, or
concomitant drug use and did not focus on the outcomes of influenza-related critical illness and death.
We designed a large-scale, nationwide, population-based cohort study to explore heterogeneity of
influenza vaccine effectiveness between statin users
and nonusers among persons ≥65 years of age in Taiwan. We assessed risks for hospitalization for pneumonia and influenza, circulatory conditions, or critical illness and for in-hospital death and in-hospital
death from pneumonia in this age group. We compared the vaccinated group with propensity scorematched control subjects who did not receive influenza vaccinations.
Methods
Data Source

We used the data from Taiwan’s National Health Insurance Research Database (NHIRD), which has been
described in detail elsewhere (17–19). We extracted
medical data for persons >65 years of age in Taiwan
from an NHIRD dataset based on a regulation that
prohibits use of the maximal amount of claims data
and permits use of data from only one third of older
beneficiaries for research purposes. Our dataset included information on all inpatient, emergency department, and outpatient visits; diagnosed illnesses
and conditions; prescriptions; and procedures for
one third of all persons >65 years of age in Taiwan.
We used diagnostic and procedural codes from the
International Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision,
Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM; https://www.cdc.
gov/nchs/icd/icd9cm.htm) to ascertain details associated with inpatient and outpatient encounters. Because patient information in the NHIRD is secondary,
deidentified, and encrypted, this study was exempted
from a full ethics review by the institutional review
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board of Taipei Medical University Hospital (IRB no.
105TMUH-SP-07).
Study Population

The study period encompassed 12 consecutive influenza seasons from 2000–01 through 2011–12 (14). The
study sample was comprised of persons >65 years of
age who resided in Taiwan during 2000–2012. Persons >65 years of age in Taiwan are encouraged to receive influenza vaccines, which are covered by insurance, between October 1 and December 31 each year.
For our study, we defined the index date as the date
of influenza vaccination for the vaccinated group. To
avoid immortal time bias, for the unvaccinated group
we randomly assigned index dates that corresponded
to those in the vaccinated group. Because the same
persons could be part of the unvaccinated group initially and later change to the vaccinated group during
the influenza period each year, we did not include the
unvaccinated period in our outcome analyses. In each
year, we traced participants’ NHIRD records from
January 1 through September 30 or death.
Statin Exposure

For each year in the study period, we identified all
drug prescriptions written for participants before the
index date by using inpatient and ambulatory care order files. For statin users, we identified persons who
had initial dispensing date of statin on or before the
index date. We defined chronic statin users as those
who received and filled a prescription for a statin
medication for >30 days (20,21).
Outcomes

The outcomes of interest were in-hospital death and
in-hospital death from pneumonia. Our analyses also
included severe complications of influenza infections,
including hospitalization for pneumonia, circulatory
condition, and critical illness. We defined critical illness as hospitalization for acute respiratory failure
(ICD-9-CM codes 518.5, 518.81, 518.82, or 96.7) or severe sepsis (ICD-9-CM codes 995.92 or 785.52) or organ dysfunction (22).
Statistical Analyses

We examined the differences of baseline characteristics
between the vaccinated group and unvaccinated group
by using standardized mean differences. For each participant, we calculated a propensity score for the likelihood of receiving influenza vaccination by using
baseline covariates in a multivariate logistic regression
model (Appendix Table 1, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/
EID/article/26/6/19-0646-App1.pdf). For each person

in the vaccinated group, we identified 1 person in
the unvaccinated group that was frequency-matched
according to propensity score (23). We used Cox regression with adjusted imbalance covariates to calculate hazard ratios (HRs) for in-hospital death; inhospital death from pneumonia; and hospitalization
for pneumonia, circulatory conditions, and critical
illness. We conducted a subgroup analyses and used
a likelihood ratio test to explore heterogeneity of
vaccine effectiveness between statin users and nonusers. We used SQL Server 2012 (Microsoft, https://
www.microsoft.com) for data linkage, processing,
and sampling. We performed all analyses by using 2-sided tests in Stata version 12.0 (StataCorp,
https://www.stata.com) and considered p<0.05 statistically significant.
Results
Our study included 3,417,212 persons who received
influenza vaccination and 6,010,180 who were not
vaccinated during 12 consecutive influenza seasons. We matched demographic characteristics
and baseline underlying conditions before and
after propensity score matching (Table 1). Before
propensity score matching, the vaccinated group
was older (74.3 years of age) than the unvaccinated
group (73.6 years of age) and had higher Charlson Comorbidity Index scores (7.7 + 2.8) than the
unvaccinated group (7.2 + 2.8). The vaccinated
group had higher rates of diabetes mellitus (40.3%
vs. 33.3%) and coronary artery disease (48.9% vs.
38.9%) than the unvaccinated group. In addition,
the vaccinated group had higher proportions of use
of antiplatelet agents (16.4%) than the unvaccinated group (12.2%), and more used oral medications
for diabetes (11.7%) than those in the unvaccinated
group (9.2%). A total of 167,188 (4.9%) persons in
the vaccinated group and 249,822 (4.2%) persons in
the unvaccinated group were statin users.
Incidence rates of hospitalization for pneumonia
and influenza increased over time. In 2000, the incidence rate was 26.71/1,000 person-years. By 2012, the
incidence rate was 41.08/1,000 person-years (Table
2). During 2000–2012, hospitalization for pneumonia
and influenza occurred on an average of 23,595 events
per year (14,272–33,428 events/year).
Compared with the unvaccinated group, the vaccinated group had lower risks of in-hospital death
(adjusted hazard ratio [aHR] 0.69, 95% CI 0.68–0.69),
in-hospital death from pneumonia (aHR 0.72, 95% CI
0.70–0.73), hospitalization for pneumonia and influenza (aHR 0.84, 95% CI 0.84–0.85), hospitalization for circulatory conditions (aHR 0.90, 95% CI 0.90–0.90), and
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hospitalization for critical illnesses (aHR 0.75, 95% CI
0.74–0.76) (Table 3). For subgroup analyses stratified
by statin use, the effects of vaccination on in-hospital
death (Pinteraction = 0.478), in-hospital death from pneumonia (Pinteraction = 0.493), hospitalization for pneumonia and influenza (Pinteraction = 0.138), hospitalization

for circulatory condition (Pinteraction = 0.667), and hospitalization for critical illness (Pinteraction = 0.375) were
consistent among statin users and nonusers. We also
analyzed these data by using the Cox regression model, adjusted for propensity score only, and noted similar results (Appendix Table 2).

Table 1. Characteristics of persons >65 who received influenza vaccine versus those who did not receive influenza vaccine, Taiwan*
Before propensity score-matching
Propensity score-matched
Standardized
Standardized
Characteristics
Vaccinated
Unvaccinated
difference
Vaccinated
Unvaccinated
difference
No. patients
3,417,212
6,010,180
3,165,272
3,165,272
Mean age, y (SD)
74.3 (6.4)
73.6 (6.8)
0.100
74.2 (6.4)
74.2 (6.9)
–0.002
Sex
M
1,707,483 (50.0) 2,908,606 (48.4)
0.031
1,559,852 (49.3) 1,550,848 (49.0)
0.006
F
1,709,729 (50.0) 3,101,574 (51.6)
1,605,420 (50.7) 1,614,424 (51.0)
Monthly income, $ Taiwan
Dependent†
1,234,769 (36.1) 2,527,696 (42.1)
–0.122
1,190,930 (37.6) 1,197,102 (37.8)
–0.004
<19,100
794,513 (23.3) 1,365,600 (22.7)
0.013
728,908 (23.0)
721,281 (22.8)
0.006
19,100–41,999
1,367,022 (40.0) 2,054,058 (34.2)
0.121
1,224,632 (38.7) 1,226,438 (38.7)
–0.001
>42,000
20,908 (0.6)
62,826 (1.0)
–0.048
20,802 (0.7)
20,451 (0.6)
0.001
Urbanization‡
Level 1
988,136 (28.9) 1,833,258 (30.5)
–0.035
926,242 (29.3)
925,049 (29.2)
0.001
Level 2
2,194,465 (64.2) 3,793,218 (63.1)
0.023
2,025,556 (64.0) 2,025,109 (64.0)
0.000
Level 3
199,301 (5.8)
320,751 (5.3)
0.022
180,635 (5.7)
181,562 (5.7)
–0.001
Level 4
35,310 (1.0)
62,953 (1.0)
–0.001
32,839 (1.0)
33,552 (1.1)
–0.002
No. outpatient visits in the previous 12 mo
0–10
504,028 (14.7) 1,831,616 (30.5)
–0.383
504,014 (15.9)
500,316 (15.8)
0.003
11–20
869,805 (25.5) 1,598,542 (26.6)
–0.026
851,438 (26.9)
854,335 (27.0)
–0.002
21–30
776,389 (22.7) 1,106,821 (18.4)
0.107
719,783 (22.7)
721,771 (22.8)
–0.001
31–40
522,170 (15.3)
651,142 (10.8)
0.132
462,035 (14.6)
462,408 (14.6)
0.000
>40
744,820 (21.8)
822,059 (13.7)
0.214
628,002 (19.8)
626,442 (19.8)
0.001
CCI score (SD)§
7.7 (2.8)
7.2 (2.8)
0.236
7.8 (2.8)
7.8 (2.9)
–0.006
Underlying conditions
Cerebrovascular
1,151,954 (33.7) 1,703,465 (28.3)
0.116
1,047,165 (33.1) 1,052,107 (33.2)
–0.003
disease
Diabetes
1,377,596 (40.3) 2,000,525 (33.3)
0.146
1,246,943 (39.4) 1,252,696 (39.6)
–0.004
Hypertension
2,568,836 (75.2) 3,931,874 (65.4)
0.215
2,344,103 (74.1) 2,351,157 (74.3)
–0.005
CAD
1,672,350 (48.9) 2,340,127 (38.9)
0.203
1,520,516 (48.0) 1,447,015 (45.7)
0.047
Myocardial infarction
158,688 (4.6)
228,094 (3.8)
0.042
143,777 (4.5)
144,573 (4.6)
–0.001
PVD
238,514 (7.0)
324,691 (5.4)
0.065
217,314 (6.9)
210,393 (6.6)
0.009
Heart failure
555,349 (16.3)
792,171 (13.2)
0.087
503,135 (15.9)
506,674 (16.0)
–0.003
Dyslipidemia
1,557,151 (45.6) 2,231,936 (37.1)
0.172
1,436,998 (45.4) 1,340,441 (42.3)
0.062
Chronic liver disease
1,067,001 (31.2) 1,460,809 (24.3)
0.155
950,911 (30.0)
951,575 (30.1)
0.000
CKD
664,324 (19.4)
917,408 (15.3)
0.110
596,302 (18.8)
597,911 (18.9)
–0.001
Peptic ulcer disease
1,904,442 (55.7) 2,764,223 (46.0)
0.196
1,720,590 (54.4) 1,723,618 (54.5)
–0.002
Dementia
249,766 (7.3)
370,758 (6.2)
0.045
228,856 (7.2)
231,226 (7.3)
–0.003
Valvular heart disease 424,657 (12.4)
596,580 (9.9)
0.079
383,055 (12.1)
384,592 (12.2)
–0.001
Drug abuse
48,591 (1.4)
74,326 (1.2)
0.016
45,499 (1.4)
45,816 (1.4)
–0.001
Atrial fibrillation
160,148 (4.7)
235,626 (3.9)
0.038
146,674 (4.6)
147,989 (4.7)
–0.002
Medications
Antiplatelet agents
559,272 (16.4)
735,104 (12.2)
0.118
491,897 (15.5)
493,185 (15.6)
–0.001
Insulin
42,022 (1.2)
58,973 (1.0)
0.024
38,581 (1.2)
38,823 (1.2)
–0.001
Oral diabetic drugs
399,409 (11.7)
552,935 (9.2)
0.081
358,531 (11.3)
361,189 (11.4)
–0.003
Diuretics
301,500 (8.8)
420,868 (7.0)
0.067
270,816 (8.6)
272,637 (8.6)
–0.002
Calcium channel
651,895 (19.1)
892,880 (14.9)
0.113
580,984 (18.4)
583,106 (18.4)
–0.002
blockers
Beta-blockers
413,542 (12.1)
583,937 (9.7)
0.077
371,599 (11.7)
372,374 (11.8)
–0.001
ACEI/ARB
508,701 (14.9)
719,943 (12.0)
0.085
459,520 (14.5)
461,934 (14.6)
–0.002
Statins
167,188 (4.9)
249,822 (4.2)
0.035
155,133 (4.9)
155,624 (4.9)
–0.001
Propensity score
0.42 (0.13)
0.33 (0.14)
0.662
0.406 (0.129)
0.406 (0.129)
0.000
*Values are no. (%) except as indicated. ACEI, angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor; ARB, angiotensin II receptor blocker; CAD, coronary artery
disease; CCI, Charlson Comorbidity Index; CKD, chronic kidney disease; PVD, peripheral vascular disease.
†Dependent persons are those without an income.
‡Urbanization levels in Taiwan are divided into 4 strata according to the Taiwan National Health Research Institute publications. Level 1 designates the
most urbanized areas, and level 4 designates the least urbanized areas.
§CCI score is used to determine overall systemic health. Increased CCI scores are indicative of stepwise increases in the cumulative mortality.
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Table 2. Incidence of hospitalization for pneumonia and influenza
in persons >65 years of age during 2000–2012, Taiwan
Incidence/1,000
Year
No. events
Person-years
person-years
2000
14,272
534,348
26.71
2001
17,342
596,594
29.07
2002
17,383
615,868
28.23
2003
19,298
610,215
31.62
2004
21,807
640,872
34.03
2005
19,909
662,198
30.07
2006
22,394
664,194
33.72
2007
24,148
699,617
34.52
2008
25,829
713,500
36.20
2009
28,226
730,645
38.63
2010
31,945
733,967
43.52
2011
33,428
746,025
44.81
2012
30,760
748,838
41.08

Discussion
In this nationwide population-based study in Taiwan, we investigated the effects of statin therapy on
the risks for in-hospital death and severe complications of influenza infections in 9,427,392 persons >65
years of age during influenza seasons from 2000–01
through 2011–12. We found that vaccinated groups
had lower risks than unvaccinated groups for in-hospital death; in-hospital death from pneumonia; and
hospitalization for pneumonia and influenza, circulatory conditions, and critical illness. In the subgroup
analysis stratified by statin use, the observed outcome
differences across stain users and nonusers were consistent with chance.
Statins might exert antiinflammatory effects by
inhibiting the major histocompatibility complex class
II pathway of antigen presentation (24), preventing
accumulation and recruitment of monocytes (25), reducing cytokine production by immune cells (26,27),
and impairing the activation of T cells (9,28). Previous
studies that directly address statin use and vaccine effectiveness have had conflicting results. A randomized clinical study of 150 healthy persons failed to
find any difference in antibody responses to hepatitis A vaccine among those receiving atorvastatin and
those receiving a placebo (29); that study was limited
because only statin therapy initiated on the day of
randomization, not prior chronic statin therapy, was
considered. In contrast, another study of 105,874 vaccinated persons (39,342 statin users and 66,532 nonusers) and 141,714 unvaccinated persons (52,685 statin
users and 89,029 nonusers) revealed reduced influenza vaccine effectiveness against acute respiratory
illness among statin users compared with nonusers
during influenza seasons (14). However, that study
was limited by healthy-user bias (30,31) and did not
match characteristics in controls.
Other large-scale studies have revealed suboptimal influenza vaccine effectiveness in persons >65

years of age because of age-related decline in the immune response, multiple underlying conditions, and
concomitant medication use with possible secondary
interactions (32,33). To address the potential negative
effects of concomitant statin therapy on vaccine effectiveness, a prior post hoc analysis showed that influenza antibody titers were much lower in those receiving chronic statin therapy compared with those not
receiving statin therapy (13). However, the association
between antibody titers and adverse clinical outcomes
was not characterized further, raising concern about
the actual clinical implications. Another populationbased retrospective cohort study of 1,403,651 Medicare beneficiaries >65 years of age in the United States
matched statin users to nonusers and found that statin
use does not dramatically affect the risk for influenzarelated visits and influenza-related hospitalizations in
this population (15). However, the study did not determine whether chronic statin use had any implication
for major adverse cardiovascular events or death.
We found that, among persons >65 years of
age, vaccinated statin users and nonusers had lower
risks of in-hospital death and severe complications
of influenza infections compared with unvaccinated
groups. In further analyses, we found no statistically
significant difference and interaction between statin
use and hospitalization for pneumonia, influenza, or
circulatory conditions. However, vaccine effectiveness against critical illness slightly increased in statin
users compared with nonusers, suggesting that the
context of benefits of statins for cardiovascular outcomes could play a role for critically ill patients (34).
The strengths of our study include the use of a
large nationwide population-based dataset, encompassing data from 9,427,392 patients >65 years of age.
Our study covered 12 influenza seasons, from 2000–
01 through 2011–12, aiding comparison of the effects
of statins on the risks for death and hospital admission for major pulmonary and circulatory events in
older vaccinated and unvaccinated persons.
Our study has some limitations. First, relevant
details enabling characterization of the geographic
spread of influenza activity as sporadic, local, regional, or widespread, and information on influenza
virus subtypes were not available in the NHIRD dataset. Therefore, we could not identify the effects of
statin therapy on the spread of influenza. Second, we
used data on persons registered in the national health
insurance program, which included information on
adverse clinical outcomes caused by local and widespread influenza, but we cannot rule out the possibility of diagnostic misclassification. Third, with a such
large sample in our study, a statistical test would
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Table 3. Comparison of statin users and nonusers >65 years of age for incidence and risk for hospitalization, pneumonia, circulatory
conditions, critical illness, and death who are vaccinated and unvaccinated for influenza, Taiwan*
Vaccinated
Unvaccinated (referent)
Hazard ratio (95% CI)†
Characteristics
No.
Person-years Incidence‡
No.
Person-years Incidence‡
Crude
Adjusted
In-hospital death§
38,320
2,984,344
12.84
55,405
2,949,054
18.79
0.68
0.69
(0.67–0.69)
(0.68–0.69)
Statin user
1,478
147,164
10.04
22,097
146,668
14.30
0.70
0.71
(0.66–0.75)
(0.67–0.76)
Statin nonuser
36,842
2,837,180
12.99
53,308
2,802,386
19.02
0.68
0.68 |
(0.67–0.69)
(0.68–0.69)
In-hospital death
15,057
2,984,931
5.04
20,699
2,950,157
7.02
0.72
0.72
from pneumonia¶
(0.70–0.73)
(0.70–0.73)
Statin user
503
147,202
3.42
665
146,723
4.53
0.75
0.75
(0.67–0.85)
(0.67–0.85)
Statin nonuser
14,554
2,837,730
5.13
20,034
2,803,435
7.15
0.72
0.72
(0.70–0.73)
(0.70–0.73)
Hospitalization for
103,395
2,946,802
35.09
121,776
2,907,115
41.89
0.84
0.84
pneumonia or
(0.83–0.84)
(0.84–0.85)
influenza#
Statin user
3,967
145,687
27.23
4,810
144,805
33.22
0.82
0.82
(0.79–0.86)
(0.79–0.86)
Statin nonuser
99,428
2,801,115
35.50
116,966
2,762,309
42.34
0.84
0.84
(0.83–0.85)
(0.84–0.85)
Hospitalization for
394,245
2,801,412
140.73
430,954
2,750,954
156.66
0.90
0.90
circulatory
(0.90–0.90)
(0.90–0.90)
condition**
Statin user
25,141
134,914
186.35
27,991
132,843
210.71
0.89
0.90
(0.87–0.90)
(0.88–0.91)
Statin nonuser
369,104
2,666,498
138.42
402,963
2,618,111
153.91
0.90
0.90
(0.90–0.90)
(0.89–0.90)
Hospitalization for
62,018
2,968,927
20.89
82,602
2,929,804
28.19
0.74
0.75
critical illness††
(0.73–0.75)
(0.74–0.76)
Statin user
2,614
146,432
17.85
3,574
145,677
24.53
0.73
0.74
(0.69–0.77)
(0.71–0.78)
Statin nonuser
59,404
2,822,496
21.05
79,028
2,784,127
28.39
0.74
0.75
(0.73–0.75)
(0.74–0.76)

*Values after propensity score-matching between persons who received and did not receive influenza vaccination.
†Calculated by Cox regression model with adjusted imbalance covariates listed in Table 1. In all cases, p<0.001.
‡Per 1,000 person-years.
§Interaction p = 0.478.
¶Interaction p = 0.493.
#Interaction p = 0.138.
**Interaction p = 0.667.
††Interaction p = 0.375.

easily demonstrate a significant difference. However,
the risk difference in the vaccinated group compared
with the unvaccinated group ranged from 10% to
31%, and the difference is not small. For subgroup
analyses, the overall treatment effects also are consistent across subsets of patients. In addition, although
we explored the interaction between statin use and
the effectiveness of the influenza vaccine, whether
other drugs exerting similar pleiotropic effects, such
as aspirin and nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs,
or other vaccines commonly used in this population,
including pneumococcal and herpes vaccines, have
similar interactions is unknown. Finally, our study included only persons >65 years of age, and our results
cannot be extrapolated to younger persons who often
elicit stronger immune responses after vaccination.
In conclusion, influenza vaccination was associated
with lower risks of in-hospital death and hospitaliza1248

tion for pulmonary and circulatory adverse outcomes
in persons >65 years of age in Taiwan. Of note, the rate
of hospitalization for critical illness was slightly lower
in statin users than that for nonusers. These findings
indicate that influenza vaccination should continue to
be encouraged in older populations because it reduces
disease-specific hospitalization and death. In addition,
statin use might enhance the protective effects of the
vaccine against critical illness.
This study was based on data from the National Health
Insurance Research Database provided by Bureau of
National Health Insurance (BNHI) of the Department of
Health and managed by the National Health Research
Institute. The conclusions presented in this study are those
of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views
of the BNHI, the Department of Health, or the National
Health Research Institute.
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Estimating Risk for Death from
Coronavirus Disease, China,
January–February 2020
Kenji Mizumoto, Gerardo Chowell

Since December 2019, when the first case of coronavirus
disease (COVID-19) was identified in the city of Wuhan in
the Hubei Province of China, the epidemic has generated
tens of thousands of cases throughout China. As of February 28, 2020, the cumulative number of reported deaths in
China was 2,858. We estimated the time-delay adjusted
risk for death from COVID-19 in Wuhan, as well as for
China excluding Wuhan, to assess the severity of the epidemic in the country. Our estimates of the risk for death in
Wuhan reached values as high as 12% in the epicenter of
the epidemic and ≈1% in other, more mildly affected areas.
The elevated death risk estimates are probably associated
with a breakdown of the healthcare system, indicating that
enhanced public health interventions, including social distancing and movement restrictions, should be implemented
to bring the COVID-19 epidemic under control.

S

ince the first case of coronavirus disease (COVID-19) was identified in December 2019 in the city
of Wuhan in the Hubei Province of China, the novel
virus (severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus
2 [SARS-CoV-2]) has continued to spread around the
world, resulting in several thousand reported cases in
multiple countries. In China, the cumulative number
of reported deaths was 2,858 as of February 28, 2020,
a figure that already dwarfed the number of persons
that succumbed to severe acute respiratory syndrome
during 2002–2003 (1).
In the context of an emerging infectious disease
with pandemic potential, assessing its efficiency at
spreading between humans is critical, as is determining the associated risk for death from the disease. In
particular, the type and intensity of public health interventions are often set as a function of these epidemiologic metrics. In the absence of vaccines against
SARS-CoV-2 or antiviral drugs for the treatment of
Author affiliations: Georgia State University, Atlanta, Georgia, USA
(K. Mizumoto, G. Chowell); Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan
(K. Mizumoto)
DOI: https://doi.org/10.3201/eid2606.200233

COVID-19, the implementation of handwashing and
other hygiene-related interventions, as well as nonpharmaceutical interventions such as social distancing and movement restrictions (all of which are the
basic strategies available to mitigate disease spread in
the population), also generate considerable pressure
on the global economy (2).
As interventions are gradually implemented and
calibrated during the course of an outbreak, early estimates of the case-fatality ratio (CFR) provide crucial
information for policymakers to decide the intensity,
timing, and duration of interventions. However, the
assessment of epidemiologic characteristics, including the CFR, during the course of an outbreak tends to
be affected by right censoring and ascertainment bias
(3–5). The phenomenon of right censoring is caused
by the gap in illness onset to death between the vulnerable population and the healthy population, resulting in underestimation, whereas ascertainment
bias is attributable to the unreported bulk of infected
persons who have mild symptoms or asymptomatic
infections, potentially leading to overestimation. Assuming that ascertainment bias is consistent, we can
adjust for right censoring by using established methods and available data (6,7). To assess the current severity of the epidemic in China, we derived estimates
(and quantified uncertainty) of the time-delay adjusted CFR for COVID-19 for the city of Wuhan and for
China excluding Wuhan, with quantified uncertainty.
Methods
Data Sources

We used 2 different types of epidemiologic data in our
analysis. First, we extracted the daily series of confirmed
cases and deaths in China from daily reports published
by the respective governments of China, Hubei Province, and the city of Wuhan (8–11). Because >50% of
the deaths are occurring in Hubei Province, and most
of these have occurred in Wuhan, we categorized the
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data by geographic area: Wuhan City, Hubei Province
excluding Wuhan, or China excluding Hubei Province.
Diagnosis of COVID-19 relies solely on PCR testing because rapid diagnostic tests for this novel coronavirus
are not widely available. Our analysis relies on epidemiologic data reported through February 11, 2020, because
of the change in case definition that was announced by
the government of China on February 12 (12).
We then obtained from several sources a total of
50 epidemiologic descriptions of patients who died
from COVID-19 (9–11). After we checked for duplication and missing data, the sample size with data
available was 39 patients for observed delays from illness onset to death and 33 for observed delays from
hospitalization to death. We fitted a gamma distribution, an exponential distribution, and a lognormal
distribution to these distributions and selected the
best model based on the Akaike information criterion (AIC) (Appendix 1, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/
EID/article/26/6/20-0233-App1.pdf). The gamma
distribution yielded the best fit for the distribution
of delays from hospitalization to death (AIC 202.0),
whereas the log-normal distribution gave the best
fit for the distribution of delays from illness onset to
death (AIC 263.3). On the basis of these 2 delay distributions, we incorporated the distribution of delays
from hospitalization to death into the model.
Case-Fatality Ratio

We defined crude CFR as the number of cumulative
deaths divided by the number of cumulative cases at
a specific point in time. To estimate CFR in real time,
we used the delay from hospitalization to death, hs,
which is assumed to be given by hs = H(s) – H(s-1)
for s>0 where H(s) is a cumulative density function
of the delay from hospitalization to death and follows
a gamma distribution with mean 10.1 days and SD
5.4 days, obtained from the available observed data. If
πa,ti os the time-delay adjusted CFR on reported day ti
in area a, the likelihood function of the estimate πa,ti is

where ca,t represents the number of new cases with
reported day t in area a, and Da,ti is the cumulative
1252

number of deaths until reported day ti in area a (6,7).
Among the cumulative cases with reported day t in
area a, Da,ti have died, and the remainder have survived the infection. The contribution of those who
have died with biased death risk is shown in the middle parenthetical term, and the contribution of survivors is shown in the right parenthetical term. We
assume that Da,ti is the result of the binomial sampling
process with probability πa,ti.
We estimated model parameters by using a Markov chain Monte Carlo method in a Bayesian framework. We estimated posterior distributions of the
model parameters by sampling from the 3 Markov
chains. For each chain, we drew 100,000 samples from
the posterior distribution after a burn-in of 20,000 iterations. We evaluated convergence of Markov chain
Monte Carlo chains by using the potential scale reduction statistic (13,14). Estimates and 95% credibility intervals (CrIs) for these estimates are based on the posterior probability distribution of each parameter and
based on the samples drawn from the posterior distributions. All statistical analyses were conducted in R
version 3.6.1 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing,
https://www.r-project.org) using the rstan package.
Results
As of February 11, 2020, a total of 44,795 cases of COVID-19 had been reported in China, 1,117 of which
had resulted in death (9–11; Appendix 2, https://
wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/26/6/20-0233-App2.
xlsx). Of the 44,795 cases reported in China, 19,559
cases (43.7%) occurred in Wuhan, 13,894 cases (31.0%)
occurred in Hubei Province excluding Wuhan, and
11,342 cases (25.3%) occurred in China excluding Hubei Province. Of the 1,117 deaths in China, 820 (73.4%)
occurred in Wuhan, 248 (22.2%) occurred in Hubei
Province excluding Wuhan, and 49 (4.4%) occurred
in China excluding Hubei Province.
We charted the cumulative cases and deaths in
Wuhan, Hubei Province excluding Wuhan, and China
excluding Hubei Province (Figure 1). The curve of the
cumulative number of deaths grows after that of the
cumulative number of cases. Moreover, the increase in
the number of deaths in Wuhan occurred more rapidly and the associated mortality rate was much higher
than for the rest of China, whereas the cumulative case
counts for the 3 areas in China are relatively similar.
We also charted the observed and model-based
posterior estimates of crude CFR and the model-based
posterior estimates of the time-delay adjusted CFR for
Wuhan, Hubei Province excluding Wuhan, and China
excluding Hubei Province (Figure 2). Our model-based
crude CFR fitted the observed data well throughout the
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Figure 1. Temporal distribution of cases and deaths attributable to coronavirus disease in 3 areas in China, January 1–February 11,
2020. Cumulative cases in A) Wuhan, B) Hubei Province excluding Wuhan City, and C) China excluding Hubei Province, and cumulative
deaths in D) Wuhan, E) Hubei Province excluding Wuhan, and F) China excluding Hubei Province. Day 1 corresponds to January 1,
2020. Because the dates of illness onset were not available, we used dates of reporting.

course of the epidemic except for the very early stage.
During the course of the outbreak, our model-based
posterior estimates of time-delay adjusted CFR have
much higher values than the observed crude CFR, except for the early stage in Wuhan and the later stage
in China excluding Hubei Province. Our estimates of
the time-delay adjusted CFR appear to be decreasing
almost consistently in Hubei Province excluding Wuhan and in China excluding Hubei Province, whereas
in Wuhan, estimates were low at the early stage and
then increased and peaked in the middle of the study
period; the Wuhan estimates then followed a decreasing trend similar to the other 2 areas, reaching ≈12%.
As of February 11, estimates of the time-delay
adjusted CFR were 12.2% (95% CrI 11.3%–13.1%) in
Wuhan, 4.2% (95% CrI 3.7%–4.7%) in Hubei Province
excluding Wuhan, and 0.9% (95% CrI 0.7%–1.1%) in
China excluding Hubei Province. The observed crude
CFR was 4.2% (95% CI 3.9%–4.5%) in Wuhan, 1.8%
(95% CI 1.6%–2.0%) in Hubei Province excluding
Wuhan, and 0.43% (95% CI 0.32%–0.57%) in China
excluding Hubei Province (Table; Figure 3).
Discussion
We have derived estimates of the CFR for the ongoing COVID-19 epidemic in China. We have estimated
time-delay adjusted CFR in 3 different geographic areas in China and found that the most severely affected
areas were Wuhan as well as Hubei Province excluding Wuhan, whereas the rest of China (China excluding Hubei Province) experienced a less severe impact.

Our latest estimates (as of February 11, 2020) of the
delay-adjusted CFR in Wuhan reach values as high as
12.2% (95% CrI 11.3%–13.1%), an estimate that is 3-fold
higher than our estimate for Hubei Province excluding
Wuhan and ≈14-fold higher than our estimate for China
excluding Hubei Province. These findings suggest that
the situation in Wuhan has been particularly dire compared with the other affected areas in China. We note
that the upward trend of CFR during the early phase
generally indicates increasing ascertainment bias.
An upward trend in the CFR should be interpreted with caution. Diagnosing cases of COVID-19
is difficult because the associated symptoms are not
specific. Further, the fraction of asymptomatic patients with SAR-CoV-2 infection and COVID-19 patients who have mild symptoms is not minor; this
fact complicates detection and diagnosis early after
illness onset, leading to ascertainment bias (15,16).
Indeed, out of a total of 566 residents of Japan who
evacuated Wuhan by government-chartered plane
during January 29–31, a total of 5 asymptomatic and
4 symptomatic COVID-19 patients were detected after undergoing detailed medical examinations (17).
However, considering that this underestimation occurred during the course of outbreak and the number
of deaths is reported fairly accurately, the upward
trend indicates that the temporal disease burden exceeded the capacity of healthcare facilities and the
surveillance system probably missed many cases
during the early phase. In addition, hospital-based
transmission has occurred, potentially affecting
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Figure 2. Temporal variation of risk for death associated with coronavirus disease in 3 areas in China, January 1–February 11, 2020.
Observed and posterior estimates of A) crude case-fatality ratio in Wuhan, B) Hubei Province excluding Wuhan, and C) China excluding
Hubei Province, and D) time-delay adjusted case-fatality ratio in Wuhan, E) Hubei Province excluding Wuhan, and F) China excluding
Hubei Province. Day 1 corresponds to January 1, 2020. Black dots show crude case-fatality ratio, light gray area shows 95% credibility
interval for posterior estimates, and dark gray area shows 50% credibility intervals for posterior estimates.

healthcare workers, inpatients, and visitors at
healthcare facilities, which might explain an increasing trend and the elevated CFR estimates. Indeed,
thousands of healthcare workers have succumbed to
the disease in China (18), a pattern that resembles
past nosocomial outbreaks of Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS) and severe acute respiratory
syndrome (19,20). During past MERS outbreaks, inpatients with underlying disease or elderly persons
infected in the hospital setting have raised the CFR
to values as high as 20% (21,22). A growing body
of evidence indicates that COVID-19 transmission is
facilitated in confined settings; for example, a large
cluster (634 confirmed cases) of COVID-19 secondary infections occurred aboard a cruise ship in Japan, representing about one fifth of the persons
aboard who were tested for the virus. This finding
indicates the high transmissibility of COVID-19 in
enclosed spaces (23,24).
A downward trend in CFR is suggestive of the extent of improvements in epidemiologic surveillance.

In addition, this pattern indirectly indicates a substantial number of mild or asymptomatic cases in
Wuhan and that the underlying transmission might
prolong the end of the outbreak or further transmission to other areas unless effective social distancing
measures are implemented until a vaccine becomes
available. Furthermore, given that the delay-adjusted CFR and crude CFR estimates in Wuhan are ≈14fold higher than our estimates for China excluding
Hubei Province, a breakdown in healthcare delivery probably occurred, underscoring the critical
need for urgent medical support in the epicenter of
the epidemic.
We also found that the estimates of the delayadjusted CFR for Hubei Province excluding Wuhan
and for China excluding Hubei Province showed
a declining trend as the epidemic progressed. A
similar trend was previously reported for the 2015
MERS outbreak in South Korea, where a substantial fraction of the case-patients were elderly or had
underlying conditions (19,20). The high proportion

Table. Summary results of time-delay adjusted CFR for COVID-19 in the 3 areas in China, January 1–February 11, 2020*
Median estimates
No. deaths/
Area
Latest estimate, %
during study period, % Crude CFR (95% CI), %
no. cases
Wuhan
12.2 (95% CrI 11.3–13.1)
4.1–34.8
4.2 (95% CI 3.9–4.5)
820/19,559
Hubei Province excluding Wuhan
4.2 (95% CrI 3.7–4.7)
4.2–88.3
1.8 (95% CI 1.6–2.0)
248/13,894
China excluding Hubei Province
0.9 (95% CrI 0.7–1.1)
0.8–14.8
0.35 (95% CI 0.32–0.57)
39/11,103
*CFR, case-fatality ratio; COVID-19, coronavirus disease; CrI, credibility interval.
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Figure 3. Latest estimates of time-delay adjusted risk for death
from coronavirus disease in 3 areas in China, January 1–February
11, 2020.

of vulnerable case-patients at the early phase of the
outbreak and the smaller number in the later stage
could partly explain the observed decline. However, because the epidemic had yet to peak, this
time-dependent decrease was probably caused by
ascertainment bias. Moreover, the latest estimates
of the delay-adjusted CFR and crude CFR in Hubei
Province are ≈5-fold higher than our estimate for
China excluding Hubei Province, where the healthcare system has not been overwhelmed. These findings also indicate the need to anticipate additional
medical support to deliver medical care to the most
vulnerable patients, including those with preexisting health conditions, who are at the highest risk
for succumbing to the disease. For comparison, the
crude CFR has been estimated at 0.9% in Beijing
(25), 1.4% among 1,099 patients across China (26),
and 4.3% in a meta-analysis among 50,466 hospitalized patients (27).
Our study has limitations. First, our CFR estimate is influenced by ascertainment bias, which
might influence estimates upward. For those infectious diseases characterized by a large fraction of
patients with mild illness or asymptomatic infections, the infection-fatality risk (e.g., the number of
deaths divided by the total number of persons infected) is a more appropriate index of disease burden (28,29). Therefore, mass serologic surveillance
and surveys to assess the presence or absence of
symptoms is strongly recommended to disentangle
the threat of emerging infectious diseases, including COVID-19. In addition, because our estimates
of CFR are based on the number of confirmed cases
reported before the February 12 change in the case
definition, caution will be needed when comparing our estimates with other CFR estimates that include epidemiologic data from on or after February

12, which would be lower. Second, in our estimation we employed a distribution of delays from
illness onset to death (n = 39 patients), which was
obtained from secondary sources, but the available
epidemiologic data does not include either the date
of illness onset or the date of confirmation. For this
reason, we used the time delay from hospitalization to death (n = 33 patients).
In conclusion, our estimates of the risk for death
from COVID-19 in China as of February 11, 2020,
were as high as 12% in the epicenter of the epidemic
and as low as ≈1% in the less severely affected areas
in China. Because the risk for death from COVID-19 is
probably associated with a breakdown of the healthcare system in the absence of pharmaceutical interventions (i.e., vaccination and antiviral drugs), enhanced public health interventions (including social
distancing measures, quarantine, enhanced infection
control in healthcare settings, and movement restrictions), as well as enhanced hygienic measures in the
general population and an increase in healthcare system capacity, should be implemented to rapidly contain the epidemic.
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Epidemiology of
Coronavirus Disease in
Gansu Province, China, 2020
Jingchun Fan, Xiaodong Liu, Weimin Pan, Mark W. Douglas, Shisan Bao

To determine the epidemiology of coronavirus disease
(COVID-19) in a remote region of China, far from Wuhan, we analyzed the epidemiology of COVID-19 in Gansu Province. From January 23 through February 3, 2020,
a total of 35 (64.8%) of 54 reported cases were imported
from COVID-19–epidemic areas. Characteristics that differed significantly during the first and second waves of
illness in Gansu Province were mean patient age, occupation, having visited epidemic areas, and mode of
transportation. Time from infection to illness onset for
family clusters was shorter in Gansu Province than in
Wuhan, consistent with shortened durations from onset
to first medical visit or hospitalization. Spatial distribution
pattern analysis indicated hot spots and spatial outliers
in Gansu Province. As a result of adequate interventions,
transmission of the COVID-19 virus in Gansu Province
is decreasing.

T

he outbreak of coronavirus disease (COVID-19)
was first reported on December 31, 2019, in
Wuhan, China (1). Within a few weeks, the virus
had spread rapidly throughout China and within
1 month to several other countries, including Italy
(2), the United States (3), and Germany (4). Difficulty
controlling such aggressive spread resulted partly
from the size of Wuhan, which has a full-time population of >9 million and a transient population of an
additional 5.10 million, for a total population of ≈14
Author affiliations: School of Public Health, Gansu University of
Chinese Medicine, Lanzhou, China (J. Fan); Institute of
Immunization and Prevention Management, Shandong Center for
Disease Control and Prevention, Jinan, China (X. Liu); Gansu
Provincial Center for Disease Control and Prevention, Lanzhou
(W. Pan); Centre for Infectious Diseases and Microbiology,
Westmead Hospital, Sydney, New South Wales, Australia
(M.W. Douglas); Storr Liver Centre and Marie Bashir Institute for
Infectious Diseases and Biosecurity, University of Sydney, Sydney
(M.W. Douglas); School of Medical Sciences and Bosch Institute,
Charles Perkins Centre, University of Sydney, Sydney (S. Bao)
DOI: https://doi.org/10.3201/eid2606.200251

million (5,6). Wuhan is located in central China and
has a wide range of transportation links, including
airplanes, trains, interstate buses, and private transportation. In an attempt to reduce virus transmission, on January 23, 2020, authorities locked down
Wuhan, but by that time, ≈5 million persons had
already left (7). Reasons for leaving included returning to hometowns for the Chinese New Year (most
persons) or leaving for holidays, but some left because of fear of COVID-19 (7). Consequently, COVID-19 has now been identified in every province or
autonomous region in China, although the highest
number of cases is still in Wuhan (7).
Gansu Province is located in northwestern China, and as of February 3, 2020, the number of COVID-19 cases identified has been small, most in persons coming from Wuhan. As of January 23, the date
of the Wuhan lockdown, the Gansu Provincial Centre for Disease Control and Prevention (Lanzhou,
China) had identified only 2 cases of COVID-19 in
Lanzhou, the capital of Ganzu Province: 1 patient
had traveled from Wuhan and another had been
in contact with persons from Wuhan (8). Within 2
weeks, however, 54 cases of COVID-19 in Gansu
Province were confirmed, indicating the seriousness
of this outbreak and triggering the alarm for the
Gansu Province government to make it mandatory
that face masks be worn in public places from January 28 until further notice (9). From a public health
point of view, the epidemiology of the COVID-19
event in Lanzhou (10), a relatively remote region of
China, may provide critical information to help control the spread of this disease to other provinces and
countries. We therefore explored the epidemiology
of COVID-19 in Gansu Province, remote from the
outbreak epicenter in Wuhan.
Materials and Methods
We split the 12-day study period in half. The early period began January 23, the date of the first
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confirmed case of COVID-19 reported in Gansu
Province, and continued through January 28, the
date when the Gansu government decreed it mandatory to wear face masks in public places. The late
period, the subsequent 6 days, extended from January 29 through February 3. To analyze the epidemiology of the COVID-19 outbreak in Gansu Province,
we compared cases diagnosed during the early and
late periods. Our aim was to compare groups to
determine if the restriction order was effective for
controlling transmission. The definition of primary
versus secondary cases refers to whether persons
traveled from Wuhan (primary) or never left Gansu
Province (secondary). The aim of this distinction
was to explore potential transmission.
The first wave of infection was seen in persons
who arrived from Wuhan, whereas later infections
resulted from virus transmission from the first group
of persons. To compare the demographic and clinical characteristics of persons with primary and secondary infection, we collected data about transmission and family clusters, including the date of return
from epidemic areas, first day of close contact, date
of symptom onset, date of first medical visit and hospitalization, and relationships between patients with
primary and secondary cases.

Setting

Gansu Province (32°31′N–42°57′N, 92°13′E–108°46′E )
is located in northwestern China (Figure 1). Gansu is
the seventh largest province in China, comprising 12
prefecture-level cities and 2 autonomous prefectures
(86 counties and districts), with a total land area of
454,000 km2 and a population of 26,257,100 in 2019
(11). It is a long, handle-shaped province, and Lanzhou is located on the Yellow River. The complex
landforms of Gansu Province include mountainous
regions, plateaus, plains, river valleys, and desert.
With a population of 3.8 million and 13,100 km2, the
population density of Lanzhou is 287 persons/km2
(Figure 2), although Lanzhou is classified as a thirdtier city in China (10).
Materials

COVID-19 diagnoses in Gansu Province from January 23 through February 3, 2020, were confirmed in
the laboratory of Gansu Provincial Centre for Disease Control and Prevention (12). Suspected cases of
COVID-19 infection were identified in hospitals and
confirmed in the same laboratory by specific nucleic
acids. We collected demographic data, including patient sex, age, occupation, place of residence, and exposure history, from the official website of the Gansu
Figure 1. Location of Gansu
Province and Wuhan, China.
Circles indicate capital cities.
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Figure 2. Population density of
Gansu Province, China, in 2018.

Provincial Center for Disease Control and Prevention
(http://gscdc.net).
Within each prefecture or prefecture-level city in
Gansu Province are districts, counties or autonomous
counties, and county-level cities. For this study, we
classified all counties and county-level cities as counties for simplicity and for data analysis. To conduct a
geographic information system (GIS)–based analysis

on the spatial distribution of COVID-19 cases, we applied the county-level polygon map (county layers)
at 1:250,000 scale from Data Sharing Infrastructure of
Earth System Science (http://www.geodata.cn), on
which we generated a county-level layer containing
information regarding latitudes and longitudes of
cases in county layers (central points) of each county.
Statistical Analyses

The 54 patients were assigned numbers from 1 to 54
according to time of diagnosis. The statistical descriptions included demographic characteristics, exposure
history, whether the cases were primary or secondary,
and potential spread of disease. Because the ages of
case-patients were not normally distributed, we performed nonparametric Brown-Mood tests to compare
medians between early and late cases. For expected
cell sizes <5, we used the Fisher exact test to compare
the frequency between or among groups; otherwise,
we used the χ2 test. We estimated days from illness
onset to first medical visit and days from illness onset
to hospitalization by fitting a Weibull distribution to
the dates of illness onset, first medical visit, and hospital admission (13).
Figure 3. Time series of coronavirus disease case identification in
Gansu Province, China, 2020.

GIS Mapping and Spatial Analyses

We geocoded all COVID-19 cases and matched them
to the county-level layers of polygon and point by
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Table 1. Characteristics of patients with coronavirus disease, Gansu Province, China, 2020*
Characteristics
Jan 23–28, n = 24
Jan 29–Feb 3, n = 30
Median age (range), y
34 (20–83)
48 (1.67–94)
Age group, no./total no. (%), y
<18
0/24
1/30 (3)
18–64
22/24 (92)
25/30(83)
>65
2/24 (8)
4/30(13)
Sex
M
11/24 (46)
13/30 (43)
F
13/24 (54)
17/30 (57)
Occupation
Cadres and professionals
3/24 (8)
8/30 (27)
Laborers
7/24 (29)
3/30 (10)
Farmers
3/24 (13)
0/30
Business service providers
3/24 (13)
2/30 (7)
Students
2/24 (8)
3/30 (10)
Scatter children† and retires
4/24 (17)
16/30 (47)
Healthcare workers
2/24 (8)
0/30
Urban residence
14/24 (58)
20/30 (67)
Primary case
19/24 (79)
17/30 (56)
Exposure to epidemic area
Hubei Province
16/24 (66)
14/30 (47)
Other area
3/24 (13)
2/30 (7)
No exposure to Hubei/other area
5/24 (21)
14/30 (46)
Main mode of transportation
Airplane
6/24 (25)
3/30 (10)
Train
7/24 (29)
8/30 (27)
Airplane and train
6/24 (25)
5/30 (17)
Local, did not leave Gansu Province
5/24 (21)
14/30 (46)
Frequency of transfer between transportation
modes
<3
7/24 (29)
11/30 (37)
>3
12/24 (50)
5/30 (16)
Local, did not leave Gansu Province
5/24 (21)
14/30 (47)

p value
0.014
0.821

0.854
0.009

0.529
0.081
0.043

0.193

0.024

*Data are no./total no. (%) unless otherwise indicated.
†Children who stayed at home, did not attend childcare facilities.

administrative codes by using ArcGIS 10.2.2 software
(https://www.arcgis.com). To explore the spatial
distribution pattern of COVID-19 cases on the county
level during the study periods, we applied local indicators of spatial association (LISA [14]). Using LISA,
we could identify the type and degree of spatial clustering, including significant hot spots (high-high),
cold spots (low-low), and spatial outliers (high-low
and low-high) between a given location and surrounding spatial units by calculating the local Moran’s I (14,15). We used the Z statistic to determine the
significance of clustering based on a significance level
of 0.05. A significant positive Z indicates high-value
regions surrounded by high-value regions (highhigh) or low value regions surrounded by low-value
regions (low-low). A significant negative Z indicates
high-value regions surrounded by low-value regions
(high-low) or low-value regions surrounded by highvalue regions (low-high) (16).
Ethics Approval

Our study was approved by the institutional review
board, Gansu University of Chinese Medicine. We
collected data from the official website of Gansu
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Provincial Center for Disease Control and Prevention,
which was considered exempt from approval.
Results
Patient Characteristics

Of the total 54 cases of COVID-19 in Gansu Province,
35 were imported primary and 19 were indigenous
secondary cases. Serious/critical illness was experienced by 6 (17.1%) of the 35 patients with primary
cases and by 3 (15.7%) of the 19 patients with secondary cases; the difference was not significant (p =
0.899). A total of 24 cases were reported during the
early period and 30 during the late period (Figure 3).
On January 26, the first secondary case of COVID-19
was identified in Longnan, a city located in southern of Gansu Province. The youngest patient was 1
year and 8 months of age; the oldest was 94 years of
age. We used Cox proportional hazards regression to
correct for covariates but found no significant differences between the early and late groups. No survival
pattern could be calculated because, to date, no COVID-19–associated deaths in Gansu Province have
been reported.
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Table 2. Interval between primary and secondary cases in 6 family clusters of coronavirus disease, Gansu Province, China, 2020*
Family cluster
patient no.
No. primary cases
No. secondary cases Date of close contact Date of symptom onset Serial interval, d†
1
1
9
Jan 18
22 Jan
4
2
1
26
Jan 18
26 Jan
8
3
1
27
Jan 18
26 Jan
8
4
4
14
Jan 19
25 Jan
6
5
4
46
19 Jan
27 Jan
8
6
6
10
15 Jan
21 Jan
6
7
6
11
15 Jan
21 Jan
6
8
6
12
15 Jan
24 Jan
9
9
6
13
15 Jan
24 Jan
9
10
6
23
15 Jan
23 Jan
8
11
29
39
25 Jan
30 Jan
5
12
29
47
22 Jan
26 Jan
4
13
Family gathering‡
43
26 Jan
28 Jan
2
14
Interstate business‡
44
15 Jan
23 Jan
8
15
36
48
20 Jan
23 Jan
3
16
36
49
21 Jan
24 Jan
3
17
36
50
20 Jan
30 Jan
10
18
36
51
20 Jan
30 Jan
10
19
36
52
20 Jan
30 Jan
10
*Because incidence was derived from a family gathering, dates of close contact and symptom onset are similar.
†Days between close contact and symptom onset.
‡Local residents for whom primary cases could not be traced.

Comparing patients who sought care in the early
and late periods, we found significant differences for
age (median age 34 years for the early period vs. 48
years for the late period; p = 0.014) and for occupation (more laborers in the early period vs. more retired persons in the late period; p = 0.009) but not for
patient sex or whether the patients lived in urban or
rural areas (Table 1). In addition, more case-patients
in the early period had visited epidemic areas (p =
0.043) and returned to their destination (p = 0.024)
than had patients in the late period.
Key Time-to-Event Distributions of COVID-19

For the 54 cases of COVID-19 diagnosed in Gansu
Province from January 23 through February 3, the
days from illness onset to first medical visit ranged
from 0 to 10 and the days from first medical visit to
hospitalization ranged from 0 to 7. The days from
infection to symptom onset for 19 case-patients in a
family cluster, confirmed by epidemiologic survey,
ranged from 2 to 10 days (mean 6.7 days); the 95th
percentile of the distribution was 12.5 days (95% CI
9.2–18 days) (Table 2; Figure 4, panel A). Among
the 24 COVID-19 cases confirmed in the early period, the estimated mean time from illness onset
to first medical visit was 2.8 days (95% CI 1.7–3.8);
that is, there was a trend toward longer delay for
case-patients in the early period than the mean of
2.3 days (95% CI 1.3–3.2) for the 30 case-patients in
the late period (Figure 4, panel B), but this difference did not reach statistical significance (p>0.05).
The mean duration from first medical visit to hospital admission was 1.9 days (95% CI 1.2–2.6 days)

among 24 case-patients with illness onset during
the early period, shorter than among 30 case-patients with illness onset during the second period,
among whom the mean duration from first medical visit to hospital admission was 3.3 days (95% CI
2.7–4.0 days) (Figure 4, panel C).
Spatial Distribution of COVID-19

The 54 COVID-19 cases reported in Gansu Province
from January 23 through February 3 were distributed in 11 prefectures and 24 counties. The 2 cities
with the most COVID-19 case-patients were Lanzhou (26 cases) and Tianshui (8 cases). The area with
the most COVID-19 cases was Chengguan District,
the political and economic center of Lanzhou (Figure
5, panel A). Patients with secondary cases seem to
have been infected by persons with primary cases;
we identified 6 family clusters: 3 in Lanzhou, 1 in
Tianshui, 1 in Longnan, and 1 in Linxia. LISA analysis demonstrated hot spots (high-high) and outliers
(high-low and low-high). The high-high cluster included 4 counties, accounting for 4.55% of all counties, mainly distributed in the eastern capital city of
Lanzhou. High-low and low-high outliers were sporadically distributed in eastern-central Gansu Province (Figure 5, panel B).
Discussion
Our data suggest that most COVID-19 cases that occurred in the first 6 days (January 23–28, 2020) were
imported from Wuhan (the coronavirus epicenter).
Most secondary cases occurred in the second 6 days
(January 29–February 3, 2020).
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In Gansu Province, the patients identified in the
early period were younger than those identified in the
late period, but overall the 54 patients were younger
(median age 38 years) than patients identified in the
early stage of the outbreak in Wuhan (median age 59
years) (13). This finding is most likely because Wuhan
is where the outbreak originated in China (17). Patients
from the early period were younger and had mainly
imported primary cases, possibly because most of them
were labor workers in Wuhan who traveled back to
Gansu Province; in contrast, a greater proportion of
patients in the late period were senior retirees with secondary indigenous cases. The proportions of COVID-19
patients who had visited an epidemic area and the frequencies of transfer were 3 times greater during the
early than the late period, suggesting that exposure risk
would decrease from epidemic areas and public places
as the epidemic spread. The current situation may result from the travel bans from Wuhan or other places as
well as most persons’ awareness and education about
COVID-19 (18), but human transportation had spread
the virus before Wuhan was locked down. (19).
In our study, distribution of illness by sex did not
differ significantly between the early and late periods,
but female patients predominated slightly. In contrast,
Chen and colleagues reported more male than female
patients in the Wuhan outbreak (20). One possible explanation is that in Wuhan, men dominate the labor
market and probably had close contact with the seafood market in Wuhan (the source of the outbreak),
resulting in more male patients in the Wuhan study. In
contrast, the COVID-19 outbreak in Gansu was 2 weeks
later, during the Chinese New Year festival, in which
family members of both sexes participated. Thus, our
data further support the need for broad infection control measures in surrounding areas, irrespective of age,
sex, place of residence, or mode of transportation.
The first case of secondary infection was identified in a patient who had had close contact with the
first case-patient with primary COVID-19 in Gansu
Province, after a lag of 4 days. Subsequently, 6 family clusters were identified over 12 days. These data
confirm direct human-to-human transmission of the
COVID-19 virus, severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), through close contact
(21). This finding supports the government restriction of persons gathering in large groups, to reduce
or minimize virus transmission. The 95% percentile
range for the incubation period found in our study is
consistent with the findings for Wuhan, which almost
completely overlap (13), suggesting that within this
short time, SARS-CoV-2 has not mutated sufficiently
to affect incubation time (22).
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The proportion of persons who visited a medical center or hospital within 2 days from illness onset was 61% in Gansu Province, compared with 27%

Figure 4. Key time-to-event distributions of coronavirus disease
cases in Gansu Province, China, 2020. A) Incubation period (i.e.,
days from infection to illness onset). B) Days from illness to first
medical visit. C) Days from illness to hospitalization.
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Figure 5. Distribution of reported coronavirus disease cases (A) and local indicators of spatial association cluster map (B) for Gansu
Province, January 23–February 3, 2020. Numbers in parentheses indicate number of counties.

in Wuhan (13). In addition, 68% of patients in Gansu
Province were hospitalized within 5 days after illness
onset, whereas only 11% of patients in Wuhan were
hospitalized in the early stages of the disease (13).
These differences between Gansu Province and Wuhan may partially result from differences in numbers
of staff and medical resources between Wuhan and
Gansu Province, relative to the number of COVID-19
patients. Another potential factor is advanced warning about COVID-19 in Gansu Province via various
channels. Although knowledge about COVID-19 was
minimal at the beginning of the outbreak, the seriousness of COVID-19 was well broadcast throughout China, including Gansu Province, after the initial
outbreak. Compared with the initial stage of the COVID-19 outbreak in Wuhan, the reduced incidence of
COVID-19 in Gansu Province over this period may be
associated with reinforcement of mandatory control
and prevention interventions, patients voluntarily
seeking medical assistance after being educated by
the media, or possibly both.
Our study demonstrates a significant spatial heterogeneity of COVID-19 cases in Gansu Province over
this 2-week period; cases were mostly concentrated in
Lanzhou and surrounding areas. LISA analysis findings are in agreement with the spatial distribution of
COVID-19 at the county levels of Gansu Province.
This analysis confirms that the distribution of cases
was not random: hot spots were mainly restricted to
the Chengguan District of Lanzhou, the most densely
populated and most developed area (11). This case aggregation is closely associated with the development

characteristics of Gansu Province, which is at the high
end of economic, medical, population, and cultural
development. Consequently, Chengguan District was
the most common pathway for most persons returning from Wuhan and other cities, who end up in or
transit through Lanzhou. Land formations in Gansu
Province limit travel, particularly in mountainous rural areas, which may have slowed down or restricted
the spread of COVID-19 across Gansu Province. For
example, cases have been reported in Wuwei, a city in
a remote, mountainous, hard-to-reach area in Gansu
Province. Our findings are supported by other studies, which demonstrate a close correlation with population and economy in other major cities of China
where outbreaks of COVID-19 occurred within 1–2
weeks of the original outbreak in Wuhan (23–25).
Although case numbers are small, in Gansu
Province the severity of COVID-19 illness did not
differ between persons with primary and secondary cases, suggesting that the virus does not mutate
to decrease virulence during ongoing transmission. This finding is consistent with recent reports
from Italy and the United States, which suggest that
mutations that reduce transmission do not spontaneously develop in SARS-CoV-2 (2,3). In Gansu
Province, we observed fewer severe clinical cases of
COVID-19, lower rates of patients in critical condition (13%), and no deaths, compared with Wuhan,
where ≈30% patients were admitted to intensive care
and 4% died (26). One possible explanation is insufficient medical staff and resources in Wuhan to deal
with the large outbreak and only extremely serious
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or critical patients being hospitalized, in contrast
to Gansu Province, where relatively more medical
staff and resources were available. Furthermore, a
large proportion of the Wuhan population who left
the city before the lockdown were migrant workers, commercial personnel, and college students; the
population remaining in Wuhan after the lockdown
therefore comprised mostly elderly persons with
compromised immunity (27). The incubation period
in Gansu Province was longer than that in Wuhan
(3–6 days for Wuhan) (28,29). This finding may be
the result of the government’s intensive provision of
information for the whole nation about controlling
and preventing COVID-19.
A limitation of our study is the difficulty of calculating county-level incidence or estimating the risk
factors affecting SARS-CoV-2 transmission in Gansu
Province because of the relatively small number of
cases and the short study period (i.e., 12 days), which
may not reflect the entire epidemiology of the virus in
Gansu Province and will only become clear over time.
Whether the outbreak will be controlled soon, and if
so when, will be answered in due course.
In conclusion, our study demonstrates the epidemiology of a relatively small-scale outbreak of
COVID-19 outside of Wuhan. Our cohort included
primary cases from Wuhan and subsequent secondary cases, including several family clusters.
Such information should be useful for other regions
and countries to help combat the spread of this lethal disease (30) by informing the development of
more effective local infection control policies and
recommendations.
This study was funded by Talent Introduction Program of
Gansu University of Chinese Medicine (no. 2016YJRC-01
to J.F.) and Shanghai Jiao Tong University grants 2019, The
University of Sydney (to S.B.).
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Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome Coronavirus 2 from
Patient with Coronavirus
Disease, United States
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The etiologic agent of an outbreak of pneumonia in Wuhan, China, was identified as severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2 in January 2020. A patient in
the United States was given a diagnosis of infection
with this virus by the state of Washington and the US
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention on January
20, 2020. We isolated virus from nasopharyngeal and
oropharyngeal specimens from this patient and characterized the viral sequence, replication properties, and
cell culture tropism. We found that the virus replicates
to high titer in Vero-CCL81 cells and Vero E6 cells in
the absence of trypsin. We also deposited the virus into
2 virus repositories, making it broadly available to the
public health and research communities. We hope that
open access to this reagent will expedite development of
medical countermeasures.
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A

novel coronavirus, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), has been
identified as the source of a pneumonia outbreak
in Wuhan, China, in late 2019 (1,2). The virus was
found to be a member of the β coronavirus family,
in the same species as SARS-CoV and SARS-related
bat CoVs (3,4). Patterns of spread indicate that SARSCoV-2 can be transmitted person-to-person, and may
be more transmissible than SARS-CoV (5–7). The
spike protein of coronaviruses mediates virus binding and cell entry. Initial characterization of SARSCoV-2 spike indicates that it binds the same receptor
as SARS-CoV angiotensin-converting enzyme, which
is expressed in both upper and lower human respiratory tracts (8).
The unprecedented rapidity of spread of this
outbreak represents a critical need for reference reagents. The public health community requires viral
lysates to serve as diagnostic references, and the research community needs virus isolates to test antiviral compounds, develop new vaccines, and perform
basic research. In this article, we describe isolation of
SARS-CoV-2 from a patient who had coronavirus disease (COVID-19) in the United States and described
its genomic sequence and replication characteristics.
We have made the virus isolate available to the public health community by depositing it into 2 virus reagent repositories.
1

These authors contributed equally to this article.
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Methods
Specimen Collection

Virus isolation from patient samples was deemed not
to be human subjects research by the National Center
for Immunizations and Respiratory Diseases, Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) (research
determination no. 0900f3eb81ab4b6e). Clinical specimens from a case-patient who had acquired COVID-19 during travel to China and who was identified
in Washington, USA, were collected as described (1).
Nasopharyngeal (NP) and oropharyngeal (OP) swab
specimens were collected on day 3 postsymptom onset, placed in 2–3 mL of viral transport medium, used
for molecular diagnosis, and frozen. Confirmed PCRpositive specimens were aliquoted and refrozen until
virus isolation was initiated.
Cell Culture, Limiting Dilution, and Virus Isolation

We used Vero CCL-81 cells for isolation and initial
passage. We cultured Vero E6, Vero CCL-81, HUH
7.0, 293T, A549, and EFKB3 cells in Dulbecco minimal
essential medium (DMEM) supplemented with heatinactivated fetal bovine serum (5% or 10%) and antibiotics/antimycotics (GIBCO, https://www.thermofisher.com). We used both NP and OP swab specimens
for virus isolation. For isolation, limiting dilution, and
passage 1 of the virus, we pipetted 50 µL of serum-free
DMEM into columns 2–12 of a 96-well tissue culture
plate, then pipetted 100 µL of clinical specimens into
column 1 and serially diluted 2-fold across the plate.
We then trypsinized and resuspended Vero cells in
DMEM containing 10% fetal bovine serum, 2× penicillin/streptomycin, 2× antibiotics/antimycotics, and
2× amphotericin B at a concentration of 2.5 × 105 cells/
mL. We added 100 µL of cell suspension directly to the
clinical specimen dilutions and mixed gently by pipetting. We then grew the inoculated cultures in a humidified 37°C incubator in an atmosphere of 5% CO2 and
observed for cytopathic effects (CPEs) daily. We used
standard plaque assays for SARS-CoV-2, which were
based on SARS-CoV and Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) protocols (9,10).
When CPEs were observed, we scraped cell
monolayers with the back of a pipette tip. We used 50
µL of viral lysate for total nucleic acid extraction for
confirmatory testing and sequencing. We also used 50
µL of virus lysate to inoculate a well of a 90% confluent 24-well plate.
Inclusivity/Exclusivity Testing

From the wells in which CPEs were observed, we
performed confirmatory testing by using real-time

reverse transcription PCR (CDC) and full-genome
sequencing (1). The CDC molecular diagnostic assay targets 3 portions of the nucleocapsid gene,
and results for all 3 portions must be positive for a
sample to be considered positive (https://www.
cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/lab/rt-pcrdetection-instructions.html and https://www.cdc.
gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/lab/rt-pcr-panel-primer-probes.html). To confirm that no other respiratory viruses were present, we performed Fast Track
Respiratory Pathogens 33 Testing (FTD Diagnostics,
http://www.fast-trackdiagnostics.com).
Whole-Genome Sequencing

We designed 37 pairs of nested PCRs spanning the
genome on the basis of the coronavirus reference sequence (GenBank accession no. NC045512). We extracted nucleic acid from isolates and amplified by using the 37 individual nested PCRs. We used positive
PCR amplicons individually for subsequent Sanger
sequencing and also pooled them for library preparation by using a ligation sequencing kit (Oxford Nanopore Technologies, https://nanoporetech.com), subsequently for Oxford Nanopore MinION sequencing.
We generated consensus nanopore sequences by using Minimap version 2.17 (https://github.com) and
Samtools version 1.9 (http://www.htslib.org). We
generated consensus sequences by Sanger sequencing from both directions by using Sequencher version
5.4.6 (https://www.genecodes.com), and further
confirmed them by using consensus sequences generated from nanopore sequencing.
To sequence passage 4 stock, we prepared libraries
for sequencing by using the Next Ultra II RNA Prep
Kit (New England Biolabs, https://www.neb.com)
according to the manufacturer’s protocol. In brief, we
fragmented ≈70–100 ng of RNA for 15 min, followed
by cDNA synthesis, end repair, and adaptor ligation.
After 6 rounds of PCR, we analyzed libraries by using
an Agilent Bioanalyzer (https://www.agilent.com)
and quantified them by using a quantitative PCR. We
pooled samples and sequenced samples by using a
paired-end 75-base protocol on an Illumina (Illumina,
Inc., https://www.illumina.com) MiniSeq instrument
and using the High-Output Kit and then processed
reads by using Trimmomatic version 0.36 (11) to remove low-quality base calls and any adaptor sequences. We used the de novo assembly program ABySS (12)
to assemble the reads into contigs by using several different sets of reads and kmer values ranging from 20
to 40. We compared contigs >400 bases against the National Center for Biotechnology Information (Bethesda, MD, USA) nucleotide collection using BLAST
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(https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). A nearly full-length
viral contig obtained in each sample had 100% identity
to the 2019-nCoV/USA-WA1/2020 strain (GenBank
accession no. MN985325.1). All the remaining contigs
mapped to either host cell rRNA or mitochondria. We
mapped the trimmed reads to the reference sequence
by using BWA version 0.7.17 (13) and visualized these
reads by using the Integrated Genomics Viewer (14) to
confirm the identity with the USA-WA1/2020 strain.
Electron Microscopy

We scraped infected Vero cells from the flask, pelleted
by low-speed centrifugation, rinsed with 0.1 mol/L
phosphate buffer, pelleted again, and fixed for 2 h
in 2.5% buffered glutaraldehyde. We then postfixed
specimens with 1% osmium tetroxide, en bloc stained
with 4% uranyl acetate, dehydrated, and embedded
in epoxy resin. We cut ultrathin sections, stained
them with 4% uranyl acetate and lead citrate, and examined them by using a Thermo Fisher/FEI Tecnai
Spirit electron microscope (https://www.fei.com).
Protein Analysis and Western Blotting

We harvested cell lysates by using Laemmli sodium
dodecyl sulfate–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
sample buffer (Bio-Rad, https://www.bio-rad.com)
containing 2% SDS and 5% β-mercaptoethanol. We
removed the cell lysates from a Biosafety Level 3 Laboratory, boiled them, and loaded them onto a polyacrylamide gel. We subjected the lysates to sodium
dodecyl sulfate–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis,
followed by transfer to a polyvinylidene difluoride
polyvinylidene fluoride membrane. We then blocked
the membrane in 5% nonfat dry milk dissolved in
Tris-buffered saline containing 0.1% Tween-20 (TBST) for 1 h, followed by a short wash with TBS-T. We
incubated the membrane overnight with primary
antibody, either rabbit polyclonal serum against the
SARS-CoV spike protein (#40150-T52; Sino Biological, https://www.sinobiological.com), β-actin antibody (#4970; Cell Signaling Technology, https://
www.cellsignal.com), or a custom rabbit polyclonal
serum against SARS-CoV nucleocapsid. We then
washed the membrane with 3 times with TBS-T and
applied horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibody for 1 h. Subsequently, we washed the
membrane 3 times with TBS-T, incubated with Clarity Western ECL Substrate (#1705060S; Bio-Rad), and
imaged with a multipurpose imaging system.
Generation of SARS-CoV Nucleocapsid Antibodies

We used the plasmid pBM302 (15) to express SARSCoV nucleocapsid protein, with a C-terminal His6
1268

tag, to high levels within the inclusion bodies of Escherichia coli and the recombinant protein was purified
from the inclusion bodies by using nickel-affinity
column chromatography under denaturing conditions. We used stepwise dialysis against Tris/phosphate buffer to refold the recombinant SARS-CoV
nucleocapsid protein with decreasing concentrations
of urea to renature the protein. We then immunized
rabbits with the renatured, full-length, SARS-CoV
nucleocapsid protein to generate an affinity-purified
rabbit anti–SARS-CoV nucleocapsid protein polyclonal antibody.
Results
A patient was identified with confirmed COVID-19
in Washington State on January 22, 2020. CPE was
not observed in mock infected cells (Figure 1, panel
A). Cycle threshold (Ct) values were 18–20 for NP
specimens and 21–22 for OP specimens (1). The positive clinical specimens were aliquoted and refrozen
inoculated into cell culture on January 22, 2020. We
observed CPE 2 days postinoculation and harvested
viral lysate on day 3 postinoculation (Figure 1, panels B, C). We used 50 µL of passage 1 viral lysates
for nucleic acid extraction to confirm the presence
of SARS-CoV-2 by using the CDC molecular diagnostic assay (1). The Ct values of 3 nucleic acid extractions were 16.0–17.1 for nucleocapsid portion 1,
15.9–17.1 for nucleocapsid portion 2, and 16.2–17.3
for nucleocapsid portion 3, which confirmed isolation of SARS-CoV-2 (Ct <40 is considered a positive
result). We also tested extracts for 33 additional different respiratory pathogens by using the Fast Track
33 Assay. No other pathogens were detected. Identity was additionally supported by thin-section electron microscopy (Figure 1, panel D). We observed
a morphology and morphogenesis characteristic
of coronaviruses.
We used isolates from the first passage of an OP
and an NP specimen for whole-genome sequencing.
The genomes from the NP specimen (GenBank accession MT020880) and OP specimen (GenBank accession no. MT020881) showed 100% identity with each
other. The isolates also showed 100% identity with
the corresponding clinical specimen (GenBank accession no. MN985325).
After the second passage, we did not culture OP
and NP specimens separately. We passaged virus
isolate 2 more times in Vero CCL-81 cells and titrated by determining the 50% tissue culture infectious
dose (TCID50). Titers were 8.65 × 106 TCID50/mL for
the third passage and 7.65 × 106 TCID50/mL for the
fourth passage.
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Figure 1. Cytopathic effect
caused by severe acute
respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 from patient with
coronavirus disease, United
States, 2020. A–C) Phasecontrast microscopy of Vero
cell monolayers at 3 days
postinoculation: A) Mock, B)
nasopharyngeal specimen,
C) oropharyngeal specimen.
Original magnifications ×10).
D) Electron microscopy of virus
isolate showing extracellular
spherical particles with
cross-sections through the
nucleocapsids (black dots).
Arrow indicates a coronavirus
virion budding from a cell. Scale
bar indicates 200 nm.

We passaged this virus in the absence of trypsin.
The spike protein sequence of SARS-CoV-2 has an
RRAR insertion at the S1-S2 interface that might be
cleaved by furin (16). Highly pathogenic avian influenza viruses have highly basic furin cleavage sites at
the hemagglutinin protein HA1-HA2 interface that
permit intracellular maturation of virions and more
efficient viral replication (17). The RRAR insertion in
SARS-CoV-2 might serve a similar function.
We subsequently generated a fourth passage stock
of SARS-CoV-2 on VeroE6 cells, another fetal rhesus
monkey kidney cell line. We sequenced viral RNA
from SARS-CoV-2 passage 4 stock and confirmed it
to have no nucleotide mutations compared with the
original reference sequence (GenBank accession no.
MN985325). SARS-CoV has been found to grow well
on VeroE6 cells and MERS-CoV on Vero CCL81 cells
(18,19). To establish a plaque assay and determine the
preferred Vero cell type for quantification, we titered
our passage 4 stock on VeroE6 and VeroCCL81 cells.
After infection with a dilution series, SARS-CoV-2
replicated in both Vero cell types; however, the viral

titers were slightly higher in VeroE6 cells than in Vero
CCL81 cells (Figure 2, panel A). In addition, plaques
were more distinct and visible on Vero E6 cells (Figure
2, panel B). As early as 2 days postinoculation, VeroE6
cells produced distinct plaques visible by staining with
neutral red. In contrast, Vero CCL81 cells produced less
clear plaques and was most easily quantitated by staining with neutral red 3 days postinoculation. On the individual plaque monolayers, SARS-CoV-2 infection of
Vero E6 cells produced CPE with areas of cell clearance
(Figure 2, panel C). In contrast, Vero CCL81 cells had
areas of dead cells that had fused to form plaques, but
the cells did not clear. Together, these results suggest
that VeroE6 cells might be the best choice for amplification and quantification, but both Vero cell types support amplification and replication of SARS-CoV-2.
Because research has been initiated to study and
respond to SARS-CoV-2, information about cell lines
and types susceptible to infection is needed. Therefore, we examined the capacity of SARS-CoV-2 to
infect and replicate in several common primate and
human cell lines, including human adenocarcinoma
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Figure 2. Viral propagation
and quantitation of severe
acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 from patient with
coronavirus disease, United
States, 2020. A) Two virus
passage 4 stocks (black and
gray circles) were quantified
by using plaque assay at day 2
(solid circles) and day 3 (open
circles) postinfection of Vero
E6 and Vero CCL81 cells. B)
Plaque morphology for virus on
Vero E6 and Vero CCL81 at day
2 and day 3 postinoculation.
C) Cell monolayers 2 days
postinfection of Vero E6 (top)
and Vero CCL81 (bottom)
at 3 dilutions. Original
magnifications ×40.

cells (A549), human liver cells (HUH7.0), and human embryonic kidney cells (HEK-293T), in addition
to Vero E6 and Vero CCL81 cells. We also examined
an available big brown bat kidney cell line (EFK3B)
for SARS-CoV-2 replication capacity. Each cell line
was inoculated at high multiplicity of infection and
examined 24 h postinfection (Figure 3, panel A). No
CPE was observed in any of the cell lines except in
Vero cells, which grew to >107 PFU at 24 h postinfection. In contrast, HUH7.0 and 293T cells showed only
modest viral replication, and A549 cells were incompatible with SARS-CoV-2 infection. These results are
consistent with previous susceptibility findings for
SARS-CoV and suggest other common culture systems, including MDCK, HeLa, HEP-2, MRC-5 cells,
and embryonated eggs, are unlikely to support SARSCoV-2 replication (20–22). In addition, SARS-CoV-2
did not replicate in bat EFK3B cells, which are susceptible to MERS-CoV. Together, the results indicate that
SARS-CoV-2 maintains a similar profile to SARS-CoV
in terms of susceptible cell lines.
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Having established robust infection with SARSCoV-2 in several cell types, we next evaluated the
cross-reactivity of SARS-CoV antibodies against the
SARS-CoV-2. Cell lysates from infected cell lines were
probed for protein analysis; we found that polyclonal
serum against the SARS-CoV spike protein and nucleocapsid proteins recognize SARS-CoV-2 (Figure 3,
panels B, C). The nucleocapsid protein, which is highly conserved across the group 2B family, retains >90%
amino acid identity between SARS-CoV and SARSCoV-2. Consistent with the replication results (Figure 3, panel A), SARS-CoV-2 showed robust nucleocapsid protein in both Vero cell types, less protein in
HUH7.0 and 293T cells, and minimal protein in A549
and EFK3B cells (Figure 3, panel B). The SARS-CoV
spike protein antibody also recognized SARS-CoV-2
spike protein, indicating cross-reactivity (Figure 3,
panel C). Consistent with SARS CoV, several cleaved
and uncleaved forms of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein were observed. The cleavage pattern of the SARS
spike positive control from Calu3 cells, a respiratory
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cell line, varies slightly and could indicate differences
between proteolytic cleavage of the spike proteins between the 2 viruses because of a predicted insertion
of a furin cleavage site in SARS-CoV-2 (16). However,
differences in cell type and conditions complicate this
interpretation and indicate the need for further study
in equivalent systems. Overall, the protein expression
data from SARS-CoV nucleocapsid and spike protein antibodies recapitulate replication findings and

Figure 3. Cell lines from patient with coronavirus disease,
United States, 2020, susceptible to SARS coronavirus 2
(SARS-CoV-2). Cell lines were infected with a high multiplicity
of infection (>5), washed after adsorption, and subsequently
harvested 24 h postinfection for viral titer and protein lysates.
A) Viral titer for SARS-CoV-2 quantitated by plaque assay
on Vero E6 cells 2 days postinoculation. Infected cell protein
lysates were probed by using Western blotting with B) rabbit
polyclonal anti-SARS N antibody or C) anti–SARS-CoV S protein
antibody. Full-length spike protein (SFL) and spike protein S1 (S1)
are indicated. N, nucleocapsid; S, spike protein; SARS, severe
acute respiratory syndrome.

indicate that SARS-CoV reagents can be used to characterize SARS-CoV-2 infection.
Finally, we evaluated the replication kinetics of
SARS-CoV-2 in a multistep growth curve. In brief,
we infected Vero CCL-81 and HUH7.0 cells with
SARS-CoV-2 at a low multiplicity of infection (0.1)
and evaluated viral replication every 6 h for 72 h
postinoculation, with separate harvests in the cellassociated and supernatant compartments (Figure 4).
Similar to SARS-CoV, SARS-CoV-2 replicated rapidly
in Vero cells after an initial eclipse phase, achieving
105 TCID50/mL by 24 h postinfection and peaking at
>106 TCID50/mL. We observed similar titers in cellassociated and supernatant compartments, which indicated efficient egress. Despite peak viral titers by 48
h postinoculation, major CPE was not observed until
60 h postinoculation and peaked at 72 h postinoculation, indicating that infected monolayers should be
harvested before peak CPE is observed. Replication
in HUH7.0 cells also increased quickly after an initial
eclipse phase but plateaued by 24 h postinoculation
in the intracellular compartment at 2 × 103 TCID50/
mL and decreased after 66 h postinoculation. Virus
was not detected in the supernatant of infected HUH7
cells until 36 h postinoculation and exhibited lower titers at all timepoints (Figure 4). Major CPE was never
observed in HUH7.0 cells. These results are consistent with previous reports for SARS-CoV and MERSCoV, which suggested similar replication dynamics
between the zoonotic CoV strains (23,24).

Figure 4. Multistep growth curve for severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2 from patient with coronavirus disease,
United States, 2020. Vero CCL81 (black) and HUH7.0 cells
(green) were infected at a multiplicity of infection of 0.1, and cells
(solid line) and supernatants (dashed line) were harvested and
assayed for viral replication by using TCID50. Circles, Vero CCL81
cells; squares, Vero CCL81 supernatants; triangles, HUH7.0 cells;
inverted triangles, HUH7.0 supernatants. Error bars indicate SEM.
TCID50, 50% tissue culture infectious dose.
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Discussion
We have deposited information on the SARS-CoV-2
USA-WA1/2020 viral strain described here into the
Biodefense and Emerging Infections Research Resources Repository (https://www.beiresources.
org) reagent resources (American Type Culture
Collection, https://www.atcc.org) and the World
Reference Center for Emerging Viruses and Arboviruses, University of Texas Medical Branch
(https://www.utmb.edu/wrceva), to serve as the
SARS-CoV-2 reference strain for the United States.
The SARS-CoV-2 fourth passage virus has been sequenced and maintains a nucleotide sequence identical to that of the original clinical strain from the
United States. These deposits make this virus strain
available to the domestic and international public
health, academic, and pharmaceutical sectors for
basic research, diagnostic development, antiviral
testing, and vaccine development. We hope broad
access will expedite countermeasure development
and testing and enable a better understanding of
the transmissibility and pathogenesis of this novel
emerging virus.
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Syphilis in Maria Salviati
(1499–1543), Wife of Giovanni
de’ Medici of the Black Bands
Antonio Fornaciari, Raffaele Gaeta, Simona Minozzi, Valentina Giuffra

Researchers from the Division of Paleopathology of Pisa
University (Pisa, Italy) exhumed the well-preserved skeleton of Maria Salviati (1499–1543), wife of Giovanni de’
Medici, named “Giovanni of the Black Bands,” in Florence in 2012. Many lytic lesions had affected the skull
of Maria on the frontal bone and on the parietal bones.
These lesions are pathognomonic for syphilis. An ancient diagnosis of syphilis for Maria Salviati does not
emerge from the historical sources, although the symptoms manifested in her last years of life are compatible
with a colorectal localization, including severe hemorrhages, caused by syphilitic infection. The case of Maria
Salviati can be compared with those of other famous Italian noblewomen of the Renaissance, such as Isabella of
Aragon (1470–1524) and Maria of Aragon (1503–1568).
Paleopathology made it possible to directly observe a
“secret illness” to which noblewomen were susceptible
as a result of the sexual conduct of their husbands.

S

yphilis today is a reemerging infectious disease
that affects not only the developing countries
but also the Western world. In recent years, a new
increase has occurred in the incidence of sexually
transmitted diseases, among which syphilis is one
of the most common (1). Especially in the United
States, the rates of primary and secondary syphilis
have increased since 2000–2001. A total of 27,814
syphilis cases were reported in 2016 (2). During
2015–2016, the US syphilis rate increased by 17.6%,
reaching 8.7 cases/100,000 population, the highest
rate reported since 1993 (2). Europe experienced a
similar trend; in 2016, a total of 29,365 confirmed
syphilis cases were reported in 28 countries, a rate of
6.1 cases/100,000 population. The highest rates (cases/100,000 population) in Europe were observed in
the United Kingdom (9.9), Malta (9.2), Iceland (9.0),
and Germany (8.7) (3).
Author affiliation: University of Pisa, Pisa, Italy
DOI: https://doi.org/10.3201/eid2606.180786
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Venereal syphilis is a treponematosis caused by
the bacterium Treponema pallidum subsp. pallidum,
the most widespread disease among the 4 treponematoses. Pinta (T. carateum infection) is spread only
in tropical areas of the Americas, yaws (T. pallidum
subsp. pertenue infection) in humid tropical and subtropical regions, and bejel (T. pallidum subsp. endemicum infection) in arid-temperate and subtropical rural areas. All these diseases involve the human bone,
with the exception of pinta. Three clinical stages are
typical of venereal syphilis: the primary stage is a
painless lesion (chancre) on the genitals, which heals
in 2–6 weeks; some months later, the secondary stage
is characterized by a widespread skin rash; and several years later, the tertiary stage involves different
organs, including the skeleton (4).
Venereal syphilis first emerged in Europe at the
end of the 15th century, as a result of the sexual and
social behavior of the time (5). Soon after the disease’s arrival, its sexually transmitted nature was
recognized, becoming a mark of immoral behavior
(6); however, the social implication of syphilis was
not the same for men and women, especially in the
aristocracy (7). In fact, the sexual conduct of the noblemen and the possible infectious diseases that followed were not subject to moral censorship; instead,
there was severe moral judgement for venereal diseases in noblewomen (7–9). Some paleopathological
cases have indicated the impact of syphilis on the
aristocratic classes of the Renaissance (10–12). Paleopathology offers a source for increasing the diagnosis of infection in the past and for understanding
the social and cultural impact of infectious diseases
in previous populations. The models obtained can be
compared with what happens today with emerging
and reemerging diseases and can serve to refine the
systems of prevention and fight against future infection outbreaks (13). The study of the skeletal remains
of Maria Salviati (1499–1543), wife of Giovanni de’
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From the late 15th to mid-16th centuries, Italy
was a great field of war and an ideal social environment for the spread of the disease. In the Renaissance,
before the advent of the Catholic Counter-Reformation, Italy experienced an increase in the volume of
trade exchanges, new contacts between populations,
migration from other countries, and, above all, a time
of greater sexual liberty (5,19). The activity of prostitution among the troops and the civilians in the
towns, as well as the opportunities for extramarital
sex created by the permanence of armies, generated a
perfect basis for the spread of syphilis (7,9). Because
of its sexual connotation, the disease embodied the
concept of divine ill-punishment, which, as an archetype, pervaded the popular religious sensibility of
European populations of the early modern age (20).
The early pandemic and violent phase of syphilis, before the classical chronicization to three stages, had
an impressive impact on European society (5,21).
The first physician observing syphilis was Alessandro Benedetti, field doctor of the Italian confederate
army fighting against the French during the battle of
Fornovo in 1495 (22). Girolamo Fracastoro (1548) successfully coined the name of the disease in his famous
Figure 1. Portrait of Maria Salviati and Giulia de’ Medici depicted
by Pontormo (Jacopo Carucci) in 1537 c. Oil on panel. 34.65 ×
28.07 in. (88 × 71.3 × 1 cm). (The Walters Art Museum, Baltimore.)

Medici, which revealed lesions typical of third-stage
syphilis, has enabled us to understand the dynamics
of the infection in one of the most famous families of
the Renaissance and to examine the perception of the
illness in 16th century Europe.
Syphilis in the 16th Century
After the 1494 invasion of Italy by the troops of
Charles VIII, King of France (1470–1498), venereal
syphilis had a pandemic spread in Italy and in Europe (9). The origin of the disease remains one of the
greatest issues in the history of medicine and is still
discussed by scholars. One theory suggests the disease originated in the Americas and was introduced
by Columbus’ crew returning to Europe from the
New World in 1493. According to a second theory,
syphilis previously existed in the Old World but went
unrecognized until the late 15th century, when there
was increased prevalence and virulence of the disease
(14). In the past few years, further paleopathologic evidence has indicated the presence of the disease in Europe before 1492 (15,16). However, the transmission
at the end of the 15th century is undeniable and can
be explained in the light of the wider sociocultural
context of the period (17,18).

Figure 2. Portrait of an Elderly Lady (Maria Salviati) depicted
by Agnolo Bronzino in 1542–1543 c. Oil on panel. 50 × 39.4 in.
(127 × 100 cm). (San Francisco, The Fine Arts Museum of San
Francisco, Gift of Mr. Samuel H. Kress, 53670. Image courtesy the
Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco).
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poem “Syphilis sive morbus gallicus [Syphilis or the
French disease]” (23). Contemporary physicians described the manifestation of the disease, consisting in
the appearance of an ulceration on the penis, followed
by pustules and sores all over the face and body with
joint pain and pruritus. The doctors quickly acknowledged that the infection had been transmitted through
sexual intercourse (17). After the most aggressive first
phase of the “new” disease, syphilis quickly changed
from an acute and debilitating disease into a less severe chronic infection, probably because the selection
of the less virulent strains represented an evolutionary
advantage for the pathogen (21).
Syphilis was rife in all social classes and affected
many members of the aristocracy. Many noblemen
undertook military careers as captains of mercenary
troops, which typically involved extramarital affairs,
not only with regular lovers but also, and frequently,
with prostitutes (24). Famous are the cases of Cesare
Borgia (1476–1507), son of Pope Alexander VI, who
had to wear a leather mask covering half of his face,
which had been disfigured by syphilis in his later
years (25), and of Francesco II Gonzaga (1466–1519),
Marquis of Mantua, who had a form of tertiary syphilis (23). Evidence that the disease was widespread
in the 16th century aristocratic classes is also demonstrated by paleopathology. The cases of Maria of
Aragon, Marquise of Vasto (1503–1568) (10), Vespasiano Gonzaga, Duke of Sabbioneta (1531–1591) (11),
and Cardinal Giulio Della Rovere (1533–1578) (12)
are some of the most famous Renaissance figures for
whom syphilis was diagnosed.
Brief Biography and Nosography of Maria Salviati
Maria Salviati, daughter of Lucrezia de’ Medici and
Jacopo Salviati and granddaughter of Lorenzo the
Magnificent, was born in Florence in 1499. Her marriage to Giovanni de’ Medici (1498–1526) took place
in 1516. Giovanni died of gangrene and septicemia
(26) on November 30, 1526, complications resulting

Figure 3. Plan of the crypt of the Medici Chapel with the
position of the tomb of Maria Salviati. (Archive of the Division of
Paleopathology. University of Pisa.)

from an injury and amputation of his right leg after
the Battle of Governolo, near Mantua, leaving his
wife a widow at the age of 27. Maria never remarried.
Cosimo, the son of Maria and Giovanni, was called
to govern Florence after the death of Duke Alessandro de’ Medici (1537), giving rise to the Grand Ducal
Medici branch, which ruled Tuscany until 1737.
Archival research by Gaetano Pieraccini was able
to reveal important information about Maria Salviati, with particular regard to the last years of her life
(24). Until 1540, she enjoyed good health, except for
a brief episode of fever of unknown origin recorded

Figure 4. The skeletal remains of Maria Salviati at exhumation in 2012. (Archive of the Division of Paleopathology. University of Pisa.)
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in 1517. In the last 3 years of her life, from May 1541
to her death on December 29, 1543, many symptoms
of severe illness were described in letters sent by Andrea Pasquali, the court physician, to Duke Cosimo,
including abundant recurring proctorrhagias (bleeding from the rectum from ½ to 3 libras of blood [i.e.,
180 g to ≈1 L]), rectal and perianal ulcers, headaches,

Figure 5. Present-day bones of the skeleton of Maria Salviati
(gray). Distribution of lesions (black). (Archive of the Division of
Paleopathology. University of Pisa.)

and abdominal colic. The letters also report “chronic
weakness…, shortness of breath, frequent lipothymic
episodes, severe syncopes, cold extremities, vomit
and agitation…” and note “the pulse was deeply reduced, the frequency increased” (24). The symptoms
were certainly the expression of a severe anemia
caused by chronic leakages of blood.
The portraits of Maria Salviati clearly show the
significant changes that occurred in her aspect, marking the progress in terms both of age and of illness.
A portrait by Jacopo Pontormo (Figure 1), painted in
1537 and preserved at the Uffizi Museum, shows Maria as a beautiful lady, still young; but only 6 years
later, in a portrait by Bronzino (Figure 2), she appears as a very old woman. Rather than to the artistic
choices of the painter, this transformation seems to be
strongly related to the accelerating physical decay of
Maria, which was probably connected to the illness in
the last years of her life.
Historical, Archeological, and
Taphonomic Background
Almost all the bodies of the Medici, and also that of
Maria Salviati, were embalmed before burial (24), but it
was not until the mid-19th century that they were given
a definitive grave location. Until the 19th century, the
bodies of the Medici of the Grand Duchy dynasty were
preserved in wooden coffins inside the 2 sacristies of the
Basilica of San Lorenzo in Florence. During 1857–58, the
Gran Duke of Tuscany Leopold II of Lorrain arranged
the bodies of the Medici in the crypt of the Medici Chapel
to give a proper and dignified burial place to the founders of the Grand Duchy of Tuscany (27). The body of
Maria Salviati, identified in 1857 thanks to the presence
of a copper epigraph on the coffin (28), was deposed, together with that of her husband Giovanni “of the Black
Bands,” in a tomb at the center of the crypt floor (Figure
3). We have a description of this event given by Luigi
Passerini-Rilli, director of the State Archive of Florence
and responsible for the recognition of the bodies of the
Grand Dukes (28): “The body, although reduced to almost a skeleton in the face, was however very well preserved in the other parts.... The head lay on two bricks....
The clothing that covered it resembled that of a nun, i.e.
a black cloth, but eaten by the moths: the leftovers of the
wimple were still discernible, though the veil that at first
covered the head, was worn....”
In 1946, Gaetano Pieraccini and the anthropologist
Giuseppe Genna conducted an exhumation (29); they
heavily manipulated the skeletal remains of Maria
with the removal of residual soft tissues before reburial
in a small zinc coffin (27). On this occasion, they made
a plaster cast of the skull, which is now in the Museum
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The poor dental health of Maria is consistent with that
of the other members of the Medici family (35). We detected many lytic lesions on the skull. Two circular ectocranial depressions are visible on the frontal bone, on
the glabella and above the left supraorbital ridge. They
are irregularly elliptical in shape, measuring ≈1 × 0.7 cm
and 0.5 × 0.4 cm, respectively, with a central destructive focus and a reactive compact bone formation on
the margins (Figure 6). These frontal bone lesions are
consistent with 2 destructive osteolytic inflammatory
processes, in advanced reparative phase, as clearly revealed by CT examination (Figures 7, 8). Furthermore,
the cranial vault on the parietal bones shows several osteolytic lesions in the form of circumvallate depressed
areas with fine scar lines radiating inside the shallow
depressions (Figures 9, 10). CT examination confirms
the lytic and reparative nature of the lesions, which are
morphologically similar to internodular stellate depressions. We observed no other lesions in the postcranial
bones macroscopically, by radiograph, or by CT scan.
The presence of strong bone reaction excludes metastatic osteolytic carcinoma, multiple myeloma, tuberculosis, and fungal bone infections (36,37). The presence of
superficial circumvallated cavitations with radial scars
is pathognomonic of cranial syphilis (caries sicca) (38).
Figure 6. The skull of Maria Salviati in frontal view. Cavitations
on the frontal bone are apparent. (Archive of the Division of
Paleopathology. University of Pisa.)

Discussion
The combination of crater-like lesions, such as circumvallate cavitations on the frontal bone (phase 4

of Anthropology of Florence. In November 2012 the
last exhumation took place, under the management
of the Division of Paleopathology of the University of
Pisa, during some architectural checks of the stability
of the floor of the Chapel. The paleopathologists found
that the remains of Maria were in excellent state of
preservation, unconnected in a small zinc coffin bearing an epigraph with her name (Figure 4).
Anthropologic and Paleopathologic Study
We examined the nearly complete skeleton of Maria
Salviati macroscopically (Figure 5) and performed radiographic and computed tomography (CT) scans. We
compared the skull bone recovered during exhumation
with the skull cast, and they showed the same lesions.
The anthropologic study of the skeleton revealed a female individual (30), 40–45 years of age (31–34), with
a stature of 1.56 m (34). Maria had severe periodontal disease, as evidenced by the resorption of alveolar
edges and an abscess at the buccal portion of the third
right maxillary molar. Nonpenetrating caries affected
10 teeth, of which 4 were mandibular and 6 maxillary.
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Figure 7. Volume rendering of the skull of Maria Salviati. Two
destructive osteolytic inflammatory processes, in advanced
reparative phase (circumvallate cavitations), are apparent.
(Archive of the Division of Paleopathology. University of Pisa.)
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Figure 8. Computed tomography scan of frontal bone with an
osteolytic lesion with sclerotic walls (circumvallate cavitations).
(Archive of the Division of Paleopathology. University of Pisa.)

in the Caries Sicca sequence depicted in Hackett [38]),
and circumvallate cavitations with radial scars on the
parietal bones (phase 5 in the Caries Sicca sequence
[38]) is pathognomonic for tertiary syphilis. Pathography attests that Maria had abundant recurring proctorrhagias. This symptom strongly suggests tertiary
syphilis with cranial and possible colorectal localization. Apart from proctorrhagias, the other symptoms,
such as frequent fever and headache, abdominal
colic, rectal and perianal ulcers, reported by the written sources are very compatible with tertiary syphilis (4,39,40) but were not attributed to syphilis by the
physicians of that time nor by the nosographic scholars in recent times (24). Nevertheless, rectal syphilis is
a rare disease that usually shows proctitis with perianal ulcers but lacks pathognomonic clinical symptoms, making diagnosis difficult. In clinical medicine,
anal syphilis could be easily misdiagnosed as cancer
or advanced stage hemorrhoids, upholding the reputation of syphilis as the “great mimicker” (41).
One hypothesis is that the contemporary physicians
might have correctly diagnosed and recognized Maria
Salviati’s disease but concealed the sexual component
of the infection. Another hypothesis is that Maria Salviati, who never allowed the physicians to inspect her
genitals (24), might have hidden the symptoms of her
disease out of modesty. A further explanation, based
on political reasons, is that the mother of Duke Cosimo
I could not appear to be affected by venereal syphilis,
to avoid corrupting the image of the Medici family that

Cosimo was laboriously trying to promote among the
royal rank. The fact that in her last years of life Maria
was always portrayed with a veil might indicate her intention to hide the luetic skin lesions.
Syphilis is likely to have been more widespread
among the noblewomen of the Renaissance than is attested by the written sources. Paleopathology has in
some cases revealed some hidden illnesses of the Italian noblewomen, as in the case of Isabella of Aragon,
Duchess of Milan (1470–1524), and Maria of Aragon
(1503–1568), Marquise of Vasto and wife of the governor of Milan Alfonso of Avalos (1502–1546). Isabella
was probably affected by syphilis, despite the absence
of bone lesions on her skeletal remains. The syphilitic
infection was diagnosed indirectly, on the basis of the
paleopathologic analyses performed on her teeth (42).
On the buccal surfaces of the teeth, Isabella showed a
strong abrasion caused by pumice powder and toothpicks of cuttlebone that she used to remove the blackish
patina produced by her mercurial therapy. In fact, energy-dispersive spectroscopic analysis of the dark material detected a massive presence of mercury, largely
employed in the treatment of syphilis since the early
16th century in the form of salves, fumigations, and
ointments (43,44). The care given to Isabella of Aragon

Figure 9. Parietal bones of Maria Salviati, showing several
radial scars typical of tertiary syphilis. (Archive of the Division of
Paleopathology. University of Pisa.)
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clearly demonstrates her willingness to erase the evident traces of chronic mercury intoxication caused by
the antisyphilitic therapy. However, no references to
syphilis are reported in the written documents about
the life of Isabella. In the artificial mummy of Maria of
Aragon, the histologic, immunohistochemical, and ultrastructural study of a cutaneous ulcer of the left arm
led to the direct identification of Treponema pallidum
and the diagnosis of tertiary venereal syphilis (10). The
biographic sources report that Maria of Aragon periodically spent time at the Agnano Baths, near Naples
(45), probably to treat a skin disease with the sulfuric
waters. However, in the written sources, there is no
mention of any possible syphilitic infection affecting
the noblewoman, who was famous at that time for her
beauty and cultural refinement.
It is difficult to speculate on how Maria Salviati
contracted the disease, but she is likely to have been
infected by her husband Giovanni before his death in
1526, and more probably after the birth of her son Cosimo (June 12, 1519); indeed, the historical sources do
not reveal any details about a possible infection of the
child, nor do the skeletal remains of the first Grand
Duke of Tuscany show any signs of congenital syphilis (46). The lifestyle of Giovanni “of the Black Bands”
(Figure 11) was characterized by intense sexual extramarital affairs, as witnessed by many documents of
the time preserved in the archives of Florence (24). On
October 20, 1521, Giovanni wrote to his treasurer and
lieutenant Francesco Albizi to dispose of war supplies
during the military campaign against the French army
in Northern Italy: “send me that Greek whore I left in
Viterbo” (47). On September 22, 1522, during some
military actions in the Marche region on behalf of the
Pope, Giovanni wrote again to Francesco Albizi, ordering him to kidnap “Lucrezia, courtesan of Rome”
and to bring her to him by force (48). A considerable
series of names of prostitutes frequented by Giovanni
are cited in his correspondence: Flora from Padua,
Nicolosa “the painted Jewess,” Camilla Orsini, Giulia, Angelica “the Venetian,” Lorenzina “the Greek
slave,” Baccia from Rome, Lucrezia nicknamed “Matrema non vole [Mom does not want],” and Paolina
(49,50). The skeleton of Giovanni de’ Medici does not
reveal any lesion of syphilis (26), probably because he
died at the age of 28 years, before the development of
the tertiary stage of the disease.
Extramarital affairs were common among aristocrats (7); therefore, syphilis could be considered a
disease characterizing the pathocenosis of high social classes. Noblewomen were at risk for contracting
sexually transmitted diseases caused by the lifestyle
of their husbands, who led an unregulated sexual life
1280

Figure 10. Volume rendering of the skull of Maria Salviati,
showing contemporary presence of lytic (superficial cavitations)
and reparative lesions (radial scars).(Archive of the Division of
Paleopathology. University of Pisa.)

characterized by occasional relationships with prostitutes. It was already a well-known fact at the time
that syphilis was transmitted sexually (5); therefore,
some preventive practices were undertaken by the
noblewomen, wives, or lovers of the men affected
by the disease. Just like Isabella d’Este, wife of Francesco II Gonzaga, Marquise of Mantua, these women
sometimes refused to have sexual intercourse with
their partners (7). Although the disease had no consequences on the reputation of the men, whose sexual
conduct was not subject to moral censorship, the situation was different for the women, who tried to hide
their sexually transmitted infections (6).
Conclusions
A diagnosis of syphilis for Maria Salviati does not
emerge from the historical sources, although the
symptoms that manifested in the last years of her
life are compatible with a colorectal localization and
severe hemorrhages caused by syphilitic infection.
In her final years, Maria had a very withdrawn life,
possibly to conceal the signs of the illness and certainly for the social complications caused by her recurrent anal hemorrhages (24). However, we have
no reports that she was marginalized from the ducal court; instead, she was held in high regard as the
mother of the reigning duke. In the famous portrait
painted by Bronzino during 1542–1543 (Figure 2),
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she appears veiled and in widow’s clothes, as if to
hide the signs of illness.
The paleopathologic study of Maria Salviati reveals osteolytic and reparative lesions on the skull,
which are pathognomonic for syphilis. The diagnosis of syphilis for Maria Salviati enables us to directly
observe the gender-based consequences of a pathology to which the Renaissance noblewomen were subjected as a consequence of the sexual conduct of their
husbands. The real nature of the disease might have
been kept secret at the time for reasons of political opportunity and privacy. A disease that was not a reason of particular shame for sovereigns, princes, and
gentlemen, that did not affect their political role and
leadership, and was therefore unnecessary to hide,
was instead jealously concealed by noblewomen as a
“secret illness” that often did not seep outside the private apartments and perhaps did not even reach the
attention of the court physicians. This attitude reveals
a disparity of perception and of mentality, symptomatic of gender discrimination that was well implanted
in the heart of Renaissance society (6,20)
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Yaws Disease Caused by
Treponema pallidum subspecies
pertenue in Wild Chimpanzee,
Guinea, 2019
Benjamin Mubemba,1 Emeline Chanove,1 Kerstin Mätz-Rensing, Jan F. Gogarten, Ariane Düx,
Kevin Merkel, Caroline Röthemeier, Andreas Sachse, Helene Rase, Tatyana Humle, Guillaume Banville,
Marine Tchoubar, Sébastien Calvignac-Spencer, Christelle Colin, Fabian H. Leendertz

Yaws-like lesions are widely reported in wild African great
apes, yet the causative agent has not been confirmed
in affected animals. We describe yaws-like lesions in a
wild chimpanzee in Guinea for which we demonstrate
infection with Treponema pallidum subsp. pertenue. Assessing the conservation implications of this pathogen
requires further research.

S

everal monkey species in sub-Saharan Africa
are infected with Treponema pallidum subspecies
pertenue (TPE) and typically manifest yaws-like lesions on the face and distal extremities or syphilislike lesions in the anogenital region (1). Reports of
nonhuman primates (NHPs) infected with TPE came
from West Africa in the 1960s. These studies were
based on seroprevalence studies finding that yellow
baboons (Papio cynocephalus cynocephalus) had a 60%
seroprevalence rate for treponemal-specific antibodies (2,3). Whole-genome sequencing of the isolate
collected from these baboons later revealed similarities with TPE causing yaws in humans (3,4). In the
late 1980s in Gombe National Park in Tanzania, olive baboons (Papio anubis) with genital ulcerations
were found to have yaws-like infections of the skin
(5). Later genetic and serologic studies confirmed
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infections with T. pallidum in olive baboons at many
sites in Tanzania (6,7).
Both genital and orofacial lesions attributable to
TPE infection have been documented in several NHP
species across sub-Saharan Africa (African green monkeys [Chlorocebus sabaeus] in Bijilo Forest Park, The
Gambia, and Niokola-Koba National Park, Senegal;
sooty mangabeys [Cercocebus atys atys] in Taï National Park, Côte d’Ivoire) (1; B. Mubemba et al., unpub.
data, https://doi.org/10.1101/848382). Two studies
observed that TPE infections remain geographically
widespread in Tanzania and affect olive baboons, yellow baboons, vervet monkeys (Chlorocebus pygerythrus),
and blue monkeys (Cercopithecus mitis), as well as grivet monkeys (Chlorocebus aethiops) from Ethiopia (8,9).
Symptoms and skeletal deformation have also
been observed in great apes, specifically gorillas (Gorilla gorilla) in the Republic of Congo, Gabon, and
Cameroon (10), as well as in chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) in Cameroon, Uganda, and Côte d’Ivoire, and
are suggestive of TPE infections (10; F.H. Leendertz,
pers. comm., 2019 Nov 1), but matching diagnostics
are currently unavailable. The only diagnostic evidence is based on TPE DNA from 2 chimpanzee (P.
troglodytes verus) bones (11) and gorilla feces (9) of
unknown individual great apes, so no link between
diagnostics and clinical signs can be made. We present matching clinical and molecular evidence of TPE
infection in a wild great ape.
The Study
We found a cachectic wild adult female chimpanzee
(Pan troglodytes verus) with severe yaws-like lesions on
the mouth and lips in a mining concession in Sangaredi area, Guinea (Figure 1, panel A). The chimpanzee
1
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Figure 1. Yaws-like lesions
in wild chimpanzees, Guinea.
A) Yaws-like lesions observed
during a necropsy of an adult
female chimpanzee found in the
Sangaredi area, Guinea. B, C)
Camera trap images showing
yaws-like lesions on adult (B) and
juvenile (C) chimpanzees in Haut
Niger National Park, Guinea.

was in visible agony and had to be euthanized; we
performed a necropsy on the body. Gross pathology of the skin revealed a marked depigmentation
on hypertrophied edematous lips; crusts and ulcers
were present on the head, and much of the nose was
missing. The eyes were shrunken and purulent and
surrounded by crusts, and the corneas were opaque.
We preserved samples of lesioned skin in 10% formalin and RNAlater (Thermo Fisher, https://www.
thermofisher.com).
We analyzed formalin-fixed skin samples with
both histological and immunohistochemical methods, as previously described (6). Histopathological
features of the skin biopsies were compatible with
treponemal infection (Figure 2, panel A). Skin lesions
were characterized by irregular epidermal proliferation of different extents. The epidermis developed hyperkeratosis and hypertrophy of the epidermal rete
pegs, which branched and projected deeply into the
corium. Admixed areas with severe superficial erosions or deep ulcerations were visible. A moderate to
severe mixed cell infiltration composed of lymphocytes and histiocytes was present in the underlying
dermal layer. The cellular reaction was most pronounced around the dermal blood vessels and hair
follicles, resulting in superficial and deep perivascular dermatitis. The epidermal surface was covered
with a dried serosanguineous discharge. Immunohistochemical analyses failed to visualize treponemes,
1284

which is a frequent problem resulting from low numbers of bacteria at lesion sites (6).
We extracted DNA from 2 facial lesion biopsies
stored in RNAlater and performed molecular investigations (Appendix, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/
article/26/6/19-1713-App1.pdf). High-throughput
sequencing analysis resulted in a 24-fold average
coverage of the TPE genome; 98.6% of the genome
was covered by >1 read and 97.6% by >3 reads.
Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo analysis of a genomic alignment comprising this reconstructed TPE
genome, all other available TPE and Treponema pallidum subsp. endemicum (TEN, bejel) genomes, and a
selection of Treponema pallidum subsp. pallidum (TPA,
syphilis) genomes available in Genbank (Appendix
Table) revealed that the chimpanzee-derived genome
clustered within the well-supported TPE clade, indicating that TPE is responsible for the clinical picture
observed in this particular wild chimpanzee (Figure
2, panel B). More precisely, this new chimpanzeederived genome belongs to a clade consisting of TPE
strains isolated from NHPs in far western Africa in
Gambia, Guinea Bissau, Senegal, and Guinea, in
agreement with recent observations that genomic diversity of TPE strains infecting NHPs appears to be
geographically structured (9; B. Mubemba et al., unpub. data, https://doi.org/10.1101/848382). Yaws is
principally a skin disease, and it seems likely that the
poor condition of this animal was caused by another
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unknown but likely traumatic cause, perhaps coupled with associated secondary infections, although
our field necropsy was not able to identify an alternative cause of her cachectic condition.
To determine whether TPE might affect other
chimpanzees in Guinea, we examined videos collected

by camera traps set near the Chimpanzee Conservation Center in Haut Niger National Park. During 2018–
2019, in 10 different camera trap locations, we observed
12 chimpanzees (1 juvenile, 3 subadults, and 8 adults)
with severe lesions. The lesions observed in these images closely resembled those of the wild female from
Figure 2. Histopathologic
analysis of yaws-like lesions
in a wild chimpanzee,
Guinea, and phylogenetic
placement of the Treponema
pallidum subspecies pertenue
strain. A) Histopathologic
evidence suggestive of a
treponemal infection. Shown
here is superficial ulcerative
pyogranulomatous dermatitis
including formation of a mixed
inflammatory cell infiltration,
predominantly neutrophil
granulocytes. Deeper dermal
layers show the formation of
a perivascular lymphocytic
inflammatory cell infiltrate, focal
folliculitis, and perifolliculitis.
Skin areas adjacent to ulcerated
parts show irregular epidermal
hyperplasia, consistent with
treponemal infections. The
ulcerated areas were covered
by a serocellular crust. Scale
bar indicates 200 µm. B)
Maximum clade credibility
tree of T. pallidum strain
genomes. Red indicates the
chimpanzee genome generated
in this study. All simian-infecting
strains are shown in bold with
labels showing the species of
nonhuman primate, and the
diseases caused by each type
of bacteria are shown at right.
Branches supported by posterior
probabilities <0.95 in the
Bayesian Markov chain Monte
Carlo tree are indicated in gray.
Scale bar indicates nucleotide
substitutions per variable site.
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the Sangaredi region described in this article, including shrunken eyes, deformation of the face, absence of
the nose, and hypertrophied and depigmented lips (in
1 case, the lips were completely missing; Figure 1, panels B, C). Molecular investigations of the pathogen(s)
causing these infections is clearly warranted, perhaps
through noninvasive screening of TPE in feces, bones,
or primate-associated flies (9,12).
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Fatal Encephalitis Caused
by Cristoli Virus, an Emerging
Orthobunyavirus, France
Christophe Rodriguez, Guillaume Gricourt,1 Melissa Ndebi,1 Vanessa Demontant, Lila Poiteau, Sonia Burrel,
David Boutolleau, Paul-Louis Woerther, Vincent Calvez, Sebastian Stroer, Jean-Michel Pawlotsky

We report the discovery of a new orthobunyavirus, Cristoli virus, by means of shotgun metagenomics. The virus
was identified in an immunodepressed patient with fatal
encephalitis. Full-length genome sequencing revealed
high-level expression of a virulence factor, possibly explaining the severity of the infection. The patient’s recent
history suggests circulation in France.

T

he Orthobunyavirus genus of the Peribunyaviridae
family contains numerous viruses, usually transmitted by mosquitoes (1). New members are regularly discovered through mosquito screening campaigns, but most of them are not pathogenic (2–4).
Global warming implies changes in the distribution
of their vectors, possibly exposing humans to the onset of new diseases.
Broad-spectrum diagnostic tests, such as metagenomics methods, are useful to discover new viruses, especially in patients with encephalitis of unknown etiology (2,5). We have developed an original method based
on shotgun metagenomics (MetaMIC) for the diagnosis
of bacterial, viral, fungal, and parasitic infections from
any human fluid or tissue (6). We used it to discover a
previously unknown member of the Orthobunyavirus genus of the Peribunyaviridae family, Cristoli virus, in a patient with fatal encephalitis. The study was approved by
the Créteil Institutional Review Board (Créteil, France).
The Study
A 58-year-old woman living in the Paris, France, area
was hospitalized in September 2018 for isolated fever
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Paris, France (S. Burrel, D. Boutolleau, V. Calvez, S. Stroer)
DOI: https://doi.org/10.3201/eid2606.191431

resistant to amoxicillin/clavulanic acid. She had a history of complete remission of non-Hodgkin lymphoma, decompensated cirrhosis related to autoimmune
hepatitis treated with sirolimus, possibly congenital
hypogammaglobulinemia associated with B-lymphopenia, and episodes of lower respiratory tract and
digestive infections in the years preceding her admission. She last traveled to Italy and on a Mediterranean
cruise in summer 2017. Although her fever declined
on ofloxacin, she was admitted again in October 2018
for deterioration of her general health, anorexia, and
psychomotor retardation. Her neurologic symptoms
worsened during the following 6 months. Multiple
electroencephalograms showed nonspecific slowing
of background activity. Magnetic resonance imaging
revealed limbic and cerebellar abnormalities compatible with inflammatory or infectious encephalitis
(Figure). Results of testing for multiple cerebrospinal
fluid samples showed only an increase in α interferon;
no microbial agent was identified. A cerebral biopsy
was performed in March 2019 for shotgun metagenomics testing. The patient’s condition continued to
deteriorate, and she died in the intensive care unit on
March 27, 2019.
We ground the cerebral biopsy material in a sterile isotonic solution. We performed preextraction
using bead beating combined with chemical cell disruption, then a combined DNA/RNA extraction using QIAsymphony (QIAGEN, https://www.qiagen.
com). We tested a negative environmental control
(isotonic sterile solution) in parallel. We prepared
DNA libraries with Nextera XT DNA, and RNA libraries with RNA Human RiboZero TruSeq Stranded
Total RNA Library Prep Kit (Illumina, https://www.
illumina.com). We pair-end sequenced libraries, 2 ×
150 bp, with High Output Kit version 2 on a NextSeq500 device (Illumina). We analyzed the sequences
with MetaMIC software (6).
1
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Figure. Cerebral magnetic
resonance imaging scans
compatible with the diagnosis
of encephalitis in a 58-year-old
woman, France. Fluid-attenuated
inversion recovery (FLAIR)
and T2 hypersignals in limbic
system structures, including both
amygdalae (A, arrows), temporal
poles (B, arrows), and insular
cortex (C), associated with
FLAIR hyperintensities of the
cerebellar cortex (D).

Identification of nonhuman sequences uses different databases, including cleaned National Center
for Biotechnology Information nucleotide and nonredundant databases (GenBank release 229, December
2018) that contain all known microorganisms. For new
species, we conducted verification using an algorithm
combining de novo assembly with Meta-SPAdes
version 3.12.0 (http://cab.spbu.ru/software/metaspades) and contig alignment with the ViPR database
(https://www.viprbrc.org). After manual curation of
full-length viral sequences, we performed alignment
and phylogenetic analyses with the closest known viral species using Muscle version 3.8.31 (http://www.
drive5.com/muscle) and IQ-Tree version 1.3.11.1
(http://www.iqtree.org). We used the general time
reversible plus gamma 4 plus invariate sites model
of nucleotide substitution and 10,000 full maximumlikelihood bootstrap replicates.
Shotgun metagenomics revealed the presence of
sequences from a new member of the Orthobunyavirus genus of the Peribunyaviridae family; the sequences were not present in the negative environmental
1288

control. This new virus was named Cristoli virus
after the city of Créteil where it was described. We
reconstructed the full-length sequence of the viral genome de novo in silico. The large (L), medium (M),
and small (S) segments were individualized and
could be aligned with similar sequences from known
orthobunyaviruses (1) (Appendix 1 Figure 1, panels
A, B, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/26/6/191431-App1.pdf). Cristoli virus segregated within serogroup Turlock; the closest related virus was Umbre
virus. These viruses cluster on a different branch from
all other known orthobunyaviruses with a 100% bootstrap (Appendix 1 Figure 1, panel C). Cristoli virus
differed from Umbre virus by 11.4% of L, 12.3% of
M, and 7.0% of S segments (differences with other orthobunyaviruses) (Appendix 2, https://wwwnc.cdc.
gov/EID/article/26/6/19-1431-App2.xlsx).
We identified a 6,783-bp open reading frame
(ORF), coding for a protein of 2,261 aa in the L segment, which, by analogy with other orthobunyaviruses, corresponded to the RNA-dependent RNA
polymerase (Appendix 1 Figure 1). The conserved
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Table. Amino acid differences coded by open reading frames in Cristoli virus compared with Umbre virus*
Open reading frame
Large
Medium
Small
A16T, M135I, H138Y, Q231L, S249A,
M2V, V3I, S10L, A12V, L14F, S16N, R32K, D99N,
F12Y
R252K, E252D, P318H, V382I,
V203I, I332V, A338I, C340Y, V358I, I376V, V382I,
A53P
N384T, E408D, V425I, K433R,
K390R, N393S, G427E, R451K, M452L, A458V, I465L,
T87A
A452T, R477K, G488E, V566I, V568I, D468N, A473T, A474T, V484I, D504N, K511R, V514E,
S115N
N630S, I792V, V904I, E931S, T939A,
V515I, S521G, M546V, S578N, T594I, T627A, M692V,
R942K, T943S, I966V, V1080I,
N701D, S724L, T746V, P758del, R759del, T760P,
R1206K, I1444V, G1481D, K1566R,
K761R, I762V, R772K, S773L, I790V, G791D, V827I,
K1662R, D1665H, N1669D, G1987S,
D837E, V839I, S847N, N853D, I860V, S888K, A889T,
AQ2058V, D2074E, N2085D,
A904M, V921I, T923M, A967S, V989A, V994I, N996S,
K2130R, T2168I, T2232S, L2255F,
I1002M, I1008V, V1020M, T1031A, N1168D, F1206Y,
T2258I, G2270E
T1254A, T1322M, S1323T, T1378I, T1406A, R1419K,
T1443A, A1444T, N1446S

Nonstructural
H3R
L52P
R56K

*Differences are indicated using the formula X#Y, where X indicates the presence of an amino acid in Umbre virus, Y a different amino acid in Cristoli
virus, and # the position of the difference. A, alanine; C, cysteine; D, aspartic acid; E, glutamic acid; F, phenylalanine; G, glycine; H, histidine; I,
isoleucine; K, lysine; L, leucine; M, methionine; N, asparagine; P, proline; Q, glutamine; R, arginine; S, serine; T, threonine; V, vazline; Y, tyrosine.

H….PD….DxK orthobunyavirus catalytic domain (7)
was present between positions 37 and 101, identical
to that of Umbre virus. Umbre and Cristoli viruses
differed by 44 aa in the RNA polymerase (Table).
In segment M, we identified a 4,336-bp ORF coding for a protein of 1,445 aa, corresponding to a polyprotein processed into the 2 envelope glycoproteins
n and c (Gn and Gc) and nonstructural protein m
(NSm) in orthobunyaviruses (Appendix 1 Figure 1).
Cristoli and Umbre viruses differed by 78 aa in the M
segment, including 2 deletions (P758del and R759del)
(Table). R759del corresponds to a trypsin cleavage
site used for bunyavirus characterization (8). The
conserved RxxR cleavage motif at the C-terminus of
the Gn domain was conserved in Cristoli virus at positions 298–301. All conserved cysteine positions (9)
were also conserved.
We identified 2 overlapping ORFs in the S segment, one corresponding to the nucleocapsid (N) protein (714 bp, 238 aa), the other to nonstructural protein s (NSs, 240 bp, 80 aa). We found few differences
with Umbre virus for these proteins (Table).
The amounts of viral RNAs we semiquantified by
shotgun metagenomics were 5.4 log viral genomes/
mg of biopsy for segment L, log viral genomes/mg of
biopsy 5.0 for segment M, and 6.2 log viral genomes/
mg of biopsy for segment S. For confirmation, we designed specific reverse transcription PCRs for Cristoli
virus segments L, M, and S. Brain extracts were positive for all three, with amplicon sequences identical
to those in the full-length genome (Appendix 1 Figure 2). We deposited the annotated genome sequence
into Genbank (accession nos. MN488996 [S segment],
MN488997 [M segment], and MN488998 [L segment]).

Diagnostic methods without prior knowledge of the
microorganisms sought, such as metagenomics, detect infectious agents when other techniques have
failed (10). We used an original shotgun metagenomics approach and in-house software MetaMIC to discover a new virus belonging to the Orthobunyavirus
genus of the Peribunyaviridae family in an immunodepressed patient with slowly progressive fatal encephalitis. Cristoli virus is close to Umbre virus, a member
of the Turlock serogroup not previously associated
with human disease. Because the patient had not
traveled during the year preceding the onset of her
symptoms, our findings suggest that Cristoli virus is
endemic to France. Like other members of its family,
it could have been transmitted through a mosquito
bite. Changes in the distribution of mosquito species
related to climate change may make such transmissions more frequent in the future. In this context, the
metagenomics method we developed is particularly
useful to detect unusual or emerging infectious agents
in patients with unassigned infectious syndromes.
Full-length sequence analysis of Cristoli virus
revealed a classical Peribunyaviridae genome organization with conserved motifs. The genome segment
coding for the NSs protein was found in an amount
10 times higher than that of the other segments. Because NSs has been described as a virulence factor
(11,12), its high-level expression in a context of immune depression could explain the unusual severity
of the disease. If efficacious antiviral treatments become available (13), a rapid etiologic diagnosis of orthobunyavirus infections will become necessary. The
shotgun metagenomics method we developed fulfills
the criteria for such routine diagnosis.

Conclusions
The etiologic diagnosis of encephalitis is difficult because >25% of cases remain of unknown cause (5).
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Increased Community-Associated
Clostridioides difficile Infections in
Quebec, Canada, 2008–20151
Veronica Zanichelli, Christophe Garenc, Jasmin Villeneuve, Danielle Moisan, Charles Frenette,
Vivian Loo, Yves Longtin; Québec C.difficile Infection Surveillance Program (SPIN-CD)

The annual incidence rate of community-associated
Clostridioides difficile infections in Quebec, Canada, has
increased by 33.3%, from 0.51 (2008) to 0.68 (2015)
cases/100,000 population, while incidence of healthcare-associated cases remained relatively stable. Possible causes include increased disease severity, increased
antimicrobial drug use, emergence of virulent strains,
and heightened physician awareness.

C

lostridioides difficile infections (CDIs) are commonly acquired in healthcare settings (1). In
2003, an outbreak of CDI in the province of Quebec,
Canada (population, 8.2 million), required implementation of mitigation strategies and prompted
introduction of a surveillance program (2,3). Afterward, incidence of healthcare-associated CDIs
(HA-CDIs) in the province decreased from 13.7 cases/10,000 patient-days in 2004–2005 to 6.9/10,000
patient-days in 2014–2015. Although CDIs afflict
mainly hospitalized patients, recent studies report
increased incidence of community-associated CDIs
(CA-CDIs) (4–6). Whereas most of the focus in North
America has been on HA-CDI, we describe and compare long-term trends in incidence rates for HA-CDI
and CA-CDI in Quebec.
The Study
To evaluate HA-CDI and CA-CDI trends in Quebec,
we performed a quasi-experimental study. We used
Author affiliations: Sir Mortimer B. Davis Jewish General Hospital,
Montreal, Quebec, Canada (V. Zanichelli, Y. Longtin); Centre de
Recherche du CHU de Quebec, Quebec City (C. Garenc); Institut
National de Santé Publique du Québec, Quebec City, Quebec,
Canada (C. Garenc, J. Villeneuve); CSSS Rivière-du-Loup,
Rivière-du-Loup, Québec, Canada (D. Moisan); McGill University
Health Centre, Montreal (C. Frenette, V. Loo, Y. Longtin)
DOI: https://doi.org/10.3201/eid2606.190233

prospectively collected data from the Quebec Health
Ministry C. difficile Infection Surveillance Program
(SPIN-CD), a mandatory surveillance program introduced in 2004 (7). As of 2018, all 90 acute-care hospitals with >1,000 admissions annually participate in
SPIN-CD. These hospitals, which represent 97% of
all admissions in the province, use a centralized web
portal to report HA-CDI incidence density, computed
as the aggregate number of cases divided by the aggregate number of patient-days per 4-week period.
CA-CDI incidence rates are expressed as the number
of CA-CDIs/100,000 population as reported by the
Quebec Institute of Statistics (8).
CDI is defined as diarrhea (>3 unformed stools
in <24 hours with symptoms lasting >24 hours) with
no other etiology and either a positive toxigenic C.
difficile test result or evidence of pseudomembranes
during histopathologic or colonoscopic examination
(9). A case is considered to be HA-CDI if symptoms
appear >72 hours after admission or <4 weeks after discharge. A CA-CDI case is defined as illness
in a hospitalized patient for whom symptoms developed within 72 hours of admission and who had
not been hospitalized or received ambulatory care
in the previous 4 weeks. Nonhospitalized CA-CDI
case-patients and recurrences (i.e., new CDI episodes within 8 weeks of a previous episode) are not
reportable to SPIN-CD. Definitions did not change
during the study period. The type of laboratory assay used to detect C. difficile was at the discretion of
each center (10).
To focus the analysis on the postepidemic period (April 2008–March 2015), we excluded data from
the epidemic period (August 2004–March 2008).
We used Poisson regression models on time series
Preliminary results from this study were presented at the IDweek
2018 conference; 2018 Oct 3–7; San Francisco, California, USA
(abstract no. 477).
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Table 1. Annual incidence rate of community-associated and healthcare-associated Clostridioides difficile infections in the province of
Quebec, Canada, 2008–2015
Community-associated cases
Healthcare- associated cases
Mean annual
Rate/100,000
Rate/10,000
Years
No. cases
population
population
% Total cases
No. cases
No. patient-days
patient-days
2008–2009
510
7,764,759
0.51
13.6
3,244
4,915,666
6.60
2009–2010
568
7,846,295
0.56
15.1
3,206
4,855,739
6.60
2010–2011
619
7,930,943
0.60
14.9
3,544
4,898,891
7.23
2011–2012
605
8,009,614
0.58
14.1
3,697
4,927,050
7.50
2012–2013
697
8,084,741
0.66
15.9
3,695
4,941,796
7.48
2013–2014
753
8,150,131
0.71
17.2
3,615
4,880,472
7.41
2014–2015
729
8,209,599
0.68
17.8
3,372
4,843,433
6.96

data, including trend and periodic seasonal terms to
calculate incidence rate ratios (IRRs) with 95% CIs
and to assess trends in CA-CDIs and HA-CDIs. We
also used interrupted time series analysis with segmented regression because of a change in the level
and trend in HA-CDI incidence rate from 2011 on
(11). We compared the change in trends in HA-CDI
and CA-CDI incidence by using Z-tests of the difference of the natural logarithm of incidence rates.
We used SAS software version 9.3 (https://www.
sas.com) for analyses and considered p<0.05 to
be significant.
During the study period, a total of 28,854 cases of
HA-CDI (84.5%) and CA-CDI (15.5%) were reported.
The annual number of CA-CDI cases and the proportion of CDI cases that were reported as CA-CDI increased gradually from 510 (13.6% of HA-CDI) to 729
(17.8% of CA-CDI) cases (Table 1). Furthermore, the
CA-CDI incidence rate increased ≈6.5% annually and
overall significantly by 33.3%, from 0.51 to 0.68 cases/100,000 population (IRR per 4-week period 1.005,
95% CI 1.004–1.006; p<0.0001) (Figure 1). By contrast,
the incidence of HA-CDI did not change significantly
(IRR per 4-week period 1.000, 95% CI 0.999–1.000; p =
0.23). Accordingly, incidence rate trends for CA-CDI
differed significantly from trends for HA-CDI (IRR
1.005, 95% CI 1.004–1.006; p<0.0001).

An inflection point in HA-CDI incidence in April
2011 was demonstrated by a significant decreasing
change in trend (IRR 0.996, 95% CI 0.994–0.998; p =
0.001). By contrast, no concomitant change occurred
in the trend of CA-CDI at the inflection point (Figure
2, Table 2).
Conclusions
Although the incidence of HA-CDI has been decreasing in Canada since 2009 (12), our study suggests possible emergence of CA-CDI in the province of Quebec
because the number, incidence, and proportion of reported cases have been steadily increasing since 2008.
This increased incidence contrasts markedly with the
overall decreasing trend of HA-CDI incidence after
April 2011.
Emergence of CA-CDI has been reported in
other countries (4–6,13). A 2008–2013 study in
Finland reported an increase in probable CA-CDI
cases at an annual rate of 4.3% compared with a
concomitant decrease in HA-CDI cases at an annual rate of 8.1% (4). In the United Kingdom, an
analysis of hospital administrative data detected an
increase in the proportion of CDI cases that were
community acquired, from 7% in 1998 to 13% in
2010, while the overall incidence of CDI cases fell
to less than half of peak rate (13). The US Veterans
Figure 1. Incidence density
of HA-CDIs and CA-CDIs per
4-week period, according to
standardized surveillance
definitions, Quebec, Canada,
April 2008–March 2015.
CDI, Clostridioides difficile
infection; CA-CDI, communityassociated CDI; HA-CDI,
healthcare-associated CDI.
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Figure 2. Trends in incidence of
HA-CDIs and CA-CDIs analyzed
by using linear segmented
regression (inflection point
of HA-CDI in April 2011) per
4-week period, according to
standardized surveillance
definitions, Quebec, Canada,
April 2008–March 2015. CDI,
Clostridioides difficile infection;
CA-CDI, community-associated
CDI; HA-CDI, healthcareassociated CDI.

Healthcare Administration reported similar findings of an increased proportion of CDI cases that
were community-associated (from 8.3% in 2003 to
26.7% in 2014) (5). Electronic patient records analysis in Hong Kong identified a 3-fold increase in the
incidence of CA-CDI cases, from 0.86/100,000 population in 2006 to 2.96/100,000 population in 2014
(6). These reports suggest that CA-CDI may be increasing worldwide; however, because the studies
relied on retrospective extraction of data that were
not specifically collected for CDI surveillance, they
may be susceptible to misclassification and reporting biases (14).
The factors underlying this apparent increase
in CA-CDI incidence are unclear. However,
we hypothesize that this rise may result from
any combination of the following: increased disease severity, leading to a greater proportion of
case-patients being hospitalized; increased use of
antimicrobial drugs or proton-pump inhibitors in
the community; emergence of community-specific
novel virulent C. difficile strains; and heightened
awareness by physicians to consider the diagnosis
of CDI.
Our study has many strengths. We used prospectively collected data from a well-established
surveillance program enrolling virtually all per-

sons admitted to acute-care hospitals in the province, thereby limiting selection bias, and we used
standardized case definitions to avoid misclassification issues. However, our study also has several
limitations. Only persons hospitalized with CACDI were reported to the surveillance program;
therefore, milder cases were not captured. Thus,
the actual incidence of CA-CDI may be underestimated. Because no clinical data regarding patients
in whom CDI develops were collected, we cannot characterize patients or investigate potential
changes in the affected population. We could not
investigate the effect of diagnostic assay modifications on the observed change in trend because this
information was not collected. Nucleic acid amplification tests are more sensitive than enzyme immunoassays for detecting toxigenic C. difficile; thus,
increased use of these tests could lead to increased
CA-CDI incidence rates. However, use of a more
sensitive assay would be expected to affect CA-CDI
and HA-CDI incidence similarly, whereas these
trends are clearly divergent.
In conclusion, CA-CDI incidence in the province
of Quebec increased significantly during 2008–2015
despite an overall decrease in HA-CDI incidence.
This divergence in trends suggests a need to devote
more attention to CA-CDI.

Table 2. Segmented regression of HA-CDI and CA-CDI in the province of Quebec, Canada, 2008–2015*
2008–2009 to 2010–2011
2011–2012 to 2014–2015
Overall trend before
Immediate change
Change in trend after
the breakpoint, IRR
after the breakpoint,
the breakpoint, IRR
Rate
(95% CI)
p value
IRR (95% CI)
p value
(95% CI)
HA-CDI rate/10,000 patient1.003 (1.001–1.005)
0.001
0.998 (0.945–1.053)
0.93
0.996 (0.994–0.998)
days
CA-CDI rate/100,000
1.007 (1.003–1.012)
0.002
0.95 (0.841–1.074)
0.41
0.997 (0.992–1.002)
population
Group difference
1.002 (0.997–1.007)
0.35
0.971 (0.851–1.107)
0.66
1.002 (0.996–1.008)

p value
0.001
0.30
0.53

*Breakpoints were identified in April 2011. CA, community-acquired; HA, hospital-acquired; CDI, Clostridioides difficile infection; IRR, incidence rate ratio
(calculated per 4-week period).
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Melioidosis in a Resident of
Texas with No Recent Travel
History, United States
Caitlin M. Cossaboom, Atanaska Marinova-Petkova, Jonathan Strysko, Gretchen Rodriguez,
Trevor Maness, Jaime Ocampo, Jay E. Gee, Mindy G. Elrod, Christopher A. Gulvik, Lindy Liu,
William A. Bower, Alex R. Hoffmaster, David D. Blaney, Johanna S. Salzer, Jonathan S. Yoder,
Mia C. Mattioli, Thomas J. Sidwa, Lillian Ringsdorf, Gale Morrow, Elvia Ledezma, Amanda Kieffer

To our knowledge, environmental isolation of Burkholderia pseudomallei, the causative agent of melioidosis,
from the continental United States has not been reported. We report a case of melioidosis in a Texas resident.
Genomic analysis indicated that the isolate groups with
B. pseudomallei isolates from patients in the same region, suggesting possible endemicity to this region.

B

urkholderia pseudomallei, which causes melioidosis, is a gram-negative saprophytic bacterium
endemic to tropical and subtropical environments
worldwide; to our knowledge, isolation from the
continental United States has not been reported (1–
3). The most overrepresented risk factor for melioidosis is diabetes mellitus (3,4). B. pseudomallei is resistant to many antimicrobial drugs (3). Laboratory
exposures might occur without appropriate biosafety precautions (2,5).
Surveillance is challenging because melioidosis is not nationally notifiable; however, B. pseudomallei is a Tier 1 overlap Select Agent (6), and the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
receives voluntary reports (2,7). We report a case of
melioidosis in a Texas resident who had no recent
travel history.
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Atlanta, Georgia, USA (C.M. Cossaboom, A. Marinova-Petkova,
J. Strysko, J.E. Gee, M.G. Elrod, C.A. Gulvik, L. Liu, W.A.
Bower, A.R. Hoffmaster, D.D. Blaney, J.S. Salzer, J.S. Yoder,
M.C.Mattioli); Texas Department of State Health Services,
San Antonio, Texas, USA (G. Rodriguez, T. Maness, J. Ocampo,
L. Ringsdorf, G. Morrow, E. Ledezma, A. Kieffer); Texas
Department of State Health Services, Austin, Texas, USA
(T.J. Sidwa)
DOI: https://doi.org/10.3201/eid2606.190975

The Study
On November 17, 2018, a 63-year-old man from Atascosa County, Texas, came to hospital A with fever,
chest pain, and dyspnea of 3 days’ duration. At admission, he reported congenital unilateral renal agenesis. Renal function measures were unremarkable.
Increased hemoglobin A1c level and hyperglycemia
(glucose >200 mg/dL) suggested undiagnosed type
2 diabetes.
Computed tomography of chest and abdomen
with intravenous contrast showed left lower lobe
pneumonia with a small left pleural effusion. Empiric
antimicrobial drug therapy with intravenous azithromycin and ceftriaxone was initiated. Blood culture
yielded presumptive B. pseudomallei, which was sent
for confirmation to the laboratory response network
(LRN) site in Houston, Texas.
On November 20, a localized, violaceous, cutaneous lesion developed on the central anterior chest
wall of the patient and progressed to become purulent and ulcerated (Figure 1). The next day, he experienced respiratory failure, was emergently intubated,
and was transferred to hospital B.
Hospital B was not aware of the presumptive diagnosis and performed a blood and chest wound culture. Both cultures showed gram-negative rods; blood
analysis showed acute kidney injury. On November
25, B. pseudomallei susceptible to trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole and ceftazidime (Table) was identified,
and treatment was switched to ceftazidime by using
dosing for continuous renal replacement therapy (4).
On November 26, the patient was extubated and
began hemodialysis (3 ×/wk). He was discharged
on December 9 and received 3 months of daily trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole (4). Subsequent followup showed clinically recovery and resolution of z
renal insufficiency.
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Figure 1. Progressive changes in a cutaneous chest wound for a 63-year-old man who had melioidosis, Texas, USA, 2018. Images were
obtained on A) day 3, B) day 4, C) day 9, and D) day 10 after his initial visit to hospital A on November 17, 2018.

Because the isolate had an unremarkable resistance profile and B. pseudomallei was not specifically
listed on the Texas Notifiable Conditions List, the
automated system at hospital B did not generate an
alert indicating it required LRN confirmation, and the
isolate was not promptly reported to Texas Department of State Health Services (DSHS). On November
27, Houston LRN reported to DSHS Region 8 (San
Antonio, TX, USA) confirmation of the isolate from
hospital A as B. pseudomallei. The Houston LRN and
hospital A destroyed the remaining isolates because
of regulations surrounding handling of select agents.
DSHS and CDC collaboratively investigated the
source of the patient’s exposure to B. pseudomallei and
performed risk assessments to identify potential laboratory exposures at both hospitals.
The patient’s only reported travel outside Texas
was a visit to Monterrey, Mexico, 30 years before illness
Table. Drug susceptibility profile for Burkholderia pseudomallei
isolate from culture of chest wound from a 63-year-old man,
Texas, USA*
MIC, g/mL
Drug
Result
Amikacin
>32
R
Ampicillin
>16
R
Ampicillin/sulbactam
>16/8
R
Aztreonam
>16
R
Cefazolin
>16
R
Cefepime
>16
R
Cefotaxime
32
R
Cefoxitin
>16
R
Ceftazidime
8
S
Ceftriaxone
>32
R
Cefuroxime
>16
R
Ciprofloxacin
>2
R
Gentamicin
>8
R
Ertapenem
>1
R
Meropenem
<1
S
Piperacillin/tazobactam
<16
S
Tobramycin
>8
R
Trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole
<2/38
S
*R, resistant; S, susceptible.
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onset. Before becoming ill, he resided on a small rural
ranch without running water from a municipal source
or private well. He purchased water for nondrinking
use from a local chlorinated municipal water utility.
He used a 500-gallon uncovered tank to store the water
and then pumped the water into a 1,600-gallon storage
tank. He cleaned the tank 1–2 times/month by climbing inside to scrub the walls. The last cleaning was 2
days before illness onset.
During environmental sampling in December
2018, we collected 56 specimens from the patient’s
home and property. We concentrated large-volume
(30–190 L) water samples on site and processed as
described (8). We collected soil samples (50 mL) at a
depth of 30 cm (9) from 8 sites in moist soil. Other
environmental samples included surface swabs (10 ×
10 inch) of the inside of both water storage tanks and
swabs of indoor and outdoor plumbing fixtures. We
processed specimens by using international guidelines (9) and tested for presence of B. pseudomallei by
using culture and real-time quantitative PCR (10). All
specimens were negative for B. pseudomallei.
We identified 7 laboratory personnel at hospitals A and B who had low-risk exposures to the B.
pseudomallei isolates (5). Recommendations included temperature monitoring twice a day for 21 days
and collecting serum samples at 1, 2, 4 and 6 weeks
postexposure (5). We performed serologic testing by
using an indirect hemagglutination assay (11). All
samples were negative for B. pseudomallei antibodies
(cutoff value 1:40).
Hospital B submitted the patient’s blood culture
isolate (TX2018b) for whole-genome sequencing (National Center for Biotechnology BioProject no. PRJNA545616). Multilocus sequence typing identified
the isolate as sequence type 297 (12). The 8 other sequence type 297 isolates are all associated with North
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Figure 2. Dendrogram for characterization of Burkholderia pseudomallei isolate TX2018b from a 63-year-old man in Texas, USA, by
comparison with reference genomes. Maximum-parsimony phylogenetic analysis based on core single-nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNP) by using Parsnp, a component of the Harvest 1.3 software (https://github.com/marbl/harvest). Bold indicates clusters of genomes
associated with the southwestern United States; the 2004 patient resided in the same county as the patient described in this article.
Numbers at each node are bootstrap percentages. Scale bar indicates nucleotide substitutions per SNP.
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America (1). A higher resolution single-nucleotide
polymorphism comparison of the draft genome assembly with other public assemblies containing
geographic data also indicated that the isolate is associated with others from North America. TX2018b
grouped closest to TX2004 and to a lesser extent to
AZ1999 (BioProject no. PRJNA545640) (Figure 2).
TX2004 was isolated in 2004 from a patient residing in the same Texas county as our patient (13).
It was originally hypothesized that the 2004 patient
was infected 62 years before disease onset, while
serving during World War II in Southeast Asia
(13). However, TX2004 is not related to strains from
Southeast Asia but to strains from the Americas (1).
Other regional travel by the 2004 patient was not reported. AZ1999 was isolated from a patient treated
in 1999 in Arizona who had recently emigrated from
El Salvador. Where exposure occurred for that patient is unknown, but that isolate groups closer to
TX2004 and TX2018b than to other examples associated with Central America (Figure 2).
Conclusions
The source of this patient’s infection remains unknown. However, genomic analysis showed that
the patient isolate groups with existing isolates collected from other patients in the southwestern United
States. Isolates TX2004 and TX2018b were collected
≈15 years apart from patients living in the same Texas
county at time of illness onset and group together, a
finding that suggests B. pseudomallei might be present
in the environment in this area. Furthermore, these
2 isolates might represent a new clade endemic to
the continental United States. Further investigation
is warranted because this region is predicted to have
suitable habitats for B. pseudomallei (14).
These findings call into question possible reactivation of melioidosis decades after travel to
melioidosis-endemic regions. Instead of a 62-year
incubation period, the patient infected with TX2004
might have had an unknown local environmental
exposure that preceded symptom onset. A 1991
case report of an 18-year latency for a Vietnam War
veteran indicated that this patient was also living
in the southwestern United States (New Mexico) at
time of symptom onset and had not traveled outside the continental United States since 1971 (15).
On the other hand, although geographic and genotypic links between the 2 Texas cases suggest a
local source, B. pseudomallei exposure for the patient infected with TX2018b could have occurred 30
years earlier, while visiting Mexico, and the patient
infected with TX2004 might have had unreported
1298

regional travel before illness onset. Only when B.
pseudomallei is isolated from the environment can it
be definitively stated that B. pseudomallei is endemic
to the continental United States.
B. pseudomallei infection should be included in
a differential diagnosis for a patient with compatible disease, even without reported travel history.
Increased awareness among healthcare workers and
diagnostic laboratory personnel for melioidosis as
a disease potentially endemic to the southwestern
United States is critical to improve case outcomes and
prevent laboratory exposures.
In addition, melioidosis is caused by a Tier 1
overlap Select Agent, but reporting of cases to CDC is
voluntary (2,7). Making melioidosis nationally notifiable could improve surveillance and recognition and
clarify distribution and potential sources of B. pseudomallei infection in the United States.
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No Adaptation of the Prion Strain
in a Heterozygous Case of Variant
Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease
Aileen Boyle, Chris Plinston, Fraser Laing, Graeme Mackenzie, Robert G. Will, Jean C. Manson, Abigail B. Diack

We investigated a clinical case of variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease in a person heterozygous for methionine/valine at codon 129 of the prion protein gene and identified
the same strain properties in variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob
disease in methionine homozygous persons and in bovine
spongiform encephalopathy. These results indicate no adaptation of the agent in a different genetic background.

I

n 2016, a definite case of clinical variant CreutzfeldtJakob disease (vCJD) in a person heterozygous for
methionine/valine (MV) at codon 129 of the prion
protein gene (PRNP 129MV) was reported in the
United Kingdom (1). Given the relatively atypical
clinical features in this case, we considered it important to ascertain the strain of prion agent to determine
whether there had been strain adaption or whether
the patient’s genetic background may have influenced the disease phenotype. We conducted a study
to determine whether we could isolate the same prion
strain from this case of vCJD in a 129MV individual as
was identified in previous 129 methionine homozygous (129MM) genotype vCJD cases, consistent with
the hypothesis of a causal link to bovine spongiform
encephalopathy (BSE).
The clinical features for this patient were consistent with a diagnosis of either vCJD or sporadic
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (sCJD). Results from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the patient’s brain
were suggestive of sCJD on diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) sequences, although the single coronal fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) sequence
in this case was not diagnostic because of movement
artifact. Results of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) real-time
quaking-induced conversion assay analysis and the
Author affiliations: The Roslin Institute, Easter Bush, Scotland,
UK (A. Boyle, C. Plinston, F. Laing, A.B. Diack); Western General
Hospital, Edinburgh, Scotland, UK (G. Mackenzie); University of
Edinburgh, Edinburgh (R.G. Will, J.C. Manson)
DOI: https://doi.org/10.3201/eid2606.191116
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direct detection assay for vCJD infection in the blood
were negative. However, at autopsy, neuropathological examination revealed florid plaques, and
biochemical analysis of prion protein (PrP) from the
brain confirmed a type 2B profile, both characteristic
of vCJD (1). Abnormal PrP was also detected in peripheral tissues. Recent studies in which researchers
used protein misfolding cyclic amplification in CSF
were positive in this case of vCJD, but not in sCJD cases, including those with a heterozygous genotype (2).
The Study
We injected 18 RIII mice with 10% wt/vol frozen central nervous system tissue, 0.02 mL intracerebrally
and 0.1 mL intraperitoneally, from a 129MV patient
with a clinical case of vCJD (1). The vCJD tissue samples were provided by the NHS National Prion Clinic,
University College London (UCL) Hospitals (London, UK), and MRC Prion Unit at UCL and sourced
through the MRC Edinburgh Brain Bank (Edinburgh,
Scotland, UK). The Brain Bank has full ethics approval and consent for the use of tissue in research (East
of Scotland Research Ethics Service, Ref 16/ES/0084)
and works within the framework of the Human Tissue (Scotland) Act 2006. We conducted inoculation,
clinical scoring, and neuropathological and biochemical analysis of the mice as previously described (3–5).
Animal studies were conducted according to the regulations of the UK Home Office Animals (Scientific
Procedures) Act 1986.
The isolate from the brain of the 129MV patient
transmitted successfully; clinical and neuropathological signs associated with prion disease appeared in
the mice. We compared the mean incubation period,
neuropathological signs, and biochemical analysis
with archived records of UK 129MM vCJD central
nervous system transmissions and UK BSE transmissions. Methods used for inoculation, clinical scoring,
and neuropathological and biochemical analysis of the
mice were described in previous publications (3–5).
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Clinical signs with individual incubation periods
ranging from 300 to 392 days postinfection (dpi) were
apparent in the mice. The major clinical signs were
a loss of body weight and body condition with eye
winking and gait abnormalities. Toward the end of
the clinical phase, a wet genital area could also be observed. Pathologically confirmed disease developed
in 14 of 16 mice (mean incubation period + SEM 341
+ 6 dpi). This finding is within the range of previous
transmission studies for UK vCJD in this mouse line
(mean incubation 306–387 dpi) and similar to those
for BSE (mean incubation 316–335 dpi).
We also generated a transmissible spongiform
encephalopathy (TSE) vacuolation profile from clinically affected RIII mice and compared it with profiles
from UK vCJD and BSE transmissions (Figure 1). We
observed a mild-to-moderate gray matter vacuolation
in the medulla, hypothalamus, and septum and moderate vacuolation in the cochlear nucleus and dorsal
raphe (Figure 1; Figure 2, panels A, B).
We conducted an immunohistochemical analysis,
which showed abnormal PrP deposition throughout
the brain of both a granular and punctate nature (Figure 2, panels C–K). There was heavy staining in the
brainstem, particularly the superior vestibular and
cochlear nuclei, and lower midbrain, where the substantia nigra was often targeted. Most of the thalamic
nuclei exhibited staining, but staining was more intense in the habenular, hypothalamus, and the CA2
region of the hippocampus (Figure 2, panels F–K).
Punctate staining was also apparent in the mid-layer
of the cortex throughout the brain. This pattern of
staining was very similar to that observed in a vCJD
and BSE transmission in the United Kingdom, with
additional observations of granular deposition in the
cerebellar cortex and small plaques occurring in the
corpus callosum in 2 of the samples.
Biochemical analysis of the MV isolate confirmed
the presence of protease-resistant PrP (PrPres). We
identified a similar type 2B–like pattern and glycosylation profile in the RIII mice. This profile is characterized by a predominance of the diglycosylated
form of PrPres at ≈30 kDa, a monoglycosylated form
at ≈27kDa, and an unglycosylated band at ≈19kDa
(Appendix Figure, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/
article/26/6/19-1116-App1.pdf). The biochemical
profile appears identical between the RIII-MV, RIIIMM, and RIII-BSE isolates tested, although the RIIIBSE isolate appeared to have less PrPres.
Conclusions
This transmission study in RIII mice provides
evidence that the prion strain isolated from this

Figure 1. Vacuolation profiles of a clinical case of vCJD in a
prion protein gene codon 129MV individual, pooled data from
UK 129MM cases (n = 7) and pooled data from UK bovine
spongiform encephalopathy cases (n = 8) show similarities in
vacuolar pathology intensity and distribution in wild-type mouse
brains. Data show mean ± SEM of clinical and pathological
positive mice (n≥6 per group). G1–G9, gray matter scoring
regions: G1, medulla; G2, cerebellum; G3, superior colliculus;
G4, hypothalamus; G5, thalamus; G6, hippocampus; G7, septum;
G8, retrosplenial and adjacent motor cortex; G9, cingulate and
adjacent motor cortex. W1–W3, white matter scoring regions:
W1, cerebellar white matter; W2, mesencephalic tegmentum; W3,
cerebral peduncle. MM, methionine homozygous; MV, methionine/
valine; vCJD, variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease.

confirmed case of vCJD in a 129MV person is the
same as that identified in typical 129MM vCJD and
BSE cases. Further characterization in a range of
mouse models is ongoing. However, transmission
to RIII mice in previous studies has led to definitive identification of several strains, vCJD and BSE
in particular (6,7).
PRNP codon 129 genotype has been shown to
be a major factor influencing disease characteristics
of Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (8), but it has not been
established if the same is true of vCJD, because previous vCJD infections in 129MV persons exposed
to contaminated blood products have been asymptomatic (9,10). Earlier studies using gene-targeted
mice inoculated with vCJD predicted that codon 129
genotype would determine disease susceptibility
and incubation periods (11), whereas other transgenic mouse studies demonstrated that BSE could
transmit with a different phenotype in mice expressing 129MV than that observed in mice expressing
129MM (12).
The clinical diagnosis in the MV case we report
was uncertain while the patient was alive, and it was
only at autopsy that neuropathology and biochemistry confirmed vCJD. The neurologic features alone
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Figure 2. Neuropathology of RIII
mice inoculated with material
from a clinical case of vCJD in a
prion protein gene codon 129MV
individual, a typical 129MM
case of vCJD, and BSE. A, B)
Haemotoxylin and Eosin staining
of transmissible spongiform
encephalopathy vacuolation in
the cochlear nucleus of mice
inoculated with material from a
clinical 129MV case (arrows).
C–E) Abnormal PrP deposition
in the cerebellum of mice
inoculated with C) clinical 129MV
case, D) typical 129MM case,
and E) BSE. F–H) Abnormal PrP
deposition in the hippocampus of
mice inoculated with samples of
F) clinical 129MV case, G) typical
129MM case, and H) BSE. I–K)
Abnormal PrP deposition in the
CA2 region of the hippocampus;
I) inset from panel F; J) inset
from panel G; K) inset from panel
H. Monoclonal antibody: 6H4.
Scale bars: A–B, F–H: 200 µm.
C–E, I–K: 100 µm. BSE, bovine
spongiform encephalopathy;
MM, methionine homozygous;
MV, methionine/valine; PrP,
prion protein; vCJD, variant
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease.

cannot be used to discriminate between sCJD and
vCJD, and the MRI findings on DWI imaging favored
a diagnosis of sCJD. However, the high sensitivity
and specificity of MRI for vCJD were determined by
analyzing FLAIR images primarily (13) and recent review suggests that DWI imaging may be less specific
than FLAIR imaging in vCJD. It is possible that the
phenotype of vCJD in this case may have been altered
by the heterozygous PRNP background and investigations including CSF protein misfolding cyclic amplification (2), tonsil biopsy, and perhaps FLAIR MRI
may contribute to accurate diagnosis of future heterozygous cases.
The identification of vCJD in a 129MV person
may indicate the start of a second wave of vCJD in association with the 129MV genotype which is present
in around 45% of the UK population (14), although no
further cases have been reported since 2016. This case
1302

highlights the need to continue surveillance to identify new cases of vCJD and the need for autopsy and
strain typing in persons with prion diseases. Changes
in clinical disease phenotype could mask the true diagnosis and may be indicative of potential changes in
prion disease strains and infectious properties. Strain
identification and assessing the infectious properties of prion diseases are essential components in the
management of these diseases and have important
implications for public health and in determining the
prevalence of BSE-related prion disease in humans.
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Prevalence of Escherichia albertii
in Raccoons (Procyon lotor), Japan
Atsushi Hinenoya, Keigo Nagano, Sharda P. Awasthi, Noritoshi Hatanaka, Shinji Yamasaki

Natural reservoirs of Escherichia albertii remain unclear. In this study, we detected E. albertii by PCR in
248 (57.7%) of 430 raccoons from Osaka, Japan, and
isolated 143 E. albertii strains from the 62 PCR-positive
samples. These data indicate that raccoons could be a
natural reservoir of E. albertii in Japan.

E

scherichia albertii is a gram-negative facultative
anaerobic bacterium and an emerging human enteropathogen. This bacterium belongs to the group
of attaching and effacing pathogens, which can form
pedestal-structured lesions on intestinal epithelium
by using an eae-encoded adhesin called intimin and
a type 3 secretion system. E. albertii commonly carries
cytolethal distending toxin genes; in addition, certain
strains carry Shiga toxin 2 (stx2a, stx2f) genes (1), suggesting that E. albertii has a potential to cause severe
diseases such as hemorrhagic colitis and hemolytic
uremic syndrome in humans, similar to Shiga toxin–
producing E. coli. An increase in human outbreaks
and sporadic cases of E. albertii have been reported
recently from several countries, including Japan (1–
3). However, the reservoir and transmission routes
of E. albertii to humans have not yet been identified.
We surveyed wild raccoons (Procyon lotor) captured
in Osaka, Japan, for the presence of E. albertii to determine if raccoons could be a reservoir of E. albertii
in Japan.
The Study
We collected 430 rectal swabs from wild raccoons
in Osaka during 2016–2017 (Appendix, https://
wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/26/6/19-1436-App1.
pdf). To determine the presence of E. albertii, we first
subjected fecal specimens to an E. albertii–specific cdt
(Eacdt) gene-based PCR assay (4) after enrichment in
tryptic soy broth. Of these 430 specimens, 248 (57.7%)
yielded a 449-bp PCR amplicon specific for E. albertii
(Table 1). By using XRM-MacConkey agar developed
for the isolation of E. albertii (Appendix), we isolated
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and selected 143 E. albertii isolates from the 62 PCRpositive specimens (1–8 isolates/sample) with species identity confirmed by 2 different E. albertii–specific PCRs using primers targeting Eacdt (4), and yejH
and yejK (5).
To determine the phylogenetic relationships
among the isolates, we performed pulsed-field gel
electrophoresis (PFGE) using XbaI-digested genomic
DNA. The 143 isolates showed 59 pulsotypes (Figure), indicating that E. albertii isolates from raccoons
were genetically diverse. We obtained 2–7 E. albertii isolates, which were determined to be clonal by
PFGE, from 26 of 29 raccoons. The isolates from each
of 3 raccoons (R305, R318, R419) showed 2–3 different
DNA fingerprints with >3 bands different from each
other, indicating that multiclonal E. albertii strains
coexisted in the intestine of each of these 3 raccoons
(Figure). In addition, we frequently observed that the
isolates from different raccoons displayed exactly the
same PFGE pattern (e.g., R7, R8, and R335; Figure),
although the raccoons were usually captured in different locations in Osaka.
To evaluate the human pathogenic potential
of E. albertii isolated from raccoons, we selected 1
isolate from each pulsotype (n = 59) and tested for
the presence of virulence determinants in clinical
E. albertii isolates (Appendix). We detected the eae
gene in 59 strains (100%), Eccdt-I in 5 strains (8.5%),
and stx2f genes in 2 strains (3.4%). By sequencing
the entire eae gene in 59 strains (Appendix), we determined the intimin subtypes to be ρ (n = 8), ι2
(n = 5), ο (n = 4), ς (n = 4), γ5 (n = 2), ξ (n = 2),
α8 (n = 1), β3 (n = 1), and unknown (n = 32) (Appendix Table 3). Among the 32 unknown subtypes,
16 were grouped into the 5 subtypes (N1–N5) that
were recently identified in clinical E. albertii strains
from Japan (6). Two subtypes were homologous to
those identified in clinical E. albertii strains 1251–
6/89, 2 were homologous to strain 4281–7/89 (7),
and 3 were homologous to those identified in strain
2013C-4143 (GenBank accession no. CP030787). We
also identified 2 novel subtypes (UT1 and UT2;
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Table 1. Prevalence of Escherichia albertii in Japanese wild raccoon fecal specimens and number of isolates
Sampling year and
No. specimens from which
month
No. specimens
No. (%) PCR positive
E. albertii was isolated
2016
Jun
57
25 (43.9)
7
Jul
55
34 (61.8)
4
Aug
22
14 (63.6)
0
Sep
7
2 (28.6)
0
Oct
8
3 (37.5)
0
Dec
14
7 (50.0)
0
2017
Feb
3
2 (66.7)
0
Mar
16
3 (18.8)
0
Jul
88
56 (63.6)
14
Aug
104
63 (60.6)
21
Sep
56
39 (69.6)
16
Total
430
248 (57.7)
62

No.
E. albertii isolates
17
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
21
56
41
143

Figure. Phylogenetic analysis of
raccoon Escherichia albertii strains
by pulsed-field gel electrophoresis
(PFGE). XbaI-digested genomic DNA
of 143 raccoon E. albertii strains
isolated in this study were analyzed
by PFGE. The dendrogram was
constructed based on DNA fingerprints
obtained (Appendix, https://wwwnc.
cdc.gov/EID/article/26/6/19-1436App1.pdf). The number in each strain
name represents a specific raccoon
identification number.
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Appendix Table 3) in the remaining 9 strains; each
showed <95% nt and aa identities with any known
subtypes. We identified complete stx2f genes in the
stx2f gene-positive strains RAC-199 and RAC-247.
The culture supernatants caused Vero cell deaths,
which were neutralized by anti-Stx2fA serum, indicating that both strains produced biologically active Stx2f. The toxin activity was enhanced in the
presence of mitomycin C, indicating that the stx2f
genes could be located on inducible prophage genomes (Table 2). The fold change of Stx2f production by mitomycin C in the strains RAC-199 and
RAC-247 were comparable to that of Stx2 production in human clinical strains E. albertii AKT5 and
EHEC O157:H7 Sakai. These data suggest that the
E. albertii strains isolated from raccoons have a potential to cause serious human diseases.
Conclusions
E. albertii is known to be an emerging zoonotic
pathogen and has been isolated from various animals, such as pigs, cats, and birds (6,8,9). Although
much effort has been devoted to identify the natural
reservoir, E. albertii was not detected in vertebrate
animals such as fish (n = 138), amphibians (n = 106),
reptiles (n = 447), and mammals (n = 1,063) (3) but
was found in 1.4% (9/634) of birds in Australia and
0.9% (9/1,204) of birds in Korea. Thus, the natural
reservoir of E. albertii is still unclear; this information would be essential to determine transmission
dynamics and prevent E. albertii infections. Given
that patients in clinical outbreaks in Japan might be
infected thorough waters (spring and well waters)
or vegetables, but not meats (3), the natural reservoir of E. albertii might not be major food animals
(e.g., cattle and chickens, the reservoirs for Shiga
toxin–producing E. coli and Campylobacter jejuni,
respectively). Another possibility is wild animals,
which may contaminate environmental water and
vegetables. Among the wild animals, the raccoon

is a synanthropic animal with the ability to reside
in a wide range of habitats, including agricultural,
forested, and urban areas. Raccoons are omnivorous
and forage within vegetable fields. They also prefer
riparian environments. Furthermore, raccoons are
known to carry various pathogenic microorganisms
(10–12). Thus, they can contaminate vegetables and
waters with pathogens, possibly including E. albertii, leading to human infections. Therefore, we performed a survey targeting raccoons and found that
E. albertii was highly prevalent (248/430; 57.7%) in
wild raccoons in Japan, indicating that carriage of E.
albertii by raccoons is not incidental. The E. albertii
strains isolated from raccoons also possessed virulence determinants (eae, Eacdt, Eccdt-I, or stx2f) present in human clinical strains. Almost all the intimin
subtypes of the raccoon strains were those identified
in human clinical E. albertii strains. Two strains produced functional Stx2f, which may have a potential
to cause severe diseases in humans. Taken together,
these data suggested that raccoons constitute a major reservoir of E. albertii and could be a source of
human infection in Japan.
Raccoons originated from North America and
were introduced as pets or game animals into other
countries, including Japan and countries in Europe.
Some of these have escaped and settled in the wild.
The number of raccoons has increased because of
their adaptability to various environments, omnivorous feeding habits, high reproductive potential, and
lack of predators in the environment (13).
In addition to Japan, E. albertii has been clinically isolated in other countries where raccoons reside
(9,14,15). Interactions between raccoons and other
animals, such as wild mice and wild boars, can also
be possible. Therefore, further epidemiologic studies
to survey raccoons and other wild animals in Osaka,
other areas of Japan, and other countries are highly
warranted to evaluate the significance of raccoons as
a natural reservoir of E. albertii.

Table 2. Stx2 production by stx2f gene-positive Escherichia albertii raccoon strains.
Species
Strains
Toxin gene
Mitomycin C
E. albertii
RAC199
stx2f
Negative
Positive
RAC247
stx2f
Negative
Positive
AKT5
stx2f
Negative
Positive
E. coli
Sakai
stx1, stx2a
Negative
Positive
C600
None
Negative
Positive

Toxin titer*
4
512
32
1,024
512
32,768
256
16,384
<1
<1

Neutralization†
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not done
Not done
Not done
Not done

*Reciprocal of highest dilution that resulted in death in >50% of cells is shown as toxin titer.
†Neutralization of cytotoxic effect by anti-Stx2f rabbit serum. Filtrated culture supernatants in LB-broth with and without mitomycin C were used as toxin
samples.
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Cannabis Use and Fungal Infections
in a Commercially Insured
Population, United States, 2016
Kaitlin Benedict, George R. Thompson III, Brendan R. Jackson

Case reports have identified invasive fungal diseases in
persons who use cannabis, and fungal contamination of
cannabis has been described. In a large health insurance claims database, persons who used cannabis were
3.5 (95% CI 2.6–4.8) times more likely than persons who
did not use cannabis to have a fungal infection in 2016.

C

annabis can contain fungal pathogens that cause
serious and often fatal infections in persons with
immunocompromising conditions, such as cancer,
transplant, or infection with HIV (1). In these patients, some reasons for using cannabis include pain
and nausea relief and appetite stimulation. The frequency of fungal infections associated with cannabis
is unknown but is a growing concern as more states
legalize its medicinal and recreational use. We used
health insurance claims data from 2016 to evaluate
the prevalence of fungal infection diagnosis codes
among persons who use cannabis and persons who
do not use cannabis and to compare demographic
and clinical features between these 2 groups.
The Study
The 2016 IBM MarketScan Research Databases
(https://www.ibm.com/products/marketscan-research-databases) include claims from outpatient visits
and prescriptions and hospitalizations for >27 million
employees, dependents, and retirees throughout the
United States. MarketScan represents one of the largest collections of such data in the country and captures
patient interactions across the full spectrum of healthcare. We used Treatment Pathways, a web-based platform
(https://www.ibm.com/us-en/marketplace/
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marketscan-treatment-pathways), which enable users
to query data for persons whose health insurance plans
or employers contribute prescription drug data to MarketScan. Because data are fully deidentified, this analysis was not subject to review by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention institutional review board.
We studied persons with continuous insurance
enrollment in 2016, excluding those with diagnosis
codes from the International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-10-CM),
for presumed ocular histoplasmosis syndrome (H32
plus B39.4 or B39.9) assigned at an eye care provider
(2). We identified patients with ICD-10-CM codes for
mold infections (aspergillosis [B44], mucormycosis
[B46]) and certain other fungal infections (blastomycosis [B40], coccidioidomycosis [B38], cryptococcosis [B45], histoplasmosis [B39]) among persons who
used cannabis (F12.1, F12.2, F12.9) and persons who
did not use cannabis. We further explored differences
between ICD-10-CM codes for cannabis abuse or dependence (F12.1 and F12.2) and unspecified cannabis
use (i.e., without mention of abuse or dependence)
(F12.9). We defined immunocompromised status as
HIV (B20, O9872, O9873), solid organ or hematopoietic stem cell transplant (Z94, T86), malignant neoplasms (C00–C80 excluding C44), and hematologic
malignancies (C81–C96) and also identified tobacco
use (Z27.0 or F17.2). We analyzed categorical variables by using χ2 tests and logistic regression.
Forty (0.08%) of 53,217 persons who used cannabis and 6,294 (0.03%) of 21,559,558 persons who did
not use cannabis had a fungal infection (odds ratio
[OR] 2.6, 95% CI 1.9–3.5). After adjusting for age and
immunocompromised status, the adjusted OR (aOR)
was 3.5 (95% CI 2.6–4.8). Specifically, persons who
use cannabis were more likely than persons who did
not use cannabis to have mold infections (0.03% vs.
0.01%; OR 3.4, 95% CI 2.1–5.3, aOR 4.6, 95% CI 2.9–
7.4) and other fungal infections (0.04% vs. 0.02%; OR
2.2, 95% CI 1.4–3.3, aOR 2.9, 95% CI 1.9–4.5).
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Among patients with fungal infections, persons
who used cannabis were significantly younger than
persons who did not use cannabis (median age 41.5
years vs. 56.0 years; p<0.001), more likely to be immunocompromised (43% vs. 21%; p<0.001), more
likely to be hospitalized on the fungal infection diagnosis date (40% vs. 13%; p<0.001), and more likely to
have tobacco use codes (40% vs. 9%; p<0.001) (Table).
Sixty percent (n = 24) of persons who used cannabis
and had fungal infections had cannabis abuse or dependence codes, compared with 79% of persons who
used cannabis and did not have fungal infections, and
48% (n = 19) of persons who used cannabis and had
fungal infections had unspecified cannabis use codes,
compared with 29% of persons who used cannabis
and did not have fungal infections. Persons who used
cannabis and had fungal infections and unspecified
cannabis use codes were older (median age 52 years
vs. 28 years) and more frequently immunocompromised (63% vs. 25%) than persons who used cannabis
and had dependence codes.
Conclusions
In this large commercially insured population in
the United States, cannabis use was associated with
a higher prevalence of certain fungal infections. Although these infections were uncommon, they can result in substantial illness and even death, particularly
in immunocompromised persons.

Several hypotheses could explain our findings.
First, on the basis of immunocompromised status and
hospitalizations, persons who used cannabis appeared
to be sicker than persons who did not use cannabis and
were therefore presumably at higher risk for fungal
infections in general. Some persons who used cannabis might be using medical cannabis to help manage
their underlying conditions. In this analysis, it was not
possible to determine the source of infection, although
contaminated cannabis has been previously implicated
in aspergillosis, mucormycosis, and cryptococcal meningitis (3–5). We are not aware of any reports of blastomycosis, histoplasmosis, or coccidioidomycosis acquired from contaminated cannabis. However, a small
risk likely exists; 1 histoplasmosis outbreak occurred
in a cannabis field (6), and fomites, such as hay and
vegetables, are involved in rare coccidioidomycosis
cases (7). Another possible explanation is that smoking-induced structural and immunological lung damage confers increased susceptibility to infection (8), although the lung effects of cannabis might differ from
those of tobacco (9). Confounding by tobacco smoking
might be another explanation because tobacco use is
typically more common among persons who use cannabis (10). Tobacco can also be contaminated with fungi, possibly to a lesser extent than cannabis (11).
Our results could also reflect medical coding artifacts. In general, cannabis use is likely greatly underrepresented by ICD codes (12), supported by the

Table. Characteristics of patients with fungal infections, by cannabis use status, United States, 2016*
Persons who use cannabis, Persons who do not use cannabis,
Characteristic
n = 40
n = 6,294
Median age, y (range)
41.5 (7–70)
56 (0–99)
0–17
1 (3)
341 (5)
18–34
16 (40)
659 (10)
35–44
4 (10)
745 (12)
45–54
5 (13)
1,226 (19)
55–64
13 (33)
1,816 (29)
>65
1 (3)
1,507 (24)
Sex
M
25 (63)
3,078 (49)
F
15 (37)
3,216 (51)
US Census Region†
Northeast
5 (13)
689 (11)
Midwest
10 (25)
1,581 (25)
South
12 (30)
2,099 (33)
West
13 (33)
1,915 (30)
Immunocompromised
17 (43)
1,303 (21)
Inpatient on fungal infection diagnosis date
16 (40)
820 (13)
Type of fungal infection
Aspergillosis
17 (43)
2,091 (33)
Blastomycosis
1 (3)
218 (3)
Coccidioidomycosis
10 (25)
1,661 (26)
Cryptococcosis
4 (10)
338 (5)
Histoplasmosis
7 (18)
1,945 (31)
Mucormycosis
1 (3)
82 (1)
Tobacco use
16 (40)
558 (9)
*Values are no. (%) unless otherwise indicated.
†Of primary beneficiary’s residence.
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p value
<0.001

0.086
0.964

<0.001
<0.001

<0.001
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finding that <0.3% of our study population had
cannabis use codes, whereas ≈9% of the US population reported using cannabis in the past month
(13). Although ICD-10-CM codes cannot distinguish between medical and recreational cannabis
use, the higher frequency of immunocompromising conditions and older age among persons who
use cannabis and persons who used cannabis and
had unspecified cannabis use codes suggests medical cannabis use among some of these patients. We
were also unable to differentiate smoking cannabis
from other modes of use (e.g., ingestion), which
is relevant because smoking might lead to greater
fungal exposure through inhalation. Injection drug
use, which also might be more common among persons who use cannabis, is an emerging risk factor
for some fungal infections, such as invasive candidiasis, although this mode of acquisition seems
less likely for the fungal infections described here,
which are typically acquired through inhalation.
Another limitation is that we did not evaluate immunocompromised status associated with medications such as corticosteroids and tumor necrosis
factor inhibitors.
The similar geographic distribution of fungal
infections between persons who use cannabis and
persons who did not use cannabis is notable because
state laws vary substantially regarding medical and
recreational use. There is more legalization overall in
the western and northeastern United States.
Despite the limitations inherent in administrative data and our inability to infer causality
between cannabis use and fungal infections, our
study adds to emerging evidence about this association. This finding is consistent with a recommendation that solid organ transplant recipients avoid
smoking cannabis (14). Patients with other immunocompromising conditions should be also aware
of the possible link between cannabis smoking and
fungal infections and might also consider avoiding this exposure. Physicians should remain aware
of the possible link between fungal infections and
cannabis use.
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Leishmania infantum in Tigers and
Sand Flies from a LeishmaniasisEndemic Area, Southern Italy
Roberta Iatta, Andrea Zatelli, Pietro Laricchiuta, Matteo Legrottaglie,
David Modry, Filipe Dantas-Torres, Domenico Otranto

We detected Leishmania infantum infection in 45% of tigers and 5.3% of sand flies tested at a zoo in southern
Italy in 2019. These infections in tigers and the abundance of Phlebotomus perniciosus sand flies represent
a potential risk to other animals and humans living in or
visiting the zoo.

V

isceral leishmaniasis, caused by infection with
Leishmania infantum protozoa, is listed among the
most neglected tropical diseases, affecting thousands of
persons, most of whom are among the world’s most vulnerable populations (1). The disease is associated with
the presence of phlebotomine sand fly vectors; domestic
dogs typically act as reservoirs. Among felids, domestic
cats have recently gained prominence as putative reservoirs of L. infantum (2), whereas cases of infection in
other felids have been reported occasionally (3–5).
In February 2019, a tiger (index case), born and
raised in a zoologic park in southern Italy, had a nonhealing laceration that tested positive for L. infantum
DNA on a skin punch biopsy. Because tigers are considered an endangered species, the presence of an active L. infantum transmission focus in a facility visited
by thousands of visitors each year deserves attention.
Therefore, we conducted an epidemiologic study to
investigate the prevalence of L. infantum infection in
the local tiger and sand fly populations, along with
the sand flies’ host blood-feeding preferences.

Author affiliations: University of Bari, Bari, Italy (R. Iatta, A. Zatelli,
F. Dantas-Torres, D. Modry, D. Otranto); Zoo Safari di Fasano,
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Czech Academy of Sciences, Ceske Budejovice, Czech Republic
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Oswaldo Cruz (Fiocruz), Recife, Brazil (F. Dantas-Torres); Bu-Ali
Sina University, Hamedan, Iran (D. Otranto).
DOI: https://doi.org/10.3201/eid2606.191668

The Study
During March–June 2019, we tested 20 tigers born at
the zoologic park (Safari Park, Apulia region, Brindisi
Province, southern Italy) and living in an open enclosure for L. infantum infection. We smeared lymph node
aspirates on slides for the cytologic examination; we
also cultured and processed these specimens, along
with whole blood, skin punch biopsy, and conjunctival, nasal and oral swab specimens, for the detection
of L. infantum DNA by quantitative PCR (qPCR) (6).
We tested for feline leukemia virus (FeLV) and feline
immunodeficiency virus (FIV) by using proviral DNA
from blood, as described previously (7). We detected
L. infantum antibodies by using an immunofluorescence antibody test (IFAT), as described previously in
a study in cats (2). During May–November 2019, we
collected sand flies in the tigers’ enclosure biweekly by
using sticky traps and light traps and identified each
specimen by using morphologic keys. We performed
conventional PCR for blood-meal identification in
sand flies by using primers cyto 1 (5′-CCATCAAACATCTCAGCATGAAA-3′) and T2893R (5′-GTTGGCGGGGATGTAGTTATC-3′), which target the mitochondrial cytochrome b. The protocol of this study
was approved by the ethics committee of the Department of Veterinary Medicine at the University of Bari
(Bari, Italy).
Tigers enrolled in the study ranged in age from 6
months to 11 years and weighed 70–220 kg (Table 1);
all were apparently healthy or had unrelated conditions, except for 1 (index case), which had a large nonhealing laceration extending from the left loin region
to the left thoracic region (Figure). Overall, 9 (45%) of
the 20 tigers tested positive for L. infantum by IFAT,
5 (25%) tested positive by qPCR, and 5 (25%) tested
positive by both methods (Table 1). The tigers were
positive by qPCR on lymph node aspirates and skin
punch biopsy. None of the conjunctival swab specimens tested positive. We did not detect L. infantum
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Table 1. Serologic and molecular results for Leishmania infantum in 20 tigers, southern Italy*
qPCR results
Month of sample
Age,
collection
Case no.
y/sex
Weight, kg
IFAT/Ab titer
PB
LN
CS
NS
OS
SPB
March
1
7/F
150
1:160
–
+
–
–
–
+
April
2
6/M
160
1:80
–
NT
–
–
–
–
April
3
7/M
220
1:80
–
–
–
–
–
–
April
4
8/M
210
1:80
–
NT
–
+
+
–
April
5
7/M
220
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
April
6
9/F
150
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
May
7
2/F
135
1:640
–
+
–
+
–
+
May
8
2/M
180
–
–
NT
–
–
–
–
May
9
2/F
150
1:40
+
+
–
–
–
+
May
10
2/M
170
1:40
+
+
–
–
+
+
May
11
8/F
190
1:40
–
–
–
–
–
–
May
12
6/M
220
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
May
13
7/F
160
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
May
14
11/F
120
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
June
15
1/M
130
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
June
16
1/F
110
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
June
17
7/F
150
1:80
–
–
–
–
–
–
June
18
0.5/F
70
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
June
19
0.5/F
70
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
June
20
0.5/F
70
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
*Ab, antibody; CS, conjunctival swab; IFAT, immunofluorescence antibody test; LN, lymph node; NS, nasal swab; NT, not tested; OS, oral swab; PB,
peripheral blood; qPCR, quantitative PCR; SPB, skin punch biopsy; –, negative; +, positive.

cytology or culture of lymph node aspirates in any of
the tigers. All tigers were negative for FeLV and FIV.
During May–November 2019, we collected a total of 580 sand flies. The most abundant species was
Phlebotomus perniciosus (n = 491), followed by Sergentomyia minuta (n = 69) and P. neglectus (n = 20). Of the
190 females collected, 151 (26%) were P. perniciosus, 4
(<1%) were P. neglectus, and 35 (6%) were S. minuta.
Specimens for 8 (5.3%) P. perniciosus sand flies and 1
(2.9%) S. minuta sand fly tested positive for L. infantum
DNA. Of the 190 females examined, 63 (33.1%) P. perniciosus, 3 (1.6%) P. neglectus, and 2 (1.1.%) S. minuta sand
flies tested positive for tiger DNA (Table 2); we detected no other mammalian DNA (e.g., from cats, dogs,
rats, or humans) in blood-fed or -unfed specimens.

Figure. Large nonhealing laceration, attributable to Leishmania
infantum infection, extending from the left loin region to the left
thoracic region of a tiger, southern Italy.
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Consensus sequences of the vertebrate host mitochondrial cytochrome b from all female sand flies (positive
specimens) displayed 100% identity to the nucleotide
sequences of Panthera tigris available in the GenBank
database (accession nos. MH124112 and KC879295).
Conclusions
The high prevalence (45%) of L. infantum infection
recorded indicates that tigers living in the zoologic
park are highly exposed to sand flies and thus have
a high risk for acquiring the parasite. The finding of
engorged sand flies that fed on tigers and were also
positive for L. infantum suggest that tigers could be
an alternative host of this parasite; however, the possibility that L. infantum–positive sand flies had acquired the infection from another host, before feeding
on tigers, cannot be ruled out.
Although Leishmania spp. infection has been
scantly described in wild felids (3–5), the diagnosis
of this parasitic infection should also be considered
while screening these animals for pathogens potentially impairing their health and welfare. No information is available on the immune response against L.
infantum infection in tigers, and serologic tests have
not been validated for this host, but one could reasonably suspect that their antibody production would
follow a pattern similar to that occurring in cats.
Nonetheless, the absence of L. infantum DNA in tigers
that were positive for L. infantum antibodies (4/9 tigers [44.4%]) could be expected, given that this lack of
correlation between molecular and serologic positivity has also been observed in cats (2), indicating that
the diagnosis of the infection in these animals might
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Table 2. Number of phlebotomine sand fly species by sex, positivity for Leishmania infantum by quantitative PCR, and blood meal on
tigers, southern Italy*
Sex
Blood meal source
No. (%) positive
Sand fly species
F
M
Total
for L. infantum
No. positive
No. positive/engorged
Phlebotomus perniciosus
151
340
491
8/151 (5.3)
63/151
48/63
Sergentomyia minuta
35
34
69
1/35 (2.9)
2/35
–
Phlebotomus neglectus
4
16
20
–
3/4
–
Total
190
390
580
–
68/190
48/63
*–, no result.

be a difficult task, as it is in cats. The detection of L.
infantum DNA in the lymph node aspirate and skin
biopsy suggests that these tissues are more suitable
than blood for the diagnosis of this infection, as previously reported in dogs and cats (8,9). Otherwise, the
conjunctival swab seems to be not as good a sample
for this purpose in tigers. Unlike some studies with
cats (2), no correlation between L. infantum infection
and FIV, FELV, or both FIV and FELV infection has
been observed in the tigers in our study.
The predominance of P. perniciosus sand flies,
along with their positivity for L. infantum DNA already recorded in southern Italy (10,11), is somewhat
expected, given that this sand fly species is recognized
as the main vector for L. infantum in different foci of
visceral leishmaniasis in Italy (12). The high proportion of L. infantum–infected sand flies suggests that
the risk for parasite transmission in this environment
should be considered. Furthermore, the detection of
L. infantum DNA in S. minuta sand flies has already
been reported in southern Italy (4.2%) and Portugal
(4%) (11,13). In addition, although consideration of
the role played by S. minuta (the proven vector of L.
tarentolae) in the circulation of Leishmania spp. of zoonotic concern has been raised (11,14), further studies
are necessary to fully assess its vector role.
P. perniciosus sand flies frequently feed on tigers,
because dogs are not allowed to roam in the zoo, the
role of tigers as local reservoir hosts needs to be ascertained. Because P. perniciosus sand flies feed on a wide
range of domestic and wild animals, and because L.
infantum might infect the sand flies after taking a
blood meal from infected felids (15), the role of tigers
in the transmission cycle of L. infantum is probable.
In summary, L. infantum infection should be included in the differential diagnosis of infectious diseases in tigers in areas where visceral leishmaniasis is
endemic. The role of tigers as sentinels for L. infantum,
the occurrence of P. perniciosus sand flies infected by
the protozoan, and its abundance in the study area
might represent an eminent risk for animals and humans living in or visiting the zoo. Therefore, prevention measures are needed for providing protection
against L. infantum infection in these animals and for
controlling sand flies.
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Origin of 3 Rabid Terrestrial
Animals in Raccoon Rabies
Virus–Free Zone, Long Island,
New York, USA, 2016–2017
Scott Brunt, Heather Solomon, Hilaire Leavitt, Erica Lasek-Nesselquist, Pascal LaPierre,
Matt Shudt, Laura Bigler, Navjot Singh, April D. Davis

During 2016–2017, three rabid terrestrial animals were
discovered in the raccoon rabies virus–free zone of Long
Island, New York, USA. Whole-genome sequencing and
phylogenetic analyses revealed the likely origins of the
viruses, enabling the rabies outbreak response (often
costly and time-consuming) to be done less expensively
and more efficiently.

R

abies has been endemic to the eastern United
States in raccoons (Procyon lotor) since 1960
and endemic to New York, USA, since the 1990s
(1). The spread of rabies virus from raccoons in the
mid-Atlantic states to species in New York has been
reconstructed with spatiogenetic and phylogenic
analyses (2). Despite this spread, a few locations in
the region, including Suffolk and Nassau Counties
on Long Island, New York, have been considered
to be rabies free since 2011 (3). Maintaining these
areas as low risk for rabies substantially decreases
the likelihood of human and animal exposure to rabies virus and dramatically reduces the expenses
paid for postexposure rabies virus treatments and
rabies control (4).
To identify any breaches in the elimination zone,
Nassau and Suffolk County health departments, veterinarians, and wildlife control officers routinely submit animals with clinical signs compatible with rabies
for rabies virus testing to the New York State Department of Health Rabies Laboratory (Slingerlands, New
York, USA). Before 2016, rabies had not been report-
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New York, USA (S. Brunt, H. Solomon, E. Lasek-Nesselquist,
P. LaPierre, M. Shudt, N. Singh, A.D. Davis); Connecticut
Department of Health, Rocky Hill, Connecticut, USA (H. Leavitt);
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, USA (L. Bigler)
DOI: https://doi.org/10.3201/eid2606.191700

ed in Suffolk County since 2009 or in Nassau County
since 2007 (Figure 1) (5). During 2016–2017, rabies
reappeared in Nassau and Suffolk Counties in 3 terrestrial animals: a raccoon (Procyon lotor), a river otter (Lontra canadensis), and a domestic cat (Felis catus).
Here, we describe our efforts to identify the origins
of these rabid animals and our contingency plans to
eliminate further cases and restore the rabies virus–
free zone status.
The Study
In March 2016, a rabid raccoon with neurologic signs
was trapped in Hicksville in Nassau County. Realtime reverse transcription PCR (6) and Sanger sequencing demonstrated that the animal was infected
with a raccoon rabies virus variant. A phylogenetic
analysis of the full nucleoprotein and partial glycoprotein gene sequences did not provide us the resolution required for us to confidently identify where
the virus had originated. At the time of this original
analysis, whole-genome sequencing (WGS) was not
available in our laboratory. We initiated enhanced rabies surveillance for ≈12 months in Babylon and Huntington of Nassau County to determine if rabies virus
was circulating locally by increasing the number of
wild animals submitted for testing via trapping, roadkill collection, and animal control activities, but no
animals were positive for rabies.
In December 2016, an employee of the New
York State Department of Environmental Conservation (Albany, New York, USA) found a river otter on
Sound Beach on the North Shore of Suffolk County;
the otter was submitted to the Rabies Laboratory of
the New York State Department of Health in February 2017. After the otter was determined to be rabies
virus positive, our goal was to ascertain by WGS
and sequence analysis where the otter was exposed,
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Figure 1. Locations of rabid raccoon, river otter, and cat in raccoon rabies virus–free zone, Nassau and Suffolk Counties, Long Island,
New York, USA, 2016–2017. Locations of rabid raccoons found in these counties before they became raccoon rabies virus free are also
indicated. The 20-km radius originally proposed for the distribution of ORV if rabies virus had become reestablished in raccoon rabies
virus–free zone is indicated. Inset indicates location of Long Island in New York. ORV, oral rabies vaccine.

which would help us determine which supplementary contingency actions were required.
In November 2017, a cat with neurologic signs
that bit a veterinary staff member in Nassau County
was submitted for testing. After determining this cat
was positive for rabies virus, we included this case in
the study.
When the raccoon was originally discovered on
Long Island, we had contacted multiple state and
federal agencies to discuss contingency plans for containing a possible rabies outbreak. We agreed to limit
the contingency actions at that juncture to 12 months’
enhanced surveillance, public health alerts to educate
citizens, and reminders about free rabies virus vaccine
clinics for domestic animals. Only in the event that
1316

other rabid animals were discovered during this time
would wildlife trap, vaccinate, and release programs
be implemented and oral rabies virus vaccine baits
be distributed (4,5,7). These vaccination programs
can be expensive, so they are used conservatively
as last resort efforts. The cost of the raccoon rabies
virus elimination program that occurred on Long Island during 2006–2010 was ≈$2.6 million (4).
The contingency plan to respond to the rabid
river otter was initially to deploy oral rabies vaccine
around a 20-km radius of Sound Beach Long Island,
covering nearly all of central Suffolk County (Figure
1). Costs would have exceeded $200,000 as 120,000
baits would need to have been spread by foot, vehicle,
and aircraft over a 636.6-km2 area during spring 2017.
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Because Wadsworth Center Sequencing Core (Slingerlands, New York, USA) charged ≈$250/sample for
WGS, we were able to save time and money by sam-

pling animals and ruling out some areas as having
local transmission and deescalating the initial plan.
Applying WGS to priority samples has previously

Table. Information on rabies viruses used for phylogenetic analysis of viruses isolated from rabid animals found in raccoon rabies
virus–free zone, Nassau and Suffolk Counties, Long Island, New York, USA, 2016–2017*
Laboratory ID no.
Collection date
Species
Location
Clade
GenBank accession no.
731-18
2018 Feb 5
Raccoon
Denville, NJ, USA
1
MN418142
2006-18
2018 Apr 23
Raccoon
Lincoln Park, NJ, USA
1
MN418156
2834-17
2017 Jun 16
Red Fox
New City, NY, USA
1
MN418149
KY026420
2004 Jun 21
Raccoon
Genoa, NY, USA
1
†
7686-17
2017 Oct 6
Skunk
Troy, NY, USA
1
MN418168
9049-17
2017 Dec 16
Raccoon
Hudson, NY, USA
1
MN418162
259-17
2017 Jan 23
Raccoon
Clinton, NY, USA
1
MN418178
8952-08
2008 Nov 26
Raccoon
Lloyd Harbor, NY, USA
1
MN418143
135-09
2009 Jan 8
Raccoon
Huntington, NY, USA
1
MN418164
7346-17
2017 Sep 21
Raccoon
Bronx, NY, USA
1
MN418174
7314-17
2017 Sep 20
Raccoon
Bronx, NY, USA
1
MN418157
7869-17
2017 Aug 18
Raccoon
Tarrytown, NY, USA
1
MN418153
4980-17
2017 Aug 8
Gray Fox
Mahopac, NY, USA
1
MN418183
8210-17
2017 Nov 4
Cat
Sea Cliff, NY, USA
1
MN418154
2677-18
2018 May 26
Raccoon
Midland Park, NJ, USA
1
MN418169
854-18
2018 Feb 16
Raccoon
Upper Saddle River, NJ, USA
1
MN418171
871-17
2017 Mar 3
Raccoon
New Paltz, NY, USA
1
MN418145
3617-17
2016 Jul 12
Raccoon
Cornwallville, NY, USA
1
MN418152
8423-17
2017 Nov 11
Skunk
Accord, NY, USA
1
MN418172
2847-17
2017 Jun 6
Gray Fox
Monticello, NY, USA
1
MN418158
849-17
2017 Mar 19
Raccoon
Slate Hill, NY, USA
1
MN418167
KY026481
2008 Sep 18
Raccoon
Charlotte, VT, USA
1 subclade 1
†
KY026478
2006 Nov 16
Raccoon
Stowe, VT, USA
1 subclade 1
†
8775-17
2017 Dec 3
Raccoon
Westerlo, NY, USA
1 subclade 1
MN418144
5318-17
2017 Aug 11
Raccoon
Cobleskill, NY, USA
1 subclade 1
MN418147
KY026483
2011 Oct 23
Skunk
Walden, VT, USA
1 subclade 1
†
KY026482
2008 Sep 28
Raccoon
Stowe, VT, USA
1 subclade 1
†
760-18
2017 Aug 29
Raccoon
Brownsville, VT, USA
1 subclade 1
MN418146
763-18
2017 Jun 20
Gray Fox
Arlington, VT, USA
1 subclade 1
MN418177
752-18
2017 Apr 21
Raccoon
Vergennes, VT, USA
1 subclade 1
MN418175
751-18
2017 Mar 3
Red Fox
Bristol, VT, USA
1 subclade 1
MN418165
KY026479
2006 Dec 5
Skunk
Bethel, VT, USA
1 subclade 1
†
KY026480
2007 Dec 10
Raccoon
Braintree, VT, USA
1 subclade 1
†
CT608844
2016 Jul 6
Raccoon
Ridgefield, CT, USA
1 subclade 2
MN418151
CT641269
2016 Nov 15
Raccoon
Ridgefield, CT, USA
1 subclade 2
MN418163
738-16
2016 Mar 3
Raccoon
Hicksville, NY, USA
1 subclade 2
MN418159
CT682858
2017 May 1
Raccoon
Weston, CT, USA
1 subclade 2
MN418160
CT627067
2016 Feb 1
Raccoon
Fairfield, CT, USA
1 subclade 2
MN418182
CT607469
2016 Jun 30
Raccoon
Bridgeport, CT, USA
1 subclade 2
MN418155
CT648095
2016 Dec 14
Raccoon
Weston, CT, USA
1 subclade 2
MN418181
441-17
2016 Dec 14
Otter
Sound Beach, NY, USA
1 subclade 2
MN418161
466-17
2017 Feb 15
Raccoon
Greene, NY, USA
2
MN418176
KY026416
1995 Dec 22
Raccoon
Hounsfield, NY, USA
2
†
KY026426
2000 Jan 12
Raccoon
Wolfe Island, Ontario, Canada
2
†
KY026424
1999 Dec 10
Raccoon
Wolfe Island, Ontario, Canada
2
†
KY026427
2000 Jan 13
Raccoon
Wolfe Island, Ontario, Canada
2
†
KY026422
1999 Jul 14
Raccoon
Prescott, Ontario, Canada
2
†
KY026423
1999 Sep 17
Raccoon
Oxford Station, Ontario,
2
†
Canada
KY026450
2001 Apr 18
Raccoon
Leeds, Ontario, Canada
2
†
KY026417
1998 Nov 9
Raccoon
Canton, NY, USA
2
†
37-18
2018 Jan 3
Raccoon
Plymouth, MA, USA
3
MN418173
CT633269
2017 Oct 1
Skunk
Groton, CT, USA
3
MN418148
7844-17
2017 Oct 12
Cat
Providence, RI, USA
3
MN418170
761-18
2017 Aug 19
Raccoon
Woodstock, VT, USA
3
MN418179
186-18
2017 Dec 6
Skunk
Cutler, ME, USA
3
MN418180
8994-17
2017 Dec 15
Raccoon
Washington, ME, USA
3
MN418184
KY026414
2013 May 21
Raccoon
Waldo, ME, USA
3
†
CT661885
2016 Feb 1
Raccoon
New London, CT, USA
3
MN418150
*Bold indicates rabies virus isolates that were found in the rabies virus–free zone. ID, identification.
†Previously deposited in GenBank (8).
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Figure 2. Maximum-likelihood whole-genome phylogeny and geographic location of rabies virus variants, northeastern United States and
Canada, 2016–2017, including the rabid raccoon (green triangle), river otter (green diamond), and cat (purple square) found in raccoon
rabies virus–free zones, Nassau and Suffolk Counties, Long Island, New York, USA . A) Midpoint-rooted, maximum-likelihood sequence
analysis depicts the relationships among variants collected from New York, New Jersey, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island,
Vermont, and Maine, USA, and Ontario, Canada. Black boxes indicate nodes with >95% bootstrap support. Bootstrap support <50% is not
shown. Scale bar indicates nucleotide substitutions per site. B) Location (by county) of virus isolation. Colors represent the major clades or
subclades depicted in tree, and the size of symbols is proportional to the number of rabies samples isolated in that county. ON, Ontario.

been shown to be a viable strategy for public health
laboratories to use in epidemiologic applications (8).
Using phylogenetic analysis (Table; Figure 2),
we found that the raccoon in Hicksville was infected with a rabies virus variant consistent with those
found in southwestern Connecticut. Considering the
absence of local rabid wildlife with a similar rabies
virus variant, we hypothesized that this raccoon was
either accidentally or purposefully translocated into
Long Island by human activity. Such translocation
events were previously demonstrated with the linkage of an outbreak in Canada to a clade of raccoon rabies virus from upstate and central New York (9) and
the spread of raccoon rabies virus up the East Coast
of the United States (2,8). Furthermore, although the
range of the average raccoon is highly dependent on
many factors, raccoon ranges have been established
to rarely exceed 4 km (2.5 miles) (10,11), well short
of the 56-km (35-mile) distance from the Connecticut
panhandle to Hicksville, New York.
Our phylogenetic analysis could not be used
to conclusively determine where the rabies virus
variant found in the river otter circulates, although
1318

the clade from Connecticut demonstrated the highest sequence similarity. Otters are found on the
South Shores of Connecticut, Massachusetts, and
Rhode Island and the North Shore of Long Island
(12). They can swim >32 km (20 miles) a day and
occupy territories of considerable size (13). When
found, the otter was extremely decomposed to the
extent of being borderline untestable. We deduced
that the otter was likely from coastal or even inland
Connecticut on the basis of phylogenetic data, tissue quality, and species behavior and habitat, but
we do not know for certain. Additional sampling
from Connecticut could potentially result in the virus from the otter being nested definitively within
clade 1 subclade 2.
The rabid otter and raccoon most likely represent
2 separate incursion events, evidenced by the phylogenetic analysis. Because enhanced surveillance did
not lead to the discovery of additional rabid animals
during January 2017–December 2019 in the entirety
of Suffolk and Nassau Counties, we can confidently
stipulate that these were isolated events. Although
we cannot state with conviction that no other animals
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became infected, these incursions appear to be short
lived and self-limiting.
The rabid cat from November 2017 was briefly
considered a continuation of this tentative Long Island rabies outbreak, but after several conversations
with public health authorities and the pet owner,
this cat was determined to have been unvaccinated and adopted ≈80 km (50 miles) away in Westchester County. Phylogenetic analysis confirmed
the virus variant was consistent with those found
in downstate New York (clade 1). Although international pet adoption often garners headlines, domestic animal adoption (14) and incidental rabies
translocation remains a constant threat that can
jeopardize the results of multimillion-dollar rabies
elimination programs.
Conclusions
Using WGS of an assortment of viruses, we revealed
the likely origins of 3 raccoon rabies virus variants
from 3 animals that had unexpectedly broken into a
rabies-free zone. Through intensified enhanced rabies
surveillance and WGS, an expensive contingency plan
to distribute baits on Long Island ultimately became
unnecessary and was not implemented. This study
demonstrates the utility of WGS and phylogenetics as
part of a multifaceted rabies investigation with tangible real-world consequences.
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Community Transmission of
Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome Coronavirus 2,
Shenzhen, China, 2020
Jiaye Liu,1 Xuejiao Liao,1 Shen Qian, Jing Yuan, Fuxiang Wang, Yingxia Liu,
Zhaoqin Wang, Fu-Sheng Wang, Lei Liu, Zheng Zhang

Since early January 2020, after the outbreak of coronavirus infection in Wuhan, China, ≈365 confirmed cases
have been reported in Shenzhen, China. The mode of
community and intrafamily transmission is threatening
residents in Shenzhen. Strategies to strengthen prevention and interruption of these transmissions should be urgently addressed.

I

n December 2019, an outbreak of a novel coronavirus infection (COVID-19), occurred in Wuhan,
China (1). Although China launched an emergency
response early in the outbreak, the infection rapidly
spread to metropolitan areas in China and around the
world. The growing number of cases suggests that the
epidemic has continued to spread. Several research
articles have reported the epidemiologic characteristics of the outbreak in Wuhan and Hubei Province
(1–4); however, to our knowledge, an analysis of the
epidemic in metropolis areas around Wuhan has not
yet been reported. To predict the epidemic trend and
guide control measures, especially in similar metropolitan areas, outbreak investigations are needed.
Shenzhen, a modern and international metropolitan city, is located in southern China (Appendix Figure 1, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/
article/26/6/20-0239-App1.pdf) and has a population of 13 million persons, among which >1 million
are from Hubei Province and >70,000 from Wuhan.
After the first cluster of COVID-19 cases was confirmed in Shenzhen in early January 2020 (W.J. Guan

et al., unpub. data, https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.02
.06.20020974), other cases spread within the city, involving all districts. To summarize the epidemiologic characteristics and provide updated information
to aid in the development of control measures, we
analyzed data for the first 365 laboratory-confirmed
cases of COVID-19 in Shenzhen.

Author affiliations: Shenzhen Third People’s Hospital, Shenzhen,
China (J. Liu, X. Liao, S. Qian, J. Yuan, F. Wang, Y. Liu, Z. Wang,
L. Liu, Z. Zhang); Southern University of Science and Technology,
Shenzhen (Y. Liu, L. Liu, Z. Zhang); The Fifth Medical Center of
PLA General Hospital, Beijing, China (F.-S. Wang)

The Cases
In early January 2020, a total of 24 days after the index
COVID-19 case occurred in Wuhan, a familial cluster
of COVID-19 case-patients who had traveled to Wuhan from December 29, 2019, through January 4, 2020,
was identified in Shenzhen (5). Subsequently, more
cases in the city were reported. Analysis of spatiotemporal dynamics indicated that the infection spread
more broadly throughout the city (Figure; Appendix
Figure 2). Since January 17, infections increased substantially, peaking January 22–30. The decline since
January 30 is probably the result of underascertainment of cases with recent onset and delayed identification or reporting (Figure).
Evaluation of the potential risk for local transmission will help determine whether patients with newly
reported cases had definite exposure, defined by either having had definite contact with confirmed casepatients or having traveled to Wuhan or other cities
in Hubei, or both, over the past 14 days. Overall, most
(91%) cases that we report had definite exposure. On
January 14, the first infected case-patient without definite exposure was reported in Shenzhen. Since January 20, growing numbers of cases without definite
exposure were observed. Compared with the proportion before January 24, the proportion of case-patients
without definite exposure was much higher from

DOI: https://doi.org/10.3201/eid2606.200239
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Figure. Onset of illness timeline for the first 365 confirmed COVID-19 case-patients in Shenzhen, China. The decline in incidence
after January 30, 2020, probably resulted from delays in diagnosis and laboratory confirmation. All cases in this curve were confirmed.
Hospital-based surveillance began January 8, 2020, for patients with suspected cases, defined by having a history of travel to Wuhan
within the past 14 days, fever, and radiographic evidence of viral pneumonitis. PCR confirmation began January 13, 2020, and
subsequently expanded the criteria for patients with suspected cases, defined by having typical clinical manifestations of COVID-19
and excluding infection caused by type A and B influenza and respiratory syncytial virus, regardless of travel history. NCIP, novel
coronavirus–infected pneumonia (now called COVID-19).

January 25 through February 5 (11% vs. 6%; p<0.001)
and increased to 36% (12/33) on both January 31 and
February 5. These data suggest an increasing risk for
community transmission (Table 1; Figure).
We analyzed the clinical and epidemiologic characteristics of 365 persons with laboratory-confirmed

cases in Shenzhen. The median case-patient age was 46
(range 1–86) years; 182 (50%) case-patients were male.
To investigate the shift of the epidemic, we compared
characteristics of case-patients during 2 periods: before
January 24 (the Chinese Spring Festival) and after January 25 (until February 5). Because of delays between

Table 1. Characteristics of patients with severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 infection in Shenzhen, China, as of February
5, 2020
Characteristic
Before Jan 24, n = 166
Jan 25–Feb 5, n = 199
p value
Median age (range), y
52 (1–81)
40 (1–86)
<0.001
Age group, no. (%)
<0.001
<15
4 (2)
26 (13)
15–34
30 (18)
44 (22)
35–54
60 (36)
70 (35)
>55
72 (43)
59 (30)
Patient sex, no. (%)
0.428
M
79 (48)
103 (52)
F
87 (52)
96 (48)
Exposure history, no. (%)
<0.001
Contact with confirmed case-patients
71 (43)
109 (55)
Wuhan
78 (47)
42 (21)
Cities other than Wuhan in Hubei Province
7 (4)
26 (13)
No definite exposure
10 (6)
22 (11)
First visited designated hospital, no. (%)
22 (13)
29 (15)
0.717
Days between illness onset and visiting hospital, median
3 (0–15)
1 (0–9)
<0.001
(range)
Emerging Infectious Diseases • www.cdc.gov/eid • Vol. 26, No. 6, June 2020
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Table 2. Estimated incubation periods for severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2, stratified by exposure classification,
Shenzhen, China, as of February 5, 2020
Exposure
No. patients
Mean, d
Median, d Interquartile range, d
Range, d
Contact with confirmed symptomatic case-patient
33
6.1
5
3–8
1–16
Traveled to Wuhan and stayed <1 day
25
6.0
5
3–8
1–15
Total
58
6.0
5
3–8
1–16

infection to illness onset or illness onset to confirmation, the following comparisons between the 2 periods
might be biased because of misclassification.
We found a sharply increasing proportion of infected children (from 2% before January 24 to 13% for January 25–February 5; p<0.001), implying that increased exposure for children and intrafamily transmission might
contribute substantially to the epidemic. Although substantially higher after January 25, 2020, the proportion
of infected children in our study before January 24, 2020,
was similar to the proportions reported by Li et al (1)
(0/425, based on cases as of January 22, 2020) and Guan
et al. (W.J. Guan et al., unpub. data, https://doi.org/1
0.1101/2020.02.06.20020974) (9/1,099 as of January 29,
2020). The possible reasons for the discrepancy after
January 25 might be the low proportion of children exposed early in the outbreak; early detection for children
who had had close contact with persons with diagnosed
or suspected cases after strict control measures were
conducted comprehensively; and difficult identification
of the relatively milder clinical signs and symptoms in
young patients than in infected adults (6), especially in
the setting of limited resources in the early phase of the
outbreak in Wuhan.
We explored the incubation periods for 58 casepatients with definite exposure and detailed investigation information. The estimated mean incubation
periods were 6.1 (range 1–16) days among 33 casepatients who had had close contact with symptomatic confirmed case-patients and 6.0 (range 1–15) days
among 25 case-patients who had traveled to Wuhan
and stayed <1 day over the previous 3 weeks (Table
2; Appendix Table 1). Estimated incubation periods
were consistent with those previously reported (1).
We analyzed the characteristics of 74 clusters involving 183 cases (2–6 cases/cluster). Among 12 clusters
of single intracluster transmission cases, 15 case-patients were infected within 5.5 days of the mean interval between illness onset of the infector and illness
onset of the infectee. Among 56 clusters of single coexposure cases, the mean interval of symptom onset
between the primary and second case-patient within
a cluster was 3.1 days, and the mean interval of symptom onset between the primary and last case-patient
within a cluster was 3.6 days (Appendix Table 2).
With continuous implementation of strict control
measures, we observed a shortened span (median days
1322

declining from 3 to 1; p<0.001) between illness onset
and hospital visits for case-patients (Table 1). This finding may result from strict infection control management (e.g., early screening for suspected cases, monitoring for close-contact persons, and improved health
consciousness of the general population).
To control the infection, confirmed case-patients
should be separated and managed centrally; thus, the
government has designated special hospitals to admit
patients with suspected or confirmed cases. Nevertheless, as of February 5, to our knowledge, 1 case of a
healthcare worker having been infected has been reported; an emergency nurse from a nondesignated
hospital became ill on January 26, 2020, a total of 8 days
after having been in close contact with a confirmed
case-patient in the outpatient setting. We found that
only 13%–15% of patients with confirmed cases went
to the designated hospital first during the epidemic period. This finding means that a substantial number of
case-patients visited >1 nondesignated hospital before
they were admitted to the designated hospital, which
increases the risk for nosocomial infection.
Conclusions
Essential for the control of this extremely contagious
disease are close monitoring and timely reporting of
the epidemic to the public as well as evaluation of the
current control strategy. On the basis of this epidemiologic analysis, we found that COVID-19 has become
endemic to Shenzhen, China. We suspect that community transmission and intrafamily transmission
have potentially become the new transmission modes
in the city. Also, nosocomial infection and transmission might pose a potential risk for COVID-19 control.
To control this outbreak in Shenzhen, maintaining basic and essential strategies is crucial. Early
screening, diagnosis, isolation, and treatment are
necessary to prevent further spread (7). Throughout
the city, management of persons in close contact with
persons with diagnosed and suspected cases, restriction of public activity, and use of personal protection
measures should be continued. Strengthening effective and efficient measures, including but not limited
to personal protection within families and communities with a high risk for exposure, will prevent and
interrupt community and intrafamily transmission.
To prevent nosocomial infection and transmission, a
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designated hospital should be the first choice for
persons who had close contact with confirmed casepatients or who themselves have clinical signs indicative of COVID-19.
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We report co-infection with severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) and influenza A virus
in a patient with pneumonia in China. The case highlights
possible co-detection of known respiratory viruses. We
noted low sensitivity of upper respiratory specimens for
SARS-CoV-2, which could further complicate recognition
of the full extent of disease.

I

n December 2019, a series of cases of pneumonia
of unknown cause was reported in Wuhan, Hubei
Province, China. On January 7, 2020, the causative
pathogen was identified as a virus subsequently
named severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) (1–3). We report a case of co-infection with SARS-CoV-2 and influenza A virus in China.
A 69-year-old man was seen in the clinic of China-Japan Friendship Hospital on January 23, 2020,
for fever and dry cough. The patient visited Wuhan
from December 18, 2019–January 22, 2020, and began having symptoms January 23. He reported no
underlying medical conditions. Routine blood tests
revealed a leukocyte count of 5.70 × 109 cells/L (reference range 3.5–9.5 × 109 cells/L) and lymphocyte

count of 2.18 × 109 cells/L (reference range 1.1–3.2 ×
109 cells/L). Chest computed tomography revealed
a mass, ground-glass consolidation in the right inferior lobe of the lungs (Figure, panel A). Because of
the patient’s travel history, he was isolated for suspected coronavirus disease (COVID-19).
We obtained a nasopharyngeal swab specimen
and conducted real-time reverse transcription-PCR
(rRT-PCR) for SARS-CoV-2 by using reagents provided by Shanghai BioGerm Medical Technology
Co., Ltd. (http://www.bio-germ.com), and Da An
Gene Co., Ltd. (Sun Yat-Sen University, http://
en.daangene.com), on a LightCycler 480 (Roche,
https://lifescience.roche.com). However, both tests
returned negative results 8 hours later. We obtained
another nasopharyngeal swab specimen for detection of SARS-CoV-2 and for differentiation of influenza A and B and respiratory syncytial viruses by using Xpert Flu/RSV Xpress assay (Cepheid, https://
www.cepheid.com). The sample was negative for
SARS-CoV-2 but positive for influenza A. The patient
was discharged with oral oseltamivir and instructed
to stay home for isolation.
On January 30, the patient returned to the hospital reporting persistent fever and aggravated
dyspnea. Routine blood tests showed a leukocyte
count of 8.23 × 109 cells/L and lymphocyte count
of 0.77 × 109 cells/L. A chest radiograph showed
diffuse exudative shadows in bilateral lungs, indicating acute respiratory distress syndrome (Figure,
panel B). Physical examination revealed respiratory rate of 30 breaths/min and oxygen saturation of
83% on ambient air. We administered oxygen and
screened another nasopharyngeal swab specimen,
which was negative for SARS-CoV-2. Considering
his clinical features, we performed a fourth test
for SARS-CoV-2 by using a sputum sample, which
also was negative. The patient’s dyspnea and

Figure. Radiographs of patient co-infected with severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 and influenza A virus, China, 2020. A)
Chest computed tomography demonstrating a mass, ground-glass consolidation in the right inferior lobe. B) Chest radiograph showing
bilateral diffuse exudative shadows, indicating acute respiratory distress syndrome. C) Chest radiograph showing improved lung fields
after 4 days in the intensive care unit.
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respiratory distress increased, and his oxygenation
index was <200. We admitted the patient to the
single negative-pressure ward of the medical intensive care unit for severe influenza A pneumonia
and administered endotracheal intubation because
of severe hypoxemia.
Four days later, the patient’s oxygenation and
chest radiographs improved (Figure, panel C). We
performed a bronchoscopy and obtained bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) for metagenomic next-generation sequencing (mNGS) to identify potential pathogens. On February 5, mNGS
reported 3,460 sequences that showed 99.8% identity and covered 98.69% of the SARS-CoV-2 genome
NC_045512.2|SARS-CoV-2|Wuhan-Hu-1 (GenBank
accession no. NC_045512.2). We then performed rRTPCR by using newly collected sputum and stored
BALF, which also tested positive. Cycle threshold values were 34 for sputum and 30 for BALF. However,
a fourth nasopharyngeal swab collected concurrently
with the second sputum sample remained negative.
The next day, the patient was transferred to a designated hospital for further critical care.
This case highlights 2 challenges in the diagnosis
of COVID-19. First, the sensitivity of tests to detect
SARS-CoV-2 from upper respiratory specimens might
be insufficient. Repeated rRT-PCR testing of nasopharyngeal swabs was negative for SARS-CoV-2 before
the patient was admitted to the intensive care unit. To
date, diagnosis of COVID-19 is made mainly on the
basis of nucleic acid detection from nasopharyngeal
swabs. For suspected cases, 2 negative findings from
nasopharyngeal swabs performed >24 hours apart
would exclude a COVID-19 diagnosis (4). In this case,
without the clinicians’ persistence because of the patient’s travel history, a COVID-19 diagnosis might
never have been established. SARS-CoV-2 finally was
identified by using mNGS and rRT-PCR of a BALF
sample. Therefore, suitable sputum or BALF specimens are necessary to maximize detection in cases of
high clinical suspicion; mNGS also might be a helpful
tool for identifying SARS-CoV-2 (1,5).
Second, differentiating other causes of respiratory
illness from COVID-19 is difficult, especially during
influenza season, because common clinical manifestations of COVID-19, including fever, cough, and dyspnea, mimic those of influenza (6–8). In patients with
COVID-19, blood tests typically show leucopenia and
lymphopenia and most chest computed tomography
scans show ground-glass opacity and consolidation
with bilateral lung involvement (7–9). Unfortunately,
influenza A and other respiratory viruses share these
characteristics (10). Co-detection of SARS-CoV-2 and

influenza A virus in this case demonstrates that additional challenges to detection remain, especially
when patients test negative for SARS-CoV-2 but positive for another virus.
In summary, our case suggests that COVID-19
might be underdiagnosed because of false-negative
tests for upper respiratory specimens or co-infection
with other respiratory viruses. Broader viral testing
might be needed when an apparent etiology is identified, particularly if it would affect clinical management decisions.
This study was supported by the National Key Research
and Development Program of China (grant no.
2016YFC1304300 to Q.Z. and grant nos. 2018YFC1200100
and 2018YFC1200102 to B.L.), National Natural Science
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Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences Innovation Fund for
Medical Sciences (grant no. 2018-I2M-1-003 to Q.Z.).
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Candida auris is an emerging global healthcare-associated pathogen. During July–December 2018, four patients
with C. auris were identified in Victoria, Australia, all with
previous overseas hospitalization. Phylogenetic analysis
revealed putative transmission between 2 patients and
suspected overseas acquisition in the others. Vigilant
screening of at-risk patients is required.

T

he fungal pathogen Candida auris is an emerging
global health threat associated with a range of invasive infections, most commonly candidemia; it is often
resistant to multiple antifungal drugs (1). First identified in Japan in 2009, C. auris has been reported across
all 6 populated continents with outbreaks in healthcare
settings, particularly intensive care and high-dependence units (1,2). Four genetic lineages of C. auris with
phylogeographic variation have been identified (3).
Before July 2018, only 1 case of C. auris had been
reported in Australia, none in the state of Victoria
(population 6.5 million) (4); no centralized surveillance or mandatory reporting has been implemented
on a state or national level, and local screening policies
are limited. However, Victoria has experienced large
interfacility and intrafacility healthcare-associated
outbreaks of other multidrug-resistant organisms (5)
and has increasingly implemented genomics in both
the investigation of outbreaks and routine surveillance (C.R. Lane et al., unpub. data, https://papers.
ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3498431).
In July 2018, C. auris was cultured from a patient
hospitalized in a Victoria healthcare facility. In response,
the Victoria Department of Health and Human Services
(DHHS) convened an incident management team and
issued a Chief Health Officer alert to all health services
and laboratories recommending admission screening
for patients with recent overseas hospitalization. Also
recommended was consideration of C. auris in patients
with cultured non–C. albicans species and risk factors
for fungal infection, including diabetes mellitus and
recent antimicrobial drug use. The alert specified that
all C. auris and nonspeciated non–C. albicans isolates
from high-risk patients be referred to Victorian Public
Health laboratories for speciation and characterization
and reported to the DHHS (6). We report on the use of
genomics to investigate putative transmission of C. auris
in Victoria during July 1–December 31, 2018.
Isolates of C. auris were referred to the Victorian
Infectious Diseases Reference Laboratory, where they
underwent species identification and antimicrobial
susceptibility testing. All isolates were then referred
to the Microbiological Diagnostic Unit Public Health
Laboratory for DNA extraction, whole-genome sequencing, and bioinformatic analysis.
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During July–December 2018, we identified C. auris in 4 patients. Three patients (patients 1, 2, and 4
chronologically) were identified through clinically indicated samples, whereas patient 3 was screened on
transfer from an overseas healthcare facility. Patients
1 and 2 were admitted to the same hospital at specimen collection, and patients 3 and 4 were admitted
to different facilities. All patients reported previous
overseas hospitalization (Figure).
We obtained 7 C. auris isolates from these 4 patients
and performed core genome phylogenetic analysis
on all isolates (Appendix, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/
EID/article/26/6/19-0936-App1.pdf). We downloaded publicly available C. auris sequences and included

those meeting quality control metrics (Appendix Table 1). Phylogenetic analysis revealed all 7 isolates fell
within the previously described South Asian clade
(Figure, panel A).
We identified putative transmission during a
concurrent hospital stay between patients 1 and
2 (Figure, panel B); transmission was epidemiologically validated and reported elsewhere (7).
Because both patients reported overseas hospitalization, it is unclear which constituted the
index case. Isolates from patients 3 and 4 were
not closely related to each other, or any other included isolates, consistent with independent overseas acquisition.

Figure. Maximum-likelihood phylogenetic trees of Candida auris isolates from Victoria, Australia, in the context of international publicly
available genomes. A) Complete tree; B) South Asian clade. Isolates from 4 patients in Victoria are indicated by colored dots on the inset
tree; isolate details and patient travel history are provided in the key. Scale bars indicate substitutions per site.
Emerging Infectious Diseases • www.cdc.gov/eid • Vol. 26, No. 6, June 2020
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We reported results of phylogenetic analyses prospectively and concurrently to the incident management team and affected facilities. Because all patients
reported overseas hospitalization, the combined
analysis of genomic and epidemiologic data enabled
assessment of alternative hypotheses, identifying putative local transmission between patients 1 and 2 and
excluding patients 3 and 4 from the outbreak. These
results justified targeted infection control measures.
In late 2015, Victoria introduced combined phylogenetic and epidemiologic surveillance for carbapenemase-producing Enterobacterales, a similar lowprevalence multiresistant organism (8). Using a
search-and-destroy approach, this method enabled
early identification of local transmission and complemented standard laboratory, screening, and outbreak control measures across the state. Leveraging
from this work, a similar system was introduced for
the control of C. auris in September 2019, with statewide mandatory notification of C. auris introduced in
December 2019 (9,10). These measures address limitations in the current study, such as the inability to
identify patients with C. auris because of noncompliance with screening recommendations, nonreporting,
or decreased sensitivity of laboratory methods for the
detection of C. auris.
A representative sample of international isolates
enables inference of local transmission through local
cluster identification and can indicate the source of
local strains. The emergence of C. auris highlights the
need for greater surveillance of nonbacterial multiresistant organisms and international data sharing. Sequences from our study were submitted to GenBank.
Our findings demonstrate the importance of proactive screening programs and of strict isolation and
containment actions. Despite Australia’s geographic
isolation, vigilance is necessary to ensure that patients
hospitalized overseas are identified and screened for
the presence of multiresistant organisms such as C.
auris upon hospital admission.
About the Author
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We describe cases of donor-derived transmission of
Cryptococcus deuterogattii in 2 kidney transplant recipients in Brazil and published information on other cases.
Prompt reduction of immunosuppression and initiation of
antifungal therapy was required to successfully control
the fungal infections and preserve engraftment.

A

fter antiretroviral therapy for HIV patients
was introduced, solid organ transplant recipients became one of the major risk groups for developing cryptococcosis, possibly transmitted from
donors (1,2). We describe 2 cases of donor-derived
transmission of Cryptococcus deuterogattii in Brazil.
The donor in both of these cases was a 43-year-old
man with an antemortem history of an unspecified
brain tumor who had been declared brain dead after respiratory arrest.
Case-patient 1 was a 51-year-old man who received a kidney from the donor. Physicians initiated
induction therapy with antithymocyte globulin and
maintenance therapy with tacrolimus, prednisone,
and azathioprine. On day 7 after the procedure, doctors performed a kidney biopsy after the patient experienced delayed graft function. Histopathology of
the graft showed organisms consistent with Cryptococcus yeast cells, suggesting fungal pyelonephritis.
The patient had no respiratory or neurologic complaints. Results from his laboratory tests showed
7,000 leukocytes/mm3, 201,000 platelets/µL, serum

creatinine 13.29 mg/dL, and serum urea 132 mg/dL.
Brain and thorax radiographs revealed no abnormalities. Results of a lumbar puncture showed an
opening pressure of 18 cm H2O, 2 leukocytes/mm3,
protein 63 mg/dL, and glucose 77 mg/dL; a Cryptococcus antigen latex (CrAg-latex) agglutination test
result was positive (titer 1:8). Blood and urine cultures indicated Cryptococcus species, and the serum
CrAg-latex agglutination test result was positive
(titer 1:1,024).
After the diagnosis of cryptococcosis in the first
patient, a 59-year-old woman (case-patient 2) who
had received a kidney from the same donor was
contacted for evaluation. Physicians had initiated
induction therapy with antithymocyte globulin and
maintenance therapy with tacrolimus, prednisone,
and mycophenolic acid. She was discharged on day
8 after the procedure and was asymptomatic when
recalled on day 10. Clinicians performed blood and
urine cultures, radiographs of the chest and the
brain, and a lumbar puncture. The radiograph revealed no abnormalities. Results of lumbar puncture
showed opening pressure of 15 cm H2O, 3 leukocytes/mm3, protein 35 mg/dL, and glucose 174 mg/
dL. Results of India ink and CrAg-latex agglutination tests were positive (titer: 1:64). Blood cultures
and a urine sample indicated Cryptococcus species.
No fungal growth was detected in a cerebrospinal
fluid sample. The serum CrAg-latex agglutination
was positive (titer 1:1,024).
A revised histology of the brain biopsy of the donor showed yeasts of Cryptococcus species that had
not been detected previously. Results of a CrAg-latex agglutination test performed on a stored serum
sample from the donor was positive (titer: 1:1,024).
To rule out infection by Cryptococcus species in the
organ recipients prior to the transplantations, CrAglatex agglutination tests were performed on stored
pretransplant serum samples from both recipients;
results for both were negative.
Both patients were treated with amphotericin
B lipid complex (5 mg/kg 1×/d for 21 d) in combination with 5-fluorocytosine (25 mg/kg 4×/d for
14 d); dosages of immunosuppressive drugs were
lowered. Therapy was switched to intravenous
fluconazole (400 mg/d) after results of blood and
urine cultures became negative. After clinical and
microbiological remission of the infection, dosage was adjusted on the basis of renal function
to 300 mg/d of oral fluconazole and was maintained for 2 years. Three years after stopping all
antifungal therapy, no relapse of cryptococcosis
was documented.
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All 6 isolates from the recipients were characterized at a reference laboratory at Universidade
Federal de São Paulo (São Paulo, Brazil) and sent to
Canisius-Wilhelmina Hospital (Nijmegen, The Netherlands). We performed AFLP (amplified fragment
length polymorphism) fingerprinting and multilocus
sequencing typing, which showed that all isolates
were C. deuterogattii genotype AFLP6/VGII. The revision of slides from formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded

tissue blocks from donor brain biopsies showed Cryptococcus yeasts. We performed fungal DNA extraction
and amplified parts of CAP59, GPD1, IGS1, LAC1,
PLB1, SOD1, and URA5 loci (2). Phylogenetic analysis
showed genetic similarity between the C. deuterogattii
isolates from the kidney recipients and those from the
donor’s brain (Figure).
We searched the literature for other cases of fungal infections from solid organ donors in transplant

Figure. Phylogenetic maximum-likelihood analysis of 6 Cryptococcus deuterogattii isolates from 2 kidney transplant recipients in Brazil
(blue), the organ donor (red), and cases from the literature (Appendix, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/26/6/19-1765-App1.pdf), along
with reference isolates. Isolates from the 2 transplant recipients came from blood and urine; the genetic material from the donor came
from a formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded brain tissue block. The GenBank accession numbers are KU642696-KU642701 (CAP59),
KU642741-KU642746 (GPD1), KU642786-KU642791 (IGS1), KU642831-KU642836 (LAC1), KU642876-KU642881 (PLB1), KU642967KU642972 (SOD1) and KU642921-KU642926 (URA5). Tree represents 1,000x bootstraps. Scale bar represents substitutions per site.
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recipients and found 12 additional cases of presumed
or confirmed donor-derived cryptococcosis (Appendix, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/26/
6/19-1765-App1.pdf). Molecular identification was
provided in only 6 out of 14 graft recipients (3–10).
On the basis of the 2 cases we describe and data
from the literature review, we suggest the following procedures for effective clinical management:
performing blood and urine cultures, radiograph
of the lungs and brain, and lumbar puncture to rule
out dissemination; reducing immunosuppression to
control infection; promptly initiating induction combination therapy with an amphotericin B lipid complex and 5-fluorocytosine; preserving the infected
engraftment, if possible, in the absence of large fungal masses and abscesses; and extending the length
of antifungal therapy when fungal elements persist
in tissues.
In conclusion, we found that C. deuterogattii may
be transmitted by infected allografts, representing a
medical concern in countries to which C. gattii species complex is endemic. Cryptococcosis incidence
might be reduced by excluding organ donor candidates with a history of neurologic disease without a
clear definition of its etiology. Ensuring that clinicians are trained to recognize and treat this fungal
infection would likely further reduce transmission
from donors.
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New World arenaviruses can cause chronic infection in
rodents and hemorrhagic fever in humans. We identified
a Sabiá virus–like mammarenavirus in a patient with fatal
hemorrhagic fever from São Paulo, Brazil. The virus was
detected through virome enrichment and metagenomic
next-generation sequencing technology.

V

iral infections have become an important public
health issue in South America during the past
2 decades. Outbreaks of arboviral disease, such as
dengue, chikungunya, Zika, and yellow fever, have
increased concern about improving surveillance and
diagnosis of viral infections in anticipation of the
next threat (1–4). South American arenaviruses belong to the New World serogroups, cause
chronic infection in rodents, and have been associated with neurologic symptoms and hemorrhagic
fever in humans (5).
We report a fatal case of a new Sabiá virus
(SABV)–like mammarenavirus infection in São
Paulo, Brazil, in a previously healthy 52-year-old
man. On December 30, 2019, he sought care at a basic health facility for odynophagia, epigastric pain
radiating to the chest, nausea, vertigo, xerostomy,
and myalgia. During the next few days, his signs
and symptoms worsened to intense myalgia, fever,
drowsiness, and hypotension, so he was referred to
the Hospital das Clinicas, Faculdade de Medicina
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da Universidade de São Paulo (São Paulo, Brazil),
on January 6, 2020. At admission, he had bilateral
conjunctivitis, diffuse skin rash, cervical lymphadenopathy, and altered mental status.
Blood samples were sent to the Laboratorio de
Tecnicas Especiais (LATE), Hospital Israelita Albert
Einstein (São Paulo, Brazil). Results of serologic and
molecular tests were negative for yellow fever, dengue, Zika, and chikungunya viruses; viral hepatitis;
enteroviruses; and herpesviruses. Further testing
was performed with a newly implemented routine
test for RNA viruses, a virome enrichment technique,
and metagenomic next-generation sequencing (NGS)
technology. In brief, total RNA was extracted from
plasma, and human rRNA was depleted. Reverse
transcription of RNA was performed with a 2-step
cDNA random synthesis, followed by PCR amplification, adapted from Greninger et al. (6). We then generated DNA libraries using Illumina Nextera XT (Illumina, https://www.illumina.com) and sequenced
them using Illumina NextSeq 550. We used the data
generated as input for an in-house bioinformatics
pipeline, performed as follows: raw data quality control, human decontamination, first round of pathogen identification, reads assembly, second round of
identification with contigs, and finding confirmation
through mapping and calculating quality metrics.
The patient’s condition deteriorated, and he died
on January 11. Main autopsy findings were cerebral
edema, hepatomegaly with steatotic aspect, and pulmonary hemorrhage. Microscopy showed panlobular
hepatitis, with steatotic and apoptotic hepatocytes,
hyperplasic Kupffer cells, and mild inflammatory
reaction in the liver. Ischemic coagulative necrosis
around central vein was also noted. Other findings
included bronchopneumonia, acute tubular necrosis,
and hemophagocytosis in the bone marrow. Detailed
histologic studies are under way.
The report of the virome test from the patient’s
plasma sample identified the presence of a mammarenavirus, SP2019-01. Further bioinformatics analysis
enabled recovery of 2 complete fragments of the viral
genome corresponding to the small (S [3,308 bp]) and
large (L [7,056 bp]) segments of an arenavirus; NGS
average coverage was 117× for the S and 1,146× for the
L segment. The S segment had 87% identity and the
L segment had 89% identity in a full nucleotide alignment with SABV strain SPH114202 (Figure, panel A).
We submitted sequences to GenBank (accession nos.
MN956773 [L segment] and MN956774 [S segment]).
A maximum-likelihood tree of the species within
the Arenaviridae family shows strain SP2019-01 as a
SABV-like mammarenavirus based on the alignment
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of arenavirus complete nucleotide sequences of the L
segment (Figure, panel B).
SABV is a New World arenavirus that was previously isolated in São Paulo in 1994 in a patient with fatal hemorrhagic fever (7). Four additional New World
arenavirus are known to be associated with human
disease in South America: Junin, Machupo, Guanarito,

and Chapare (8). Chapare virus is closely related to
SABV and has been recently implicated in an outbreak
of 5 cases (3 fatal) of hemorrhagic fever in Bolivia (8,9).
Little is known about the natural history of
SABV infection. The wild reservoir species for this
virus is still unknown but is probably a rodent (10).
Three additional SABV cases in humans have been

Figure. Genomic and phylogenetic analysis of SABV-like mammarenavirus (SP2019-01) from a patient with fatal hemorrhagic fever,
Brazil, 2020. A) Genome plots comparing strain SP2019-01 with SABV strain SPH114202, showing identity throughout the genome and
variant sites (black lines). B) Maximum-likelihood tree of SP2019-01 (red box) based on the alignment of arenavirus sequences. Tree was
rooted in the Haartman Institute virus isolate sequence, and bootstrap values are shown next to the branches. CDS, coding sequence;
GC, content of guanosine and cytosine; L, large; S, small; SABV, Sabiá virus. Scale bar indicates nucleotide substitutions per site.
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reported since 1994 including 2 in laboratory workers handling SABV samples, raising concern about
the potential for aerosol transmission (10).
After the virome test report from this investigation was issued, the laboratory team took all measures to remove biological samples from laboratory
routine testing and store them at -80°C. Persons who
had any contact with the patient were informed and
monitored and did not develop symptoms. Brazil
health and surveillance authorities, as well as the US
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, were
also informed. Our finding of an SABV-like arenavirus strain causing a fatal human infection in a
region with a recent outbreak of yellow fever show
the potential role of virome enrichment technique
and metagenomic NGS for the etiologic diagnosis
and identification of new pathogens in patients with
hemorrhagic fever.
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A woman with coronavirus disease in her 35th week of
pregnancy delivered an infant by cesarean section in a
negative-pressure operating room. The infant was negative for severe acute respiratory coronavirus 2. This case
suggests that mother-to-child transmission is unlikely for
this virus.

T

he recent outbreak of severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), which
causes coronavirus disease (COVID-19), is a public
health emergency that has drawn international concern (1). Like SARS-CoV and Middle East respiratory
syndrome coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2 is a member
of the coronavirus family for which no evidence of
mother-to-fetus transmission has been found (2–4).
We report a pregnant woman with confirmed SARSCoV-2 infection who underwent cesarean section delivery of a SARS-CoV-2–negative infant in Zhejiang
Province, China.
On February 6, 2020, a 30-year-old pregnant
woman at 35 weeks’ gestation sought treatment at
a college hospital because of a 2-day history of dry
cough without fever, chills, or shortness of breath.
The previous day, she had been confirmed positive
for SARS-CoV-2 infection at her local hospital on the
basis of a sputum sample.
We analyzed her epidemiologic history by asking
questions to determine the timeline of her virus infection. Beginning on January 12, her mother-in-law and
father-in-law, who lived in Hubei Province, visited
her house for 18 days. After the pregnant woman’s
hospital admission, the asymptomatic parents-in-law
were suspected of having SARS-CoV-2 infection and
1
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therefore quarantined in a hospital. However, they
tested negative for SARS-CoV-2 twice, even though
radiographs of the lungs of both persons suggested
lesions. The pregnant woman’s husband, who denied
any contact with others except his wife and his parents, experienced fever on February 1. His condition
worsened, and he went to the hospital, where he tested
positive for SARS-CoV-2.
On day 1 of her hospitalization, the pregnant
woman had dry cough and a temperature of 37.2°C.
Chest auscultation was slightly thicker in the right
lung but not the left lung. Chest radiography showed
scattered multiple patchy infiltrates in both lungs.
Laboratory findings were slightly abnormal (Appendix Table 1, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/
article/26/6/20-0287-App1.pdf). We considered this
an ordinary case on the basis of mild symptoms and
radiologic imaging. She received antiviral treatment
(oral lopinavir 200 mg and ritonavir 50 mg, each
2×/d), as well as methylprednisolone (40 mg 1×/d)
to relieve inflammation effusion (Figure). Her cough
resolved on day 2 of hospitalization.
On February 8 (day 3 of hospitalization), SARSCoV-2 RNA remained in the woman’s sputum, and
the fetal heart rate monitor showed 110 beats/min.
Consultation with an obstetrician resulted in a recommendation for emergency cesarean section. The
woman underwent a lower uterus cesarean section
in a negative-pressure operating room. All persons
in the room wore protective suits. Cefoperazone sodium/sulbactam sodium (intravenous drip, 2 g/ 8 h)
was infused to prevent infection at the surgical site,
and the methylprednisolone dose was doubled. She
delivered a normal baby boy without complications.
An oropharyngeal swab specimen, obtained immediately after he was taken from the uterus, indicated
he was negative for SARS-CoV-2, and he was sent to
the negative-pressure ward. During the next 2 days,
the infant’s oropharyngeal swab, blood, feces, and
urine samples remained negative for SARS-CoV-2
throughout testing at 7 different times.
On the delivery day, although the woman’s sputum was positive, serum, urine, feces, amniotic fluid,
umbilical cord blood and placenta, and breast milk
samples were negative. On days 4 and 5 of hospitalization, the woman’s sputum tests were negative
for SARS-CoV-2, and she remained afebrile. Her respiratory specimens were positive for SARS-CoV-2
after 4 days of serial testing (Appendix Table 2). No
SARS-CoV-2 RNA was detected in fecal, urine, and
blood samples. The woman was discharged from the
hospital on February 19, and her infant was
discharged on February 24.
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Figure. Course of illness and treatment for a 30-year-old pregnant woman infected with severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2, China.

In a descriptive study of SARS-CoV-2 infection, 7 of 9 pregnant women delivered their infants
through caesarean section and 2 delivered through
vaginal delivery; 10 SARS-CoV-2–negative infants
were born (5). During caesarean section delivery,
N95 mask, goggles, medical protective suit; gentle
procedures to avoid droplets from the surgical site;
and strict aseptic operation are required. Protective
measures are crucial, and the surgery should be performed in a negative-pressure operating room. The
virus is now known to interact with human respiratory epithelial cells through its spike protein (6).
Therefore, it is mainly transmitted through droplets
and aerosols.
In conclusion, we report a pregnant woman with
SARS-CoV-2 infection who delivered a healthy infant, suggesting that mother-to-child transmission is
unlikely for this virus. We believe that effective implementation of protection measures during delivery,
including a negative-pressure delivery room, may
help prevent the infant from acquiring SARS-CoV-2
infection. Because our conclusions are limited by our
sample size of 1, we cannot definitively state whether
cesarean section is better than vaginal delivery for
preventing transmission from a pregnant mother
with SARS-CoV-2 infection.
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We report an asymptomatic child who was positive for a
coronavirus by reverse transcription PCR in a stool specimen 17 days after the last virus exposure. The child was
virus positive in stool specimens for at least an additional
9 days. Respiratory tract specimens were negative by reverse transcription PCR.

A

n outbreak of coronavirus disease (COVID-19)
began in Wuhan, China, during December 2019
and has rapidly spread throughout China and to
many countries (1,2). Common symptoms include
fever, dry cough, and myalgia (3). Ten laboratoryconfirmed cases and several asymptomatic cases
of COVID-19 have been identified in Zhoushan,
China, since January 19, 2020. We report the epidemiologic and diagnostic features for 1 case in an
asymptomatic child.
On January 30, 2020, we identified a 10-year-old
boy who had no fever or cough but had close contact
with 2 confirmed case-patients with laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 (Figure). The boy was a primary
school student who lived with his parents in an apartment of a college. The complex had several confirmed
COVID-19 case-patients during January 19–31.
Interviews of the boy and his parents confirmed
his multiple exposures to the previously confirmed
case-patients. On January 9 and 15, he participated in
2 parties with his parents and their colleagues. Two
persons at these parties were positive for severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2)
by reverse transcription PCR (RT-PCR) on January 20
and 22. During January 12–15, the boy played football
at a football club with a teammate who had a viruspositive RT-PCR result on January 22. The parents of
the boy were asymptomatic and their stool, nasopharyngeal, and sputum specimens collected on February 1 and 14 were negative for SARS-CoV-2.
1
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We collected nasopharyngeal swab and sputum
samples from the boy 15 days after the last close contact and tested these specimens for SARS-CoV-2 by
using RT-PCRs targeting the open reading frame lab
(ORF1ab) and nucleoprotein gene regions (4). We obtained equivocal results: cycle threshold (Ct) values
were negative for ORFlab and 37.5 for the nucleoprotein gene. However, on February 1 (17 days after his
last contact), a stool specimen was positive for SARSCoV-2 by RT-PCR. (ORF1ab Ct 32.6; nucleoprotein
gene Ct 33.7). He was then hospitalized in isolation
and for monitoring.
Since January 22, The area of residence for the boy
had been isolated, and community physicians monitored quarantined residents twice a day for signs and
symptoms including fever, cough, and myalgia. During January 9–31, the boy had no signs or symptoms.
In the hospital, a routine blood test performed
on February 2 showed cell counts within reference
ranges, and a computed tomography scan on February 5 showed no abnormalities. After additional stool
specimens collected on February 2 (ORF1ab Ct 25.6;
nucleoprotein gene Ct 25.8) and February 4 (ORF1ab
Ct 25.6; nucleoprotein gene Ct 28.3) were positive, the
patient received abidol hydrochloride (100 mg 3×/d),
interferon α-2b spray (2.5 million U 2×/d) and traditional Chinese medical therapy on February 5. Stool
specimens collected on February 7 (ORF1ab Ct 26.3;
nucleoprotein gene Ct 27.6), February 8 (ORF1ab Ct
31.4; nucleoprotein gene Ct 30.6), and February 9 (ORF1ab Ct 27.0; nucleoprotein gene Ct 27.0) were positive, but stool specimens collected on February 12 and
14 were negative.
Early symptoms in most COVID-19 patients
include fever, myalgia, cough, and sore throat (5),
which are common in other acute respiratory virus
infections (6). Most cases appear to be mild, and most
hospitalized patients have pneumonia with ground
glass opacities on chest radiographs. Few children
with SARS-CoV-2 infections have been reported, and
most of them had mild clinical symptoms (7).
The boy we report had close contact with confirmed COVID-19 case-patients on several occasions
before he showed an equivocal RT-PCR result for
respiratory specimens and subsequently positive
results for stool specimens. Despite these positive
test results, he had no detectable fever or other clinical symptoms consistent with COVID-19 for >30
days from his last documented exposure. Although
positive RT-PCR results do not necessarily indicate presence of infectious virus, our findings reinforce the need for RT-PCR testing of asymptomatic
persons with exposure to COVID-19 patients.
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Figure. Timeline for detection of novel coronavirus by RT-PCR in stool specimen from asymptomatic child, China, January 9–February
14, 2020. NA, not available; NP, nasopharyngeal; RT-PCR, reverse transcription PCR; +, positive for novel coronavirus RNA by RTPCR; ±, equivocal for novel coronavirus RNA by RT-PCR; –, negative for novel coronavirus RNA by RT-PCR.

Asymptomatic infections complicate efforts to curtail SARS-CoV-2 transmission and implement effective control procedures.
SARS-CoV-2 is believed to be transmitted
through large respiratory droplets (8) and close
contact (9). Indirect transmission by contaminated
fomites might also play a role. During the SARS
pandemic of 2002–2003, positive RT-PCR results for
stool specimens from SARS patients suggested that
stools or sewage might be virus sources (10). Our
finding of multiple positive stool specimens in this
case similarly raises the concern that stool from COVID-19 patients might serve as another vehicle for
virus transmission. Moreover, detection of virus by
RT-PCR in stool specimens when respiratory tract
specimens are negative suggests that stool might
be considered, in addition to respiratory tract specimens, for routine diagnostic screening.
Our study had several limitations. The delay in
RT-PCR testing after the first recognition of virus
exposure prevented a more accurate estimation of
the incubation time from exposure to RT-PCR positivity. The failure to test other specimens, such as
blood and urine, prevented determination of the
full spectrum of virus shedding for the case-patient. Although we urge caution in making policy
decisions on the basis of 1 case, expanded testing
of various clinical specimens from symptomatic
and asymptomatic case-patient contacts at multiple
time points would be warranted to help confirm
our findings.
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We estimated the case-fatality risk for coronavirus disease
cases in China (3.5%); China, excluding Hubei Province
(0.8%); 82 countries, territories, and areas (4.2%); and on
a cruise ship (0.6%). Lower estimates might be closest to
the true value, but a broad range of 0.25%–3.0% probably
should be considered.

T

he coronavirus disease (COVID-19) is spreading
globally; as of March 5, 2020, cases were reported
in China and 85 other countries, territories, and areas (1). Disease severity is a particularly crucial parameter for understanding this new disease (2), but
accurately estimating the case-fatality risk is difficult
because milder cases are not being diagnosed and
death is delayed.
We used data from the World Health Organization (WHO) (1) to calculate crude estimates of the casefatality risk on March 5, 2020, for 4 populations: China;
China, excluding Hubei Province; a group of 82 countries, territories, and areas; and passengers and crew of
a cruise ship (Table 1). However, given the critical need
to consider time lags to death when calculating casefatality risk (3), we used time lags from a recent study
from China (4). Yang et al. (4) reported that the median
time from symptom onset to radiological confirmation
of pneumonia was 5 days (interquartile range [IQR] 3–7
days); from symptom onset to intensive care unit (ICU)
admission was 11 days (IQR 7–14 days); and from ICU
admission to death was 7 days (IQR 3–11 days). Therefore, a median of 13 days passed from pneumonia confirmation to death ([11–5] + 7 = 13).
For our calculation, we assumed that the day of
radiological confirmation of pneumonia approximately equated to the reporting date for laboratoryconfirmed cases of COVID-19 to WHO. We obtained
cumulative COVID-19 case counts reported by WHO
on February 21 (5), which was 13 days before March
5, the date we used for calculating the crude case-fatality risk. Our approach is broadly comparable to a
study that used earlier data to estimate the median
time delay of 13 days from illness onset to death (6).
By using the number of cumulative cases on February 21 as the denominator for the adjusted case-fatality risk (aCFR), we assumed that half of the additional cumulative reported deaths on March 5 could
be matched with cases reported on February 21. We
acknowledge our approach is fairly simplistic and
that it can be superseded when higher quality cohortbased analyses become available.
The case-fatality risks, when adjusted for a 13day lag time from reporting to death, were 3.5% in
China; 0.8% in China, excluding Hubei Province;
4.2% in the group of 82 countries, territories, and
areas; and 0.6% for the cruise ship (Table). Our result for China, excluding Hubei Province, is similar
to a previous estimate of 0.9% (95% CI 0.6%–1.3%)
by using a time-delay adjusted case-fatality risk for
the same area (K. Mizumoto and G. Chowell, unpub.
data; https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/
2020.02.19.20025163v1).
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Table. Crude and adjusted estimates of case-fatality risk for COVID-19 in 4 populations*
Cumulative
Cumulative
Crude Adjusted
Location
deaths†
confirmed cases† CFR, % deaths‡
China¶
3,015
80,565
3.74
2,627
China, excluding Hubei Province#
113
13,099
0.86
104
82 countries, territories, and areas**
27
2,285
1.18
15
Cruise ship
6
706
0.85
4

Adjusted cumulative
confirmed cases‡
75,569
12,907
354
634

Adjusted CFR, %
(95% CI)§
3.48 (3.35–3.61)
0.81 (0.67–0.98)
4.24 (2.58–6.87)
0.63 (0.25–1.61)

*CFR, case-fatality risk; COVID-19, coronavirus disease.
†Calculated by using data on laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 cases reported by the World Health Organization on March 5, 2020 (1).
‡Calculated by using cumulative confirmed cases as of February 21, 2020.
§Calculated using OpenEpi v3 (http://www.openepi.com) by using the Score (Wilson) method.
¶Includes Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan.
#We excluded Hubei Province because COVID-19 appears to have originated in this province and cases might have been missed because of shortages of
appropriate diagnostic tests or health system overload.
**Includes 82 countries, territories, and areas outside of China and reporting cases on March 5, 2020; excludes areas with >500 cases (i.e., Italy, Iran, and
South Korea) because of the possibility of uncontrolled spread and missed diagnoses in these localities.

Of our results, the least generalizable might be
the result for China, which could be elevated because of undiagnosed mild cases, initial shortages of
test kits, and elevated risk for death due to initial
high demands on the healthcare system in Wuhan.
The aCFR for the group of 82 countries, territories,
and areas also might be affected by missed mild cases if some of the areas had undetected transmission.
In terms of undiagnosed mild cases, the aCFR for
the cruise ship population likely is the most accurate
even though the 95% CI is broad. In addition, the
aCFR for the cruise ship had a higher denominator
due to inclusion of asymptomatic test-positive cases.
Among 3,711 crew and passengers, 255 asymptomatic cases were identified (7); some of these persons
subsequently might have developed symptoms.
Thus, the aCFR for the cruise ship partially could
reflect an infection-fatality risk. Also of note, 2,165
persons on the cruise ship were >60 years of age
(7), and data from China indicates a much higher
case-fatality risk among this age group (8); thus, a
higher case-fatality risk might be expected in the
cruise ship population than in other communities
sampled. Considering these issues of generalizability, the aCFR of 0.8% for China, excluding Hubei
Province, might be most accurate.
Nevertheless, given the residual uncertainties,
health sector decision-makers and disease modelers
probably should consider a broad range of 0.25%–
3.0% for COVID-19 case-fatality risk estimates. The
higher values could be more appropriate in resource
poor settings where the quality of hospital and intensive care might be constrained. Higher values might
also be appropriate in high-income countries with
limited surge capacity in hospital services because
elevated case-fatality risks could be seen at the peak
of local epidemics. Because COVID-19 is expected to
further spread globally, ongoing work using countryspecific cohorts will be needed to more robustly clarify the case-fatality risk of this new disease.
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We estimate the distribution of serial intervals for 468 confirmed cases of coronavirus disease reported in China as
of February 8, 2020. The mean interval was 3.96 days
(95% CI 3.53–4.39 days), SD 4.75 days (95% CI 4.46–
5.07 days); 12.6% of case reports indicated presymptomatic transmission.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.3201/eid2606.200357

K

ey aspects of the transmission dynamics of coronavirus disease (COVID-19) remain unclear (1).
The serial interval of COVID-19 is defined as the time
duration between a primary case-patient (infector)
having symptom onset and a secondary case-patient
(infectee) having symptom onset (2). The distribution of COVID-19 serial intervals is a critical input
for determining the basic reproduction number (R0)
1
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and the extent of interventions required to control
an epidemic (3).
To obtain reliable estimates of the serial interval,
we obtained data on 468 COVID-19 transmission events
reported in mainland China outside of Hubei Province
during January 21–February 8, 2020. Each report consists of a probable date of symptom onset for both the
infector and infectee, as well as the probable locations
of infection for both case-patients. The data include only
confirmed cases compiled from online reports from 18
provincial centers for disease control and prevention
(https://github.com/MeyersLabUTexas/COVID-19).
Fifty-nine of the 468 reports indicate that the infectee had symptoms earlier than the infector. Thus,
presymptomatic transmission might be occurring.
Given these negative-valued serial intervals, COVID-19 serial intervals seem to resemble a normal distribution more than the commonly assumed gamma or
Weibull distributions (4,5), which are limited to positive values (Appendix, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/
article/26/7/20-0357-App1.pdf). We estimate a mean
serial interval for COVID-19 of 3.96 (95% CI 3.53–4.39)
days, with an SD of 4.75 (95% CI 4.46–5.07) days (Figure), which is considerably lower than reported mean
serial intervals of 8.4 days for severe acute respiratory
syndrome (5) to 14.6 days (6) for Middle East respiratory syndrome. The mean serial interval is slightly
but not significantly longer when the index case is
imported (4.06 [95% CI 3.55–4.57] days) versus locally
infected (3.66 [95% CI 2.84–4.47] days), but slightly
shorter when the secondary transmission occurs within the household (4.03 [95% CI 3.12–4.94] days) versus
outside the household (4.56 [95% CI 3.85–5.27] days).
Combining these findings with published estimates for
the early exponential growth rate COVID-19 in Wuhan
(7), we estimate an R0 of 1.32 (95% CI 1.16–1.48) (5),
which is lower than published estimates that assume a
mean serial interval exceeding 7 days (7,8).
These estimates reflect reported symptom onset
dates for 752 case-patients from 93 cities in China,
who range in age from 1 to 90 years (mean 45.2 years,
SD 17.21 years). Recent analyses of putative COVID-19 infector–infectee pairs from several countries
have indicated average serial intervals of 4.0 days
(95% CI 3.1–4.9 days; n = 28; unpub. data, H. Nishiura
et al., unpub. data, https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.02.
03.20019497), 4.4 days (95% CI 2.9–6.7 days, n = 21; S.
Zhao et al., unpub. data, https://doi.org/10.1101/20
20.02.21.20026559], and 7.5 days (95% CI 5.3–19, n =
6; 8). Whereas none of these studies report negative
serial intervals in which the infectee had symptoms
before the infector, 12.6% of the serial intervals in our
sample were negative.
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Figure. Estimated serial
interval distribution for
coronavirus disease
(COVID-19) based on 468
reported transmission events,
China, January 21–February
8, 2020. A) All infection events
(N = 468) reported across 93
cities of mainland China as
of February 8, 2020; B) the
subset infection events (n =
122) in which both the infector
and infectee were infected
in the reporting city (i.e., the
index patient’s case was not an
importation from another city).
Gray bars indicate the number
of infection events with specified serial interval, and blue lines indicate fitted normal distributions. Negative serial intervals (left of the
vertical dotted lines) suggest the possibility of COVID-19 transmission from asymptomatic or mildly symptomatic case-patients.

We note 4 potential sources of bias. First, the data
are restricted to online reports of confirmed cases and
therefore might be biased toward more severe cases
in areas with a high-functioning healthcare and public health infrastructure. The rapid isolation of such
case-patients might have prevented longer serial intervals, potentially shifting our estimate downward
compared with serial intervals that might be observed
in an uncontrolled epidemic. Second, the distribution
of serial intervals varies throughout an epidemic; the
time between successive cases contracts around the
epidemic peak (9). A susceptible person is likely to
become infected more quickly if they are surrounded
by 2 infected persons instead of 1. Because our estimates are based primarily on transmission events reported during the early stages of outbreaks, we do not
explicitly account for such compression and interpret
the estimates as basic serial intervals at the outset of
an epidemic. However, if some of the reported infections occurred amid growing clusters of cases, then
our estimates might reflect effective (compressed) serial intervals that would be expected during a period
of epidemic growth. Third, the identity of each infector and the timing of symptom onset were presumably based on individual recollection of past events.
If recall accuracy is impeded by time or trauma, casepatients might be more likely to attribute infection
to recent encounters (short serial intervals) over past
encounters (longer serial intervals). In contrast, the
reported serial intervals might be biased upward by
travel-related delays in transmission from primary
case-patients that were infected in Wuhan or another
city before returning home. If their infectious period
started during travel, then we might be unlikely to
observe early transmission events with shorter serial
intervals. The mean serial interval is slightly higher
1342

for the 218 of 301 unique infectors reported to have
imported cases.
Given the heterogeneity in type and reliability
of these sources, we caution that our findings should
be interpreted as working hypotheses regarding the
infectiousness of COVID-19, requiring further validation. The potential implications for COVID-19 control
are mixed. Although our lower estimates for R0 suggest easier containment, the large number of reported
asymptomatic transmission events is concerning.
We acknowledge the financial support from the US
National Institutes of Health (grant no. U01 GM087719)
and the National Natural Science Foundation of China
(grant no. 61773091).
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To determine possible modes of virus transmission, we
investigated a cluster of coronavirus disease cases associated with a shopping mall in Wenzhou, China. Data
indicated that indirect transmission of the causative virus occurred, perhaps resulting from virus contamination
of common objects, virus aerosolization in a confined
space, or spread from asymptomatic infected persons.
1
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S

evere acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
(SARS-CoV-2), the causative agent of coronavirus
disease (COVID-19), is presumed to spread primarily
via respiratory droplets and close contact. However,
these transmission modes do not explain all cases.
To determine how the virus may have spread among
a cluster of COVID-19 cases associated with a shopping mall in Wenzhou (a city with 8 million residents),
China, we monitored and traced close contacts and
hypothesized possible transmission modes. We analyzed clinical and laboratory data for cases by using
real-time reverse transcription PCR (1). The study was
approved with written consent from the Ethics Committee of Wenzhou Central Hospital and written informed consent from all case-patients.
On January 20, 2020, a 23-year-old man (patient
E) sought care at a hospital after 11 days of fever and
headache. On January 21, COVID-19 was confirmed
for patient E and his co-worker, patient G. The Wenzhou Center for Disease Control and Prevention
traced and tested their contacts, and by January 28,
COVID-19 was confirmed for 7 persons (patients
A–G) from the same office (on floor 7).
Patient A, a 30-year-old woman, the only case-patient who indicated that she had been in Wuhan, China,
returned from Wuhan on December 18, 2019. On January 15–16, 2020, she had a fever, but symptoms resolved
without treatment. Despite symptom resolution, on January 30 she was confirmed to have SARS-CoV-2 infection. If patient A is the index patient, infected in Wuhan,
her incubation period would have been 28 days, which
would be extremely long, according to updated information (W.J. Guan et al., unpub. data, https://www.
medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.02.06.20020974v1).
Asymptomatic carrier transmission has been reported
for SARS-CoV-2 (2); hence, patient A could have been
screened as a close contact during her incubation period and then hospitalized on the basis of a positive test
(PCR) result only. However, her clinical symptoms did
not appear until after hospitalization. Because persons
with asymptomatic COVID-19 can spread the virus, patient A also could have been an asymptomatic carrier
with a persistent infection (3).
On January 22, the mall was shut down. During
January 19–February 9, COVID-19 was diagnosed
for 7 mall staff from floors B1–3 and for 10 mall customers. Close contacts associated with the mall were
traced, and COVID-19 was confirmed for 11 persons.
Sixteen patients had had direct contact with other patients or had gone shopping in the mall. The average
incubation period was 7.3 (range 1–17) days.
The mall has 8 floors above ground and several basement levels; floors B1 to 6 are commercial
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Figure. Cluster of COVID-19 cases associated with a shopping mall in Wenzhou, China. A) Distribution of COVID-19 case-patients
by mall floor, time, and internal relationship. B) Dates of symptom onset, confirmed test results, and hospitalization information.
Numbers within yellow bars indicate length of incubation period. Black vertical arrow indicates date when patient A returned from
Wuhan, China. B1–7, mall floors; C, customer; COVID-19 coronavirus disease; Ct, cycle threshold; T, date of symptom onset; M,
month; RT-PCR, reverse transcription PCR.
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shopping space, and floor 7 contains shopping and
office space. We created an illustration showing the
floors where the eventual COVID-19 case-patients
worked or shopped, along with dates of symptom
onset, potential incubation periods, symptom durations, confirmed times of positive diagnosis, and
times of discharge (Figure 1, panel A).
Except for those who had been on floor 7, all other
case-patients denied direct close contact with other casepatients. The possibility of customers being infected
from other sources cannot be excluded. However, most
customers reported early symptom onset in a concentrated time frame (Figure 1, panel B). We found no convincing evidence of definitive transmission pathways in
this building. Patients A–G (Figure 1, panel A) worked
in the same room on floor 7. Other case-patients who
had been on other floors denied any direct contact with
confirmed patients from floor 7, but they shared common building facilities (e.g., restrooms, elevators). Also,
staff from floor 7 visited shops on other floors daily.
Until now, no evidence has shown that SARSCoV-2 can survive outside the body for long. However, Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus
demonstrates high robustness and a strong capability
to survive outside the body and can remain infectious
for up to 60 minutes after aerosolization (4). Hence,
the rapid spread of SARS-CoV-2 in our study could
have resulted from spread via fomites (e.g., elevator
buttons or restroom taps) or virus aerosolization in a
confined public space (e.g., restrooms or elevators).
All case-patients other than those on floor 7 were
female, including a restroom cleaner, so common
restroom use could have been the infection source.
For case-patients who were customers in the shopping mall but did not report using the restroom, the
source of infection could have been the elevators. The
Guangzhou Center for Disease Control and Prevention detected the nucleic acid of SARS-CoV-2 on a
doorknob at a patient’s house (5), but Wenzhou Center for Disease Control and Prevention test results for
an environmental sample from the surface of a mall
elevator wall and button were negative.
We cannot exclude the possibility of unknown infected persons (e.g., asymptomatic carriers) spreading

the virus. However, according to screening protocols
implemented by the Wenzhou Center for Disease
Control and Prevention, we traced all close contacts
and included all patients with positive PCR results,
including the asymptomatic carrier (patient A), in
this study. Our findings appear to indicate that low
intensity transmission occurred without prolonged
close contact in this mall; that is, the virus spread by
indirect transmission.
The work was supported by Major Project of Wenzhou
Municipal Science and Technology Bureau (ZY202004).
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We describe 2 cases of coronavirus disease in patients
with mild upper respiratory symptoms. Both patients
worked on a cruise ship quarantined off the coast of Japan.
One patient had persistent, low-grade upper respiratory
tract symptoms without fever. The other patient had rapid
symptom cessation but persistent viral RNA detection.

S

ince December 2019, an outbreak of coronavirus
disease (COVID-19) caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) has
been spreading globally (1). On January 25, 2020, a
passenger disembarked a cruise ship in Hong Kong
and on February 1 tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 (2).
The ship docked in Yokohama, Japan, on February
3 for quarantine and isolation. On February 7, passengers and crew were provided thermometers and
asked to check their temperature several times daily.
Crew members were instructed to continue duties, report fever or respiratory symptoms, and follow quarantine instructions.
By February 28, a total of 705 COVID-19 cases
were confirmed among 4,061 passengers and crew
tested; 392 cases were asymptomatic, 36 persons were
admitted to intensive care units, and 6 patients died
(2). All case-patients from the ship were transferred to
designated medical institutions in Japan (3).
Preliminary reports describe COVID-19 manifesting as pneumonia (4–6), but most cases are
milder and could have more transmission potential
because patients might not seek medical attention
(7). Because of the lower threshold for testing persons on board, the cruise ship created an opportunity to observe mild COVID-19 cases and monitor
patient symptoms. We describe 2 COVID-19 cases
in persons with mild upper respiratory symptoms.
The patients provided written, informed consent to
share their clinical details.
Case 1 occurred in a 35-year-old woman from
South Asia who worked as a restaurant server on
the ship. On day 1 of her illness, February 7, she experienced throat dryness and a slight cough (Figure,
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panel A). She and her roommate shared a bathroom
with 2 others who had similar symptoms earlier.
Case-patient 1 reported her symptoms but continued to work because she was afebrile. On day 3,
she had throat soreness, stayed in her room, and
was tested for SARS-CoV-2 by reverse transcription
PCR (RT-PCR). On days 4–5, her symptoms diminished. On day 6, she was told she tested positive and
was transferred to Asahi General Hospital (Chiba,
Japan). At admission, she had a slight sore throat
and cough. Her temperature was 36.5°C; blood pressure, 113/85 mm Hg; pulse, 92 bpm; respiration, 16
breaths/min; and oxygen saturation, 95% on ambient air. She had no underlying medical conditions
and was taking no routine medication. On examination, her throat was bright red without exudates,
lung auscultation was clear, and chest radiographs
and blood tests were not clinically significant (Appendix Figure 1, panel A, Table 1, http://wwwnc.
cdc.gov/EID/article/26/6/20-0452-App1.pdf). We
did not suspect pneumonia and did not perform
computed tomography. On day 8, she reported
slight rhinorrhea. On day 9, RT-PCR again was positive for SARS-CoV-2. Her symptoms continued to
diminish, and by day 10 she had discontinued all
medications. RT-PCR results were positive on days
13 and 15, negative on day 19, positive again on day
20, and negative again on days 22 and 23, meeting
the criteria for discharge, 2 consecutive negative assays. She never had fever, shortness of breath, or
sputum, and daily lung auscultation was clear, suggesting absence of pneumonia.
Case 2 occurred in a 27-year-old man from
South Asia who worked as a kitchen cleaner on the
ship. On day 1 of his illness, February 8, he had a
fever (38.6°C), sore throat, and cough. His roommate had similar symptoms that started 2 days
before. Case-patient 2 reported his symptoms but
continued to work. On day 2, he was tested for
SARS-CoV-2 but continued to work. On day 3, his
fever persisted, so he stayed in his room. By day
4, his symptoms resolved. On day 5, he was told
he tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 and was transferred to Asahi General Hospital. At admission, he
had no respiratory or other symptoms. He had no
underlying medical conditions and was taking no
routine medication. His temperature was 36.0°C;
blood pressure, 132/85 mm Hg; pulse, 87 bpm; respirations, 16 breaths/min; and oxygen saturation,
95% on ambient air. On examination, his throat was
bright red without exudates (Appendix Figure 2),
lung auscultation was clear, and chest radiographs
and blood tests were not clinically significant
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Figure. Clinical courses of 2 case-patients with coronavirus disease (COVID-19) admitted from a cruise ship docked in Japan,
2020. A) Case-patient 1, a 25-year-old woman who worked on the ship as a restaurant server. B) Case-patient 2, a 27-year-old
man who worked on the ship as a kitchen cleaner. Acetaminophen was administered on an as-needed basis >2×/day after taking
body temperature, so measured body temperature is not affected. Nasopharyngeal swabs were used after February 21, 2020,
because a study by Zou et al. (10) suggested higher sensitivity of nasopharyngeal swab specimens over oropharyngeal swab
specimens. AC, acetaminophen; Adm., admission; AM, amoxicillin; B, bakumondoto, a multiherb kampo medicine for dry cough;
C, codeine-containing cough syrup; F, fexofenadine; naso, nasopharyngeal swab; oro, oropharyngeal swab; RT-PCR, reverse
transcription PCR.
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(Appendix Figure 1, panel B, Table 2). He remained
asymptomatic, but on day 8, RT-PCR results were
positive; results remained positive on days 12, 14,
18, and 21. His throat redness did not improve, but
he did not report throat soreness or discomfort. He
never experienced shortness of breath or sputum,
and daily lung auscultations were clear.
We describe 2 mild cases of COVID-19 without
discernable pneumonia, which could represent the
clinical course in young, healthy persons. Worldwide,
cases are appearing without apparent epidemiologic
links (8). As the virus spreads, more mild COVID-19
cases are likely, and clinicians should be aware of
clinical manifestations in the absence of severe symptoms. Case-patient 2’s symptoms rapidly decreased,
but detectable viral RNA persisted for >2 weeks. As
of February 27, patients in Japan must have 2 consecutive negative RT-PCR results before they can be discharged (9). Viral RNA detection does not necessarily
indicate infectivity, so we urgently need guidance for
detection and management of mild COVID-19 to prepare for a possible pandemic and avoid overwhelming healthcare systems.
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Addendum
As of April 6, a total of 712 coronavirus disease cases had
been confirmed among 3,711 passengers and crew of the
cruise ship (19.2%) (https://www.mhlw.go.jp/stf/houdou/houdou_list_202004.html). At the time of testing,
410 (57.6%) were asymptomatic; of those, 79 (11.1%) had
symptoms develop within the 14-day self-monitoring period, leaving 331 persons who tested positive and remained
asymptomatic after the self-monitoring period (46.5% of
all cases). Forty (5.6%) patients were admitted to intensive
care units (ICUs); 12 patients died (1.7%), including 1 person reported by the government of Australia to have died
after transferring home. Of the cases we reported, casepatient 2 remained asymptomatic; RT-PCR results were
negative on day 24, positive again on day 25, and negative
again on days 27 and 28, meeting the criteria for discharge.
His throat redness had improved by discharge. By March
27, both patients had been sent back to their home country
1348

by air and instructed to self-isolate at home for an additional 14 days.
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L

ong before microbes were discovered, a sudden occurrence
of disease in a society would trigger fear, accompanied by rational
and irrational responses. A mysterious, highly contagious disease that
spread across the Mediterranean
and killed a quarter of the population of Athens is the first recorded
pandemic (1).
The Pandemic Century: One Hundred Years of Panic,
Hysteria and Hubris by Mark Honigsbaum, a medical
historian at the City University of London (UK), focuses on large-scale outbreaks since 1900. The author uses
9 examples to shine a light on epidemiological blind
spots to avoid in future investigations. For example,
he suggests that the initial lackluster response to the
1918 influenza pandemic can be attributed in part to
false confidence in Richard Pfeiffer’s 1892 discovery of
Bacillus influenzae, now known as Haemophilus influenzae. We later learned that H. influenzae occasionally is
found in persons with influenza but was not the cause
of the pandemic.
Through colorful and engaging narrative, Honigsbaum probes the social context of early 20th Century America that led investigators to attribute differences in pneumonia rates among African Americans
to racial factors compared with white soldiers at
Camp Funston, Kansas, thought to be an early site of
the 1918 influenza pandemic. He details how public
hysteria, fear, and conspiracy theories hindered public health responses in other outbreaks, such as in the
1976 Legionnaires’ disease outbreak in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. He includes laboratory and epidemiological investigations that led to identification of
Legionella pneumophila in 1977 (Figure). The film, Influenza 1918, which aired on the Public Broadcasting
Service, also profiles the pandemic (2).
The book at times offers a gloomy assessment of
how, in today’s era of international travel, ecological
disturbances and human behaviors have tipped the
scales in favor of pathogens. It also highlights lapses that

occurred during outbreak investigations, such as how
mishandled laboratory samples delayed recognition of
severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) in 2002 and
how cross-border travel and the lack of appreciation
for local cultural practices by investigators facilitated
spread of Ebola virus in West Africa during 2014–2016.
The text concludes with a description of global
efforts to anticipate pandemics, such as Resolve, a
public health initiative supported by philanthropic
institutions including the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation. Honigsbaum notes uncertainties and
gaps here too, such as Madagascar’s ineligibility to
receive support to respond to a massive Yersinia pestis outbreak from a World Bank fund. The fund was
established after the Ebola outbreak in West Africa
and only can be used for diseases caused by viruses that have certain characteristics and threaten to
spread internationally (3).
This book appealed to me because it condenses
events spanning a century into readable segments
told by an author known for in depth historical accounts. The Pandemic Century could appeal to diverse
categories of readers, including epidemiologists, public health workers, students, and anyone interested
in understanding why, despite impressive gains in
global public health preparedness and advances in
disease prevention and control, pandemics continue
to surprise and terrify us.
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Author affiliation: Pennsylvania Department of Health, Harrisburg,
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ABOUT THE COVER
Notice to Readers
Readers may learn more about this month’s cover image, Portrait of Maria Salviati and
Giulia de’ Medici, by reading the historical review article Syphilis in Maria Salviati
(1499–1543), Wife of Giovanni de’ Medici of the Black Bands, which appears in this issue
(https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/26/6/18-0786_article). This image is also included as
Figure 1 in that article (page 1274).

Jacopo Carucci Pontormo (1494–1557). Portrait of Maria Salviati and Giulia de’ Medici (c. 1537). Oil on panel,
34.65 in × 28.07 in/88 cm × 71.3 cm. Digital image courtesy of The Walters Art Museum, Baltimore, Maryland, USA.
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• Case Manifestations and Public Health Response for
Outbreak of Meningococcal W Disease, Central Australia

• Early Introduction of Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome Coronavirus 2 into Europe

• Macrolide-Resistant Mycoplasma pneumoniae
Infections in Pediatric Community-Acquired Pneumonia

• Shuni Virus in Wildlife and Nonequine Domestic
Animals, South Africa

• Transmission of Chikungunya Virus in an Urban Slum,
Brazil

• Approach to Cataract in an Ebola Virus Disease
Survivor with Prior Ocular Viral Persistence

• Public Health Role of Academic Medical Center in
Community Outbreak of Hepatitis A, San Diego County,
California, USA, 2016–2018

• Transmission of Legionnaires’ Disease through Toilet
Flushing

• Identifying Locations with Possible Undetected
Imported Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
Coronavirus 2 Cases by Using Importation Predictions
• Atypical Manifestations of Cat-Scratch Disease, United
States, 2005–2014
• Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus
2−Specific Antibody Responses in Coronavirus
Disease Patients
• Bat and Lyssavirus Exposure among Humans in
Region that Celebrates a Bat Festival, Nigeria, 2010
and 2013
• High Contagiousness and Rapid Spread of Severe
Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2
• Efficient Surveillance of Plasmodium knowlesi Genetic
Subpopulations, Malaysian Borneo, 2000–2018
• Countrywide Outbreak of Invasive Listeriosis
Associated with Blood Sausage Consumption,
Germany, 2018–2019

• Clinical Characteristics of Patients Hospitalized with
Coronavirus Disease, Thailand
• Clinical Management of Argentine Hemorrhagic Fever
using Ribavirin and Favipiravir, Belgium, 2020
• Sub-Saharan Africa and Eurasia Ancestry of
Reassortant Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza
A(H5N8) Virus, Europe, December 2019
• Inactivation of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
Coronavirus 2 by WHO-Recommended Hand Rub
Formulations and Alcohols
• Aerosol and Surface Distribution of Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 in Hospital
Wards, Wuhan, China, 2020
• Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2
Infection among Returnees to Japan from Wuhan,
China, 2020
• Carbapenem Resistance Conferred by OXA-48 in K2ST86 Hypervirulent Klebsiella pneumoniae, France

• Rickettsioses as Major Etiologies of Unrecognized
Acute Febrile Illness, Sabah, East Malaysia

• Possible Bat Origin of Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome Coronavirus 2

• Meningococcal W 135 Disease Vaccination Intent, the
Netherlands, 2018–2019

• Serologic Evidence of Severe Fever with
Thrombocytopenia Syndrome Virus and Related
Viruses in Pakistan

• Coccidioidomycosis Among Hispanic Farm Workers,
California, USA, 2018
• Policy Decisions and Use of Information Technology to
Fight Coronavirus Disease, Taiwan

• Surveillance and Testing for Middle East Respiratory
Syndrome Coronavirus, Saudi Arabia, March 2016–
March 2019

Complete list of articles in the July issue at
http://www.cdc.gov/eid/upcoming.htm
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Article Title
Manifestations of Toxic Shock Syndrome in Children,
Columbus, Ohio, USA, 2010–2017
CME Questions
1. Your patient is a 2-year-old boy who appears to
have some findings consistent with toxic shock
syndrome (TSS), but who has no rash. On the basis
of a retrospective chart review from a large tertiary
care center by Cook and colleagues, which one of the
following statements about clinical characteristics of
pediatric TSS is correct?
A.
B.
C.

D.

Three quarters of patients with STSS had a
characteristic rash
One quarter of patients had clinical and laboratory
findings that are not part of TSS criteria
Pulmonary infiltrates were present in 73% of patients
with TSS at diagnosis and admission, but only 12%
of patients had primary admission and discharge
diagnosis of pneumonia
In patients with nonstreptococcal TSS (NSTSS),
thrombocytopenia was the only coagulation
abnormality identified

2. According to the retrospective chart review by Cook
and colleagues, which one of the following statements
about diagnostic decisions regarding pediatric TSS in
a large tertiary care center and their implications for
published criteria is correct?
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A.
B.
C.
D.

The findings support existing CDC criteria for TSS
diagnosis and management.
Clinicians often rely incorrectly on typical
presentations of TSS (eg, fever, hypotension, and
rash) before they make the diagnosis of TSS
The findings support separate diagnostic criteria for
STSS and NSTSS
The findings support use of diagnostic criteria
regarding creatine phosphokinase (CPK) and renal
and hepatic involvement

3. On the basis of the retrospective chart review from
a large tertiary care center by Cook and colleagues,
which one of the following statements about treatment
and management of pediatric TSS is correct?
A.

Many patients had a prolonged preadmission course
that could delay their treatment start time
B. Treatment with clindamycin and intravenous
immunoglobulin (IVIg) led to significantly better
outcomes than treatment with IVIg alone
C. Presence or absence of rash did not affect timing of
recommended treatment initiation in patients with STSS
D. Patients with NSTSS received clindamycin and IVIg
sooner than those with STSS and stayed ~57% fewer
inpatient days
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Article Title
Statin Use and Influenza Vaccine Effectiveness in
Persons >65 Years of Age, Taiwan
CME Questions
1. You are advising a large geriatric practice regarding
the likelihood of efficacy of influenza vaccine in
patients receiving statins. On the basis of the largescale, nationwide, Taiwanese population-based
cohort study by Tsai and colleagues, which one of
the following statements about the risks for poor
outcomes in elderly patients (aged >65 years) who
received influenza vaccinations compared with
those in propensity score-matched elderly control
individuals who did not receive influenza vaccinations
is correct?

A.

A.

3. On the basis of the large-scale, nationwide,
Taiwanese population-based cohort study by Tsai and
colleagues, which one of the following statements
about clinical implications of comparative risks for
poor outcomes in elderly patients who did or did not
receive influenza vaccinations, and of comparative
vaccine effectiveness between statin users and
nonusers, is correct?

The vaccinated group had lower risks for in-hospital
death from pneumonia (28% lower risk; adjusted
hazard ratio [aHR], 0.72) and hospitalization for
pneumonia and influenza (16% lower risk; aHR, 0.84)
B. The vaccinated group did not have significantly lower
risks for in-hospital death or hospitalization for critical
illnesses than the unvaccinated group
C. Hospitalization for circulatory conditions did not differ
between groups
D. Before propensity score matching, the groups did not
differ in comorbidities or concomitant drug use
2. According to the large-scale, nationwide, Taiwanese
population-based cohort study by Tsai and colleagues,
which one of the following statements about
comparative vaccine effectiveness between elderly
statin users and nonusers is correct?

B.
C.
D.

A.
B.
C.
D.

Statin use has been proven to eliminate influenza
vaccine effectiveness against critical illness and
mortality among vaccinated elderly patients
When stratified by statin use and analyzed by
interaction analysis, there was no significant difference
in outcomes between statin users and nonusers
Using a Cox regression model adjusted for propensity
score only showed that statin users had worse
outcomes than nonusers
The rate of hospitalization for critical illness was
significantly higher in statin users than in nonusers

The findings suggest that elderly patients using statins
should not receive influenza vaccination
Statins appear to increase cytokine production by
immune cells
The study proves that in middle-aged adults, statin
use will not affect influenza vaccine effectiveness
Statins may inhibit the major histocompatibility
complex class II pathway of antigen presentation
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